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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Feeling Home:  

House and Ideology in the Attic Orators 

 

by 

 

Hilary Lehmann 

Doctor of Philosophy in Classics 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Kathryn Anne Morgan, Chair 

 

 This dissertation traces the idea of the home and family (oikos) through several speeches 

from the corpus of the Attic orators. Many of the speeches are concerned with family matters, 

from issues of inheritance or guardianship to adultery and murder. Scholars studying the ancient 

Greek family often use these speeches as evidence for social practices; my dissertation differs 

from these approaches in that it centers around the evidence not for real life but for the 

ideologies that shaped the habits and opinions of the ancient Athenians. I demonstrate that the 

orators drew on the ideology of the oikos, a set of social expectations that the house should be 

well-organized and family members perfectly loyal and affectionate to one another, in order to 

persuade the jury to vote in their favor.  

 The oikos was a particularly powerful symbol in the Athenian imaginary: every member 

of the jury and Assembly, before whom the speeches I focus on were delivered, belonged to an 



 !!!"

oikos. The orators used references to the house and family as a way of appealing to the shared 

experience of belonging to an oikos. In this way, they evoked what I call the home feeling, a 

communal, family feeling which could be used to persuade, to characterize, or to provide 

evidence. My first three chapters deal with forensic rhetoric, showing how speeches by 

Antiphon, Isocrates, Lysias, Isaeus, and Demosthenes engage with social expectations about 

behavior between family members and anxieties about dangers both inside and outside the house. 

In my fourth chapter, I argue that Demosthenes’ political speeches invoke the home feeling at the 

level of the polis in order to persuade the people of Athens to join together against dangers at 

home—laziness and complacency among the citizenry—and the increasing threat of Philip of 

Macedon. By focusing on the home feeling and the prevalence of the rhetoric of the oikos in the 

Attic orators, my dissertation casts new light on the importance of the house and household in 

Athenian public discourse. 
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Introduction: Houses, Ideology, and the Home Feeling 

 

 Speaking before a jury in Athens around 325 BCE, Demosthenes delivered a resounding 

denunciation of Aristogeiton, a politician and corrupt prosecutor being prosecuted for speaking 

in the Assembly and prosecuting lawsuits when he was forbidden to do so since he was in debt to 

the state.1 The speech touches on every kind of malfeasance: legal, social, and dietary 

(Aristogeiton apparently ate someone’s nose). Demosthenes compares his opponent to a viper or 

a scorpion (§52: !"#$ % &'()*+($), to an animal suffering from ritual pollution (§58: ,#-)./...01 

23)+(/). He has no place in the community of the polis, where life goes forward in a moderate, 

regulated manner. He has no share in communal feeling (§51: (4 5#6-/2)7*+-$… '(#/7/89) 

and he rattles and ruins the order (§19: '.&,($) of the city and its laws.2 This order of the laws is 

the fabric of society; everything is ordered by the laws (§27: 0(9$ /.,(#$ :*-/0- '(&,890-#). 

Aristogeiton disturbs this order through his failure to respect the laws. His antisocial, disruptive 

behavior is the antithesis of political and social propriety, a threat to the basic framework of 

society. 

 In contrast, the upstanding citizen of the polis is orderly, hard working, and communal. 

Demosthenes describes the community of such citizens as a family (§87): 

;,89$ <=), > ?/@)8$ A23/-9(#, 0B 0C$ 5D&87$ *)1$ E66F6(G$, H*8) 8I*(/, 
")J,8/(# 5#6-/2)7*+K, L&*8) -M &G<<N/8#-# 0O$ P@+-$ (P'(Q&#/ (P'+-$, 
(R07 0S/ *.6#/ (P'8908 @3,(&+K. 

                                                
1 MacDowell (2009: 298-313) and Wohl (2010b: 50-65) discuss the background and rhetorical strategies of this 
speech, Demosthenes 25 Against Aristogeiton. Its authorship has been questioned on legal and aesthetic grounds 
(Dionysius found it unpleasant, vulgar, and crude (Demosthenes 57: E3@89$ '-T 5()0#'-T '-T ?<)(#'(#)), but 
MacDowell, following Blass (1887-1898: 3.1.415), concludes in favor of Demosthenes’ authorship both because it 
contains details unlikely to be known by a later imitator and because the speech’s style, tone, and rhetorical strength 
matches Demosthenes’ own. 

2 “Kosmos in Greek indicates a state of order, and indeed order is the key attribute of the speech’s legal universe” 
(Wohl 2010b: 54).  
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You, men of Athens, feeling a natural philanthropy, as I have called it, toward one 
another, inhabit the city as a civic body just like families inhabit their individual 
houses.3 

The communal feeling which Aristogeiton lacks is ingrained in the Athenian citizenry—it comes 

to each of them naturally, from home (!"#!$%&).4 The jury, as representatives of the entire city, 

inhabit (!'#%()%) it in a familiar and philanthropic manner.5 Demosthenes’ use of words related to 

the house (!*#!+) to refer to membership in the polis brings a feeling of community, of affection 

toward other people, a family feeling. Aristogeiton’s status as an outlier strengthens the internal 

resolve of the community: he is the exception that proves the rule, in the original sense of the 

idiom. He is like the storm outside that makes the indoors feel more homey.6 Safe within the 

metaphoric walls of society, the law-abiding citizenry bands together in the face of disruption. 

They are a family, the polis is their house. Each member of the jury makes his decision from his 

nature, from home (!"#!$%&).7 It is as a member of this family, invested in its continued 

preservation, that Demosthenes addresses the jury, speaking the truth with all intimacy.8 This is 

the intimacy of the house, the !'#%,-).+ of the !'#/0, a feeling of closeness, of familiarity, of 

unity, of home. 

 The discourse Demosthenes is invoking in this speech, drawing on the intimacy of the 

house and household, is the topic of this dissertation: how and why the Attic orators engaged 

with the house and household (!'#/0 and !*#!+) in their speeches. The word !'#/0 most often 

                                                
3 All translations are my own. 

4 §81: 123& 4#05)!+ 678& !"#!$%& 697%)0,, 6:%!&, 5;<<&=2.&, >,:0&$98?/0& 

5 §89: )@& ?-:,& !'#%()% 5;<<%&,#3+ #0A >,:0&$9=?8+ 

6 “The sense of home is heightened when we are warm in bed yet can hear the rain on the roof and the wind 
whistling under the eaves. The contrast between inside and outside accentuates the meaning of being inside; the 
sense of cold outside makes warmth meaningful” (Dovey 1985: 46). 

7 §2: 1?B )C+ D#E5)!; >F5%8+ !"#!$%& 

8 §13: 2%)G ?E5.+ !'#%,-).)!+ 
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refers to a dwelling place, although it can metonymically stand for the family, while !"#!$ can 

mean “house,” “family/household personnel,” or “estate.”9 These words are at the heart of my 

dissertation, along with the related adjective !%#&'!$ (“belonging to the house”).10 This adjective 

has a range of interconnected uses: !( !%#&'!) are family members and friends, those intimately 

connected to the household.11 This relationship is often expressed with the adverb !%#&*+$. The 

emotional connection between people can extend to the inanimate—for example, !%#&*, -./,, 

one’s homeland.12 From there, !%#&'!$ extends to anything that is proper or suited to one’s self, 

such as !%#&*, 0)1+/*,, an appropriate punishment.13 In the comparative and superlative, the 

adjective expresses degrees of intimacy, defining proximity to the house or self. Thus the hands 

are more !%#&'!$ than a sword,14 thus rulers of nations, in the process of conducting diplomacy, 

can forge the most !%#&'!$ relationship with one another.15 Derived from !"#!$ and !%#&'!$ are 

the nouns !%#&)203$ (“familial intimacy”) and the !%#403$ (“household slave”). From the related 

verb !%#4+ (“dwell in”) comes the Greek term for the inhabited world, 5 !%#!61473. As I 

demonstrate in my dissertation, these words and concepts related to the house and household can 

be used to persuade, to characterize, to induce empathy, by drawing on the experience, shared by 

both the speaker and the members of the jury, of being the member of an oikos.  

                                                
9 MacDowell 1989b.  

10 “The term ‘oikeioi’, derived from ‘oikos’ (the house, household, family)… was loosely and generally used to refer 
to all members of a bilateral kinship grouping. It was not in any sense a well-defined or technical term, and the 
boundaries of its application seem to have been contingent on the actual familiarity of a man with his kin” (Just 
1989: 84).  

11 Cf. the discussion of oik- words, from oikade to oikophthorein with a special focus on oikeios, at Nagle 2006: 16-
17. 

12 Andocides 3.26: 500.1&7!) 187 #,9 0:7 !%#&*,7 -./,7 ;<!=4>+1&7 

13 Antiphon Tetralogy 1.1.11: ?%#&*,7 !@7 -/: 0:7 0)1+/*,7 5A3>,147!6$ 

14 Antiphon Tetralogy 3.3.3: ,( -&'/&$ !%#&)20&/,) 0!B >)CD/!6 

15 Demosthenes 14.11: E7’ F$ !%#&)20,0’ ,G0:7 ;<!C4-30,) 
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 In this introduction, in order to contextualize my understanding of what the term oikos 

and oikia meant to the Athenian citizen of the fifth and fourth centuries, I first trace the parallel 

developments of modern socio-historical and archaeological interest in the classical Greek house 

and family. Comparing the differing perspectives offered by these disparate disciplines, I explore 

the gap between prescriptive models of behavior and the way people actually lived. Looking into 

this gap, which is particularly pronounced when it comes to the household, opens up a 

perspective on the ways in which ideology, a system of beliefs and practices that regulates the 

behavior of a society, affects both ancient and modern understandings of the ancient household. I 

follow closely upon Barry Strauss’ understanding of ideology as “a system of meanings and 

symbols which attempts to create a collective consciousness and to maintain power” that is found 

“not just in treatises or party platforms but in institutions and symbols of non-overtly political 

significance and finally in the language, actions, and habits of everyday life.”16 There are two 

directions of ideology at work in the interpretation of ancient texts—theirs and ours. Ancient 

Greek ideology shaped the texts we use to understand their society as much as actual practice 

did, a truth that has come to be more appreciated in recent decades, leading to a more nuanced 

reading of ancient literature. At the same time, modern readings of the ancient texts can never be 

entirely separated from the systems of ideology that shape the way we see our own world. In my 

dissertation, I focus on the ancient ideology of the oikos, a set of expectations concerning an 

idealized model of the house and family that worked their way into many aspects of classical 

Greek, particularly Athenian, society, while at the same time keeping in mind that no reading can 

be entirely free from the biases that shape the way modern readers see both the ancient and the 

modern worlds. 

                                                
16 Strauss 1993: 30-31. 
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 In the remainder of my introduction, I examine the ways in which the orators engage with 

the ideology of the oikos, focusing on their evocation of the home feeling, a sense of intimacy 

and connection to a domestic assemblage made up of a physical location, ancestors, family 

relations, intimate friends, and possessions (including slaves). The orators appealed to this 

feeling by referencing all the definitions of oikia, oikos and oikeiot!s—the house, household, 

possessions, and the feeling of intimacy between members of a household. To demonstrate the 

ways in which the orators drew on the jury’s experience of the home feeling, I analyze several of 

the house topoi that appear throughout the corpus of speeches. I then conclude the introduction 

with a summary of the chapters that follow. 

 The study of the history of the ancient Greek oikos is currently a rich field, but it has 

emerged somewhat recently as a legitimate subject of interest in ancient history, a discipline that 

was for centuries dominated by studies of great men, politics, and battles. Until a few decades 

ago, a teleological model of Greek society held sway, in which the primitive oikos gave way to 

the complex polis, and the disciplines of classics and history have had a difficult and slow time 

moving away from this model. In 1968, W. K. Lacey began his study The Family in Classical 

Athens with the claim that the “family in Greek history is a subject which has hitherto not found 

favour among historians.”17 By this he meant that, for most historians, the ancient Greek family 

existed in a timeless, private realm separate from the so-called important events with which the 

discipline of history was interested. In her 1975 textbook, Goddesses, Wives, Whores, and 

Slaves, Sarah Pomeroy describes the “overwhelming ancient and modern preference for political 

and military history” that “has obscured the record of those people who were excluded by sex or 

                                                
17 Lacey 1968: 9. 
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class from participation in the political and intellectual life of their societies.”18 But to say that 

earlier historians had not been interested in the family in antiquity is to set aside the scholars who 

were responsible for relegating the family to this ahistorical status in the first place. These 

scholars include Johann Jakob Bachofen, whose theory of the Mutterrecht envisioned a 

prehistoric wild matriarchy gradually replaced by patriarchy, order, and civilization, and 

Friedrich Engels, who also located the earliest forms of the family in a matriarchal state which he 

associated with communism. Such approaches, both posited in the nineteenth century, posited a 

decline in the status of women and the oikos beginning with the Homeric epics, so that by the 

classical period in Athens, “women were denied full moral personhood by the institutions of 

marriage and the family.”19 According to this model, the decline in the status of the oikos was 

accompanied by the rise of the polis as the locus of political and economic activity. As Cynthia 

Patterson points out, even after the publication of Lacey’s study (which was still influenced by 

its 19th century predecessors), the evolutionary model continued to have weight. She critiques 

textbooks from Pomeroy’s 1975 text to 1994’s Women in the Classical World (Fantham, Foley, 

Kampen, Pomeroy, and Shapiro, eds.) for presenting “an image of a society where women were 

in fact ‘secluded’ and wives were not ‘considered desirable’ in themselves but only as the legal 

bearers of citizen children,” assuming “as ‘given’ the familiar evolutionary model of women’s 

decline to an excluded low in classical and democratic Athens,” and being “overtly 

ideological.”20 The transition from an oikos-centered to polis-centered society makes for a neat 

and compelling story, but ignores all the evidence that the oikos continued to play an important 

role in Greek history throughout the classical period. 

                                                
18 Pomeroy 1975: ix. 

19 Patterson 1998: 27.  

20 Patterson 1998: 40-41. 
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 The study of family history, once primarily informed by the notion that the rise of the 

polis as the basic unit of society was accompanied by the fall of the oikos and with it the decline 

of the role of women in society, has begun to move away from this preconceived evolutionary 

model. Several evidence-based studies focusing on the importance of the oikos in Greek society 

have been published in the last few decades. Challenging the automatic association of the oikos 

and women, Strauss demonstrates that to a large extent the father-son relationship underlay 

Athenian political thought in the classical period. He moves past the oikos/polis distinction, 

demonstrating that there were multiple and conflicting strains of ideology simultaneously 

functioning in classical Athens.21 Virginia Hunter argues for the importance of kinship 

obligations in maintaining social order. She focuses on women and slaves, emphasizing the 

significance of non-legal strategies for social control and for the regulatory power of gossip. Her 

insistence on women’s authority within the household, especially concerning inheritance and 

financial matters, acts as an important corrective to the assumptions about women’s 

insignificance in Athenian society.22 Pomeroy rejects the simplicity of the oikos/polis dichotomy 

and emphasizes the importance of the oikos for the identity of male citizens within the polis, 

especially regarding matters of citizenship, membership in a phratry, and inheritance.23 Cheryl 

Anne Cox focuses on marriage and inheritance, showing that matrilineal descent and the 

relationship between mothers and sons were often far more significant than previously thought.24 

Beryl Rawson’s edited Companion to Families in the Greek and Roman Worlds emphasizes the 

plurality of approaches to the family in antiquity and the importance of bringing together 

                                                
21 Strauss 1993. 

22 Hunter 1994. 

23 Pomeroy 1997. 

24 Cox 1998. 
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evidence from a variety of disciplines. She rejects the idea that family history is somehow trivial, 

arguing for the significance of details such as “how people dined or bathed, in what sorts of 

housing they lived, who married whom and what happened after divorce or death, what were 

their religious rites, and what role family and family relationships played in all of these.”25 The 

essays in Rawson’s collection, as well as the rest of the approaches cited here, explicitly reject 

ideological assumptions about the triumph of the polis at the expense of the oikos. 

 And yet the dichotomies of oikos/polis and private/public continue to influence modern 

thought about the ancient household. This is due both to the emphasis the ancient texts place on 

these distinctions and to the way Athenian and modern Western identity are intertwined. A case 

study that demonstrates this intersection is the question of women’s place within the house—that 

is, the notion that Athenian women were kept secluded in the house. Both modern and ancient 

ideologies have had a significant impact on scholars’ interpretation of evidence concerning 

seclusion. The textual evidence strongly associates women with the interior and men with the 

outdoors.26 This issue first became a topic of interest in the community of European scholars in 

the early 19th century, a period in which the question of the role of women in contemporary 

society, too, was being fiercely debated. One side argued that women were naturally suited to the 

domestic sphere, that their strengths were separate from but complementary to men’s; the other, 

feminist, perspective was that women were subjugated and needed to be emancipated.  

 It was also during this time that Western identity was being forged in reaction to Eastern, 

                                                
25 Rawson 2011: 2. 

26 Some frequently cited examples include Euripides Trojan Women 648-650: !"#$ #%&#’ '()*+,#!- / +!+./ 
0+%1,-2, 3#-/ %"+ 425%2 6)2,-, / #%1#%7 8!9,:;! 8<=%2 46-62%2 '2 5<6%-/, Plato Meno 71e: ,> 5? @%1*,- 
A72!-+$/ 09,#B2, %" C!*,8$2 5-,*=,:2, D#- 5,: !"#E2 #E2 %>+F!2 ,G %>+,:2, ;HI%7;J2 #, #K 425%2 +!L 
+!#B+%%2 %G;!2 #%& 0259</, and Xenophon Oeconomicus 7.30: #M 6?2 AK9 A72!-+L +J**-%2 425%2 6)2,-2 N 
=79!7*,:2, #O 5? 0259L !P;C-%2 425%2 6)2,-2 N #.2 4QR '8-6,*,:;=!-. Examples from the orators (e.g. Lysias 
1, 3, and 32 and Demosthenes 21, 37, and 49) are discussed below in the Introduction and Chapters 1 and 2). 
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or “oriental,” alterity.27 The triangulation of ancient texts, feminist consciousness, and orientalist 

thought gave rise to the idea that Athenian women were relegated to a harem-like “oriental 

seclusion.”28 The degree to which various scholars identified the Greeks as like or unlike 

themselves as well as the degree to which they were sympathetic to feminist causes influenced 

whether they considered Athenian women as closer to the Victorian housewife (the “angel of the 

hearth” model)29 or the prisoner of the harem. Depending on what a scholar thought of the 

contemporary status of women, he could articulate the status of Athenian women on the scale 

between European/Christian/civilized and foreign/oriental/savage—between “us” and “them.” 

Joanna Brown demonstrates that the use of the word “oriental” by classical scholars of this 

period “either differentiates the Greek from the misogynist (the Greek was not a Christian, but 

also he was not an ‘oriental’) or is used as a signifier for ‘backward’ elements in Greek society 

(misogyny in Greece is the result of external, eastern sources).”30 For some, the seclusion of 

women “occasioned expressions of moralizing disapproval from historians and comparisons, 

explicit or implicit, with the situation of European and American women.”31 Other scholars 

rejected the thought that the Athenians, considered the progenitors of modern European society, 

treated their women so harshly, claiming instead that the Athenian treatment of women was more 

                                                
27 “[The] development and maintenance of every culture require the existence of another, different and competing 
alter ego. The construction of identity…involves the construction of opposites and ‘others’ whose actuality is 
always subject to the continuous interpretation and re-interpretation of their differences from ‘us’” (Said 2003: 331-
332). 

28 “It is the accepted view, challenged, so far as I know, by nobody except A. W. Gomme, that the Athenian woman 
lived in an almost Oriental seclusion, regarded with indifference, even contempt” (Kitto 1986: 219). Kitto himself 
sees himself as a detective rebutting this communis opinio with the evidence that the idea that the Athenian male 
“habitually treated one-half of his own race with indifference, even contempt, does not, to my mind, make sense” 
(221). On Gomme see note 32 below. 

29 Patterson 1998: 10. 

30 Brown 2011: 9. 

31 Patterson 1998: 125-126. 
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“similar to our own.” 32 As Marilyn Katz and others have shown, it is difficult to separate the 

ideology of the past from that of the present and progress can only be made in this direction “by 

exposing the ideological foundations of a hegemonic discourse that has dominated the discussion 

of ancient women and that continues to make its powerful influence felt in the discussion of 

women generally as part of civil society at the present moment in history.”33 To address the topic 

with care it is necessary both to separate contemporary ideologies from interpretations of the past 

and to recognize that such a separation is never completely attainable. 

 Even as more and more scholars of classical literature and history have begun to 

recognize the model of “oriental seclusion” as an artificial construct shaped by ancient and 

modern ideologies, the question continues to be debated. Comparanda from other Mediterranean 

cultures have been used as evidence for the segregation of Athenian women. A particularly 

appealing comparanda is Pierre Bourdieu’s description of the Kabyle house, whose physical 

layout matches oppositions built into the North African culture’s system of belief: the external 

world “is a specifically masculine world of public life and agricultural work” whereas the house 

“is the universe of women and the world of intimacy and privacy.”34 The resemblance between 

the Kabyle house and Ischomachos’ house in Xenophon’s Oeconomicus is striking, leading some 

scholars to use Bourdieu’s essay as evidence of a domestic ethos shared between the two 

cultures.35 The Kabyle house is a powerful symbol, and yet, as Paul Silverstein points out, the 

Kabyle people Bourdieu interviewed for his essay were already displaced from their traditional 

                                                
32 Gomme 1925:19. Cited by Kitto, Gomme argued that the evidence for Athenian women’s oppression was 
inconclusive. 

33 Katz 1992: 40.  

34 Bourdieu 1970: 158-159.  

35 One recent example of a Classical scholar comparing an ancient Greek house to Bourdieu’s Kabyle house is 
Whitmarsh 2010: 331.  
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ways of life. The Kabyle house represents nostalgia and idealization more than a building that 

was ever in use.36 Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood, as a native of one of the Mediterranean cultures 

whose practices are often adduced as evidence, critiques such comparative approaches, noting 

that using evidence from one society for which there is abundant evidence to interpret one with 

limited data often leads to leads to an overemphasis on similarities that might not be structurally 

significant.37 Comparative cultural studies, when done carefully, can offer a corrective to overly 

credulous readings of ancient texts, which ignore “the little bits of evidence about the details of 

women’s lives because one has already reached conclusions based upon the grand ideological 

statements” found in ancient texts.38 But more often, these studies look for and find only 

evidence that supports preconceived notions.  

 Contributions from many fields within the umbrella of Classics have challenged these 

preconceptions. Within the arena of Greek law, evidence from the orators overwhelmingly 

promotes the idea that women were strictly secluded inside and exceedingly modest. But these 

same texts also provide evidence to the contrary—the heavy penalties exacted from male 

adulterers calls into critical question the “accepted notion of Athenian men as only interested in 

courtesans, prostitutes, and boys, and Athenian women as isolated, passive, and disinterested in 

sexual attachments.”39 Law is not a perfect representation of a society, but it often does 

specifically address those areas where ideology and actual practice fail to line up. 

                                                
36 “His early presentation of the akham as a space of structural stability that mirrors Kabyle culture built large 
derived in significant part from interview with Kabyles living in a very different social and architectural setting than 
the one described in his essay: the resettlement camps. In other words, his account was largely a post-facto 
reconstruction of a social institution that, given the wartime context of his field research, he could only observe in 
passing and about which many of his informants could only speak of in a language of loss” (Silverstein 2004: 562). 

37 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995. 

38 Cohen 1989. 

39 Cohen 1991a: 170. 
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 Art historians have also addressed the question of seclusion, challenging the “facts” 

provided by the literary evidence. Vase paintings that were previously interpreted as depicting 

women working in a secluded inner chamber are now understood to be representing generalized 

scenes of women’s lives. Sian Lewis argues that “seclusion was an ideal, a norm, rather than a 

fact” and interprets the literary evidence for seclusion as meaning that “seclusion did not happen 

in practice, but that nevertheless it was an ideal to which all adhered and paid at least lip 

service.”40 Her work on vase paintings shows that women led far less restricted lives than the 

textual evidence would suggest. Again, like law, vase paintings do not capture an exact replica of 

daily life—after all, as Marilyn Goldberg points out, “vases cannot be understood as 

photographs”41—but the range of activities which women are represented as engaging in belies 

the prevalence of strictly enforced seclusions. 

 Other approaches that have challenged the idea of Athenian women’s seclusion and 

subordination include surveys of women’s prominent role in public religion and ritual by 

Barbara Goff and Joan Connelly42 and studies by Lin Foxhall and Steven Johnstone showing the 

degrees to which women could exercise authority over property and finances.43 The more 

evidence that is brought to bear from different disciplines and methodologies, the more complete 

a picture of Athenian practice as opposed to ideology appears.44  

 No discipline has had as significant an impact on the question of women’s seclusion as 

                                                
40 Lewis 2002: 138, 174. 

41 Goldberg 1999: 151. 

42 Goff 2004, Connelly 2007. 

43 Foxhall 1989, Johnstone 2003, cf. also Harrington 2016 on domestic production. 

44 Davidson warns against dismissing ideology completely “as a banal simple-minded cliché,” arguing that even if 
“it fails to represent ancient reality, it nevertheless provides important evidence for how some Greeks chose to 
represent their reality, an important fact in itself” (Davidson 2011: 598). Like Davidson, I am interested in the 
ideology of the house for what it tells modern readers about the Athenian imaginary, not actual practices. 
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household archaeology. The rise in interest in women and the family within Classical Studies has 

paralleled a refocusing within the field of Classical archaeology on the house, with both 

disciplines following a similar trajectory. For most of the history of Greek archaeology, 

especially Athenian archaeology, the overwhelming focus was on monumental architecture—

temples and other public buildings.45 The first types of domestic architecture to draw interest 

were the palatial structures found in Minoan and Mycenaean settlements excavated in the late 

19th and early 20th centuries—prior to this the only knowledge about the Greek house came from 

“those shadowy indications of plan and disposition found in the Homeric poems.”46 Knowledge 

about later Greek houses was primarily derived from literary descriptions both contemporary 

(Athenian tragedy and rhetoric) and much later (the Augustan-era works of Vitruvius).47 Early 

excavations used literary evidence to identify the function of spaces and objects, sometimes 

bending the evidence to comply with their presuppositions.48 Lisa Nevett describes how early 

excavators would assign objects and areas within the house to preexisting categories and 

typologies and warns that such “identifications inevitably represent modern coinages of ancient 

terms and are sometimes used erroneously in order to draw conclusions about the activities 

carried out in particular spaces using textual evidence, but without independent confirmation of 

use through analysis of the archaeological context.”49 In particular, the notion that all houses 

                                                
45 “The use of domestic architecture and assemblages as a source in this way is a relatively recent phenomenon: in 
the past, the small scale and simple construction of most Archaic and Classical Greek houses meant that they 
received only limited attention in comparison with the contemporary public architecture” (Nevett 2005: 1). 

46 Rider 1964: 1. Cf. also the plan of the Homeric House based on a combination of Homeric epic and Mycenaean 
architecture on p. 173. 

47 Rider 1964: 227-238. 

48 Cf. Allison on 19th and early 20th century Roman archaeologists working in Pompeii, who used “textual analogy to 
move excavated tables and thus adjust the archaeological evidence so that it will comply with [their] labeling of the 
domestic objects (Allison 1999: 61). 

49 Nevett 1999: 25-26. 
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contained the separate, dedicated men’s and women’s quarters (andr!n/andr!nitis and 

gynaik!nitis, respectively) described in ancient literary sources was accepted without question as 

fact, and spaces were assigned as one or the other without necessarily paying attention to the 

artifacts found in the room and other such details. One well-known application of literary 

evidence to the archaeological record is Susan Walker’s attempt to map out the male and female 

quarters in excavated houses in Athens, Attica, and Euboea. Basing her argument on descriptions 

of houses from the works of Lysias, Demosthenes, and Xenophon as well as a Nigerian house for 

comparison, she assigns the various rooms to male and female spaces: men were given access to 

the street, while women were “confined to cramped and dreary quarters.”50 Her examples, 

however, are extremely selective, based on the literary record and not excavated artifacts linked 

to male or female activities. There is no corroborating evidence that her spatial analyses are 

correct, and her methodology and conclusions cannot be applied to the majority of Classical 

Greek houses.51  

 More recent studies have complicated the question, starting from the archaeological 

record rather than the literary sources.52 In the last few decades, archaeologists have focused 

more on understanding and organizing the material discovered in household excavations and less 

on confirming presuppositions based on textual evidence.53 Attempts to interpret the 

                                                
50 Walker 1983: 82. 

51 “The main difficulty [in Walker’s approach] lies in the fact that instead of looking at the archaeological material 
itself for evidence of seclusion, the consideration of the archaeology is only secondary to a foregone assumption of 
seclusion” Nevett 1994: 101. 

52 “[It] has become apparent that conceptions drawn from literature, sometimes with dubious justification, continue 
to prevail in discussions of the Greek house and have been imposed upon the interpretation of the physical remains 
without giving the latter their due as independent evidence” (Jameson 1990b: 93). And, more recently, “instead of 
imposing a literary-based reading onto the material evidence, we can go a step further: the architectural spaces of the 
cities themselves can be used actively as a means to investigate aspects of the social lives of their inhabitants” 
(Nevett 2011: 577). 

53 Nevett 2005: 3. 
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archaeological record on its own terms have led archaeologists to reject some of the literary 

evidence, particularly the idea that there was a strict separation between women’s and men’s 

spaces.54 Carla Antonaccio notes that despite “the textual evidence for restrictions placed on 

women in Greek (especially Athenian) society, however, and the descriptions of the built 

structures that enabled these restrictions, in the end, the Greek archaeological record has not 

illustrated the written record very neatly.”55 The lack of archeological evidence supporting 

gendered separation suggests that the segregation of women was prescriptive rather than 

descriptive in Athenian society—an idealization rather than a practice. As Michael Jameson 

observes, “the architecture of the Greek house does not reflect the powerful social and symbolic 

distinctions between the two genders. Attempts to divide space along these lines are arbitrary and 

obscure the flexibility of use and a broader unity.”56 The messiness of real life coexists with and 

exposes the impossibly strict regimen of ideology.  

 The literary evidence for Athenian houses bears little resemblance to the few small and 

irregular shaped houses that have been excavated in Athens.57 The city of Olynthus, excavated in 

the early twentieth century, more closely resembles the model of houses found in ancient 

literature: it was settled in 432 and built on a Hippodamean grid with each house having a 

similar, modular shape, and it was destroyed in 348 with no significant settlements on the site 

after its destruction, with the result that excavation was relatively uncomplicated.58 The Classical 

houses in Athens are, first of all, much more difficult to excavate since the city was built and 
                                                
54 “Reconstructions of domestic life based solely on literary and architectural evidence, and neglecting the often 
mundane and confusing evidence of household artifacts, leads to oversimplified and misleading conclusions” (Cahill 
2002: 193).  

55 Antonaccio 2000: 518. 

56 Jameson 1990b: 104. 

57 Graham 1974: 46-50. 

58 Cahill 2002: 48-52. I discuss the excavation of Olynthus further in Chapter 4. 
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rebuilt throughout the centuries both in antiquity and throughout the Byzantine, Ottoman, and 

modern eras. Moreover, these houses have different numbers of rooms, and, although most of 

them have a centrally located courtyard, only a few show signs of having a dedicated andr!n and 

it is difficult to clearly recognize spaces where women could be kept secluded.59  

 One way to try to identify such spaces is to look for signs of women’s work, for example 

loom weights or materials for food preparation. Loom weights were found in some of the 

Athenian houses, but excavators did not always keep precise notes on these kinds of artifacts, 

“whose worth was not considered important.”60 Even where the find spot can be identified, there 

is no evidence for a dedicated space for a gynaik!nitis that is isolated from more public parts of 

the house. The layout of these Athenian houses implies “a certain flexibility of the Athenians in 

their assignment of function to space.”61 Nevett confirms the need for the flexible use of space, 

noting that most households would not be able to afford to cordon off specific areas for the use 

of men and women.62 She suggests that “relationships in such households were not subject to the 

same kind of regulation of social contact suggested above in the context of the larger houses, and 

that all household members were compelled to move around more freely in order to assist 

household production.”63 Archaeological evidence, alongside the other arguments cited above, 

calls into question the literary ideal that women were secluded within the house. 

 Bringing together the literary and archaeological bodies of evidence points to a slippage 

                                                
59 Tsakirgis 1999: 69. 

60 Goldberg 1999: 149. 

61 Tsakirgis 1999: 79. 

62 The evidence from the orators is limited to those households wealthy enough to afford to hire a logographer; such 
households could perhaps afford assigning dedicated space to the restriction of women, but I do not believe “that 
they could” is sufficient evidence that they did in fact do so; the orators’ thematic and symbolic deployment of 
house topoi strongly suggests that they are drawing on idealized practice rather than reality.  

63 Nevett 1995: 374. 
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between ideal practice and everyday life. Scholars again and again attribute this gap to ideology, 

as the examples cited above demonstrate. As I stated above, ideology is bi-directional. I have 

discussed the influence of orientalism and the debate surrounding women’s liberation in the 19th 

century discourse concerning the Athenian woman, a discourse which still has an influence on 

modern understanding of the ancient world. Most scholars are now aware of the preconceived 

notions driving many earlier studies and take caution in guarding against their own biases.64 

 This leaves Athenian ideology, which, according to Strauss, emphasizes “collective 

consciousness” and “the power of democracy as a system of government and a way of life,” 

identifying the oikos as one “of the most important sources of symbolic power in Athens.”65 The 

concept of the ideology of the oikos operates at two levels.66 The first, internal, level consists of 

idealized notions about domestic practices such as gendered separation of space, appropriate 

degrees of affection between family members, and the perpetuation of the oikos through 

inheritance. We see this in poetry and drama, in fourth century philosophy, and, overwhelmingly, 

in the law courts. Ideology is a story the oikos tells itself, that everything is in order; outsiders are 

only exposed to the internal ideology when the order falls apart, when women and men fail to 

enact their prescribed social roles, when enmity arises between family members when 

inheritances are disputed.  

 This internal ideology becomes external when a struggle within the household is brought 

before the court. The Athenian law courts played a significant role in maintaining Athenian 

                                                
64 It is, of course, impossible to have a completely unbiased or objective interpretation; part of trying to move away 
from bias is, paradoxically, the understanding that to do so entirely is impossible (Goldmann 1994: 71-73). 

65 Strauss 1993: 33. 

66 I am borrowing the phrase “ideology of the oikos” from Humphreys: “an important consequence of this 
intersection of polis and oikos in the legal sphere was that the law courts of the city became a theatre for the 
expression of what may perhaps be called the ideology of the oikos: idealising statements about the nature and 
foundations of the oikos and the norms of behaviour within the household and between members of closely related 
households” (Humphreys 1983: 5).  
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public ideology.67 The speakers addressed a jury drawn from a pool of male citizens, thirty years 

or older and not in debt to the state, who represented the citizen body as a collective: speakers 

often refer to decisions made by other juries, or past actions on the part of Athens, as done by 

“you,” not some other, separate, body.68 Thus the decision of the jury was made as though by the 

entire collective citizen body, the demos.69 Speakers before the jury frequently appealed to the 

communal experiences and perspective of the group, the equality before the law promised by 

Athenian democracy. As Victoria Wohl observes, “a forensic speaker’s attempt to solicit the 

jurors’ identification appeals to the fundamental logical structure of Athenian democracy: 

through that identification, the speaker becomes a metonymic embodiment of the demos and the 

polis.”70 As representatives of the demos, the people of Athens, the speaker and the jury are not 

only required to uphold laws and decrees and punish those who transgress them, they also 

process public opinion and social norms—both public and private.71 The laws, as in the passage 

                                                
67 “Modern commentators have not failed to appreciate both the practical and ideological importance of the Athenian 
jury to the character and stability of Athenian democracy; in recent years careful (and sociologically informed) 
reading of the rhetoric of the Athenian courtroom has illuminated the courts as the focal point of the expression of 
democratic civic ideology” (Patterson 2000: 93). Cf. also Ober 1989a, Cohen 1991a and 1995, Foxhall and Lewis 
1996. 

68 “When a speaker addressed the Assembly or the court, his audience represented the interests of the Athenian 
people. In each instance, a mass audience, broadly representative of the social composition of the demos at large, 
served as his judge” (Ober 1989a: 147). 

69 Ober describes the relationship between the demos and the jury as one of “synecdoche,” in which “each of the 
various institutional ‘parts’ of the citizen body (!""#$%&', ()"'%*+,)', -./.01*'), 2.3#+) could stand for and 
refer to the whole citizen body” (Ober 1989b: 330-331). 

70 Wohl 2010b: 182. 

71 Public opinion: “Athenians serving on juries were not merely passive observers of the construction of social ideals 
in the courts but active participants in the process. Every verdict issued was, among other things, a verdict on the 
competing visions of continuity that litigants offered. In this way Athens's courts provided a venue not only for the 
adjudication of individual disputes but also for the articulation and confirmation of collective ideals” (Christ 1998b: 
190-191). Public social norms: “the courts provided an arena for the parties to publicly define, contest, and evaluate 
their social relations to one another and the hierarchies of their society” (Lanni 2006: 112). Private social norms: 
“The courts played a disciplinary role, providing incentives for Athenians to comply with sexual and other norms of 
private conduct. But the fact that these norms were not expressed in statutes and were not the formal basis for 
lawsuits permitted the Athenians to maintain the fiction, central to their democratic ideology, that they enjoyed 
freedom in their private lives” (Lanni 2009: 728). Lack of distinction between public and private: “The Athenians, 
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with which this introduction opened, were the kosmos, the order, of the polis, but what this meant 

in practice was that “the laws functioned in forensic oratory not just as a series of specific 

regulations but as a broader regulatory ideal.”72 In terms of the ideology of the oikos, while the 

legal reach of the judicial body was limited, their capacity for enforcing norms extended beyond 

the law, permeating the private world of the house.73 

 The extrapolation from the oikos to polis in the courts is the second level at which the 

ideology of the oikos functions. The court cases in which the oikos was opened up to the polis 

can concern inheritance, neglect of dependents, adultery, or murder. In the courtroom, the 

responsibility for the proper functioning of the oikos is handed off to the citizen jury, with the 

implication that order within the oikos has important ramifications for the polis at large.74 As both 

Aristotle and modern theorists posit, the oikos is the basic atomic unit of the polis. 75 It is a 

microcosm, an essential part reflecting the whole of society.76 Cases that focus on relationships 

within the oikos often reflect the socio-political values of the polis: the “public ideology of 

family and household” is also “the ideology of citizenship as ‘family membership’ in the 

                                                
who had no notion of modern jurisprudence, entertained such pleas in court on the view that a litigant's social 
standing, character, and family background could well affect communal welfare, which it was the court's duty to 
protect. In an Athenian trial it was impossible to separate law, politics, ideology, and the litigants' style and 
personality. All were on trial simultaneously” (Yunis 2005b: 194). 

72 Wohl 2010b: 27. 

73 “In some cases the lack of legislation to check anomalous behaviour was no doubt because public opinion was in 
itself a sufficient check to undesirable behaviour” (Roy 1999: 8). 

74 “Plaintiffs involved in private actions sometimes tried to represent the entire polis as a direct fellow victim of the 
defendant’s illegal actions, rather than presenting their case as a matter that affected only the two opposing parties” 
(Rubinstein 2007: 364).  

75 “The unit or atom of the polis in the sense of town is the house, ! "#$%& or ' "($")” (Hansen 1997: 12). Aristotle 
Politics 1253b: *+,& -./ ,0-$123&2 *452) 67 "#$289. Drawing on Aristotle, Sissa articulates the commonly 
accepted idea that “the oikia was truly the basic building block of the political community” (Sissa 1996: 196).  

76 Patterson 1998: 145, 157. 
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extended ‘family of families’ that is classical Athens.”77 Orators often gesture to the impact that 

the jury’s decision will have on the community in the future—they “operate under the 

assumption that members of the community will adapt their behaviour in response to court 

verdicts.”78 Each trial is yet another opportunity for the jury as representatives of the polis to 

bring it to greatness or to ruin.  

 The fact that the business of the oikos plays such a significant role in public discourse 

belies the public/private divide essential to the ideology of the oikos.79 Aristotle, in his taxonomy 

of the forms of rhetoric, claims that the public does not care about the quotidian functioning of 

family life with which forensic rhetoric is concerned (Rhetoric 1354b-1355a): 

!""#$ %&"' ()(*+,-*$ . /010-*,2) /'(*3*-2)4, 5"' (*'$#"6,*$. %$")+7) 
18$ -9, : (,'";4 <6,= *>(62?$ (,2$6', @&"A *B/8$ C33* /6D <3;$ E<*/6DF)' 
5"' *G"?4 HI6' @4 J0&'$ : &K1L*K36M?$N %$ /8 "*D4 /'()$'(*D4 *BI O()$P$ 
"*+"*, E339 <,P H,-*K %&"=$ E$)3)L6D$ "P$ E(,*)"Q$N <6,= E33*",2?$ -9, 
. (,2&'4, @&"6 <,P4 "P )R"S$ &(*<*M16$*' ()= <,P4 IT,'$ E(,*U16$*' 
/'/#)&' "*D4 E1J'&L0"*+&'$, E33A *B (,2$*K&'$.  

There is less trickery in deliberative speaking than forensic, because deliberative 
rhetoric is of greater common interest. For in the case of deliberative speaking, 
the judge makes a decision about things that affect himself, so all the advisor has 
to do is prove that things are as he says they are. But in forensic speeches, this is 
not sufficient. It is necessary to grab hold of the listener, because the decision is 
about other people’s business. Since the members of the jury look only to their 
own interests and listen only to please, they give in to the disputants but do not 
make judgments.  

According to Aristotle, the jury in a forensic case is only there to be entertained, and so the truth 

matters less than attractive rhetoric. He claims that only deliberative rhetoric appeals to the 

interests of each audience member, reaching them where they live (<6,= *>(6V?$), and that 

                                                
77 Patterson 1994: 199 

78 Lanni 2004: 166.  

79 “While the Athenians had an ideology of freedom in private affairs and Athenian law did not directly regulate 
matters that did not affect the community, in practice public legal institutions played an important disciplinary role 
with respect to ‘private’ conduct” (Lanni 2015: 50-551). 
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forensic rhetoric, since it is concerned with other people’s business (!"#$ %&&'(#)*+), is of no 

personal interest to the jury. I argue that forensic orators’ use of the home feeling contradicts this 

distinction: the decision of the jury affects the entire demos, since each decision influences the 

norms and patterns of society. As true as it may be that, for the members of the jury, the forensic 

case is about other people’s business, every member of the jury belonged to an oikos, and the 

orators made it their duty to make other people’s business of personal interest to the jury by 

appealing to a sense of community, to a polis built up of oikoi.80  

 So what is it, exactly, that the speakers appeal to, that the jury responds to, when 

introducing the topics of house and family? I argue that the efficacy of this rhetorical strategy 

results from an evocation of what I have been calling the home feeling. In this formulation, I am 

drawing from a field of study concerned with the home environment which brings together 

evidence from across cultures to isolate the concept of “home.” The foundational text for these 

analyses is Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space, which explores the phenomenological 

experience of domestic space.  For Bachelard, the house is the place of daydreams and memories, 

the physical embodiment of the “intimacy of the past.”81 Scholars discussing the home 

environment have identified the concept “home” as constituting an “affective core” containing 

feelings of security, control, and relaxation.82 The home environment “is one thoroughly imbued 

with the familiarity of past experience. It is the environment we inhabit day after day until it 

becomes taken for granted and is unselfconscious… at home we can relax within the stability of 

                                                
80 “[T]he jurors are often asked to consider the effect of the verdict on themselves, their families, and the city before 
casting their vote. The trial is thus placed firmly in the lives of jurors and community at large” (Carey 1994a: 176). 

81 Bachelard 1994: 48. 

82 Rapaport 1995: 27. 
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routine behavior and experience.”83 The emotional connection representing the concept of home 

occurs even in cultures, like classical Athens, where there is not a unique word for home separate 

from the word for house.84 Home, often formulated as “house plus x,” brings together the 

physical dwelling in which you live, the people with whom you live, and an affective 

directionality evoked by the concepts of “homecoming” and “homesickness.”85 Home exists in 

time as well as space: “Individuals develop identities and regulate privacy in homes; families 

establish, grow, bond themselves to a unit in homes and often bond themselves to the larger 

society through their homes. Thus homes are the repository of central and essential psychological 

and cultural processes.”86 In my dissertation, I draw on such studies to argue that the orators 

appealed to the home feeling felt by each member of the jury as a way in which to take 

advantage of the conception of the polis as a collection of oikoi. The sense of connection to a 

space, the house, which simultaneously evoked the family due to the shared etymology between 

the oikos and the oikia, had a powerful effect on the community of the jury. The house was at the 

center of the identity, the foundation of all the order on which the polis prided itself.87  

 In her discussion of the role of the emotional aspect of home in modern law, Lorna Fox 

points out that, in the courtroom, the “danger of describing home as associated with affection or 

love, is that this style of argument is unlikely to resonate.”88 In Athenian law, there was no such 

                                                
83 Dovey 1985: 37. 

84 “In the case of some recent studies of a number of other cultures, home is not used, yet all the relevant 
relationships of people with their cultural landscapes and dwellings as systems of settings, such as affect and 
attachment, privacy, control, meaning, and preference are studied; home is clearly not needed” (Rapaport 1995: 32) 

85 Hollander 1993: 33. 

86 Altman and Werner 1985: xix. 

87 “Pour l'homme grec, l’oikos était une garantie de stabilité, c’était l'ordre dans lequel avaient lieu et se déroulaient 
les actes fondamentaux de la vie” (Liiceaneu 106). 

88 Fox 2002: 589. 
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impediment: the evocation of emotion, identified by Aristotle as “making your listener feel a 

certain way,” was a legitimate rhetorical strategy.89 I argue that the orators engaged specifically 

with the home feeling as a strategy of persuasion, a rhetorical topos.90 As the discussion below 

demonstrates, the orators use houses in a variety of ways to forge an emotional connection with 

the jury. The examples included in this introduction are isolated passages intended to identify a 

number of different topoi; the chapters that follow examine how house topoi and the home 

feeling interact with other elements within the speeches. These examples, which come from 

speeches that I do not extensively analyze in my chapters, sketch out in brief the ways in which 

the orators engage with the language of the house. House topoi are, for the most part, the subject 

of my dissertation, and so I provide only a partial taxonomy here. These techniques can be used 

as evidence, to characterize, or to develop a theme within a speech.  

 The first house topos discussed here is the notion that spending time at another person’s 

house constitutes proof of friendly intimacy. The choregos who delivered Antiphon 6, On the 

Choreutes was accused of poisoning a young dancer under his care.91 He argues that the 

accusation was intended to impede a court case he was engaged in prosecuting before the boy’s 

death and that the defendants in this earlier case contacted the dancer’s brother, Philokrates, and 

compelled him to initiate a charge against the choregos in order to get the prior case dismissed.92 

                                                
89 Aristotle Rhetoric 1356a: !"# $% $&' !() *+,(- .(/&0(12#3# .45!63# !/47 68$9 :5!&#: 7; 1%# ,</ 6=5&# ># 
!? @A6& !() *2,(#!(B, 7; $% ># !? !C# DE/(7!F# $&7A6G#74 .3B, 7; $% ># 7H!? !? *+,I $&' !() $6&E#J#7& K 
L74#65A7& $6&E#J#7&. Cf. Carey 1994b, Johnstone 1999, Lanni 2005, Konstan 2010. 

90 “Rhetorical topoi were repeated by different orators over time; they were therefore familiar but certainly not 
empty of content. Indeed, topoi were reiterated precisely because of their symbolic value and demonstrated power to 
influence an audience” (Ober 1989a: 44) 

91 Gagarin 1997 provides commentary and background on this speech. 

92 A note on transliterations: I have latinized only the names of authors and fictional characters as they appear in the 
Oxford Classical Dictionary. The names of the private citizens who make up the cast of these speeches are directly 
transliterated since they do not generally have an established latinized identity in the Classical tradition. For those, 
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When this initial charge was rejected, Philokrates formally reconciled with the choregos and 

afterward they spent time with each other all over town, including in one another’s homes.93 The 

speaker uses the intimacy of spending time in one another’s houses as evidence that the 

accusation was false. He remarks that the Council was surprised to see Philokrates’ change of 

heart.94 Their shared intimacy, known to all, becomes proof that the charge is invalid. 

 Another example of this topos is found at Demosthenes 21, Against Meidias.95 In this 

speech, Demosthenes describes Meidias’ erratic behavior concerning Aristarchos, a young friend 

(and, according to Aeschines, lover) of Demosthenes. Meidias accused Aristarchos of the murder 

before the Council. However, as Demosthenes reveals, during the same time that Meidias was 

accusing Aristarchos, the two men were spending time together at Aristarchos’ house. He had 

come from Aristarchos’ house the day before he addressed the Council, talked with him and 

spent time under the same roof, 96 and even after making his accusations went to his house and 

clasped hands with many people present.97 Demosthenes accuses Meidias of either impiety or 

lying for accusing Aristarchos of murder and then, he repeats, spending time under the same roof 

with him.98 As the example from Antiphon also demonstrates, being under the same roof with a 

                                                
such as Kallias, who are better known by a latinized name, I have nonetheless stood by my practice for the sake of 
consistency, insofar as this practice can be considered consistent. 

93 §39: !" #$ !%$ &'()*, !" #$ +,-#./* 01#2" 

94 §40: 3-4"5" 36704 -8"04 #$ 9&:;$ 

95 MacDowell 1990 provides commentary and background on this speech. 

96 “Becoming <%=/6,4&>, or sharing a roof, was a symbol of friendship” (MacDowell 1963: 145).  

97 §117: !7-;?;:@A> #$ B/&#-/0)* B0/C D/4+#E/F&:, §118: ;0;2" %G" (0H <%=/6,4&> I4I"6%-"&>, §119: 
-'+-;@A" &J(03C K> !(-L"&" (0H !,-7M> &N#=+H (0@-O6%-"&>, #P" 3-74Q" !%90;R", B0/6"#=" B&;;2" 

98 §120: ,6"&" %G" S"-43)O-4", #&T#U 3C <%=/6,4&" I)I"-+@04.  
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murderer was believed to spread pollution.99  

 If inviting another man into your house is a sign of intimate friendship, having the wrong 

woman inside your house signifies scandal and shame. The speech in which this topos is most 

frequently employed is Apollodorus’ Against Neaira ([Demosthenes] 59).100 Apollodorus depicts 

Neaira, over the course of her career, as being passed from house to house, bringing disgrace 

with her from Corinth to Athens and Megara. Neaira’s peregrinations began during her 

upbringing as a prostitute in Corinth. When Lysias (the orator) brought Neaira and her 

companion Nikarete to Athens to be initiated into the Eleusinian Mysteries, Apollodorus notes 

that Lysias did not allow them to stay at his house, out of respect for his wife and mother.101 

Instead, he installed the prostitutes at the house of Philostratos, an unmarried friend. The 

character Lysias’ awareness of the generic convention of letting the wrong women into your 

house lends him the appropriate shame (!"#$%&'()&*+) to help him avoid becoming involved in 

a scandalous situation.  

 This early incident sets the stage for Apollodorus’ creation of Neaira as a bane to the 

house. Neaira moved to Athens, where her new owner mistreated her, and so she appropriated 

his household goods102 and fled to Megara. There, she was unable to support her lavish lifestyle 

                                                
99 Phillips 2008: 63. Other examples of this topos can be found at Lysias 12.14, which I discuss in Chapter 3, and 
Isaeus 8.24 (Diokles would not have let the speaker into the house for Kiron’s funeral if he did not know him to be 
family (,!-.*/ )" (0 1& 2%3!.4/5*6+ 7-48&*+, *9, :& .!6.! 5/8(*;*3)<.*, =;;> ?,)-&*%+ :& .*@+ ;'3*%+ 
A;)3) “#@ 5B .-+ )C; #*D 5B .- E4*#F,)/ 2GE.)/&; *9 3/3&H#,8 #): *9 (0 )I#)/ )"+ .0& *",-!&”)).  

100 Carey 1992 and Kapparis 1999 provide background and commentary for this speech, Hamel 2003 discusses the 
life of Neaira, Glazebrook 2005 and 2006 looks at the characterization of Neaira in the context of prostitution in the 
ancient world, and Gilhuly 2009 focuses on the exchange of women and hierarchies of womanhood in this speech. 

101 §22: J K%#-!+ )"+ (B& .0& !L.*6 *",-!& *9, )"#G3)/, !"#$%&'()&*+ .F& .) 3%&!<,! M& )C$), N4!$O;;*% 
(B& 2%3!.P4!, =5);Q/5R& 5B !L.*6, ,!D .0& (S.P4! .0& !L.*6 E4)#T%.P4!& .) *U#!& ,!D ?& .V !9.V 
5/!/.8(P&S&. 

102 §35: #%#,)%!#!(P&S !9.*6 .W ?, .R+ *",-!+ 
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with prostitution103 and so she turned to Stephanos, Apollodorus’ opponent. Stephanos promised 

to make her his legal wife and raise her children as citizens; he moved her into a little house 

(§39: !"# $% &"'()*&+) in Athens and used her earnings to support the household (§39: 

,-./&012+ $3+ &"'(2+), since his only other income was sycophancy. While she lived with 

Stephanos, they developed a scheme whereby Neaira would continue to ply her trade while 

pretending to be a married woman living with her husband.104 If Stephanos deemed a client rich 

and stupid enough, he would interrupt their session and charge the man with adultery. As a result 

of this plot, and Stephanos’ general character, Apollodorus describes Stephanos as “feeling no 

shame for the crimes (&4)5…2"160+78!+&#) he’s committed.”105 Even when Neaira was 

purporting to live respectably, Stephanos (according to Apollodorus) exploits her essential nature 

as a woman who brings shame to the house for his own purposes.106  

 The third house topos, the sheltered woman disturbed, is often used as evidence for the 

seclusion of proper Athenian women. Several examples of this trope are found at Lysias 3, 

Against Simon.107 The speaker, accused by Simon of intentional wounding, turns the charge 

                                                
103 §36: 9 :;% $&< 1=82$&# >-?21(2 &46 @'2+3+ !4;&-(2+ ;2-!A6!+ B1$! )*&*'!A+ $3+ &"'(2+ 

104 §41: C# >;D ;-&16E82$&# F)G $*+%# &H12 '2D :+)-D 10+&*'&<12 

105 §44: &4)5 I;J- $K+ 982-$G8.+L+ 2I$M 2"160+78!+&# 

106 Other examples of the topos can be found at Andocides 4.14-15, 29 (Alcibiades commits hybris against his wife 
by bringing hetairai into his house, and so she tries to divorce him (&N$L# IO-*1$3# P+, >;!*1Q?L+ !"# $3+ 24$3+ 
&"'(2+ R$2(-2#, '2D )&ST2# '2D >T!0,.-2#, B1$5 U+Q?'21! $3+ ?0+2A'2 1LV-&+!1$Q$G+ &H12+ :;&T*;!A+, 
>T,&<12+ ;-%# $%+ W-6&+$2 '2$X $%+ +78&+)) and, with the gender lines blurred, on several occasions in 
Aeschines 1 “Against Timarchos” (on which cf. Fisher 2001): Aeschines describes how Timarchos was defiled and 
unashamed to move from his father’s house (§42: &4' Y16S+,G Z 8*2-%# &[$&# >'T*;\+ 8J+ $3+ ;2$-]2+ 
&"'(2+) into the house of the older man Misgolas. Timarchos then passed from house to house (§52: :TTX '2D ;2-^ 
R$_-` '2D ;aT*+ ;2-^ WTT`, '2D ;2-X $&b$&0 C# c$!-&+ >TGT0,d$2), from Misgolas to Antikles to Pittalakos 
to Hegesandros. Timarchos was not at all ashamed of his actions at the houses of these men, but Aeschines says he 
would rather die than put his misconduct in words (§55: &[$&# e-?` ;-Q$$L+ &4' Y16S+!$&, $2<$’ >?\ T7?` 
87+&+ 12VK# >+ I8A+ !";\+ &4' f+ >)!gQ8G+ hi+). Part of Aeschines’ characterization of Timarchos is to 
feminize him by linking him with shameful behavior in houses, typically associated with bad women. 

107 Carey 1990 and Todd 2007a provide background and commentary for this speech. 
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around and insists that Simon was the instigator of the violence because they were fighting over 

the affections of the same young man. He describes the extent of Simon’s brutality while he was 

in pursuit of the boy (§6): 

!"#$%&'() *+, -./ .0 %&/,12/(' 3' !4,5 6%(7, 68#9' 6!: .;' (<274' .;' 
6%;' '=2.>, %&#=>', 622$?4) .+) #=,4) &<@A8#&' &<) .;' *"'4/2>'B./', 
C'D(' (E@F' .A) .& GD&8HA) .A) 6%A) 24: .F' GD&8H/DF', 4I (J.> 
2(@%7>) K&K/L24@/' M@.& 24: N!0 .F' (<2&7>' O,L%&'4/ 4<@P='&@#4/. 

When he found out that the boy was at my house, he came to my house in the 
middle of the night, drunk, broke down the doors, and came into the women’s 
room. Inside were my sister and nieces, who had lived so obediently that they 
were ashamed to be seen even by members of the family. 

With this passage, the speaker characterizes his own household as modest and obedient 

(2(@%Q>)), in contrast to Simon’s erratic and inappropriate behavior. His insistence is 

emphasized by the repetition of verbs of motion (68#9', &<@A8#&') as he penetrates into private, 

forbidden spaces. Although the women’s modesty is probably exaggerated, since it is unlikely 

that women were not supposed to be seen by family members (N!0 .F' (<2&Q>'),108 the 

extremity of their sense of shame makes Simon’s actions appear all the worse. The speaker 

comes back to the incident again and again: at one point he uses Simon’s drunken violence 

against free women to prove him a liar.109 At another, he denies that he attacked Simon at his 

house because that would have too closely resembled Simon’s forced entry and lack of respect 

for his female kin.110 And in his closing arguments, Simon’s violent entry is the speaker’s first 

item proving his opponent’s guilt.111 With the repetition of this scene, emphasizing the violence 

of Simon’s penetration into the feminized domestic space, the speaker draws on the jury 
                                                
108 Todd 2007a: 314. 

109 §§23-24: .+) #=,4) 62K188>' 24: '=2.>, &<@/9' 6!: *"'4B24) 68&"#R,4). S P,; %18/@.4, T K("8U, 
.&2%U,/4 '(%7V&/' -./ ?&=D&.4/ !,0) N%W). 

110 §29: X) 24: 6!: .;' 6%;' (<274' H(/.F' &<@Y&/ K7Z, 24: ([.& .A) GD&8HA) ([.& .F' GD&8H/DF' H,('.7@4). 

111 §46: (\.(7 &<@/' (] K7Z &<) .;' ^%&.R,4' (<274' &<@/$'.&) 
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members’ feelings about their own homes and families. The women of the family represent, for 

the speaker and his audience, the most vulnerable of his possessions; socially migratory, easily 

made off with. Simon’s forced entry into the home of the speaker of Lysias 3 reminds the jury 

members of the violability of the women in their own families, of how easily they could be 

socially scarred by being exposed to a violent stranger.112 

 The topos of the sheltered woman is a particularly useful one since, due to the close 

cultural association between women and the oikia, it often overlaps with topos of the house and 

property threatened by hostile man. Diametrically opposed to the friendly man in the house topos 

described above, this one involves the violation of personal space and possessions by a hostile 

party. This can happen in a legal context, as, again, in Demosthenes 21, Against Meidias.113 This 

case resulted from an act of personal violence in public space—Meidias punched Demosthenes 

in the Theater of Dionysus while the latter was carrying out his civic duties as choregos—but 

Demosthenes uses a scene of personal violence in private space as evidence of his opponent’s 

vicious nature. When Demosthenes was young and vulnerable, Meidias and his brother 

Thrasylochos challenged him to an antidosis in order to prevent him from prosecuting his 

guardians. Antidosis was a legal procedure by which a wealthy man who was supposed to pay for 

a liturgy could challenge another citizen to either undertake the liturgy himself or agree to 

exchange estates; the challenger would then use his new estate to pay for the liturgy.114 It was 

generally not accompanied by violence, so the behavior of Meidias and Thrasylochos was 

                                                
112 Another example of this trope can be found at Demosthenes 37.45-46 (Nikoboulos claims that Pantainetos falsely 
accused Euergos of coming into his country house and entering the presence of his mother and daughters) as well as 
the two discussed below. 

113 In addition to MacDowell’s commentary (cited above, n. 95), this passage is discussed by Wilson (1992: 172), 
Christ (1998a: 534 ff.), and MacDowell (2009: 38-39). 

114 On the process of antidosis: MacDowell 1978: 162-164, Gabrielson 1987, Christ 1998a. 
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particularly shocking (§79):  

!"# $%&'() *+) !"',-./-") '01 23%"1 '&) (4!5*6'7), 81 "9'&) :;5 
</<)(*,)"1 !"'0 '=) >)'?;(-/)@ AB'" 'C1 >;ADEC1 F'G F);() (H-51 'I'A !"# 
$"/;J1 (H-51 !I%51 K)")'?() KE2,<<()'G "4-.%0 !"# '(/"L'", (MG N) 
O)2%7$(/ '(/(L'(/ E2,<P"/)'( ((9 <0% F<7<A $%(".2A?5) N) A4$AQ) $%J1 
R*S1 '&) 'I'A T52,)'7) (9;,)), !"# '=) *5',%" !>*+ !"# $6)'"1 U*S1 
T5'0 !O%%5'" !"!0 KPAQ$(). 

First, he burst open the doors of my house, as though the antidosis had already 
made them his. And then, in the presence of my sister, who was living at home at 
the time since she was a young girl, he spoke the kind of filthy language that such 
men speak (I could not be compelled to speak in your presence a single word of 
what he said), and he addressed my mother and myself and all of us with evil 
words both speakable and unspeakable. 

The violent entrance and acquisitiveness of Meidias and his brother is emphasized by his 

profanities in the presence of Demosthenes’ young sister and mother. As in Lysias 3, the violent 

entry of an outsider into the private domestic space, the violation of the vulnerable women of the 

house, triggers a sympathetic reaction on the part of the jury, even in the legal context of the 

antidosis. Meidias’ presence threatens both the chastity of the house’s women and—literally—

the property itself, since he comes with the challenge of property exchange.115  

 Another common category of cases offering logographers the opportunity to overlap the 

topoi of (a) the sheltered woman disturbed and (b) the house and property threatened are those 

concerning distraining and/or ejectment.116 Distraining occured when someone claiming that 

another person owed money or property either to himself or to the city went to the house of the 

debtor to collect the money or property. If the debtor refused to let the distrainer in his house, the 

latter could file a dik! exoul!s, a suit for ejectment that would make the distrainer the legal owner 

of the property in question. If the court granted the dik! exoul!s, the distrainer was legally 
                                                
115 Other examples of antidosis proceedings can be found at Demosthenes 4.36, 20.40 and 130, 28.17 (discussed in 
Chapter 3), 42.5-19, Lysias 3.20, 4.1-3, and 24.9, [Aristotle] Ath. Pol. 56.3 and 61.1, and Xenophon Oeconomicus 
7.3. 

116 These procedures are discussed at Harrison 1968.1: 217-220, MacDowell 1978: 153-154, Hunter 1994: 123-124 
and 141-142, and Christ 1998a: 531-542. 
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sanctioned to enter and remove his property from the debtor’s house. During this process, the 

distrainer “could act forcefully with relative impunity,” and the debtor could not legally retaliate, 

although he could complain about the invader’s “indecorous behavior” in court on unrelated 

matters.117  

 The sheltered woman and house invaded by hostile man topoi come together in a case 

involving private citizens obtaining possessions from one another’s houses, Demosthenes 47, 

Against Euergos and Mnesiboulos.118 The courts granted the speaker the right to collect some 

nautical equipment from Theophemos’ house, but when Theophemos refused, the two got into a 

physical altercation. Both the speaker and Theophemos filed suits against one another for assault, 

and Theophemos contrived to have his heard first. The speaker was then convicted of assault and 

the jury imposed a large fine to be paid to Theophemos in addition to the court fees. Rather than 

accept the money from the bank, Theophemos and his helpers Euergos and Mnesiboulos went to 

the speaker’s house to collect the debt in property (§53): 

!"#$%&'( )*+( &,% -./01% /12 !/31"$%&'( &,% #4*1% &,% '.( &+% /5)-% 
67*-891%... '.9'"#$%&'( !)2 &,% :8%1;/< =-8 /12 &> )1?@01 !A'6-*B91%&- 
C91 D&? E)$"-?)< =-? F% 9/'4G !% &H -./0I. 

Coming to my house and throwing open the door leading into the garden..., they 
came into the presence of my wife and children and carried off all the furniture 
that was left in my house. 

The violent, penetrative behavior of Theophemos and his companions is contrasted with the 

speaker’s own actions when he had earlier tried to collect the equipment from Theophemos’ 

house (§33): 

'.( @J &,% -./01% '.9K'?%, L%1 !%7M8*$% &? "<3-?=? &N% 9/'8N%O D&8M' :>* P 
#4*1 Q%'R:=7%G, S( F"#'% T U'$6G=-(, /12 D&? D='""'% '.9?7%1?O /12 

                                                
117 Christ 1998a: 533. 

118 Background and discussion of this case are found at Gould 1980: 47, Trevett 1992: 50-76, Usher 1999: 263-264, 
MacDowell 2009: 136-141, and Scafuro 2011: 290-328. Christ 1998a: 536-541 and Phillips 2008: 110-131 offer 
more detailed analysis of the legal issues involved.  
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!"#"$%&'( )*+,( -+. /*0 #1' 2#2)&'034.  

I went into his house to take some kind of security for the equipment—for it 
happened that the door was open, since Theophemos had arrived and had not yet 
gone in. And I had ascertained that he was not married. 

The speaker’s forbearance in contrast to Theophemos’ violent invasion shows the skill with 

which the logographer engaged with the house topoi of the sheltered woman and the house and 

property threatened. The jury will recognize that Theophemos represents a threat to the sanctity 

of domestic space and will, he hopes, vote in favor of the speaker, who attempted to collect the 

equipment owed to him respectfully and without disturbing any women.119 

 Reversing directionality, the fifth house topos involves a person being forcibly expelled 

from a house where they would expect to be welcome. One such example is found at 

Demosthenes 25, Against Aristogeiton.120 As part of his extended character assassination of the 

defendant, Demosthenes includes an anecdote about how, after Aristogeiton broke out of jail, he 

stayed for a time with a woman named Zobia, a metic, who hid him while the Eleven were 

looking for him and provided him with food and clothing for his escape to Megara. Some time 

later, she confronted him about his arrogant behavior and asked to be repaid for her service to 

him (§57): 

+)5+'( +6( 7(89:"/(, +6( +/.);+< #*#92#+=%)%)( )*+>(, ?4 "/@A4 ")9< 
B&C( D"(#. 0)E @)&"9>4, &#&F/&G('( +. 0)E +/5+:( B"/&.&(H%0/I%)( 0)E 
JK./;%)( #L ")8#C( +, &M( "9N+/( O)"P%)4 0)E J"#.@=%)4 J"G"#&Q#( J", 
+R4 /S0P)4, ?4 T< /*0 !")5#8< U 7(89:"/4, J@@V 2I()P/I "9W2&< !"/P#. 0)E 
"9,4 +/A4 2(:9P&/I4 "9/%./;%< !(#0X@#., @)YZ( )*+,4 )*+/[#.9P\ "9,4 +, 
":@'+'9P/( +/; &#+/.0P/I J"=2)2#(· 0)E #S &6 0#P&#(/( )*+] +, &#+/P0./( 

                                                
119 Other examples of the “house and property threatened” topos involving distrainment can be found at 
Demosthenes 24.197 (the friends of the defendant should not be pitied because Timocrates did not show compassion 
to those who he distrained, breaking their doors, dragged away their bedclothes, and appropriating their servants (^( 
!"E +V4 /S0P)4 !YXT._#4 %A +/A4 `(T#0) 0)E +/A4 J"/TG0+)4 D[:( 0)E +/A4 B"'9G+)4 &'TG() "a"/+< 
!@#R%)., J@@V 859)4 JF).9#C( 0)E %+9a&)8< B"/%"W( 0)E T.X0/(/(, #1 +.4 ![9R+/, +)5+'( !(#[I9X_#.()) 
and at Demosthenes 53.15 (instead of going to court and producing a summons, Nicostratos broke into Apollodorus’ 
house by force and took away his possessions (#S%#@8Z( #S4 +6( /S0P)( YP\ +V %0#5' "X(+) !K#F>9'%#()). 

120 See above, n.1 on this speech. 
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!"#$%&, '()(*+", -& ./0 "12"1&, 3 "45 67"8*9+5 +:"; +<"9+ '=%=>&%/. 

This female, who had been so helpful to him, criticized him a little, since he was 
getting to be high and mighty in society, and reminded him of what she had done 
and thought she should benefit. At first, beating and threatening her, he drove her 
out of the house. And when the female would not stop, but instead did what a 
woman does and complained to all her friends, he seized her with his own hands 
and brought her toward the office for the taxation of metics. And if her taxes had 
not been paid up, she would have been sold into slavery because of him, whose 
safety she had once ensured. 

This story, juxtaposing the charity of the metic woman with the savagery of the citizen 

Aristogeiton, makes housing a significant feature of the defendant’s characterization. When he 

was in need, he went to Zobia, who kept him safe with her. But when she was in need (her 

destitution signaled by her transition from =#&? to @ A&B*7(15),121 he expelled her from his 

house (C()(%DE%& C(F "45 1<G9+5). Driving her from his house, beating her, and finally 

threatening to deprive her even of her metic status, Aristogeiton’s treatment of Zobia turns from 

personal to political. This transformation parallels Demosthenes’ overall message: his 

ingratitude, as Wohl describes it, “reiterates in a debased and humiliating form his failure of 

reciprocity with the city: having shown nothing but bitterness and ingratitude to others, that is all 

he deserves in return.”122 Demosthenes pairs the Zobia anecdote with an even more disturbing 

one: when Aristogeiton was still in prison, he bit off another prisoner’s nose and swallowed it, 

and the rest of the prisoners passed a decree that none would share fire, food, nor drink with him. 

The juncture of these two stories gives the complete portrait of Aristogeiton as a threat to body, 

house, and city, every level of society. 

 A less dramatic but still pathetic example of the pitifully expelled from the house topos 

                                                
121 On the use of @ A&B*7(15 to signify a woman of low standing, cf. Sosin 1998 and my discussions of Isaeus 6 
and Lysias 1 in Chapter 2. 

122 Wohl 2010b: 56. 
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comes from Demosthenes 40, Against Boiotos Concerning his Mother’s Dowry.123 This is one of 

two speeches between Mantitheos and his adoptive brother, who had changed his name from 

Boiotos to Mantitheos. In the earlier speech, Demosthenes 39, Mantitheos objected to the other 

man’s having the same name, which would entail confusion for better or for worse (the other 

man would take credit for his brother’s successes and attribute his own failures to his brother). 

He also accused Boiotos and his brother Pamphilos of having been registered as the sons of 

Mantitheos’ father Mantias due to Boiotos’ mother, Plangon, tricking Mantias.124 Mantitheos lost 

this case and was forced to share his father’s inheritance with the two brothers. The speech 

concerning the dowry (Demosthenes 40) arose from a case in which both Mantitheos and 

Boiotos (now also Mantitheos) demanded their mothers’ dowries be paid out from the liquidated 

real estate of their father’s inheritance. The speaker, the original Mantitheos, begins with the 

protest that the court’s decision forced him from his house (§2)   

!"#$%$&'&( ')* !+ ,-. /&,01&. 23+4&. 5/6 ,27,8*, !* 9 +&: !;#*<'=* +&: 
!,0>?=*, +&: #3. @* 2AB C /&,D0 &A,2E. F$$’ !;G ,#$#H,%I&*,2. !+#4*2H 
/&0#J#">'=*. 

I have been driven from my ancestral home by them, in which I was born and 
raised, and which my father would not let them into but I, after his death, did 
invite them in. 

He parallels the presence of his adoptive brothers in his father’s house with the disorder the 

brothers have brought to the family. Mantitheos employs two other house topoi to demonstrate 

the extent to which the brothers belong neither in the house nor in the family. First of all, in order 

to prove that his father was tricked, Manitheos employs the shameful woman in the house topos, 
                                                
123 Carey and Reid 1985, Usher (1999: 259-261), MacDowell (2009: 66-79) provide commentary, background, and 
discussion for these speeches, which, according to MacDowell (74-75) were delivered in 348/7 (39) and 347 (40). 

124 On the use of Plangon’s first name, MacDowell (2009: 67) notes that in Athenian oratory, “the use of a woman’s 
own name generally implies that she is not respectable. A respectable lady is merely called the daughter or wife or 
mother of So-and-so,” citing Schaps 1977. Mantias had bribed Plangon to refuse to swear that Boiotos and 
Pamphilos were his children, but when the time came to make the oath, she went back on their agreement and swore 
that they were his sons.  
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claiming that his father did not invite Plangon to live in his house after his wife died125—this is 

evidence that Mantias did not consider Plangon’s children his legitimate sons. Mantitheos then 

uses an inverted version of the friendly man in the house topos, stating that his father did not 

want to let Plangon’s sons even enter the house, but he was forced to introduce them into his 

phratry.126 Mantias’ unwillingness to let Plangon’s sons enter his house proves that he felt no 

particular affection toward them. The combination of these three house topoi in a single, 

relatively short speech, shows how effective the rhetoric of the house can be for speakers 

discussing the composition of the family.127  

 The examples discussed above show the range and flexibility of houses in the orators. 

When viewed taxonomically it becomes clear that house topoi are rhetorical devices as 

intentional and artful as aposiopesis or apostrophe. The house functioned as a physical metaphor 

for the family, the building blocks of the polis which, as a physical entity, was as made of houses 

as the conceptual unity of the city was made up of oikoi.  

 Each of the chapters that follows consists of close readings of speeches grouped around a 

theme. In my first chapter, “Eikos and Oikos,” I examine the interplay of familial affection, 

socially acceptable behavior, and probability. In each of the speeches I look at, the speakers 

emphasize that they, unlike their opponents, have behaved toward their relatives with socially 

appropriate degrees of affection. I argue that the orators used a specific set of rhetorical and 

lexical techniques to negotiate their clients’ superior claim to the affection and support of family 

                                                
125 §8: !"#$ %&' ()%*+' %&' ,(&' -.!/01!23)' 4567381 0"%91 8:' %91 !:;601 .0*< =0>%+1 8:3#?503/0@ 

126 §11: ;0A 8:' %91 !:;601 !"#< B' 8:3#?503/0@ %!2%!>' 4567381, 8:' #$ %!C' D*E%8*0' 410F;E3/) 
8:30F0F8G1. 

127 Other examples of the “pitifully expelled from the house” topos can be found at [Demosthenes] 45.70 (Stephanos 
kicked his uncle out of the ancestral home, deprived his mother-in-law of the resources she needed to live, and, to 
the best of his ability, made the son of Archedemos homeless (,5?H0I8' ($1 %+1 30>%!J /8G!1 K@;601 ,; %&' 
.0%*L0' !:;60', -DM*)30@ #$ %91 30>%!J .81/8*N1 %0J%’ -D’ O1 PQ), -!6;)%!1 #$ %+1 R*S8#T(!> .0G#0 
%+ 30>%!J (?*!' .8.!6);0')) and Lysias 32.16 and 17, which I discuss in Chapters 1 and 2. 
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members. I look at the use of comparatives, superlatives, and result clauses to express proximity 

to or distance from eikos (likely) behavior, that is, in alignment with the social clockwork it is 

the jury’s duty to keep oiled. I focus especially on the use of the adjective !"#$%!& to express 

degrees of affection between members of an oikos, linking the family specifically to the oikia, 

which plays a constant role in these speeches as both setting and symbol, a physical 

representation of the oikos.  

 In my second chapter, “The Stagecraft of Rhetoric,” I explore the role of women and 

domestic space in oratory and tragedy. After a discussion of theories of space and gender, I look 

at how speeches by Antiphon, Lysias, and Isaeus engage with tragic tropes in constructing their 

plots and characters. Women in tragedy create offstage space through their cultural association 

with the house: in rhetoric, too, women are linked to the house as simultaneously vital (because 

without women and procreation, the family could not survive) and threatening (because through 

adultery or other forms of betrayal, women have the capacity to dilute the bloodline). Women 

have the capacity to either bring the house down from within or save it from falling apart. I argue 

that there is a specific connection between how the tragedians and the orators construct interior 

space, drawing on the cultural association of women with domestic space. Analyzing the 

language of houses, movement, status, and gender, I demonstrate how the rich world-creation 

undertaken by the orators interrelates with the imaginary spaces so essential to tragic storytelling. 

 In my third chapter, “Vulnerable Bodies and Private Places,” I turn to the relationship 

between the house and the body. Democratic ideology emphasized the autonomy of the male 

citizen body, which by law and custom was considered inviolable—at the opposite end was the 

slave, whose body was subject to torture and sexual penetration. In my chapter, I look at two 

bodies in between citizen and slave—a child and a metic. Neither has the full rights of a citizen, 
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but both have enough in common with the citizen jury that they are able to appeal to them for 

sympathy. Demosthenes and Lysias each describe their own experiences as vulnerable bodies 

under hostile control. Opening their houses rhetorically to the jury, they each also reveal an 

intimate scene emphasizing the vulnerability of the abject bodies at the center of the narrative. 

By focusing on the juxtaposition of the vulnerable bodies and the domestic interior, I show how 

body autonomy interacts with the sovereignty of the oikos. For each citizen member of the jury, 

his house, like his body, was legally sacrosanct. By calling on the jury to empathize with the 

suffering of the legally vulnerable child and metic, the orators at the same time reinforce the 

democratic ideology of body sovereignty.  

 My fourth chapter, “Homeland,” moves from the level of the house to the city as made up 

of houses, demonstrating the ways in which the works of Demosthenes engage with tropes 

familiar from private forensic rhetoric in order to persuade the Assembly to collect money for a 

war fund, give support to the allies of Athens, and punish politicians who did not act in the city’s 

interest. From the mid-fourth century onward, as Athens was becoming more and more militarily 

involved with Philip of Macedon, Demosthenes employed house topoi, more often found in 

forensic rhetoric, in his deliberative speeches, connecting the home feeling not to a house but to 

the entire city. Negotiations with Philip and the Athenian allies are characterized in the language 

of intimacy, oikeiot!s, lending urgency to the issues. Traitors to Athens are described as 

profligate in their house-building, using bribes to aggrandize their own oikoi at the expense of 

the polis. And the memories of the past are what gives meaning to the homeland; without them 

the land will cease to be a home for anyone. 

 My dissertation, focusing on the rhetoric of the house and household, demonstrates the 

prevalence and significance of the oikos in the genre of both forensic and deliberative rhetoric. 
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By drawing attention to the specific rhetorical, grammatical, and lexical strategies the orators use 

to evoke the home feeling in their auditors, my dissertation models a way of reading the speeches 

that shows their significance not just as sources of evidence for Athenian law or social history, 

but as works of literature in communication with other literary genres including tragedy and 

history. For the orators and audiences of classical Athens, houses separated individuals while 

also uniting the community. Focusing on the emotional connection to the house and its 

relationship to the concept of the self offers a revelatory perspective on the Athenian concept of 

home. 
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Chapter One: Eikos and Oikos 

 

 Demosthenes’ speech Against Makartatos, Concerning the Estate of Hagnias 

(Demosthenes 43), involves a complicated net of contested family connections, by both blood 

and adoption.1 The speech was delivered as part of a complicated inheritance dispute between a 

first cousin once removed and a second cousin, each claiming to be the more deserving heir. This 

speech, centered around the question of who is more closely related to the deceased, calls into 

question how familial closeness can be quantified. In this kind of dispute, issues of kinship and 

familial affection come to the fore. Examples of interpersonal behavior and family history are 

presented to the jury as forms of evidence, as proof that the relationship between the deceased 

and the speaker currently addressing the trial was closer than that between the deceased and his 

opponent. With each party struggling to persuade the jury that he is the more appropriate heir to 

the oikos, the adjudication of the inheritance becomes a sort of argument from probability, or 

eikos argument.  

 The deceased Hagnias died several decades before the current trial, and in the subsequent 

years was contested and passed between at least three family members.2 Euboulides, the claimant 

(represented by his father Sositheos), had been posthumously adopted by his eponymous 

maternal grandfather, the first cousin of Hagnias.3 Prior to this trial, the jury had adjudicated the 

                                                
1 On this speech: Thompson 1976 analyzes this case alongside Isaeus 11, which also deals with the estate of 
Hagnias, MacDowell 1978: 103-108 and Usher 1999: 266-267 discuss its legal and rhetorical features, MacDowell 
2009: 83-87 situates the speech in the context of Demosthenes’ career, and Scafuro 2011: 123-177 provides 
background, commentary, and translation. The authorship of the speech was strongly contested in the 19th century 
(for example by Blass 1887-1898: 3.1.554-556); Scafuro (138) is agnostic, but both Usher (1999: 266) and 
MacDowell (2009: 87) support the authorship of Demosthenes. 

2 Thompson 1976 identifies Hagnias with an ambassador who was killed by the Spartans in 396; Humphreys 1986, 
followed by Scafuro 2011, argues that this Hagnias died later, in the late 370s.  

3 On posthumous adoption, cf. Rubinstein 1993: 25-28 and 41-45. I refer to Euboulides’ grandfather/adoptive father 
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estate of Hagnias to his second cousin, Theopompos, whose son Makartatos had received it after 

his father’s death. The speaker’s argument is that Euboulides, Hagnias’ first cousin once 

removed by adoption, is more closely related to Hagnias than Theopompos, who was Hagnias’ 

second cousin. According to the Athenian system of inheritance, heirs had to belong to a close 

circle of relatives (anchisteia) comprised of (in order) legitimate sons and their descendants, and 

then legitimate daughters and their descendants.4 If the deceased had no living children, whether 

natural or adopted, the next closest relatives were brothers on the father’s side and their 

descendants, then sisters on the father’s side and their descendants, then uncles on the father’s 

side and their descendants, and then aunts on the father’s side and their descendants. If relatives 

on the father’s side were lacking, the same order held for relatives on the mother’s side.5 The 

estate of a deceased person was passed on according to proximity within the anchisteia.  

 In Demosthenes 43, Sositheos returns again and again to proximity of kinship. He begins 

by claiming that his wife, Philomache (the daughter of Hagnias’ cousin Euboulides (I)), was 

awarded the estate several years earlier because she was the most closely related (§3: !"#$% &'() 

*!!+,-,.) to Hagnias and nobody else could claim to be more closely related (§3: *!!+,"/.). 

Soon afterward, Theopompos challenged the inheritance and it was passed to him. Sositheos then 

introduced his son into the phratry of Philomache’s father, Euboulides (I), as the adopted son of 

Euboulides (I), since his mother was her father’s closest relative (§13: !"#$% 0# *!!+,-,.). In 

each of the examples I have cited, a comparative or superlative is used to express the proximity 

                                                
below as Euboulides (I) to avoid confusion. 

4 The daughter of the deceased, called an epikleros, “along with the estate,” passed the estate on to her children. In 
order to keep the estate in the family, the court could force an epikleros to marry her father’s closest male relative, 
divorcing her husband if she was already married. 

5 This description of anchisteia is taken from Phillips 2013: 338-339. Ancient evidence for anchisteia comes from 
Ath. Pol. 9.2 (establishing the law of anchisteia as Solonian), Demosthenes 43.51, Isaeus 8.34, Isaeus 6.25, 28, and 
63, Isaeus 11.5, 8, 11-12, 17-18, and 29, Isaeus 7.5-7, and Demosthenes 44: 24-26. Modern discussions include 
MacDowell 1978: 98-108, Humphreys 1986: 57-92, Just 1989: 83-104, Cantarella 2011: 338-339. 
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of relatedness within the anchisteia. As the literal expression of proximity within the anchisteia, 

the comparative of !""#$, “near,” appears in the speech twice, the superlative an additional nine 

times, most often with the qualifier "%&'(.6 Proximity of kinship is a fruitful metaphor, tying the 

spatial together with the genealogical. This metaphor draws on the semantic overlap between the 

house and family, concepts both expressed by the single word oikos. The use of the word !""#$ 

invokes spatial proximity, while another common way to express kinship proximity draws 

specifically on proximity to the house, using comparatives and superlatives of oikeios. 

 As I discussed in my introduction, the adjective oikeios is derived from oikos, the 

household. It has a range of meanings, from “related” to “one’s own” or “suitable.” In 

Demosthenes 43, it appears in the comparative and superlative six times. The superlative of 

oikeios first appears in the description of how Sositheos had his son, as his grandfather’s closest 

kin ()*+'(,-.-)&), posthumously adopted so that the house of Euboulides (I) not be left empty.7 

The remaining examples all occur within the same few paragraphs, as part of a detailed 

genealogical argument. After tracing the lines of descent in the generations prior to the birth of 

Hagnias, Sositheos asks the jury whether a son and daughter, or a nephew, should be considered 

the closer relative (§22: )*+'(/-'0/$). He answers that a son or daughter are considered the 

closer relative ()*+'1)-'0)&) than a nephew, not just in Athens but among all Greeks and 

barbarians.8 Sositheos then draws the lines of descent down to the generation of Euboulides (I) 

                                                
6 !""2-%03: 3, 17; !""2-4-3: 3, 12, 13, 17, 31, 32, 51, 54, 55, 65, 76; !""#-.-.: 54 (twice) 

7 §12: '*$ -)5$ 607-'0.$ '*8.9:; -)5$ !+'<&)2, =")>?'&)$, @ A&B0'$ B(+.8-.<, !+ -C& DE)F)<E3& -)G-)& 
'H&.( I.2-J )*+'(,-.-)&, +.K )L-3$ M& ?7F(8-. -N& )H+)& -N& I.2-C& B(.8OP'8:.( +.K )Q+ M& 
!R'0S?3:T&.(. Anxiety about leaving the oikos empty (U0S?)$) appears frequently in Athenian (and Aeginetan, on 
which see below) forensic rhetoric; citing Demosthenes 43, Griffith-Williams shows that “the continuity of the oikos 
was a matter of public as well as private concern in Athens, and one that the courts would have taken seriously…. 
the idea of the ‘empty house’ would have been familiar to Athenian dicasts and, irrespective of its legal significance, 
it is likely to have made a strong emotional appeal to them” (Griffith-Williams 2012: 148). 

8 §22: =")G?.( -N& 2VN& +.K -W& :2".-X0. )*+'(,-'0)& 'H&.( I+78-Y =?C& ?ZFF)& [ -N& \B'F6(B)G& +.K )Q 
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and Theopompos, now asking whether the son of a son or daughter is more closely related (§25: 

!"#$%&'$(&)) than the son of a nephew. He responds: if a son or daughter is the closest family 

member (!"#$%*'+'!)), then their children are more closely related (!"#$,!'$(!%) than the 

children of a nephew.9  

 The forms of oikeios appearing in this speech position Euboulides not only as more 

proximate to Hagnias by descent, but also, through the adjective’s etymological connection to 

the oikos, as more proximate to the estate itself. Drawing on the emphasis on the oikos in this 

speech (the word appears 57 times), the presence of these forms of oikeios is strategic, 

positioning Euboulides as the heir both by kinship ties and because of his association with the 

oikos. It is only natural that the estate (oikos) should go to the one who is the most oikeios. 

 In this chapter I look at how the Attic orators use family relationships to build up a sense 

of naturalness or likelihood. Speeches concerning domestic disputes frequently include appeals 

to the clients’ loyalty and affection towards other members of their households as a way of 

characterizing them as more socially acceptable and sympathetic, rendering their cases more 

persuasive.10 I argue that the orators in these family cases employ particular lexical and 

grammatical strategies—the use of oikos words (oikos, oikia, oikeios, oikeiot!s), comparatives, 

superlatives, and result clauses—to create an effect of likeliness or probability (eikos). Bringing 

together likely patterns of behavior with the social expectations of members of an oikos, the 

orators conjure a sense of proximity to socially acceptable behavior in order to make their clients 

seem like the claimant most deserving of their vote. 

                                                
-&.!. /+(0 1-2. '!3'! .$.&-%4'+%, 5667 #+8 /+(7 '!2) 966!%) :/+4% #+8 ;66<4% #+8 =+(=>(!%). 

9 §§25-26: $?/$( #+8 @ ABC) !"#$%&'+'&) D4'% #+8 1 EAF>'<(, />6%. @ GHI!3) #+8 @ D# 'J) EAF+'(C) AB&), 
!K'!% !"#$%&'$(!L $"4% -M66!. N @ '!3 5I$6O%I!3 ABC) #+8 @ P'Q(!A R. !?#!A. 

10 Lanni 2009: 701-702. 
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 To understand the significance of eikos behavior, I begin by situating my argument 

within the context of Athenian forensic rhetoric. In an Athenian trial of the Classical period, a 

speaker addressing an audience of peers used his rhetorical performance to persuade them of the 

superiority of one particular version of events over an opponent’s version. In essence, the 

speaker was selling a product, wrapping it in the most appealing packaging possible. Certain 

forms of evidence, such as legal statutes, oaths, and statements given by witnesses to the events, 

could also be used support the speaker’s argument, but much of the heavy persuasive lifting was 

done by the language itself and depended upon the apparent reliability of the speaker and his 

ability to evoke an appropriate emotional response from the jury.11 As a theorist of Athenian 

legal oratory, Aristotle provides a useful typology of these categories of persuasive techniques, 

referring to the former type of proof—consisting of witnesses, evidence obtained through torture, 

and oath, contracts, and so forth—as “artless” proofs, which orators do not invent on their own 

but rather find already in existence.12 The latter type, called “artful” proofs, he further divides 

into three kinds: the character of the speaker (ethos), the emotional response of the jury, and the 

argument’s (apparent) truthfulness.13 In practice, however, these types of persuasion can rarely 

be isolated from one another: ethos functions as a component of the emotional response because 

“one effect of ethos, as well as inducing a degree of trust, is also to produce a feeling of goodwill 

                                                
11 On the relationship between rhetoric and Athenian law: Harris (1994 and passim) argues strongly for the essential 
role of legal statutes in the jury’s decision making process, while Carey (1996) and Sickinger (2007) see the role of 
the laws is more ambivalent. Carey (1994b) and Russell (1990) emphasize the role of characterization and emotion 
in oratory. Cohen (1995), Christ (1998b), and Johnstone (1999) see law as one of many tools available to an orator.  

12 Aristotle Rhetoric 1355b35-39 separates “artful” from “artless” proofs and defines each type: !"# $% &'(!)*# +, 
-%# .!)/#0' )1(2# +, $’ 3#!)/#02. .!)/#+ $% 456* 7(+ -8 $2’ 9-"# &)&:;2(!+2 <44= &;0>&?;/)#, 0@0# 
-A;!B;)C DA(+#02 (B66;+E+F G+F 7(+ !02+H!+, 3#!)/#+ $% 7(+ $2= !?C -)I:$0B G+F $2’ 9-"# 
G+!+(G)B+(I?#+2 $B#+!:#, J(!) $)K !0L!*# !0KC -%# /;M(+(I+2, != $% )N;)K#.  

13 Aristotle Rhetoric 1356a1-4:  !"# $% $2= !0H 4:60B &0;2O0-5#*# &'(!)*# !;'+ )P$Q 3(!2#· +, -%# 6A; )1(2# 
R# !S TI)2 !0H 4560#!0C, +, $% R# !S !U# <G;0+!8# $2+I)K#+' &*C, +, $% R# +V!S !S 4:6W $2= !0H $)2G#L#+2 
X E+'#)(I+2 $)2G#L#+2. 
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in the audience toward the speaker” as a way of achieving the speaker’s aim.14 And, frequently, 

ethos, the appearance of a trustworthy character—one who behaves as people are expected to 

behave—depends on the principle of eikos (“what generally happens”).15  

 The appeal to eikos is a species of argument to which Greek orators turn again and again, 

one which relies on an apparent “law of nature that given certain facts predictable results 

follow.”16 From the earliest examples of the genre to the latest, the expectation that the world is 

essentially predictable underlines Greek orators’ presentations of their cases in order to influence 

jury’s judgment. The argument goes that since people “generally tend to act in a rational, 

predictable way,” it can be inferred how any particular person or state “will act or has acted on a 

particular occasion.”17 For a speaker to seem reliable and predictable, he “should be seen to be 

the kind of person who can be expected to behave in a certain way.”18 The eikos argument 

depends on a belief that, if all things were equal, any particular person is likely to do the same as 

any other person in the same circumstances. People, on average, tend to act in a generalizable 

way, the argument continues, and so “the general conduct of an individual offers a useful means 

of determining the balance of probability in the individual instance.”19  

 A successful rhetorical appeal, like an effective advertisement, would need to evoke a 

                                                
14 Carey 1994b: 35.  

15 Aristotle Rhetoric 1357a34: !" #$% &'( )*+,- ./!0 !" 1- .23 !" 2456 &0%,#)%4%. 

16 Kennedy 1963: 32. On the origins of the eikos argument see Kennedy 1963 and 1993 and Cole 1991. For later use 
of eikos arguments, see Gagarin 1995, Schmitz 2000, and Hoffman 2008. The most recently discussion of eikos in 
the orators and in Aristotle are found in the contributions by Gagarin and Allen in Wohl (ed.) 2014; other essays in 
this volume treat eikos in tragedy, historiography, and medical writings. 

17 Kennedy 1963: 30 

18 Russell 1990: 199. 

19 Carey 1994b: 36. Cf. also Carey 1994a: 178: “A particularly important element in this new science was argument 
from probability; that is, argument from the behaviour of man as a type to the behaviour of individual human 
beings.” 
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likely, likeable character and a persuasive narrative. Someone who is represented as acting 

contrary to generalized expectations, that is, against eikos, is characterized as different, 

antisocial, and therefore unlikable. Thus, eikos comes to mean not just what is likely, but also 

what is socially acceptable.20 These two types of eikos—eikos-likely and eikos-appropriate—

work together both in shaping a narrative and in characterizing the speaker as acting within the 

bounds of correct behavior and his opponent as transgressing them. Since the premise of eikos in 

the courtroom is that honest, law-abiding people act in predictable, socially acceptable ways, 

likelihood is essentially equated to justice (!" #$%&'()). By describing certain behaviors as 

eikos, therefore, a speechwriter sketches out likely, appropriate, and just behaviors and the 

gradations of distance from this standard, constructing a bounded conceptual field I am calling 

ethical space.  

 The range of behaviors encompassed by ethical space is defined by their distance from or 

proximity to the standard of lawful, predictable behavior; this space is evoked through eikos 

arguments and other rhetorical strategies. In particular, as I argue in this chapter, the orators 

often drew the boundaries of ethical space by using certain grammatical constructions referring 

to extremes and degrees of difference. In these constructions, likeliness or appropriateness is 

considered a baseline which behaviors may abide to or deviate from. One way of delineating the 

spatial plane of eikos is through the use of a demonstrative adjective or adverb with an abstract 

                                                
20 The vacillation between these two meanings can be seen, for example, in Antiphon 1 (discussed below): in the 
proem, the speaker states that it was eikos that his brothers defend their dead father and aid in the prosecution of his 
murderer—that is, such behavior is characteristic of appropriate behavior. Later in the speech, he narrates his 
father’s actions on the night he was poisoned—but since the speaker was not present at these events, he describes 
their unfolding as “as is probable.” In each case, however, the other definition of eikos can be sensibly understood 
because what is appropriate is what the majority does, and therefore it is predicable. To keep these (closely related) 
definitions apart, I will occasionally identify a particular use of eikos as eikos-likely and eikos-appropriate. Hoffman 
2008 argues, based on examinations of the usage of the word eikos from Homer to Isocrates, that the two types of 
eikos in early Greek are appropriateness and verisimilitude (“like” gradually becomes “likely”). 
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noun (usually in the genitive) in order to introduce a generalized result clause.21 Constructions 

like “my enemy/enemies came to such a degree of shamelessness/ boldness/ madness that…” 

refer to a quantity that takes up the specified amount of ethical space. The metaphor is 

mathematical: the formula requires a demonstrative amount—“this much” or “so much”—of 

tolm! or hybris, for example. A different amount would not result in the required outcome.  

 Another way the speakers use grammatical constructions to characterize people or actions 

as more or less in accord with expected behaviors is through the employment of superlatives to 

bound the outer limits of ethical space. One common way of drawing the boundaries of ethical 

space is through the use of the adjective eschatos, a superlative in form and definition, meaning 

“extreme” or “to the limit.”22 This adjective appears in the speeches of the orators as a gesture to 

a limit that is so extreme it is unable to be measured.23 A superlative or an open-ended result 

clause cannot be precisely measured, yet it cannot be said that these units of quantification are 

meaningless: they gesture at the limits of behavior, within which can also be found gradations of 

behavior signaled by comparatives and degrees of difference.  

 I argue that the orators use the ethical space projected by cultural standards of eikos to 

define appropriate or transgressive behavior among members of an oikos. I demonstrate that in 

these types of cases, the orators portray their clients and their opponents as manifesting 

appropriate or improper degrees of affection towards family members, using these levels of 

                                                
21 E.g. Antiphon 2.2.2, 2.3.5, 3.3.6; Andocides 1.122; Lysias 3.7 and 25, 4.9, 7.37, 23.11, 29.7, 30.5, 31.1, 32.20; 
Isaeus 1.2, 3.60, 4.24, 5.11, 6.17, 7.21, 11.14; Demosthenes 18.22, 22.65 and 74, 24.172, 25.49, 36.46 and 48, 40.28 
and 49, 45.73. Natural result clauses appear slightly more frequently than actual, with no significant difference in 
meaning. 

22 Chaintraine (p. 380) derives eschatos from the preposition !"/!# on analogy with superlatives like $%&&'()* and 
+,-('()*. 

23 Forms of .&/'()* appear at Antiphon Tetralogy 1.2.9, 5.40 and 82; Andocides 1.68; Lysias 6.13 and 23, 12.36 
and 37, 60.13, 27.8 and 16, 23.30, 31.26, 32.2; Isaeus 1.39, 3.47, and 12.158; Demosthenes 20.100, 21.12, 100, and 
102, 22.59, 25.63, 59.1, 6, 7, and 53. 
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intimacy to characterize the players in these courtroom dramas as good—reliable, trustworthy, 

appropriate—or bad. In many speeches, as in Demosthenes 43, with which this chapter opened, 

forms of the adjective oikeios are used to quantify degrees of proximity to the oikos, often 

evoking the affection expected between members of the oikos.24 The quantification of 

appropriate behavior, more sharply circumscribed between family members than between 

strangers, thus takes on a greater significance in court cases between members of the same 

oikos.25  

 The idea that one ought to feel a greater degree of affection toward some people than 

others is reflected in contemporary philosophy: in Xenophon’s Memorabilia, Socrates and his 

interlocutor Chairekrates discuss ascending levels of intimacy between an acquaintance, a friend 

(philos), a guest-friend (xenos), and a brother.26 Aristotle, in the Nicomachean Ethics, instructs 

that the levels of affection one individual ought to feel for another are gradated and specific to 

the degree of closeness of the relationship, and that justice should be defined accordingly.27 It 

was seen as both probable and appropriate—that is, as eikos—to behave more affectionately 

towards a friend or family member than towards a fellow citizen: in fact, several of the words 

used to identify family and friends also mean “appropriate” or “suitable”: !"#$%&'(, 

)!*+%,-*#., and even #/&-0#.. 

 Because these tiered expectations of affection were embedded in contemporary society, 

                                                
24 Discussing the emotional value of oikeios, Konstan notes that the “warm relationship” between either kin or 
friends is “regularly associated with the use of the adverb oikei!s, most commonly dependent on the verb khraomai. 
The latter expression, like philia, refers to friendly actions or treatment, whether of friends who behave attentively 
or of kin whose feelings and conduct are appropriately warm or loyal” (Konstan 1996: 88-89). Carson (1986: 33-35) 
discusses the ambiguity of the two meanings of oikeios as “kindred” and “mine.” 

25 Other terms used to describe the intimate relationship between close friends and family members include 123#*, 
)!*+%,-*#*, 4(56&50#* and !"#$%&#(+-.. I discuss these terms as they appear in the texts examined below. 

26 Xenophon Memorabilia 2.3.11-14; for this and the following passage cf. Konstan 1996: 77ff. 

27 Aristotle Nicomachaean Ethics 1160a1-8 (8.9.3). 
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in a legal dispute the speaker and the jury shared a cultural understanding of what kind of 

behaviors were appropriate or probable—a shared ideology, a common map of ethical space.28  

For all members of the jury and of the polis, each case provided “a lively presentation of models 

of correct behavior and examples of moral delinquency,” an example or precedent that citizens 

were encouraged to consider in their own lives.29 Each prosecutable offense, once brought to 

court, presented elements of a morality play that both reflected and influenced the behavior of 

the polis at large—“the citizens empaneled on a jury were regarded as standing in for the demos 

and as representing the demos’ interests.”30 This shared system of beliefs ensured that each case 

tried in court had an impact on all Athenian citizens, and thus it was in the best interest of the 

jury to ensure the practice of eikos, socially acceptable, behavior even in the privacy of the oikos.  

 To show how various types of eikos claims work as ethical limits to regulate normative 

behavior within the oikos, I will discuss the interaction of these elements in four speeches: 

Antiphon 1, Against the Stepmother, Lysias 32, Against Diogeiton, Isaeus 1, On the Estate of 

Kleonymos, and Isocrates 19, Aegineticus. Each of these speeches, despite the differences in their 

contexts (a homicide trial, the prosecution of a dishonest guardian, and two inheritance disputes), 

provides evidence for the importance of the oikos in forensic oratory by revealing how the 

negotiation of intimacy in the creation of an ethical subject functioned as effective means of 

persuasion in judicial rhetoric. Through a close reading of these texts, I show how these speakers 

used expectations of eikos behavior in both the oikos and the polis to construct ethical standards 

by which the players in their legal dramas were judged. 

                                                
28 “Each member of any given community makes assumptions about human nature and behavior, has opinions on 
morality and ethics, and holds some general political principles; these assumptions, opinions, and principles which 
are common to the great majority of those members are best described as ideology” (Ober 1989a: 38).  

29 Humphreys 1983: 7. 

30 Ober 1989a: 146. 
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Antiphon 1: Against the Stepmother 

 

 Antiphon 1, Against the Stepmother, was delivered either before the Areopagos or at the 

Palladion by a young man accusing his stepmother (represented in court by one of her sons, the 

speaker’s half-brothers) of plotting the murder of her husband, the speaker’s father.31 His father 

died when the speaker was too young to prosecute, and at the time a concubine (pallake) of the 

father’s friend Philoneus (who was poisoned at the same time) was accused of the crime and 

executed. Having now come of age, the speaker claims that the pallake had been the agent of the 

stepmother, who was the mastermind. Over the course of the speech, the speaker relies on eikos 

argumentation to show that he is more closely aligned with the appropriate interests of the oikos 

than his opponents are. He augments his condemnation of his opponents’ familial loyalty by 

insisting again and again that the jury itself must fill the role his brothers have failed to fulfill and 

become helpers and avengers of the dead man. After establishing his character and actions as 

socially acceptable and constructing an artificially intimate relationship with the jury as ad hoc 

kinsmen, the speaker can assume that the jury will find him trustworthy and will consider his 

narrative likely, despite the fact that his primary forms of evidence are ethos and eikos arguments 

and a vivid narrative. In this early example of forensic rhetoric, we can already identify certain 

generic features that will appear again and again in speeches by the next several generations of 

logographers.  

                                                
31 On this speech: Blass 1887-1898: 1.187-194, Jebb 1893: 1.64-67, Usher 1999: 27-30; text and commentary in 
Gagarin 1997 background and translation in Gagarin (in Gagarin and MacDowell) 1998. The speech was delivered 
in the last quarter of the 5th century, before Antiphon’s death in 411. The speaker refers to the opposition arbitrarily 
in the singular and plural: most likely, a single brother is standing in as the official representative of a coalition 
joined in support of their mother. The location of the trial is debated: according to the Ath. Pol. (57.2-4), a charge of 
bouleusis, plotting, was tried at the Palladion, while homicide charges were tried at the Areopagos. MacDowell 1963 
supports the Palladion location, while Gagarin denies that bouleusis was tried separately from homicide: “planning 
is treated simply as one way of committing homicide, like poisoning, and it is considered just as serious as the actual 
killing” (Gagarin 1990: 92).  
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 A frequent trope in forensic rhetoric is for speakers to stress the great compulsion that has 

overcome their reluctance to appear in court as evidence for the magnitude of the situation at 

hand; this compulsion needed to appear even stronger when relatives face one another in court.32 

Antiphon 1 opens with exactly this situation: although reluctant to bring a trial against members 

of his own family, the speaker was forced to prosecute the murderer of his father because the 

latter sin far outweighs the former (§§1-2): 

!"#$ %&! '() *+,-.#$ /-'0! 1232, 14-, /,-!0$ /& '() 5+6.3$ 17,- %#- +,.) 
4#8 +.92%(4#$, : *!/.,$, 4#84# %&! ,; <+-='>?(!4#$ 4#8 +(4.@$ 
<+,A,BC,D! 4#D$ (E4#8 F#!,8=- %G <+"A,-%-, 4#84# /& ,; <+,A-6!4- 
5!(2'(H3$ 17,- #I$ J'-=4( <7.K! <! /-(F#.L '(4(=4K!(-, 5/,BF#D$ 
M%#+(4.H#-$ '() %N4.) 5/,BF0!. O 2P. 4Q7N '() (R4#) #S4#- T!92'(=(! 
<%#) +.@$ 4#Q4#U$ (R4#V$ 4@! 520!( '(4(=4K!(-, #W$ ,;'@$ X! 4Y %&! 
4,C!,04- 4-%3.#V$ 2,!"=C(-, 4Y /Z <+,A-6!4- [#NC#Q$.  

I am young and still inexperienced in matters of law, but I am in a terrible and 
impossible place regarding this problem, men. I can either fail to prosecute my 
father’s killers although he enjoined me to prosecute, or be forced to prosecute 
those with whom I ought least to come into conflict, namely my brothers by the 
same father and these brothers’ mother. But as it happens, it was they themselves 
who forced me to bring them to trial—they themselves who would appropriately 
have become the avengers of the dead man and helpers to the one prosecuting his 
killer. 

In this proem to the speech, the speaker uses expectations of eikos behavior to establish the 

bounds of propriety, the ethical space in which the actions of prosecutor and defendant will be 

judged. On the one hand, he finds himself in the unsavory position of prosecuting those whom he 

should least (J'-=4( <7.K!) face in court. Since the least necessary actions are also the least 

likely and least appropriate, this claim of J'-=4( <7.K! functions as a type of eikos argument. 

But, on the other hand, his actions are more than justified by his opponents’ blatant contradiction 

                                                
32 “To judge by the self-justification in which litigating kinsmen engage, they were under strong social pressure to 
explain why they were opposing relatives at law. Kinsmen commonly express embarrassment that they are engaged 
in litigation with ‘the last persons with whom one should quarrel’… Litigants assert, however, that if relatives are 
the last persons with whom one should quarrel, they are also ‘the last persons who should wrong one’ (Demosthenes 
48.1, Lysias 32.1, 10) and act as enemies (Isaeus 1.5-8; 5.9-10 Demosthenes 27.65). This misfortune, they insist, 
compels them to appear in court” (Christ 1998b: 169). See below for discussions of this trope in Lysias 32 and 
Isaeus 1. 
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of eikos behavior, described by the counterfactual !"#$% &', “it would have been appropriate.” 

 In the face of his brothers’ failure to become their father’s avengers (()*+,-.%) or to be 

helpers (/-01-.%) in prosecuting his killer, the speaker turns to the jury, urging them to take on 

the roles that ought to have been filled by the brothers: “Take vengeance (()*+,234)) for the 

sake of your laws first, and this dead man second; and at the same time help (/-01234)) me, left 

utterly alone.33 Vengeance, law, and family ties are joined in a single unit: since he has been 

abandoned by the allies he ought to have had, the members of the jury, those who will act as 

tim!roi and bo"thoi, now become his blood kin in their place.34 His opponents have transgressed 

so far from eikos behavior, the speaker implies, that he now needs to turn to the jury to fulfill the 

roles that ought to have been taken on by his brothers. 

 The brothers’ behavior is not just contrary to social expectations, it is actually 

sacrilegious. The speaker balances his actions against his opponents’ in terms of their respective 

piety (§5):  

'-*56!) (-7(- !839/!)4' !:'4), ($ (;' *0(9,4 *; <,-=-7'4). >?@ =' 
A?-7*4) <-BC D'-3)E(!,-' !:'4) DF!G'4) (-7 (!1'!H(-% (;' ()*+,54' 

He thinks that this is the reverent thing to do: not to betray his mother. But I think 
it is far more sacrilegious to fail to avenge the dead man.  

In these opening statements, the speaker sets up a scale of behaviors in which of all the people 

one faces in the court of law, a family member is least appropriate, in which a brother is likely to 

come to his father’s defense, and in which protecting a mother is “much more sacrilegious” 

                                                
33 §4: ()*+,234) <,H(-' *I' (-G% 'J*-)% (-G% K*!(L,-)%… =!M(!,-' =N O#!P'Q (R (!1'0#J(), #4S T*4 O*-S 
*J'Q D<-B!B!)**L'Q /-01234). 

34 §4: K*!G% ?U, *-) D'4?#4G-). This term, commonly used to denote “blood relatives” (e.g. Andocides 1.50, 1.58, 
Lysias 19.39, 31.23, Demosthenes 24.196, Isaeus 1.7, 6.23, 9.10, Aeschines 1.138),  here also evokes its 
etymological meaning: the jury is also “necessary.” Antiphon uses the same word later in the speech (29: F5B-V% 
#4S D'4?#45-V% (-C% 3F!(9,-V% 48(H' #4B-73) #4S *4,(.,-'(4), #4S B9?-V3)' 48(-G% KF' W' D<XBBV'(4), 
#4S O<)3#Y<(-V3) ()*+,234) 3F53)' 48(-G% Z=)#0*9'-)%) to describe the behavior of a man (like the father) who 
knows he is in danger. 
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(!"#$ %&"'()*+,"&) than defending a father. In the court of acceptable behavior, with eikos as 

judge, the brothers already stand convicted.  

 In pointing out that his brothers transgressed the order of probable and acceptable 

behavior, the speaker makes certain assumptions about correct behavior among members of the 

oikos. The relationship between brothers and between father and son is elevated, while the 

mother-son relationship is diminished. This is, of course, culturally familiar to the ancient as well 

as the modern audience from, for example, Aeschylus’ Eumenides, a reference the speaker later 

highlights by identifying his stepmother as “Clytemnestra” (§7).35 The suggestion that his 

opponents side with this mythical destroyer of family ties makes the jury even less inclined to 

trust them and shows the speaker to be again more appropriate in his familial allegiances, and 

therefore more reliable. As Barry Strauss has shown, the primacy of the father-son bond appears 

in Classical Athens across genres and media.36 The contrast between loyalty shown by the 

speaker of Antiphon 1 to his father and his brothers’ betrayal would evoke an emotional 

resonance on the jury due to the cultural emphasis on loyalty shown by sons to their fathers. 

 Having first confirmed his good character in the speech’s proem by presenting himself as 

more appropriately faithful to relationships within the family, the speaker then turns to the 

narrative portion of his speech. To prove that his narrative is in good faith, he first uses an eikos 

argument to confirm its likelihood: he asserts that his brothers were unwilling to torture the 

slaves who would provide evidence that his stepmother had tried to poison his father 

previously.37 If, he continues, his opponents had offered the slaves for torture and he had refused 

                                                
35 Wohl 2010a: 45-46 discusses the tragic resonances in this speech, on which cf. my second chapter. 

36 “An Athenian son was expected to respect, honor, and obey his father, to take care of him in old age, to arrange 
for his burial and memorial rites. He was supposed to protect his father from his enemies and to defend his father’s 
reputation, even beyond the grave” (Strauss 1993: 97). 

37 §§6-13. Slaves could only legally provide evidence under torture, the assumption being that they would lie 
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to go through with it, this would have been proof that his claim was false. And so, with their 

positions reversed, he argues that it is certainly likely (!"#$%) that these same circumstances are 

evidence that they are guilty of the murder.”38  

 After using the proem to establish his own character as eikos-appropriate and the passage 

about the slaves to set up his narrative as eikos-likely, the speaker fashions a vignette, step by 

step, of the scene of his father’s poisoning.39 He casually implies to the jury that everything that 

he describes happened exactly as one would expect it to happen, thus rendering an opposing 

account less likely, less believable. First, the speaker’s stepmother, wronged by her husband, 

asked the pallake (concubine) of her husband’s friend Philoneos to administer what she called a 

“love potion” to both men. Although he has no eyewitness evidence, the speaker assumes (&% 

'()*+) that the pallake agreed immediately (,-.+/,*).40 Then, when Philoneos needed to make a 

sacrifice at his house in Peiraieus and found out that the speaker’s father was heading to Naxos, 

he decided that it would be an excellent idea (#-00+/,'1 23$#!+) to travel to Peiraieus 

together.41 When they arrived in Peiraieus, Philoneos conducted a sacrifice “as is appropriate” 

('4'1 !"#$%).42 The pallake wondered whether to give the men the potion before or after dinner, 

deciding to wait until after dinner in accordance with the stepmother’s instructions. Philoneus 

                                                
otherwise. Antiphon elsewhere (5.31) argues against the efficacy of slave testimony, on the grounds that a slave 
would say whatever the torturer wanted in order to end his or her suffering. There is a debate as to whether the 
challenge (prokl!sis) was an empty threat, since there is no evidence in the corpus of the Attic orators of it being 
carried out; Gagarin (1996: 1) claims that basanos was a “legal fiction” but Mirhady (2007: 268) worries that 
“unless there really was a possibility of torture taking place, the challenge and argumentation based on it would have 
been useless as hearsay evidence.” Cf. Thür 1977 and Hunter 1994: 89-95. 

38 §11: 2)'5 367'8 !"#9% ,*:,; ,*<,* ,!#)6=+* !(1*+ &% !"/51 >1'.'+ ,? @$1A. 

39 I discuss the description of the house at §14 in Chapter 2. 

40 §16: B=C,* 'D1 *:,E1 !" 2F!06/'+ 3+*#'1G/*H 'I, #*5 J K7L/.!,' ,-.+/,*, &% '()*+. 

41 §16: #M00+/,'1 'D1 23N#!+ !(1*+ ,? O+0N1!A ,G% *:,G% P3'< Q)* )R1 7='7S)T*+ !"% ,91 U!+=*+V ,91 
7*,S=* ,91 2)91 @W0'1 X1,* Y*8,? 

42 §17: #*5 27!+3E Z/*1 21 ,? U!+=*+![, '4'1 !"#$%, >F8!1. 
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and his friend conducted sacrifices to Zeus Ktesios after dinner, “as is appropriate” (§18: !"!# 

$%&'().43 The pallake then slipped the potion into the wine the men use to carry out their 

libations. The speaker was not himself present at the events he is narrating, but he uses the 

strength of his character—determined by his adherence to eikos—to give credence to his claims. 

It is this credibility that allows him to use his own assumption ()( !*+,-) that the pallake agreed 

to the stepmother’s plan as evidence.44 He then fills in the rest of the narrative with the kind of 

details that the jury would find believable and appropriate, assuring them that everything that 

happened was likely or natural. The descriptions of the women’s behavior are introduced into the 

narrative in such a way as to suggest that they, too, are clearly inferable from the initial 

conditions provided.  

 The location of the poisoning is significant. The speaker repeatedly informs the jury that 

Philoneos was hosting his father (§16: ./0-1/,- 2&$3#!#), that the father was dining at the house 

of a dear friend (§18: 4,56 7#859 .0,:5; ,<0!= 8$-4#>#). Drawing on the topos of the friendly 

man in the home, the speaker juxtaposes Philoneos’ hospitality with the women’s murderous 

scheme. The speaker’s father’s being in the wrong place at the wrong time confirms the violence 

of his poisoning: “Of course he died a violent death, men—he was about to sail from this land 

and was being hosted at the home of his friend!”45 The emphasis on location points to the 

greatest irony, or sacrilege: the deity to whom Philoneos was sacrificing is Zeus Ktesios, 

protector of house and property. The piety of the two men contrasts brutally with the women’s 

behavior. 
                                                
43 §18: 24$-8? @A5 28$8$-4#B&$/,#, !"!# $%&'(, C +D# EFG# H-9 I0J/K; &7&$3#!# <4!8$L'+$#!(… 

44 Gagarin suggests that the speaker’s )( !*+,- “subtly implies that all the other details in his account except 
0ML-/0, are certain” (1997: 115). 

45 §26: 4>( @A5 !N O-,:G( 74PE,#$#, Q R#85$(; S( @6 2&4T$3# U+$TT$# 2& 0V( @V( 0V/8$, 4,5W 0$ 7#859 X:T; 
,<0!= $Y/0-10!. The fact that the speaker’s father took 19 days to die after being poisoned (§20) adds drawn-out 
suffering to the violence of the act. 
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 Over the course of the speech, the speaker confirms the eikos-likely arguments on which 

his case depends both by building on his own trustworthiness (eikos-appropriate) and by 

gesturing to the limits of ethical space. The conclusion of the speech returns to the themes and 

key words of the proem, comparing the relative justice and reverence of the speaker’s case 

versus his opponents’, characterizing the opponents’ behavior as transgressing social protocol, 

and casting the jury again as helpers and avengers of the dead man (§§21-22): 

!"#$%!&' ()* +!, -."%./0'1% 234* -'5!(3%. 678 9 : ;-'<=/>. 678 3#* 
7' 0? 0'&*'40. 23@> "'<'AB "%C 0? D-."E3#*, 0F* ;G-.(* H1/*(* 0.3B1(I> 
7'*#!&%.J (K0(> -L 0(M 3L* 0'&*'40(> N#1. (O-L* 23@> %P05!'0%., Q> RS.(> 
"%C 6<#(T "%C U(E&'V%> "%C 0.3B1V%> N%1W 234* 0TH'X*, ;&#B> "%C ;"<'4> 
N1F 0Y> 'Z3%13#*E> 2=W [* \".!0% 6H1Y* 0F* UV(* 6"<.N]*, 2NL1 -L 0Y> 
;N("0'.*^!E> -'5!'0%. ;&#3.0% "%C ;*/!.% "%C ;0#<'!0% "%C ;*5"(T!0% 
"%C &'(X> "%C 23X*. 23'X> -W (O 04* ;N("0'.*^*0B* 6!0L U(E&(V, ;<<_ 04* 
6" N1(*(V%> ;N(&*`!"/*0B*, "%C 0%M0% 2=W [* \".!0% 6H1Y* %O0(I> 
;N(&*a!"'.*. 

And so consider how much more just what I request of you is than what my 
brother asks. I am urging you to become avengers for all time for a man killed and 
dishonored. But my opponent will ask for nothing from you for the dead man, 
who deserves to get pity and help and vengeance from you because he was 
deprived of his life before his time, killed godlessly and ignominiously by those 
who ought least to have done so. But he will ask, for her sake, for something 
lawless, unholy, impossible, and unheard of by the gods or by you. But you are 
the helpers not of murderers, but of those intentionally murdered and, on top of 
this, by those at whose hands he ought least to die. 

The speaker first reiterates the superiority of his claim by inviting the jury to consider the 

gradients of ethical space, to somehow picture precisely how much more just (+!, -."%./0'1%) 

his own request is than his brother’s. He again urges them to be avengers (0.3B1(I>), asserting 

his father’s need for pity, help, and vengeance. As in the proem, he frames the brothers’ behavior 

in both legal and religious terms; but now their neglect of their father and his murder are paired 

in an emotionally powerful series of alpha privative adverbs and adjectives: the father died 

godlessly and ignominiously, while their defense is something lawless, unholy, impossible, and 

unheard of. The extremity of his brothers’ transgressions against sacred and legal norms—cast as 
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opposites to eikos-appropriate behavior in the field of ethical space—renders the speaker’s case 

even more righteous, even more likely.  

 Whereas in the proem of the speech the !"#$%& '()*+ clause referred to interfamilial 

litigation, it now is used (twice) of the patricide. Perpetrator and defendants are conflated into a 

single unit through the speaker’s use of the plural relative pronoun in the repeated !"#$%& '()*+ 

clauses: in supporting their mother, the brothers have essentially killed their father. Their 

betrayal of familial expectations has caused the brothers to be expelled from the family and in 

their place the jury is once again to stand as the murdered man’s helpers (,-./-0) and avengers, 

to take personally the juridical mandate to maintain the smooth operation of eikos behavior 

within the city.  

 From the beginning to the end of this speech, categories of more just (1#"&#2%3)-+) and 

more righteous (4$#5%3)-+) are represented as absolute and measurable. The opponents’ failure 

to behave according to these standards is matched equally with the speaker’s expectation that the 

jury will respond to these precise requirements (§25):  

"&6%-# 78%3)-+ 1#"&#8%3)-+ %9+ '" 7)-+-6&: ;7-"%36+&+%& 1-<+&# 16".+ = 
>?; "&@ 78%3)-+ 13A -B"%3A)&# >CDD-+ %9+ %3/+3E%& = %F+ ;7-"%36+&$&+; 
'GH >I+ -J>&# %9+ %3/+3E%&K "&@ GL) M+ 1#"&#8%3)-+ "&@ 4$#N%3)-+ "&@ 
7)9: /3E+ "&@ 7)9: ;+/)N7O+ G6G+-#%- P>A+.  

And, really, is it more just for the one who killed with premeditation to pay the 
penalty or not? And is it more necessary to pity the man who died or the woman 
who killed? I think the man who died. For this would be more just and more 
righteous for you to do, before both gods and humankind. 

The speaker charts these expectations as an exercise in elementary inequalities, simple and 

obvious. Buoyed by the strength of his conviction and his faith in the cultural standards shared 

by the jury, the speaker constructs an elegantly simple ethical framework, all details of the case 

fitting neatly into his categories, firmly aligned with eikos. 
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Lysias 32: Against Diogeiton 

 

 Lysias 32, Against Diogeiton, is a prosecution speech delivered by an unnamed speaker 

who is accusing his wife’s grandfather Diogeiton of mishandling her children’s inheritance while 

he was their guardian.46 The background to the case is laid out early in the speech: Diodotos and 

Diogeiton were brothers, Diodotos became rich from sea-trade, and Diogeiton persuaded him to 

marry his daughter. Later, Diodotos enlisted with the army of Thrasyllos, but before he left he 

arranged his affairs with his wife and her father Diogeiton. Diodotos died in battle and Diogeiton 

became the guardian of his daughter’s children. Nine years later, when Diodotos’ oldest son 

came of age, he discovered that Diogeiton had been mismanaging the estate that he and his 

siblings were supposed to inherit and turned to his brother-in-law (the speaker) for help. After 

the entire family, including Diogeiton, assembled, the children’s mother delivered an 

impassioned speech decrying the behavior of a man who would neglect his own grandchildren in 

such an egregious way. Her quoted speech parallels the main speech in which it appears, 

combining precise calculation of the lost property with passionate appeals to the auditors’ pity. 

Both the interior (Diogeiton’s daughter’s) and the exterior (her son-in-law’s) speeches juxtapose 

the close relations between the households of Diodotos and Diogeiton with the magnitude of the 

children’s deprivation, while the interior speech adds a sense of intimacy and familiarity. As in 

my first case study, the speaker evokes an ethical space in which familial closeness is pitted 

against betrayal and transgression. 

                                                
46 On this speech: Blass 1887-1898: 1.608-615, Jebb 1893: 1.293-296, Usher 1999: 80-82. Text and commentary in 
Adams 1970 [1905] and Carey 1990, translation and discussion in Todd 2000. The speech was delivered around 400 
BCE and preserved as part of Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ commentary on Lysias. The character of Diogeiton’s 
daughter is discussed by e.g. Gagarin 2001 and Foxhall 1996. 
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 The beginning of Lysias’ speech follows a familiar pattern: the son-in-law of Diogeiton’s 

daughter opens by stressing that the seriousness of the conflict overpowered his great reluctance 

to bring a case between family members to court (§1):  

!" #$% #& #!'()* +% ,- ./*0123%,*, 4 5%.2!6 ./7*8,*9, 3:7 5% ;3,! !"6 
<#=6 !"8!)>!?% ,3@,3A6 !B*8*, %3#9CD% *B8E/8,3% !F%*/ ;2G6 ,3H6 3"7!93A6 
./*012!8>*/…. I;!/.& #1%,3/, 4 5%.2!6 ./7*8,*9, ;3))J% E2K#(,D% 
L;!8,12K%,*/ 7*M ;3))- 7*M .!/%- ;!;3%>N,!6 <0’ O% P7/8,* IE2Q%, I;’ 
I#$ 7K.!8,&% R%,* 7*,10A'3%, L%('7K #3/ '!'1%K,*/ !";!?% <;$2 *:,J%. 

If the disagreement were not so great, men of the jury, I would never have 
allowed them to come before you because I think it is the most shameful thing to 
be in conflict against one’s relatives…. But, men of the jury, since they have been 
deprived of a lot of money and, after suffering many terrible things at the hands of 
those by whom they ought least to have suffered, they fled to me, their brother-in-
law, it has become necessary for me to speak on their behalf. 

The superlative *B8E/8,3% simultaneously allows the speaker to characterize himself as normally 

reluctant to air family quarrels in public and to imply that the current circumstances are 

egregious enough to force him from his general reticence. Compounding the speaker’s own 

feelings is his appeal to the universalizing P7/8,* IE2Q%, rendering Diogeiton’s actions an 

affront to all propriety. The appearance of the exact phrase that was found three times in 

Antiphon 1 confirms its usefulness for quantifying extraordinary transgression against kin (;2G6 

,3H6 3"7!93A6), marking a line in the sand of the field of ethical space.47  

 The speaker continues to map out the ethical space of the case by using a result clause to 

gesture at the furthest boundary of propriety (§3): 

<#J% .13#*/, I-% #$% L;3.!9SD 3T,D6 *"8E2J6 *:,3H6 I;/,!,23;!A#1%3A6 
<;G ,3U ;(;;3A V6 3:.!M6 ;W;3,! <;G ,J% 3:.$% ;238K7N%,D% I% ,X 
;N)!/, Y3K>!?% *:,3?6 ,- .97*/*.  

If I show you that they were treated by their grandfather more shamefully than 
                                                
47 The phrase P7/8,* ZE2K% only appears in the corpus of private speeches in the passages quoted in this chapter, 
although it is found in identical familial contexts at Euripides’ Bacchae 26 (lies told about Dionysos’ mother by her 
sisters, who ought least to tell lies) and Iphigenia at Aulis 487 (Menelaus’ marriage destroying his brother, whom he 
ought least destroy), and (ironically) at Herodotus 3.52 (Periander reprimands his son for disobeying him, whom he 
ought least disobey).  Cf. also Aeschylus Choephori 930 (Orestes to Clytemnestra): 7(%!6 ,G% 3: E2Q%. 
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anybody in the city has ever been treated, even by those with no relation to them, 
I beg you to help bring them justice. 

In this passage, the speaker negotiates with the jury, asking for their help in exchange for his 

successful demonstration that Diogeiton crossed beyond the bounds of appropriate behavior. 

This result clause builds upon the meaning of the superlative in the first sentence of the speech: 

Diogeiton treated his grandchildren so shamefully that they overcame the speaker’s reluctance to 

bring the case to court, a thing he once considered the most shameful thing. The degree to which 

he mistreated his wards has driven Diogeiton far beyond socially acceptable familial relations, 

beyond even proper behavior among unrelated fellow citizens. Relatives, !" #$!%&'!()*+, are 

those who belong to you, who pertain to you. The kind of behavior Diogeiton is guilty of is 

unimaginable even to those who are not kin. His transgression of socially acceptable behavior, 

the speaker implies, threatens the categories of relationships on which the city depends.  

 In order to contrast the way Diogeiton treated his grandchildren as their guardian with the 

expected behavior of a close family member, the speaker elaborates the intricate connections 

between the families of Diodotos and Diogeiton in his description of the meeting at which 

Diodotos entrusted his children to his brother (§5): 

',-.%,+ )/( 0,1)!2 31(,4',, 56*-7869( !:%,(, ',; )<( ='*>(?+ @A( 
#,).$,, ,B)!2 6A '?6*%)/( ',; 56*-7<( {C@!#D)$8!(}, #D##!( 6A )E( 
#,86>F( ',; G*4!(, H3!I@*(!+ 68J ),I),+ )J+ 5(,3',8K)?),+ !L6*(; 
@M--!( #$!%&'*8( 68',>N #*$; )!O+ ,B)!2 #,46,+ 3*(.%G,8.  

He called his wife—who was his niece—and her father—who was both his in-law 
and his brother, as well as being both the grandfather and the uncle of the 
children—under the assumption that due to these familial ties there was no one 
for whom it was more appropriate to treat his children justly. 

The interwoven strands of kinship between the two families gives the sense of great intimacy, of 

responsibility. Relatives, !" 5(,3',4!8, are those who are necessary to you: they should, 

necessarily, treat one another justly. The association that the speaker makes in this passage 
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between kinship (!"#$%#&'()*) and responsible behavior towards one’s kin is explicit: those 

most closely related are expected to take the most responsibility over the care of one another. 

Diodotos’—and society’s—expectation that his closest family member would be the most 

appropriate guardian for his children is the equivalent of the +%&,(# -./0" claim: close kin 

ought least to mistreat one another, and are therefore most expected to care for one another. As 

in Antiphon 1, kinship ties are used as a type of eikos argument—the speaker and his opponent’s 

alignment with expected, appropriate behavior is an essential proof of their good or bad 

characters.  

 In the narration that follows, it becomes clear precisely how inappropriate a guardian 

Diogeiton turned out to be. When he discovered that his brother had died, he concealed this 

information from his daughter and took possession of the will under false pretenses. The children 

and their mother remained in Peiraieus as long as they had enough to live on, but after a year 

Diogeiton sent the children to the city and married their mother off with a dowry that was far less 

than her husband had promised her before he joined the army. Nine years later, when Diodotos’ 

older son came of age and underwent his dokimasia, the examination required before entry into 

the ranks of the citizenry, Diogeiton came forward and claimed that all of the money left by his 

brother had been spent and that his grandsons were on their own. It is at this point that the boys 

came to the speaker, their sister’s husband, for help. 

 The speaker recounts this scene dramatically, drawing out the moment in a crescendo of 

participial phrases (§10): 

(#1(’ !%23,#"(4* -%5456)$78"2& %#9 :#%/32"(4* ;.2"(2 5/<* (=" 
7)(8/#, %#9 5#/#6#>'"(4* -%4?")" @%2" 5/<* -78, 2A%(/B* C5< (21 
5DE2F* :&#%4?74"2& %#9 !E6?G* -%545(G%'(4*, %6#?2"(4* %#9 
5#/#%#621"(8* 74 7= 54/&&:4H" #I(2J* !52,(4/)E8"(#* (B" 5#(/KG" 
7):’ 4A* 5(G.4?#" %#(#,(D"(#*, C>/&,78"2F* CL’ M" +%&,(# -./0".  

When they heard this, astounded and weeping, they went to their mother, and 
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bringing her along, they came to me, rendered pitiful by their suffering, wretched 
in their downfall, crying and begging me not to overlook them being robbed of 
their inheritance, falling into poverty, violated by those who ought least to do so.” 

The pathetic language of this vignette elevates the children’s discovery of Diogeiton’s betrayal to 

a kind of tragic peripeteia; like the evocation of Clytemnestra in Antiphon 1, this cross-generic 

moment strengthens the jury’s impression of the children’s suffering.48 And at the conclusion of 

this passage, the !"#$%& '()*+ clause confirms the magnitude of Diogeiton’s transgression 

against familial propriety: the violation (,-)#$./+012) was intensified by the fact that it was 

perpetrated by the closest possible family member.  

 In response to her son-in-law’s entreaty, Diogeiton’s daughter parallels the rhetorical 

trope with which this speech opened by asserting that “although she had not previously been 

accustomed to speaking in the company of men, the magnitude of their misfortunes compelled 

her to reveal everything.”49 To the familiar trope of rhetorical reluctance is added the fact that 

this speaker is a woman overcoming personal and societal pressures to right so great a wrong.50 

That the speaker is a woman addressing a gathering of friends and family in an informal 

arbitration emphasizes the feeling that this is a private event, despite being wrapped up in a 

public performance. The heightened emotional language leading up to the speech evokes the 

tragic stage; Edith Hall observes that this speech “could be imported more or less directly into a 

suppliant scene in a tragedy. It effectively turns the jurors into recipients of the widow’s 

                                                
48 Carey describes the language used in this passage as “emotive” (1989: 215). 

49 §11: 34 "&5 .6 7)8%3)0+ 39:#$%&# ;/<3#+ '+ =+>)?$#, %@ ./<3:02 &A%6+ =+&<"?$3# %B+ $1.C0)B+ 73)5 %B+ 
$C3%/)D+ "&"B+ >E;B$&# 7?+%&. 

50 Gagarin (2001) concludes that Diogeiton’s daughter (whom he charmingly calls Didi) probably did not make this 
speech since it shows too many rhetorical techniques which she, as a woman, would not have known. This is rather 
beside the point: the more important question (to quote David Halperin) is “Why is Didi a woman?” Gagarin does 
note (165) that “almost all critics today find the speech very moving.” On the topic of Didi as a woman, cf. Foxhall 
1989, who contrasts Didi negatively with Demosthenes’ mother in Demosthenes 27-28 (on which see my chapter 3 
below). 
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supplication and entreaty.”51 The speaker invites the jury to witness this private moment, 

implicating them as audience members in the unfolding drama. 

 Diogeiton’s daughter’s nested speech, like the external speech, pairs a meticulous 

account of the money and property her father deprived his grandchildren of with a precise 

quantification of her father’s betrayal of interfamilial intimacy—as though failure of decency is 

as countable as a squandered fortune. Her speech also functions within the external speech as a 

facsimile of the forensic performance of which it is a part. Like the external speech, Diogeiton’s 

daughter’s speech begins with a rehearsal of the intimate connections among the members of the 

family, underlining the extent of the betrayal. She reminds him that he is “the brother of their 

father, and my father, and both uncle and grandfather to them.”52 After adding up and 

documenting the precise amount of money her children were deprived of, she concludes by 

returning to the language of lament used by the frame speech before she began her address 

(§§16-17): 

!"# $!%&''()* +,-+,./ 0123!"/ 4.5"+6)7,8/ 9*+"/ $! +:/ ,;!2"/ +:/ 
"<+=* $* +6)%3*2,)/, >*.?,7@+,./, ,A B(+C >!,',-4,., ,A B(+C 
D+63B&+3*, ,A B(+C EB"+23*…. !"# *8* +,F/ BG* $! +:/ BH+6.)I/ +:/ $B:/ 
?")7(-()/ $* ?,'',J/ K6@B"D)* (A7"2B,*"/ 9*+"/· !"# +"8+" BG* !"'=/ 
?,)(J/· +,F/ 7’ $B,F/ >7)!(J/, ,L/ >+2B,./ $! +:/ ,;!2"/ $!%"'M* >*+# 
?',.D23* ?+3K,F/ >?,7(J1") ?6,4.BN.  

You had no problem with throwing them—your daughter’s children–out of their 
own house in shabby cloaks, barefoot, with no servant, no bedding, no clothing…. 
but now you raise the children you had with my stepmother in a blissful state of 
great wealth. And that’s fine, but you do my children wrong by throwing them out 
of the house, dishonored; you’re eager to turn them from princes to paupers. 

Diogeiton’s offense against the oikos is highlighted by the twice-repeated accusation that he 

                                                
51 Hall 2006: 383. Buis (2005: 205) makes a similar point: “el orador… transferir dicho efecto emotivo mediante 
una recreación casi teatral en el contexto del tribunal.  De la mujer al hombre, de lo privado a lo público, del 
hogar a las cortes, mediante el juego entre la voz de la ausente y el silencio de los presentes, se termina en 
definitiva instaurando una pluralidad compleja y dinámica de voces y testimonios.” 

52 §12: >7('OP/ BG* Q* +,8 ?"+6P/ "A+=*, ?"+R6 7S $BT/, 4(J,/ 7G "A+,J/ !"# ?U??,/ 
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threw the children out of his oikia (!"#$%%&'( !" )*+ ,-"./+, !" )*+ ,-"./+ !"#/%0(). 

Diodotos had tried to keep the familial oikos together by marrying his niece, appointing his 

brother as his children’s guardian, and taking care to provide for his children. Diogeiton, in 

contrast, physically expelled the children from their own property, the house in Piraeus and from 

everything that their father had left them.53 In a case between members of a household 

concerning the mishandling of the property, the semantic slippage between the three meanings of 

oikos—people, property, and physical house—takes on a thematic resonance. Moreover, the 

speaker’s use of the word 1).2,3+ compounds the children’s wretchedness, implying that their 

grandfather’s greed and lack of family feeling will result in atimia, the loss of citizenship rights, 

due to their poverty. By usurping the state’s prerogative to deprive citizens of their rights, 

Diogeiton’s mistreatment of the children verges on a civic offense. 

 The interior speech concludes with the powerful accusation that Diogeiton’s actions show 

that he “neither fears the gods, nor is ashamed that I know, nor remembers his brother, but rather 

cares less for all of us than for money.”54 The parallel quantification of affection and property 

comes to a head: Diogeiton has replaced appropriate familial affection with love of money. The 

betrayal is complete, and neither the gods nor a sense of shame have any power to remedy the 

situation. 

 Following Diogeiton’s daughter’s speech, the main speaker describes the effect it has on 

her audience—the gathered family members—as they depart. They observe the children and how 

they have suffered, remember the dead man and how he chose an unworthy (1($4',() man to be 

                                                
53 §8: !5&'67 68 9:;(< !6=%>?& )@( AB(/),( /C),D+ "/E !5,FG?/( )H (,2'I;2&(/, )@( 28( 5:J),( !('/3)@( 
!( K&':/'&D 6'L)J(),M N5/()/ OH: /C),P "/)&%Q%&'5), )H !5')=6&'/M !"&F(>( 68 !5'%&'5;()>( ),R+ 28( 
5/D6/+ &-+ S?)3 1(/5Q25&'… 

54 §17: "/E !5E ),',T),'+ U:O,'+ ,V)& ),R+ A&,R+ W,#&D, ,V)& !28 )7( ?3(&'63D/( /-?9T(L, ,V)& ),P 16&%W,P 
2X2(G?/', 1%%H 5$()/+ Y2Z+ 5&:E !%$)),(,+ 5,'&D 9:G2$)>(. 
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guardian of his property, and—importantly—reflect on how difficult it is to find anyone to trust 

with one’s own possessions.55 The members of the jury are encouraged to consider the 

implications of Diogeiton’s actions on their own lives. The danger of such a precedent is not just 

that a single family will be deprived of its patrimony, but that the bonds of affection that all 

people depend on will be severed (§19): 

!"#!"$ %’ &'()* !"+, '"-.!(*, /0*"$ 1234, 536)7)89. 9:, !")(;!7$ 3<2 
='">.($ ?*"39.!@$ 'A$!(, B$82C'"D, '2E, B--6-"D, F(8.)!7)*$, G)!9 
H6!9 IJ$!(, H6!9 B'"8$K)F"$!(, H7%L$ HM--"$ !"+, ":F9*"!A!"*, N !"+, 
OP8.)!"*, '*)!9;9*$.  

You ought to consider this man worthy of the anger of all citizens. For Diogeiton 
has driven all people into such a state of suspicion against one another that neither 
the living nor the dead trusts even his closest relatives more than his greatest 
enemies. 

The appearance of the superlative of oikeios echoes the beginning of the speech, when the 

speaker states that it is most shameful to go to court against relatives (§1: '2E, !"Q, ":F9."D,). 

This passage also picks up on the interior speech by implying that litigation among family 

members, in particular, leads to the confusion of one’s closest family members (":F9*R!(!"*) 

and greatest enemies (SP8*)!"*). Kinship (B$(3F(*R!7,) is a necessary bond and to betray it 

implies that the degrees of affection defining all relationships no longer have meaning. In a 

society dependent on interpersonal relationships and trust, a breakdown in any part of the system 

threatens the system as a whole.56 

 Dionysius’ excerpt does not contain the end of the speech nor the result of its delivery, 

but the insertion of Diogeiton’s daughter’s speech and the paradigmatic behavior of her audience 

                                                
55 §18: T2J$!9, HL$ !"Q, '(+%(,, "U( V)($ '9'"$8R!9,, B$(H*H$W)FRH9$"* %L !"# B'"8($R$!",, X, 
B$A0*"$ !4, "Y).(, !E$ O'.!2"'"$ F(!Z-*'9$, O$8DH";H9$"* %L X, P(-9'E$ O09D29+$ [!\ P2] '92^ !J$ 
_(D!"# '*)!9#)(*. 

56 Christ 2010: 258: “Within the family, Athenians were expected as a matter of course to provide mutual support in 
daily life and in time of crisis…. Outside the family, friends were expected to help each other, in keeping with the 
affectionate and reciprocal nature of their relationship.” 
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provides a model for Lysias’ expected outcome of this speech. The speaker implies that the jury 

is in the same position as Diogeiton’s daughter’s audience, but, as Matthew Christ observes, 

“whereas that original audience was unable to make Diogeiton treat his kin as he should, the 

current audience has the power to do precisely this. In so doing, it will protect not only 

Diogeiton’s oppressed relatives but also the community.”57 In this speech, betrayals of close 

familial relationships and the social expectations rising from these relationships are represented 

as having consequences not only for the family members involved, but also for society at large—

and the jury is charged with righting these wrongs. Just as those present at Diogeiton’s 

daughter’s speech went away reflecting on the uncertainties of life, so the jury witnessing the 

main speech ought to think on how one man’s betrayal of the responsibilities he has to his closest 

relations (!"#$ "%&'("!)!"($) leads to a dissolution of categories of affection. If the closest 

relations are indistinguishable from the greatest enemies, degrees of distinction no longer have 

meaning. There would be no way of determining right or wrong; with all of society thrown into a 

state of suspicion, the bonds of trust and respect that tie the city together would be destroyed.  

 

Isaeus 1: On the Estate of Kleonymos 

 

 Like Demosthenes 43, Isaeus 1, On the Estate of Kleonymos, was delivered as part of an 

inheritance dispute.58 If a man died without any natural or adopted sons, his heirs (members of 

his anchisteia) could claim their right to the estate through the process of diadikasia, a lawsuit 

                                                
57 Christ 1998b: 171. 

58On this speech: Blass 1887-1898: 2.528-532, Jebb 1893: 2.319-21, Wyse 1979: 175-231, Edwards 2007: 13-26, 
Usher 1999: 129-133. According to Wevers (1969: 10) there is no evidence for the date of this speech, but it must 
come from the first half of the 4th century. 
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between two competing claimants, as long as the estate was open to dispute (epidikos).59 A 

diadikasia was an unusual type of trial because, in most cases, there was no prosecution or 

defense; rather, all claimants were on equal footing.60 As seen in Demosthenes 43, there could 

often be multiple claimants, each insisting on their own superior justification for inheritance. A 

challenged will or contested adoption could lead to a messy court case that, by necessity, was 

between family members. In these cases, the speakers could call upon the jury to determine the 

rightful heir to an estate based on their own and their opponents’ previous behavior toward the 

deceased individual—in effect, on their relative proximity to the oikos. When character and 

previous behavior are often as compelling forms of evidence as written wills, the negotiation of 

affection becomes an important proof.  

 Isaeus 1 was written for a client who felt that he and his sibling(s) had been unfairly 

deprived of the estate of their uncle Kleonymos. The circumstances of the case, as the speaker 

presents them, are as follows: after he and his siblings were orphaned, they fell under the 

guardianship of their paternal uncle Deinias. Kleonymos, their maternal uncle, had a 

longstanding enmity with Deinias, and so when he made his will he excluded the speaker and his 

siblings (who were still minors) in order to prevent his property from passing to Deinias. After 

Deinias’ death, Kleonymos brought the children into his home and cared for them. At some 

unspecified point, he grew ill, at which time he tried to change his will but was ultimately unable 

to do so before his death. The speaker and his siblings were awarded a part of the estate in 

arbitration, but, it seems, were unsatisfied with their settlement and took the testamentary heirs to 

                                                
59 Anyone who wanted to claim the deceased’s daughter as an epikl!ros would follow the same procedure 
(Rubinstein 2005: 134). 

60 Phillips 2013: 30. 
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court over the whole amount.61 At issue is whether the will can be trusted, since (the speaker 

argues) a will excluding the closest and most beloved relatives could only have been written by 

an insane person, and would thus be invalid,62 but at the heart of the speech lies a familiar 

trope—the quantification of affection among members of a family reveals the true character of 

family members. This speech employs many of the techniques discussed above in constructing 

its ethical playing field: it sets up a series of contrasts to open a gap between himself and his 

opponents and uses language and likelihood to define precise degrees of affection. This allows 

the speaker to make the claim that he is the most intimate, most oikeios, relation of Kleonymos, 

and thus the most appropriate heir of the dead man’s oikos.  In this way, the jury will be able to 

determine which family members Kleonymos is likely (eikos) to have wanted as heirs,63 and 

which side truly deserves to win.64 

 The speaker begins by setting up a series of contrasts which show the circumstances in 

which he and his siblings find themselves to be unusual, unlikely, and inappropriate (§1): 

!"##$ %&' ( %)*+,"#- %". /0/"')', 1 2'34)5, *)#)6*-7+'*"5 8#)9':%"6· 
;<)='"5 />4 ?@' %&' (%=' <+*0#).!) *$' "A7B+', C!"D+'E' 3& <.'36'):).' 
!)4F +A*G5 !)!"BH<). <+F *I*) %&' "J*95 K!’ +A*"L 79M4I'95 
;!+.3)6I%)D+, N7*’ "A3& C<4"+7I%)'". "A30!"*) O#D"%)' ;!F 
3.<+7*-4."', 'L' 3& C/9'.":%)'". !)4F !P'*9' Q<"%)' *@' K!+4RI'*9'. 

                                                
61 Wyse 1979: 176 warns us of “the probability that the nephews [delivering the speech] refused a generous offer in 
the hope of bamboozling the judges.” 

62 According to a Solonian law, a will written by someone who was insane, senile, or under the influence of a 
woman was considered invalid ([Demosthenes] 46.14: S7". %$ ;!)!"TH'*", N7*) %U*) C!).!)=' %U*V 
;!.3.<W7+7D+., X*) YZ#9' )[7U). *$' C4RU', *> \+6*"L 3.+D]7D+. )^'+., X!95 _' ;D]#`, _' %$ !+=3)5 17. 
/'U7.". 244)')5, _' %$ %+'.@' a /U495 a M+4%W<9' a 'Z7"6 b')<+, a /6'+.<F !).DZ%)'"5, K!c *"d*9' 
*"6 !+4+'"@', a K!V C'W/<H5 a K!c 3)7%"L <+*+#HMD)T5). Cf. also Ath. Pol. 35.2, Plutarch Life of Solon 21.4. 

63 “Not every document that is presented as a fact is accepted as valid…. This is most easily seen in inheritance 
cases which hinge on the validity of a will. Although a will is a clear example of a nonartistic proof that establishes 
an objective fact, namely the deceased’s intentions, wills are regularly challenged on various grounds…. And those 
challenges are generally cast in the form of eikos arguments” (Gagarin 2014: 23-24). 

64 Meyer-Laurin (1965, 2007) discusses the question of to what degree fairness, or equity, was a consideration in an 
Athenian trial. He concludes that fairness arguments were equivalent to other form of entechnoi proofs, and could 
not be used to overturn the law. In contrast, Harris (1994) argues that equity arguments have little to no influence in 
Athenian courts.  
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Great indeed was the upheaval that resulted for me from the death of Kleonymos. 
For while he was alive he handed his estate over to us, but in dying he has put us 
at risk of losing it. Back then, we were brought up so modestly by him that we 
never went into a courtroom, even to listen. But now, we have come to fight for 
everything we have. 

The speaker compares the orderly, appropriate way in which he and his siblings were brought up 

to their current state, set adrift in a chaotic world of opposites. He constructs the magnitude of 

change through a matched set of opposites—while living, Kleonymos handed over his property, 

but dead it is put at risk; then, they never entered a courtroom, but now they are on trial over 

everything they have. The speaker’s very presence before the jury epitomizes the reversal of 

everything he has always known. 

 To underline his helpless passivity in the face of these circumstances, the speaker then 

introduces his opponents, whom he characterizes as greedy and opportunistic. Not content with 

the settlement decided by the arbitrators, they are going after the speaker’s own patrimony (§2):  

!"#!$ %& '() #!*#! +,!-.$/ 0/1$.2-/#31) 4.#' ,15 #6 71#891 
78!.1:';<.=1$ >?#!*.$/ @AB), !C, 0D/!!*/#'), E F/%8'), #G %3,1$!/, 
0;;6 7!;;H/ @AI/ J8?A31/ ,1#1D/K/#'). 

They have come to such a degree of shamelessness that they are also seeking to 
deprive us of our patrimony, not ignorant of what is right but despising us for our 
great destitution.  

Matched result clauses frame the distance between the speaker (!L#M) .M:8K/M)) and his 

opponents ('() #!*#! 0/1$.2-/#31)), constructing an echoing gap between the two parties. The 

repetition of the verb N,M brings movement into this space: the speaker and his brother have 

come (+,!A'/) unwillingly into an unaccustomed space, forced to do battle over everything 

(7'85 7O/#M/). Their opponents, however, have come (+,!-.$/) into a metaphorical space of 

excessive shamelessness. Whereas the speaker is associated with destitution (J8?A31/), his 

enemies aim not just to take away (0:-1$8<M) the inheritance in question but to additionally 

(78!.-1:-';<.=1$) deprive the speaker and his siblings of their preexisting property. 
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 To add to the contrast between the two parties, the speaker alludes to the familiar 

question of shame when going to court against family members (§§5-6): 

!"##$%$&' (%)$' *+, -./0% /1*+2-% $34$&% 56-%)$', -.* +3!67%-%)+2 
*+)+!)8!+%)$' 9:;' $3' <#=%+ 4$>, )-7)?%, 4$>, @% +3!6>A% B% 
<:C2!DE)F!+2 *+, )-&' :E/0% 4>-!8*-"!2%. -.6 G:-1?' /H :-2 /-*-I:$%, J 
K%/>$', /2+*$&!L+2 4>A' <MM8M-"'. N#O :0% #P> -.6 Q)2 </1*?' *2%/"%$7?, 
)-IL' 9#-I:+2 :H#2!)-% $R%+2 )=% 4+>S%)?% *+*=%, <MM' Q)2 <#?%1T-:+2 
4>A' -3*$1-"', -U' -./' <:7%$!L+2 *+M=' 56$2. 

Despite being our relatives and having no lawful claim to speak of, they are not 
ashamed to bring us into court about the kind of things that it would be shameful 
to dispute even with those who are not at all related. But I suspect, men, that we 
do not feel the same about one another. For I consider this to be the worst of my 
present problems: not that I am involved in this trial unjustly, but that I am 
disputing with kin, against whom it is not good even to defend one’s self. 

Again, the argument circles around the opponents’ lack of shame, and the contrast is clear. They 

feel no shame (-.* +3!67%-%)+2) doing to family members what would generally be considered 

shameful (+3!6>A% B%) to do even to non-relatives. As Lysias did in the case of Diogeiton, 

Isaeus emphasizes the extremity of the opponents’ violation of social order: they have not just 

crossed the line of propriety within the family, they have even gone beyond appropriate 

engagement with non-kin. This transgression, as in the previous example, threatens to undercut 

the bonds of affection that society depends upon. As in Antiphon 1, the context of the trial itself 

is used as evidence of the ethics of the speaker and his opponent. Appropriately affectionate 

behavior toward one’s family members separates good kin from bad kin; good kin are good 

citizens, and good citizens get jury votes. 

 Thus, despite the ostensible focus of the case being the validity of Kleomenes’ will, the 

subtext, emphasized over and over, is the quantification of affection. The speaker is able to 

adduce many reasons why he and his siblings deserve the inheritance more than the heirs 

recorded in the will (§4):  

9:$&' /0 #H%$2 :0% N##")V)? 4>-!8*-%)$', 6>W:$%-2 /0 N*$1%X 4V%)?% 
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!"#$%&'('(, )$)*#&'*+ )’ ,-.+ #(/ '0+ +&-*+ #('1 '2+ 345%6'$7(+ #(/ 
(8'!9 '!9 :;$*+<-!= )%1 '2+ >%;7(+ '2+ ?@AB5!=6(+ (8'C, D'% )E 
F!;=AB5!=, '!9 @('BGH '!9 :;$*+<-!=, @A@@!= )’ ,-$'IB!=, 
@B!6'AJ(+'!H, $K '% @AL!% :;$M+=-!H N@(%H, ,-.+ )!9+(% '1 (?'!9. 

We are the most closely related by descent, and we enjoyed the most intimate 
friendship of anyone with him, and the laws have granted us the inheritance 
because of anchisteia, and so did Kleonymos because of the preexisting 
friendship we had with him. Moreover, Polyarchos, Kleonymos’ father and our 
grandfather, insisted that, if Kleonymos died childless, we should be given his 
property. 

The speaker’s superlative relationship with Kleonymos is expressed in terms of both kinship 

(O44='A'*) and friendship (!"#$%&'('(). This proximity of kinship and intimacy join the 

emotional with the legal: both 3+5%6'$7( and >%;7( guarantee that Kleonymos’ estate should go 

to the speaker and his siblings. To these superlative claims is joined the support of the kindly 

ghost of Polyarchos. Of all these reasons, the only one that has any legal weight is the proximity 

by kinship, making the speaker the closest heir in the circle of anchisteia. 

 And yet, despite his claim of superlative proximity to Kleonymos, this is not the 

argument the speaker uses to disprove the will’s soundness. Instead, he insists that the validity of 

the will depends on the measurement of change over time in the levels of affection between 

Kleonymos and the speaker and Kleonymos and the opponent. At the time when the will was 

made, Kleonymos publicly admitted that he had no grudge against the children or their parents.65 

Kleonymos even addressed Deinias in the presence of all the citizens and testified to the fact that 

it was anger that drove him to make the will while out of his mind. The implication is that the 

case at hand had already been settled by Kleonymos’ admission at the time the will was written, 

and that the mutual fondness between Kleonymos and the speaker has always spoken more 

eloquently than any will. 

                                                
65 §11: :(/ $8LPH OB*'0+'!H '!9 Q$%+7!= @(B(5BR-( $K '% ,-.+ S 'C @('B/ O4#(;$. 'C ,-$'IBT, 3@$#B7+('! 
@A+'*+ '0+ @!;%'0+ O+(+'7!+ U'% !8)E+ @!+VBG+ O4#(;$., #(/ O-(B'<BV6$+ WH XB4%Y&-$+!H O#$7+T #(/ 
!8# XBL0H Z!=;$=&-$+!H '(9'( )%IL$'!. 
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 The speaker continually builds up the impression of a longstanding affection between 

Kleonymos and the speaker following the death of Deinias (§§12-13): 

!"#"$!%&'(!)* +,- ."/(0)$ 1'2 !3( 4-'+56!7( 859( 4)(:-3* ;<=(!7( 
)>?@ 4"-/"9?"( 85A* )>?"(B* ;(?""9* C(!'*, D##E '>!)F* 5@( "G* !H( )G10'( 
!H( '>!)F 1)5/&65"()* ;4'0?"$", !H( ?E )>&0'( DI"#J&K'/ !3( <-%&!7( 
;4/L)$#"$&6(!7( M&7&"( 852(, ;4"5"#"9!= !" N5)07* !3( 85"!J-7( O&4"- 
!3( 'P!)Q 4-'+56!7(. 

After Deinias died and things were not going well for us, he did not allow us to be 
in need of anything, but he brought us into his house and educated us. And when 
the creditors were plotting to take away our property he saved it, and he took care 
of our affairs as if they were his own. 

This description of Kleonymos’ solicitous treatment of the orphans reflects the opening of the 

speech. First, the speaker contrasts knowledge and poverty. When Kleonymos was alive, he 

would not allow ()>?@ 4"-/"9?"() the orphans to be in need of anything—literally, he would not 

overlook their lack. But now, the opponents are well aware (§2: 1'!'+(=(!"*) of the orphans’ 

destitution. In the past, Kleonymos saved the orphans from creditors plotting to take away 

(DI"#J&K'/) their property, but now the opponents themselves are trying to deprive them (§2: 

4-)&'I"#J&K'/) of the inheritance as well as their preexisting property. The actions of the 

opponents are cast as counter to the legacy of affection between Kleonymos and the speaker. 

 The consistent contrast between the speaker and his siblings (on the side of affection, 

beloved by Kleonymos) and the heirs (greedy and cruel) sets up an ethical playing field on which 

the opponents are always at a disadvantage. When the speaker arrives at the question of whether 

Kleonymos intended to change the will to include him and his siblings, or strengthen it for the 

benefit of the heirs, he draws on issues of likelihood and intention based on Kleonymos’ 

affections for each party. First of all, the speaker argues, everyone makes mistakes when they are 

angry,66 and those who wrong their relatives (!)F* )G1"0)$*) when angry later come to regret 

                                                
66 §13: R'0!)/ <-H K"7-"9( '>!)Q !H( M(()/'( ;1 !)S!7( !3( M-+7( 5A##)( T ;1 !3( ?/'K:13(, 1'2 
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it.67 Kleonymos’ actions are ascribed to a natural human error, one easily understood—and easily 

forgiven—by the jury. They are asked to consider what intention he would have been likely 

(eikos) to have (§18): 

!"#$% &' ()*+#$(,# -.% &/0,1)0% -.% "#-' 2345% 4#6*"760% +8-#30 #9)8% 
:(-/ ;*<=>,560/ ?=#@6<"*6 A6#=#$6, :+#/&B +3C% D"E% *9)#FG% H(I#6, J 
()*+#$6 K+G% H-/ ;#;0/8-#3*6 D"E% A+*(-#31(#/ -L6 0!-*M.  

Just think about whether it is more likely that Kleonymos wanted to destroy the 
will that he made under the influence of anger, after he had become friendly 
toward us, or whether he was figuring out how to even more securely deprive us 
of his property. 

Kleonymos’ rashness in the composition of his original will makes him more human to the jury, 

more understandable, and therefore his actions can be justified as natural. The friendly (*9)#FG%) 

relationship between the Kleonymos and the speaker’s family gives the jury a marker by which 

to measure the likeliness (#9)8%) of Kleonymos’ leaving them out of his will. The speaker then 

raises this likelihood to necessity with the repetition of the superlative. By the time of his death, 

the speaker insists, Kleonymos regarded the speaker with the greatest affection (*9)#/8-0-0 

&/7)#/-*).68 It is, in fact, madness to suggest that Kleonymos, in his anger at Deinias, had 

composed his will in such a way as to completely fail to punish his enemy while hurting those he 

now considered his dearest relations (*9)#/*-N-*<%).69 The speaker finds this version of events 

to be extremely unbelievable—that is, it is the opposite of eikos.70 

 To these rationalizations the speaker eventually adds new information: at some point, 

                                                
-#)">3F*/% I35(,0/ "B -*$% "#-’ 2345% +30I,#$(/6, :6 *O% P+06-#% +#QR)0"#6 S"03-N6#/6. 

67 §19: T*$% "'6 4.3 U==*/% )A)#F6G6 V6 W6 234/(,76-#% -*X% *9)#F*<% A&/)1(G(/6 Y(-#3*6 "#-0"7=#/. 

68 §19: :6 Z +3C% D"E% *9)#/8-0-0 &/7)#/-*… 

69 §20: -F% 4.3 W6 476*/-* -0R->% "06F0 "#F[G6 J -8-# "'6 K-# \#/6F] &/NQ*3*% ^6 H-<I#6, D"E% )0)L% 
+*/#$6 -# )0_ &/0-F,#(,0/ -*/0R-0% &/0,1)0%, :` V6 *a) :)#$6*6 :-/"G3#$-*,A==. -*X% *9)#/*-N-*<% b&F)#/· 
6<6_ &' I3@"#6*% D"$6 )0_ +#3_ +=#F(-*< +*/*R"#6*% S+N6-G6, "86*<% :;*<=1,> -*X% A&#=Q/&*M%, c% 
*d-*F Q0(/6, A)=13*<% +*/5(0/ -L6 e0<-*M… 

70 §29: A==. -0M-0 "76, f U6&3#%, +*==B6 A+/(-F06 HI#/. 
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Kleonymos exchanged his anger at Deinias for a grudge against one of the testamentary heirs. 

Although he does not go into the reasons for the enmity, he provides witnesses to his claim that 

on multiple occasions Kleonymos snubbed his relative Pherenikos, probably one of the speaker’s 

opponents. From there the speaker returns to his main probability argument, stressing again and 

again the contrast between the opponents, with whom Kleonymos was angry, and the speaker’s 

family, with whom he enjoyed a great affection (!"#$%&'()) and friendship (§§33-34): 

!*$+,$ !-., / 0.12$), '3. !4'5+6 723) 8#9':2!;) <=>) 1%9#$?=$.!. <=@. 
=:., !A) !"#$%&'9'9 BC2D'!, !E'5) 7!%$@. F+'$ =(1G H&I!. 47!H$?J$%., 
'!K'!%) 1:, L. '%+%. #96 1%MN!2!) O., +#!7$@. P75) Q79+9. R$R9%S+$% 'T. 
!U+?9.; V96 '!K'!;) =G. .W. 7$26 7H$?!.!) 7!%$@+,9% '9K'() 47!K+() 'D) 
XC,29), <=>) 1G '!+9K'() !"#$%&'('!) #96 N%H?9) I$.!=:.() 7$%2>+,9% 
=>HH!. #9#Y) 7!%$@.; …'!W 1G '!+9K'(. =9.?9. #9'(I!2!W+%. F+'$ 
N9+6. 9U'3. 7$26 7H$?!.!) 7!%$@+,9% '!Z) 9U'[ 1%9N$2!=:.!;) \ '!Z) 
!"#$?5) C25=:.!;), #96 !A) =G. ]Y. !U1G 1%$H:I$'! Q79+9. 1!W.9% 'T. 
!U+?9., '!Z) 1' !"#$%&'9'9 #$C2(=:.!;) !U1G 7!HH!+'!W =:2!;) ^_%Y+9%.  

Do you think, men, that Kleonymos, having that kind of attitude towards each of 
us, would behave like this towards us and not leave us a word to say, when he had 
the most intimate friendship with us? But that he was figuring out how to ensure 
that my opponents would get the entire estate, even though he was quarreling with 
some of them? And that he thought more highly of them despite this underlying 
enmity, but he was trying to do ill to us when we had such a great intimacy and 
friendship? … And they are accusing him of being so crazy that (as they admit) 
he thought more highly of those who were fighting with him than those with 
whom he enjoyed a close friendship, and that he gave all his property to those he 
never talked to while he was alive, while considering those with whom he had 
enjoyed the most intimate friendship not even worthy of the smallest portion. 

This passage is the culmination of the speaker’s differentiation between the two parties’ 

relationships with Kleonymos. He makes the same point four times in quick succession, each 

time varying his description of the quarrel (“he was quarreling with some of them,” “despite this 

underlying enmity,” “those who were fighting with him,” “those he never talked to while he was 

alive”) but describing the friendship in more or less the same way (“the most intimate 

friendship” (!"#$?!'9'9), “such great intimacy and friendship” ('!+9K'() !"#$%&'('!) #96 

N%H?9)) “those with whom he enjoyed a close friendship” (!"#$?5)), “those with whom he had 
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enjoyed the most intimate friendship” (!"#$%&'('(). The repetition of forms of these related 

words emphasize the association between oikeiot!s and the oikos, giving the distinct impression 

that the most intimate friend ought to be considered the one most deserving of the oikos.  

 As further evidence supporting this association, the speaker reminds the jury of the 

connection between emotional intimacy and the house itself. Over the course of the speech, he 

repeats three times that Kleonymos brought himself and his siblings into his house, underlining 

the feeling of !"#$%&')* between the children and Kleonymos by connecting it explicitly to the 

oikia. First, in a passage discussed above, Kleonymos brought them to his house ($"* '+, !"#-(,) 

and educated (./(-0$1$) them after the death of Deinias and their subsequent destitution.71 

Shortly afterward, he repeats this claim nearly verbatim.72 The third time, the speaker uses the 

intimacy fostered by the speaker and his sibling’s presence in Kleonymos’ house to argue for the 

absurdity of their being left out of the will (§28): 

/2,'3, 04 5, $6) 7(18(9%:'('!,, $"… ;<$=,18!* 0' >* ?, @8A, 
!"#$%&'('!* #(B @8C* $"* '+, !"#-(, '+, (D'!E <(FG, .7$HI/$1$ #(B 
./$8$<$A'! 'J, @8$'KH3, L9/$H 'J, (D'!E /H(M8I'3,, !N'!* 8O,!* 
.F!P<$'! @8C* Q#<RH!1* $S,(% 'J, (D'!E. 

“It would be the most miraculous thing of all if… Kleonymos, who was our 
closest relative and took us into his house to take care of us and managed our 
affairs as though they were his own, was the only one who wanted to leave us no 
portion of his property.” 

The repeated reminders of the children’s former presence within Kleonymos’ home, of the older 

man’s nurturing and care, fleshes out the “great upheaval” with which the speech opens. The jury 

is confronted with a substantial challenge to eikos: how could those who were once Kleonymos’ 

!"#$%&'('!% now be left without a share of his oikos? 
                                                
71 §12: '$<$1'T9(,'!* MUH V$%,-!1 #(B 'J, /H(M8I'3, @8A, /!,)HJ* .W&,'3,, !X0Y /$H%$A0$, @8C* 
!X0$,Z* .,0$$A* [,'(*, Q<<' (X'!\* 8Y, $"* '+, !"#-(, '+, (D'!E #!8%9I8$,!* ./(-0$1$… ./$8$<$A'& '$ 
]8!-3* 'J, @8$'KH3, L9/$H 'J, (D'!E /H(M8I'3,.  

72 §15: ^* .#$-,!1 (sc. V$%,-!1) '$<$1'T9(,'!* ./$8$<$A'& '$ 'J, @8$'KH3, _/I,'3, #(B (X'!\* ./(-0$1$, 
$"* '+, !"#-(, '+, (D'!E #!8%9I8$,!* 
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 In emphasizing the degrees of difference separating the intimacy between the speaker and 

Kleonymos from that between the opponents and Kleonymos, Isaeus uses the invocation of 

familial intimacy in order to create a more reasonable character for his client.73 As we have seen, 

this tactic was a common one; moreover, it must have been considered an effective one, if 

Isaeus, “an expert in testamentary pleading, felt secure in advancing before the jurors the claims 

of affection in such a case.”74 Quantification of affection thus would have been seen as a 

legitimate form of proof in a court case: the speaker even appeals to the jury’s experience with 

this trope when he says “you all know about familial intimacy.”75 Oikeiot!s is no longer a 

subjective claim, but, through the use of eikos argumentation, an objective piece of evidence, as 

relevant to the trial as the order of anchisteia. All things taken together, the speaker and his 

siblings have a stronger claim on all fronts (§37, §49). 

!"#! $%& '(% #)* #+, $-*+./ 0$1(2#!34* '!5 $!*-264( #(*%/ 789&+*:;+./, 
<;!5/ =$$.#-&> $-*!( ?&+2@7+;!*· !"#! '(% #)* A(834* #)* B?C&1+.24*, 
"242(* 4D#E* F?4*#!/ <;5* +G7!(:#!&+* '(47!3;!*+*...  

;9'-#!&+* 0?+A43*>2(, ;@6' H/ =$$.#-&> #I $-*!( ?&+2@7+.2( ;@6' H/ 
+G7!(:#!&+* <;J* ?&E/ K8!L*.;+* '(-7!(*#+.  

If one must become heir because of proximity of kinship, we are related more 
closely by blood. Or if it’s because of preexisting friendship, everyone knows that 
he had a closer friendship with us.  

My opponents have shown neither that they are related more closely by blood nor 
that they had a closer friendship with Kleonymos than we did. 

On the grounds of both kinship and affective evidence, the speaker and his siblings win out. The 

will is discarded as a byproduct of Kleonymos’ earlier madness and only the arguments from 

                                                
73 This exact advice can be found in the handbooks known to Dionysius (Lysias 24): F?4*#!/ $%& '@ ?+. 
?4&4$$-88+.2(* +M 2.*#4NC;!*+( #%/ #-1*4/, O#4* ?&E/ +G7!3+./ P 0$L*... 7!8!Q+.23*... 8-$!(*, O#( ;!$C84 
#0'(7@;4#4 74R +D7 =*S* 4D#% ;!#&3>/ =*!$7!5* 74RO#( B?T& 0*4$74(+#-&>* ?&+2L?>* P 0$U*.… #4,#4 
;T* ') ?4&4$$-88+.2( ?+(!5* +M #!1*+$&CA+(, V*4 #E W6+/ #+, 8-$+*#+/ =?(!(7-2#!&+* !X*4( ':NY. 'Q*4#4( 
'T 4D#+5/ !Z*+(4* #+,#+ ?+(!5* 74R [2#( 7&C#(2#+* #S/ 74#427!.S/ ;-&+/.  
74 Konstan 1996: 87 n. 38. 

75 §41: #)* ;T* $%& #+, $-*+./ +G7!(:#9#4 ?C*#!/ =?(2#C;!*+( #.$1C*!#! 
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probability remain compelling. The logic of this speech depends on an expectation that if the 

world were perfectly eikos, people would leave their property to their closest kin, for whom they 

would naturally feel the most fondness. 

 This speech demonstrates how the framework of eikos behavior is constructed through 

the use of grammar as rhetoric. In trying to persuade the jury to accept that he and his siblings 

have the greater claim to the estate of Kleonymos, the speaker’s primary strategy in this speech 

is to insist again and again on the proximity of affection between the speaker and the deceased. 

Within the world of the speech, this creates a set of expectations that must not be contravened. 

He first outlines Kleonymos’ behavior in this framework, explaining away the behavior that 

seems to contradict the rules of familial affection—excluding his !"#$%&'('!% from his will—by 

attributing it to madness brought on about by anger. The speaker spends little time describing his 

own behavior toward Kleonymos except as potential behavior in hypothetical situations. Instead, 

he simply repeats that Kleonymos brought him and his siblings into his house: their association 

with the oikia, the house, leads, as we have now seen several times, to his claim to the oikos, the 

estate. According to the principle of eikos, it is only natural for the party closest in oikeiot!s, 

closest to the oikos, to inherit. 

 

Isocrates 19: Aegineticus 

 

 Isocrates 19, Aegineticus, is also an inheritance dispute, although since it was argued in 

Aegina instead of Athens, the Athenian legal framework does not apply.76 Nevertheless, in this 

speech as in those discussed above, the negotiation of affection plays a significant part in the 
                                                
76 On this speech: Brindesi 1963 provides commentary, Mirhady (in Mirhady and Too) 2000 provides introduction, 
translation, and notes; aspects of friendship and caretaking in this speech are discussed in Konstan 1996 and 1997 
and Sternberg 2000 and 2005. The speech is dated to c. 390 BCE based on the timing of the Siphnian civil war. 
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speech’s persuasive strategy. Isocrates was a practicing logographer in his youth in the late 5th 

and early 4th centuries, although he later disclaimed this background; despite being early 

examples of the genre, his speeches show all the same characteristics found in similar speeches 

by later generations of orators. The speaker of Isocrates 19 is the adopted son and brother-in-law 

of Thrasylochos, an exile from Siphnos living in Aegina; his opponent is Thrasylochos’ half-

sister, who is claiming the estate for herself.77 The speaker takes pains throughout the speech to 

establish his intimate friendship (oikeiot!s) with the deceased, and to contrast his own solicitous 

behavior toward Thrasylochos with the sister’s neglect. In this speech as in those discussed 

above, character and behavior go hand in hand: the speaker’s actions reveal his character, and his 

character provides evidence that his account of his behavior is reliable. The relevant rubric of 

character is the speaker’s invocation of the intimate friendship between himself and the dead 

man, which, in this speech, is shown to be a superior justification for his receiving the 

inheritance than his opponent’s blood relationship. This speech is the only extant legal oration 

delivered outside of Athens, but its resemblance to Athenian speeches of the same genre suggests 

that similar rhetorical techniques found success in the two court systems. 

 The speech begins, like my previous example, with a dramatic revelation of upheaval 

expressed by a result clause (§1):  

!"#$%&'" $(", ) *"+,-. /01%"234%, '536 7489. :-:';8-<=>4% ?-,@ 39" 
A4;3'< B,4=C8'D'" E=3- $F+G"' *" ?'3' !8>-H" !"4"3I4 ?,JK'"34 34H. 
+%4>L74%. 4M. !7-H"'. 743G8%?-" 

I thought, men of Aegina, that Thrasylochos had arranged his affairs so well that 
nobody would ever bring a case disputing the will that he left.  

This result clause posits that the natural outcome of Thrasylochos’ careful planning should have 

been an uncontested will. This claim marks out standards of likely or appropriate behavior, yet 

                                                
77 The speaker occasionally refers to the opposing party in the feminine singular, but §4 (39" ?,433#"36" N?(, 
4O32.) proves that she had some kind of legal representation.  
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these standards are preempted by the opening word !"#$%&'": “Or so I thought, anyway.” This 

opening, its result clause juxtaposing expected behavior with the actual outcome, also echoes the 

openings of the speeches discussed above in immediately characterizing the opponent’s behavior 

as contrary to expectations: she subverts natural order, she is unsettling. The speaker appeals to 

the comfortable pattern of everyday life; this woman and her supporters countermand what is 

eikos through their actions.  

 The opponent’s perverse behavior is tied to her relationship to the deceased and his 

estate. Their appearance in court offers the speaker an opportunity to link her failure to treat 

Thrasylochos well while alive with her desire to invalidate his will, revealing her to be no friend 

to either the family or to the estate (§3): 

()*" $+",'% -./ ,0" 1$2%345,'63." ,7" ()5$8,9" $0 :.)' ;$7" 
:<%)=3>.% ?.$48"<%" ,0" '@3A." B" C).3D?'('E -.,+?%:<", 1??F :<)/ 
!-<G"'" ()53,0" 'H3." 'I,9E 1J%'6" .@,*E !:%K%-8&<3>.%. L6" K' .@,M 
,'3'D,'N K<G $<,.$+?<%" O" <PE &7",' !JQ$.),<", R3,< -./ ,<>"<7,'E 
.@,'6 :<%)=,.% ,Q" ,< K%.>Q-5" S-N)'" T$. -./ ,U" 'V-'" W)5$'" 
:'%*3.%.  

The woman disputing the inheritance should not have tried to get the property that 
Thrasylochos left behind from you, but to have proven herself worthy of it by 
being good to him. But as it is, she is so far from regretting the way she 
mistreated him while he was alive that now that he’s dead she is trying to make 
his will invalid and to simultaneously leave his household without heirs. 

The opponent’s neglect of her brother is tied to her disdain of his interests through the use of 

another result clause tying together Thrasylochos’ interests whether alive or dead. Her dispute 

over the will is described as an attempt to nullify his will and leave his household without heirs 

('V-'" W)5$'" :'%*3.%, literally “make an empty household”). As the passage from 

Demosthenes 43 with which this chapter opened demonstrated, the empty household was a 

powerful symbol in Athenian rhetoric. Its presence in this speech suggests that in Aegina, too, 

the evocation of the “empty house” would arouse an emotional response in the audience in favor 
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of the speaker. Beginning with the opening of the speech, the speaker is allied with the interests 

of Thrasylochos’ house, his opponent hostile to them.  

 Following the proem, the speaker moves to an explanation of how Thrasylochos’ father, 

Thrasyllos, made his fortune (§§5-6):  

!"#$%&&'( )*" + ,-./" .'0 1-.-&2,34.'( ./4 52-67184 ,-"* 9:4 .;4 
,"')34<4 '=5>9?-4 '=$?-4 ,-"@&-A>4, B@4'( 5: C'&>9-24@.D .E 9#4.>2 
)>439>4'( 'F.<( 'G1>?<( 52>.@68 ,"H( -=.H4 I$.' J,'64K$1<4 L1>M4'( 
.#( .> A?A&'%( .*( ,>"N .O( 9-4.21O( -=.E 1-.@&2,>4 1-N .O( '=$?-( 9@"'( 
.2 .O( 404 'P$8( Q5<1>4. R-AS4 5: !"#$%&&'( .-T.-( JU'"9*( LV"O.' 
.W .@V4X.  

Thrasyllos, the father of the man who left the will, received no property from his 
parents, but after becoming guest-friends with the prophet Polemainetos he 
developed such an intimate friendship with him that when the latter man died he 
left him his books about prophecy and gave him a part of the estate that we are 
now discussing. And Thrasyllos, taking these gifts as a starting point, practiced 
the trade. 

This brief narration highlights the topic of intimate friendship (oikeiot!s). Thrasyllos, left nothing 

by his family, made a xenia bond with Polemainetos. It was their friendship that gave Thrasyllos 

the estate now being disputed and his career as a prophet. A result clause is again used to sketch 

out the borders of ethical space: 'F.<( points to the heightened degree of intimacy that results in 

the inheritance of a friend’s property. This anecdote from the previous generation underlines the 

speaker’s claim that if his opponent had wanted to be Thrasylochos’ heir she ought to have 

treated him well, because close relationships lead, according to the result clause, to inheritance. 

 The speaker immediately reiterates his theme by providing an account of his father’s 

friendship with Thrasyllos. After some time traveling as an itinerant fortune-teller, Thrasyllos 

settled down and married the speaker’s father’s sister. The experience was pleasant enough to 

cement the two families together, in spite of the death of Thrasyllos’ first wife (§8): 

'F.< 5: $U35"' Y)#,8$>4 ./4 .'0 ,-."H( U2&?-4, I$.' J,'6-4'T$8( 
L1>?48( Z,-25'( -[62( Y)#)>.' J4>\2*4 .'0 ,-."H(, '= A'%&'9@4'( 
52-&T$-$6-2 ./4 ,"H( ]9^( 'G1>23.8.-. 
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He was so fond of his friendship with my father that, when the first woman died 
childless he married my father’s cousin because he didn’t want to dissolve the 
intimacy he had with us. 

The estate was founded because of oikeiot!s, and therefore it should be passed onward in the 

same way. Generation upon generation of friendship had brought the two families together, the 

speaker emphasizes, closer due to their devotion than any blood tie. 

 The intimacy between the speaker and Thrasylochos is particularly apparent in the 

devotion with which he nursed his friend during the illness that eventually killed him. The 

speaker repeatedly remarks on the excellence of his caretaking, using the same grammatical 

strategies of result clauses, comparatives, and superlatives that we have seen the orators using to 

express their allegiance to eikos behavior:  

· !"#$% &'(')*$% +,- +,./% ,0#1* &2345'367, 87#' &+39*!* :; *!:<=3(* 
>?<,* :!( @A*,72,( B54(* >'!@!C*,( #/* '3'4,D:E*$*. (§11) 

I nursed him so laboriously and well that he didn’t think he would be able to give 
me worthy thanks for what I had done. 

· &'3(@; DF4 3G% HID(*,* +,#!(+(75:3*!% J72E*K73* #,A#K* #;* *)7!* &? 
L7'34 >'E2,*3*, !"#$% ,0#1* &2345'367, M% !0+ !N@' O7#(% 'P'!2' 
Q#34!% Q#34!*…. (§24) 

When he came to Aegina and became sick with the same disease that he died 
from, I took care of him in such a way as nobody has ever done for another, in my 
opinion. 

· *C* @R #F B,.3'P#,#, #/* &* #S 234,'3<T +,- @67B34E7#,#, +,- ')*!6% 
>K@37#5#!6% UB!*#, +,- '.3<7#K% &'(:3.3<,% @3K2E*#' !0+ 30@(VDK#' &7#<*. 
(§28) 

In fact, it is not easy to describe the details of the caretaking. They were the most 
difficult, the most unpleasant, entailed the least enjoyable labors and required the 
most solicitousness. 

· &DW :R* DF4 !"#$ +,+/% @(3#E2K* 872’ O7!( '34 3G7X.2!* #/* Y<.$*, 
UY,7,* @3@(E*,( :; +>DW '4!7,').$:,(…. '41% !Z% &DW #!(,C#’ 
>'3+4(*5:K* O#( '!.[ \* 2]##!* ^.!<:K* >'!2,*39* _ ’+39*!* '34((@39* @(’ 
U*@3(,* #!C 234,'3A7!*#!% '41 :!<4,% #3.36#V7,*#,. (§29) 

I was doing so poorly that all my friends who came to see me told me they were 
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afraid I was going to die…. I responded to them that I would far rather choose to 
die than to allow Thrasylochos to die an untimely death due to lack of care. 

In these passages, the speaker uses a combination of result clauses and comparative and 

superlative adjectives and adverbs to precisely evoke the extreme degrees of hardship he suffered 

and the equally extreme amount of devotion he lavished on the invalid. By sketching out the 

outlines of his behavior, the speaker characterizes himself as a weariless companion, the paragon 

of friendship. This is the absolute standard of intimate friendship against which his opponent will 

be pitted.  

 At the other end of the ethical playing field are Thrasylochos’ sister and her supporters, 

whose actions are described as neglectful, dishonest, and heartless (§§30-31): 

!"#$ %&% $'#(% )*!+,-.!/% 01/2!/345675/%, 851!3 6'2 95: ;% 6<=!/>#!36% 
1365!-1?5/% #(% #!@%!A#$, #656B#: *>C675$% $'#D% E!-.? =$F *!/%>#!3’ 
0C$E$3#!G%· H#/I 6'*’ 01!/*D #!+!7#J% KE!++! #(% L-6%...  6'*’ !<I #6&#6% 
#(% =$/3(% )14%#M5!%, )++’ 6N#?I OEAI =$F 52!#+-?I !"2!% 85#’ 01F EP% #( 
=Q*6I 6'= RC-?5!% ),/=S5@$/, #A% *P =$#$+!/,@S%#?% 6'*P *S2’ TES3$I 
*/$+/16&5’ U+@!% )E,/5LM#6&5$, 851!3 #A% 23MEV#?% )++’ 6'= 0=!-%67 
57WW!%DI 6X5$. 

Now they are going to try to call him “brother”, as if it were not the case that the 
more intimate the relationship they pretend to have with the dead man, the more 
egregious and terrible her deceit will appear! And when he was about to die… she 
did not even come at that moment, but was so cruel and merciless that she didn’t 
even bother coming to the funeral. But not ten days passed before she showed up 
to dispute the property, as though she were a relative of the money, not the man. 

Using the same techniques—here, comparatives and result clauses—as he used to elevate 

himself, the speaker now denigrates his opponent. In contrast to his own oikeiot!s with 

Thrasylochos, his opponents only have a feigned intimacy—and the greater the pretence, the 

more obvious the deceit. The kindness and heroism of the speaker faces off against the 

hyperbolic villainy of his opponent: enemies made of rhetoric, crouched at opposite corners in 

the ethical palaestra. 

 One reason for the speaker’s desire to differentiate himself from his opponent so 
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drastically may that, due to her kinship proximity to the deceased, her claim to the estate might 

be legally superior to his own.78 Despite having been adopted by Thrasylochos, being married to 

his sister, and being registered as heir in his will, the speaker shows some anxiety: first that he 

might seem unworthy to have been adopted into Thrasylochos’ family and to have married his 

sister79 and second that the jury might sympathize with his opponent’s claim that her father, 

Thrasyllos, would not have wanted to see her deprived of his money.80 This anxiety seems to 

suggest that the legitimacy of the speaker’s case depends solely on emphasizing the superior 

intimacy between the himself and Thrasylochos and minimizing the legal claims of the half-

sister. 

 And yet, the speaker counters the potential legal arguments against his case with the 

claim that Thrasylochos had made him a member of his oikos by adopting him and marrying him 

to his daughter. Rather than letting his property pass into the speaker’s oikos, Thrasylochos 

folded the speaker into his own: the new configuration of the oikos, brought about through 

friendship, would carry the old oikos forward.81 Their households had, in fact, already become 

entwined in the previous generation when Thrasyllos married the speaker’s father’s sister and 

then his cousin because he esteemed his friendship (oikeiot!s) with that family so greatly. 

Thrasyllos’ friendly ghost is invoked twice through probability: first, the speaker argues that 

“there is nobody more likely (!"##$% &'()*) than Thrasyllos to be benevolent towards those 

                                                
78 “No doubt, the speaker’s attack on the legitimacy of his opponent was not airtight, since he bases his case almost 
entirely on the grounds of intimacy or philia” (Konstan 88).  

79 §36:  +##, -,. /01* 2%345$* 6% 789* &'0:$5;<=%>5 ?.>07#)@A (>B #>C&D% >EF$G FH% 2I&#JK%.  

80 §42: F.LM$%F>5 I' /01* N:' N(&D%$% F9% #)-$%, O0:&. >EF$D* #$5:)* N0F5%, P* ?.307##$* Q :>FH. Q 
F>RF;* S-$DF' T% I&5%, :30@&5%, &/FU* N0F5% >/0<;05* F$D* F&<%&V05% :&.B FV% N%<3I& -5-%$!L%1%, Q.V% FH% 
!W% <7->FL.' 2:$0F&.$7!L%;% FV% @.;!3F1%, N!W IW (#;.$%)!$% X% >EF9* N(FK0>F$ -5-%)!&%$%.  

81 §44: Y>B -,. &' !W% &'* F9% $Z($% F9% N!9% I&I1([* 6% ?.>0R#$@$* FH% $E0U>%, F$GF' T% N:5F5!"% &Z@$% 
>EF\· %G% I' &'* F9% >EFV% <!'> &'0&:$5K0>F$ ]0F' $E( N#3FF1 F7-@3%$705% &'#;J)F&* X% I&I^(>05%. 
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arguing in support of the will”82 because the old man made his money because of friendship 

rather than inheriting it from his father (!" #$%& '()!*), and secondly, he claims that Thrasyllos 

would have supported the speaker’s marriage to Thrasylochos’ daughter and adoption into his 

family because “from which household would more gladly (+,-!)) see his son adopt than the 

one that he himself wanted to have children from?”83 Not just the present circumstances, but also 

the will of the ancestral founder of the estate support the speaker’s claim that he has the most 

legitimate claim to Thrasylochos’ oikos—the close association between the two oikoi in the 

previous generation confirms the oikeiot!s between members of the present generation. 

 Over the course of this speech, the speaker repeatedly stresses that friendship is thicker 

than blood, and that intimacy is what you do, not who you are.84 The speaker urges the jury to 

vote based on deeds, not allegations (§33): 

#$.%!- ,.#$-/) 01%-) 234* %5) 678!) 8(9:-), !"# :; %-):* '():- 3() 8$1- 
<9!1=#:-), 0) ,> %!?* @9'!-* A3!-!- %!?* 0BC9!?* ':'/)$1-), DEE& <!EF 
34EE!) A1!- 3G,>) H)!3$ 1I'':):.$* @B!)%:* !J#:-!%(9!I* 184* $"%!F* 
0) %$?* 1I38!9$?* %K) D)$'#$.L) <$9(1B!).   

And in fact, it is right for you to cast your vote not for those claiming to be related 
but behaving like enemies, but far rather for those who are not actually relations 
but have shown themselves to be more intimate in adversity than family members. 

The behavior of the speaker and his opponent are mapped out by their proximity to the 

household interest, which is represented as well by the affection between the families of the 

speaker and the deceased. The difference between the two parties’ relationships to Thrasylochos 

is made explicit through the use of the comparative of oikeios: the more intimately (§30: 

!J#:-/%:9!)) the opponent addresses the dead man, the greater and more terrible her lies are 

                                                
82 §45: !",()$ 34EE!) :J#/* 01%-) M N9O1IEE!) :P)!I) :Q)$- %!?* #$%& ,/1-) D38-1RG%!S1-). 

83 §46: T# <!.$* ,' U) !J#.$* +,-!) :Q,:) IVW) $2%X #$%& %!F* )/3!I* :J1<!-GC()%$ 34EE!) M %$Y%G* 0Z 
[1<:9 #$\ 8Y1:- <$?,$* 0]=%G1:) $2%X ':)(1C$-;  
84 “The argument in the speech is of interest as evidence that conduct indicative of a close personal bond or affection 
was valued alongside formal kinship ties” (Konstan 1996: 88). 
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revealed to be. The speaker, on the other hand, argues that it is not pretexts but actions that 

determine those who are more intimate (§33: !"#$%!&'(!)*). Actions speak louder than words in 

quantifying the affection between the speaker and Thrasylochos and thus determining which 

party is the most appropriate recipient of his estate.85 

 The speech concludes with an impassioned plea that the jury be the sort of judges they 

themselves would like to have.86 As in the two speeches discussed previously, the case 

concerning private family relations is framed as a public interest. The deeply personal details of 

the speaker’s relationship with the deceased impress upon the auditors’ minds the depth of their 

friendship; the speaker’s concluding plea that they be the kinds of jurors they would themselves 

would want to have is intended to have the jurors put themselves in his place. The jurors are 

encouraged to reflect on their own friendships, their own intimate relationships, to think about 

the bonds holding his own oikos together. 

 Isocrates’ strategy in this speech is to invoke certain cultural standards of affection that 

characterize the oikos. The speaker attempts to successfully align his constructed character with 

these standards in order to persuade the jury of the likelihood of the speaker’s side of the story. 

This speech provides another example of how logographers alluded to certain assumptions about 

ethical behavior from which the jurors are expected to make inferences based on their prior 

experiences or on shared cultural values. In this way, the imaginary world created by the 

speeches’ narratives expands beyond the mere words spoken. Where facts, witnesses, or other 

forms of evidence are lacking, the orators encouraged the jury to fill in the rest based on what 

                                                
85 On a similar issue, cf. Aristotle Problems 29.3: +%, &- <./> ./-!%* 0%#12&3(-!%* &!4* 56/$2% 7899!/ : &14* 
0%1;<#1%* =3>%!?/&1%, : @&% 56/!)* 7A/ !B# C2&% #1&1=$D212;1%, E99, &F G/ EH!>1-/$%/; 0%1;I#1% 0A 
H!991J =$)0$4* K03 .L3965M;321/ !N21%. 

86 §51: +'!71% !N/ O7P/ #1J &!Q&R/ 7$7/37'/!)* #1J &P/ S99R/ &P/ $"(37'/R/ &, 0T#1%1 =3>T212;1%, 
#1J &!%!Q&!)* 7!% 5$/'2;1% 0%#12&,* !UR/ H$( V/ 1B&!J &)M$4/ EL%W21%&$.    
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seemed likely or typical. The world created by eikos argumentation is a world of necessary 

outcomes, in which each person behaves as expected, as one ought.  

 

Conclusion 

 

 In each of the speeches discussed in this chapter, expectations surrounding the 

appropriate expressions of loyalty and affection towards members of one’s oikos play a large role 

in characterizing the litigants and rendering the speaker’s narrative more persuasive. For the 

speaker of Antiphon 1, it is his insistence that he was both properly loyal to his father and 

reluctant to prosecute a family member that is intended to give the jury the impression that his 

narrative is more reliable than that of his brothers, whose failure to act as helpers and avengers of 

their father’s death led the speaker to turn to the jury to take on these roles. Lysias 32 contrasts 

the loyalty expected of kin with Diogeiton’s behavior so that the speaker’s emotional description 

of his opponent’s betrayal of their kinship will move the jury to find Diogeiton’s behavior 

inappropriate and unseemly. In Isocrates 19, the speaker represents his friendship with the 

deceased as more intimate—more oikeios—and claims that he has a stronger claim to the 

household (oikos) than his opponent, the half-sister of Thrasylochos. Although Thrasylochos had 

adopted him and had written a will leaving him the estate, the speaker relies on the intimate 

friendship (oikeiot!s) instead of these legal proofs to convince the jury that Thrasylochos was 

more likely to want him to inherit rather than the half-sister. In contrast, the speaker of Isaeus 1 

may be more closely related to the deceased than his opponents, but they have a will on their 

side. In this case, the speaker must convince the jury that the magnitude of his friendship 

supersedes Kleonymos’ will. As in Isocrates 19, oikeiot!s is assumed to show more clearly the 
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likely preference of the deceased than a will or kinship proximity, although these factors can play 

a part, provided that they support the speaker’s claim.  

 Although each of these speeches involves relationships between family members, each of 

them also (some more explicitly than others) links the jury’s decision in the case at hand with the 

functionality of the city as a whole. Since the jury in Athens was randomly drawn from the 

members of the citizen body who, after being empaneled at the beginning of the year, had 

presented themselves for jury duty on the same day the trial was held, they were seen as 

representatives of the city in all its actions, past and future. The logographers discussed in this 

chapter took advantage of this function of the jury in order to represent the outcome of their 

decision as a precedent for its ability to administer justice in the future. Because of the Athenian 

obsession with eikos, the orators could use social expectations about affection between family 

members to sketch out characters whose likely/appropriate/good or unusual/inappropriate/bad 

behaviors made the case seem ethically simple and representative of the struggle between good 

and bad, order and disorder in society at large. 
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Chapter Two: The Stagecraft of Rhetoric 

 

 In Aeschylus’ Oresteia, the oikos takes shape and becomes a silent character in itself. 

Blurring the line between the house and household, the oikos represents the physical 

manifestation of the family torn apart by the chain of intergenerational murder. It drips with 

blood (Ag. 732: !"#!$% &’ '()'* +,-./0), it has eyes (Cho. 934), it suffers misfortune (Ag. 18: 

)1!23 $4$’ '5)'6 $'7&8 96#,'.:; 9$<;3;) and falls (Ag. 1532: =>!% $.?>3#!% >2$;';$'* 

'5)'6), and if it had a voice, it would speak most clearly (Ag. 37-38: '()'* &’ !@$4*, 8A 

,/'BBC; 1?D'%, / 9!,<9$!$’ E; 1<F8%8;). As the members of the household are killed, the 

walls of the house run with blood; the oikos is a space the characters can enter and exit, but the 

characters themselves also constitute the oikos. In the Oresteia, as in Poe’s story “The Fall of the 

House of Usher,” the physical represents and recapitulates the familial.  

 Not just in Aeschylus’ trilogy, but in Greek drama generally, the physical house serves as 

a powerful symbol due both to the generational focus of many Greek myths and to the structure 

of the stage. As many have observed, the skene in front of which the action of the play was 

performed often represented the front face of a house or palace with the door or doors leading 

from the outside, visible to the audience, to the unseen indoors.1 Athenian dramatic poets took 

full advantage of the symbolic potential of this dividing line, this liminal space between the 

domestic interior and the public exterior. This is the space through which both Agamemnon and 

Clytemnestra pass on the way to their deaths, through which the Erinyes emerge in their 
                                                
1 E.g. Zeitlin 1996: 353: “By convention, this space is constructed as an outside in front of a façade of a building, 
usually a house or palace, with a door that leads to an inside, which is hidden from view” and Bassi 1999: 415: 
“Within this theatrical space, tragic plots played out in front of a façade—the skene, or scene building—whose 
principal architectural feature was a door or set of doors leading into an internal space that remained invisible to the 
audience. That space, sometimes, although not necessarily, the literal home of the hero, represents a fixed locale and 
a broadly conceived domestic space.” 
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inexorable pursuit of Orestes.  

 The contrast between the tragic interior and exterior is often also a gendered contrast. In 

the Athenian popular imaginary, women were symbolically associated with houses, with the 

domestic interior, inside which private functions were carried out away from the public, exterior 

world of men.2 As Ruth Padel observes, the theater’s “physical contrast between real and 

imagined, seen and unseen space” made it an especially appropriate setting for thematizing 

gendered space.3 Greek women were simultaneously necessary for the propagation of the 

household and a threat to it; as Ann Carson points out, when an Athenian woman was married, 

she was physically moved from her father’s house to her husband’s, and this movement “creates 

the context for illicit varieties of female mobility, for example that of the adulteress out of her 

husband's house, with attendant damage to male property and reputation.” The layout of the 

tragic stage, with its sharply contrasted inner and outer space separated by the skene, can 

function as a powerful metaphor for the paradoxical spatiality of the Athenian woman. What 

happens indoors, in the space behind the skene, is supposed to be private, unknowable, unseen. 

And yet, this unseen domestic space and the women it conceals are often brought before the 

audience through the announcements of nurses, servants, and other messengers. Froma Zeitlin 

has argued that the messenger speech is a form of ecphrasis, using visual language to allow the 

audience to see for itself what cannot be seen in public, in particular the hidden interior of the 

house.  

                                                
2 Wiles 1997: 84: “The gendering of space in this way is typical of fifth-century Greek thinking. The woman is 
associated with enclosed space in accordance with her sexuality (enclosed genitals), her reproductive functions (the 
enclosing womb) and her economic role (within the oikos, the home), while the male is associated with the public 
space where, according to democratic ideology, his major role lay.” Cf. Wood 2002 on the symbolic link between 
women and the interior in ancient Greek literature. 

3 Padel 1990: 344. 
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 In focusing on the role of physical houses in the speeches, I explore how the orators use 

what I am calling rhetorical stagecraft—descriptions of the interiors of houses, the use of 

spatially-charged words and prefixes—to construct conceptual spaces in and around which their 

characters act out their domestic dramas. I examine in particular at how women and houses are 

linked, arguing that the appearance of this thematic combination in oratory is conditioned by 

tragedy as a distinctly spatial phenomenon. By way of introduction, I first discuss the role of 

stagecraft in tragedy’s contrast between interior/female and exterior/male space before turning to 

the relationship between tragedy and rhetoric. In order to show how the orators adapted world 

building techniques from tragic convention, I trace several strands of scholarship on space and 

place. Following this introduction, I closely read four speeches in which women and houses 

feature prominently. An appreciation of the dynamic relationship between tragedy and oratory, 

specifically in how the two genres deal with space and gender, adds new dimensions of meaning 

to the speeches of the orators and their function within Athenian society. 

 The analysis of stagecraft applied to Greek tragedy is best known from Oliver Taplin’s 

work on the stagecraft of Aeschylus. In this study, Taplin focuses especially on entrances and 

exits, paying special attention to the thematic relevance of these actions; Taplin is entirely 

concerned with visual phenomena, to the extent that he refers to offstage action, including 

backstage action, as “comparatively unimportant” and rejects the idea that “the mighty deeds off-

stage are somehow what the play is ‘about.’”4 At the same time, however, he stresses the 

difference between what was actually depicted onstage and what the tragedians’ words were able 

                                                
4 Taplin 1977: 25, 26. 
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to evoke in the audience members’ mind’s eye.5 His rejection of offstage action is a reaction to 

the play-as-text school of interpretation influenced by Aristotle’s Poetics, to which Taplin’s 

play-as-performance interpretation is intended as a correction. However, in insisting on the 

power of the poet’s words to evoke an image in the mind’s eye, Taplin testifies to the 

significance of the messenger speech and similar types of communication which give dimension 

to what the playwright can present on stage. 

 While Taplin does not consider the unseen important, several studies have focused on the 

significance of backstage action in Greek tragedy. A. M. Dale discusses a series of passages that, 

to be fully understood, require the imaginary extension of the house behind the wall of the 

skene.6 Padel further describes this “imaginary unseen” as having a “complex spatiality, built 

often in detail in the audience's mind” by those who describe backstage action, thus offering 

spectators “a way of making real space that does not exist, the interior geometry of a fictive 

house.”7 That is, the interior space of the house is simultaneously hidden by the skene and given 

shape through the poet’s words.8 Through the narration of messengers, unseen action can be 

visualized by the spectators, allowing this action to remain private, individually created in the 

imagination of each member of the audience. As the nurse describes Deianira wandering through 

the palace at Trachiniae 899-946, for example, the audience pictures her moving deeper and 

                                                
5 Taplin 1977: 37. 

6 Dale 1969: 126, citing Euripides Alcestis 546 ff., Helen 1180ff., Bacchae 509, Orestes 1366ff., and Sophocles 
Philoctetes 145ff. 

7 Padel 1990: 343-344. 

8 Easterling rightly observes that “what all theatres present us with is by definition public space, but part of that 
public space can pretend to be private” (1987: 17). In this chapter, I am focusing on how the poets gave shape to 
background space, not the intimate scenes depicted onstage. 
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deeper into the domestic space, ending in her bedroom, the most private area.9 They are 

witnesses to this utterly intimate moment, Deianira at her most vulnerable—literally, with the 

final penetration of the sword into her body.10  

 The ekkyklema also allows the audience to see interior tableaux, but it violates the 

privacy of interior space in a way narration does not. Its use to reveal suicides (Hippolytus 808 

ff., Antigone 1293 ff.) and gruesome scenes of murder (Choephori 973 ff.) and slaughter (Ajax 

344 ff., Heracles 1029 ff.) contrasts with the more intimate revelations effected by the rhetorical 

ekkyklema of the messenger speech. 11 When an actor is brought onto stage by the ekkyklema, this 

is often a violent expulsion from the interior, whereas the messenger speech is an invitation for 

the members of the audience to enter the offstage space. The ekkyklema shows what theatrical 

conventions deem unseeable, while a messenger speech allows the audience members to 

visualize such scenes for themselves. The messenger speech is a invitation, the ekkyklema an 

interruption. There is no equivalent of an ekkyklema in Athenian rhetoric, no forensic 

photographs or dramatized reenactments before the jury. Instead, forensic speakers needed to 

rely on the use of vivid language (enargeia) to help the members of the jury visualize the events 

being described. 

 As is frequently the case in Greek culture, the interior space constructed by the 

messenger speech is often characterized as domestic, the domain of women. The association of 
                                                
9 I discuss Alcestis’ similar journey below. 

10 Loraux discusses Deianira within the genre of tragic heroine suicides, addressing the way “these desperate women 
had to fly to their quarters—shadowy, hidden, mysterious—to put themselves to death, so that a nurse or an 
attendant had to come and tell the public what they had done” (1987: ix-x). 

11 Evidence for the use of the ekkyklema in the following scenes, which I have drawn from Dale 1969: 122-123, 
comes either from an explicit mentioning of doors (Hippolytus 808: !"#$%& '#()*", +*,-+.#./, +0#123%14, 
Heracles 1029-1030: 56&-)&, 6/346/!" '#()*" / '#74&%"/ 89/+:#14 6,214), other textual references (Antigone 
1293: ;*$4 +3*&-%/4· .< =>* ?4 20!.@A B%/), or from the scholia (Choephori 973 and Ajax 346). On the technical 
aspects of the ekkyklema, cf. Pickard-Cambridge 1968, Csapo and Slater 1994.  
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women with houses in Classical Athenian culture paired with Greek theater’s focus on houses 

make theatrical space an important arena for understanding Greek women in the cultural 

imaginary. The fact that women are the central figure of many tragedies is no coincidence, as 

Zeitlin has argued: due to her close association with the house, the woman is often represented as 

in control of the interior space in Athenian tragedies.12 The interior space of Greek tragedy can 

best be constructed through a woman’s perspective, since it is her realm. 13 In tragedies like 

Trachiniae, Alcestis, and Medea, the imaginary space behind the skene is measured by the 

heroine’s movement through the oikos. This space only exists because of the woman of the 

house, and her absence through death or flight deflates this space, as Cecelia Luschnig has 

argued.14 The dichotomous ability of tragic women to both create and erase interior space reflects 

the Athenian woman’s paradoxical role as a simultaneously procreative and destructive force 

within the oikos. 

 These theorizations of backstage, feminized space in tragedy can shed light on the 

orators’ use of conceptual space and its significance. Taplin used textual details to reconstruct 

the visual performance, extrapolating from a two-dimensional text something that existed in 

space and time, a theatrical spectacular. The words on the paper preserve the original 

performance, collapsed. Drawing on Taplin’s work on stagecraft as well as the analyses of 

unseen space discussed above, I suggest that we read the narrative portions of the Attic orators as 

constructing conceptual space in the same way messenger speeches do, showing the members of 

                                                
12 Zeitlin 1996: 354.  

13 “The importance of the wife and the social milieu in which she has her being, the oikos, is not only maintained but 
extended beyond what we can actually see, the public façade of the house (that is, the skene), into the largely 
imaginary space behind it, the interior where the woman holds central place” (Luschnig 1992: 34). 

14 Luschnig 1992 argues that in the Alcestis, the collapsed oikos is restored with the revival of the eponymous 
heroine, but in the Medea the heroine’s flight after killing her own children leaves the house an empty façade. 
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the jury what cannot be seen by allowing them to visualize it in their mind’s eye. 

 The relationship between tragedy and rhetoric is a rich and well-theorized topic, on which 

I will provide a brief summary of the major recent works. Josiah Ober and Barry Strauss’ study 

of the political socio-cultural context shared by both oratory and tragedy sheds light on the 

ideological implications of both genres, concluding that both genres, oratory and drama, 

simultaneously drew from and influenced one another, blurring the line between aesthetic 

experiences and political life.15 The texts they discuss span the history of Classical Athenian 

rhetoric, from Antiphon to Lycurgus. Victor Bers argues that the presence of tragic elements in 

the early rhetoric of Antiphon and Andocides represents a dead end in the development of 

forensic rhetoric and that this practice was abandoned by later orators, because the strong 

emotions evoked by tragic language was inappropriate for the law courts.16 In contrast, Peter 

Wilson argues that fifth-century tragedy had a strong historical value in fourth-century rhetoric 

as model for the idealized behavior of the previous generations of Athenians.17 Using examples 

from Demosthenes and Lycurgus, he shows that the themes and atmosphere of tragedy from the 

prior century seeped into the contemporary political discourse.18 Edith Hall examines a range of 

theatrical elements in rhetorical performance, from audience and delivery to characterization and 

narrative. She observes an “isomorphism” between the competitive aspects of dramatic 

performance and forensic rhetoric and stresses the significance of the performative aspects of 

                                                
15 Ober and Strauss 1990: 270. 

16 Bers 1994: 189-190. However, Philokleon’s intense emotional reaction to jury service in Aristophanes’ Wasps (88 
ff.) suggests that emotion has more of a place in forensic rhetoric than Bers allows (cf. Telò 2016: 27-55). 

17 Wilson 1996: 314. 

18 Wilson 1996: 321. Cf. also Hanink 2014 on Lycurgus’ engagement with fifth century tragedy. 
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rhetoric.19 Victoria Wohl, following Ober and Strauss, insists that tragic poetry is inherently 

ambiguous and that orators take risks in engaging too closely with tragic themes and characters.20 

Most recently, both Bers and Michael Edwards have discussed the relationship between dramatic 

performance and rhetorical training. Edwards critiques Hall for ignoring the fact that most of the 

speeches would have been delivered by ordinary citizens, not skilled performers like 

Demosthenes and Aeschines, and that the words of the speech had more to do with the 

construction of a likely, likable persona than the speaker’s performance.21 In a more recent piece, 

Bers suggests that scholarship on rhetoric and tragedy has been guilty of using the word 

“dramatic” to refer both to references to the texts of Athenian tragedies and to moments of 

particular vividness or excitement but which do not connect explicitly to known tragedies. Such 

a conflation underestimates the effect of music, poetry, and spectacle in the Athenian audience’s 

appreciation of theatrical as opposed to rhetorical performance.22  

 While I do not contest the observation that rhetoric had a different performance context 

from tragedy, I think Bers’ approach diminishes the impact of the literary tradition to which both 

genres belong. Even though our only surviving tragedies date from the fifth century, tragedy 

continued to be performed into the fourth century.23 Bers implies that Antiphon’s engagement 

with tragedy was a dead end, but Antiphon was far from the last orator to use tragic elements in 

his speeches: Aeschines and Demosthenes both included long quotations from fifth century 

tragedy in their speeches and Lycurgus, the last of the canonical Attic orators, is notable for 
                                                
19 Hall 2006: 354, 355. 

20 Wohl 2010a: 65. 

21 Edwards 2013: 17, 19. 

22 Bers 2013: 29. 

23 Cropp 2005: 288-292 surveys the patchy evidence for fourth-century tragedy. 
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incorporating long quotations from fifth century tragedy in his speeches.24 I am most influenced 

by the approaches of Ober and Strauss, Wilson, and Hall because of their emphasis on the shared 

literary and socio-cultural milieu in which both genres were produced. Of particular significance 

for my purposes is Hall’s brief comment on the resemblance between the narrative portion of law 

court speeches and the genre of messenger speech: “Just as violent deeds in tragedy nearly 

always take place within or away from the household…, so legal speeches expose to the public 

the most intimate secrets of family and personal life.”25 I draw on Hall’s observation with a 

detailed examination of the relationship between messenger speeches and rhetorical narrative, 

arguing that the orators share with tragedy not just the trope associating women and houses, but 

also the ability to construct with their words an extra-scenic expanse of domestic space, unseen 

but vivid to the mind’s eye.  

 In tragedy, the messenger’s description of extra-scenic action allows the audience to 

picture what cannot be shown on stage. Messenger speeches use vivid language, enargeia, and 

ekphrasis (in its ancient rhetorical definition) to bring the actions being described before the eyes 

of the audience.26 Analyses of hidden interior spaces in Greek drama can provide useful models 

                                                
24 Perlman 1964, Wilson 1996, Hanink 2014: 25-59. The tragic quotations in Aeschines appear at 1.128 (unknown 
Euripidean tragedy), 151 (Euripides’ Sthenoboea), and 152 (Euripides’ Phoenix); in Demosthenes at 18.267 
(Euripides’ Hecuba) and 19. 247 (Sophocles’ Antigone); and in Lycurgus at 1.100 (Euripides’ Erechtheus), §103 
(Iliad 15), §107 (Tyrtaeus), §109 (epitaphs attributed to Simonides), and §132 (an unknown poet). Perlman notes 
that Aristotle in his Rhetoric quotes Euripides seventeen times and Sophocles five times, a frequency which 
challenges Bers’ conclusion that there was no place for tragedy in rhetoric. 

25 Hall 2006: 382. Of course, not all speeches are concerned with the family, but those that are (including those 
discussed in this and the following chapters) often contain narratives resembling messenger speeches. 

26 “The combination of the messenger’s words and the spectator’s imagination was more effective in the ancient 
theatre than the physical action on the stage” (Walcot 1976: 33, cited by de Jong 1991: 173). On enargeia in the 
messenger speech, cf. Zeitlin 1994, Dickin 2009, and Plett 2012, who writes “Since the narratio takes the place of 
the physical actio, the playwright must strive to achieve the same effect with the art of words as with the art of 
drama” (61). On the ancient definition of ekphrasis as a vivid description effected by speech, Webb 1999: 11 cites 
the ancient rhetorical theorists Theon, Hermogenes, Aphthonius, and Nikolaos, who all define ekphrasis as “a 
speech which leads one around (periegematikos), bringing the subject matter vividly (enargos) before the eyes.”  
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for considering descriptions of space, especially domestic interiors, in Athenian oratory. In a 

speech being delivered before a jury, just as in a messenger speech, the narration preserves a 

record of the original performance which the experienced auditors unpack in their minds. 

 In focusing on literary depictions of domestic space, I draw on both older and more 

recent work theorizing the use of space in Classical literature. The classic structuralist analysis of 

gendered space in Greek thought, Jean-Pierre Vernant’s “Hestia-Hermes,” traces the male-

exterior/female-interior dichotomy through many facets of Greek culture. Vernant sees Hestia, 

representing the quintessence of the feminine, as associated with interior space and the private 

world of the family, while Hermes, standing for the male essence, represents the outdoors, public 

interactions, and movement through the world. Vernant suggests that this polarity arose from 

“the archaic conception of space: space requires a center, a nodal point, with a special value, 

from which all directions, all qualitatively different, may be channeled and defined.”27 In this 

conception, the Hestia figure, the idealized female, anchors the domestic interior and symbolizes 

stability and privacy, while the Hermes, male, figure is a citizen of the polis, representing the 

fluctuating public world. This understanding of spatial/gender polarity touches every aspect of 

Greek society, including tragedy and oratory. 

 As Kate Gilhuly and Nancy Worman point out, recent scholarship on space in Classical 

literature and culture is moving away from the structuralist mode typified by Vernant’s approach 

and engages with a less schematic perspective that emphasizes the socially constructed nature of 

space and place. The approaches to space in literature found in their edited volume especially 

                                                
27 Vernant 2006: 161. 
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focus on the intersection of setting and identities and the embodiment of lived experiences.28 For 

example, Gilhuly’s contribution centers on Corinth as a place that is simultaneously a real place 

and an imaginary construction built of imagination and tradition; the imaginary overlays the 

actual space and affects how it is experienced.29 In a similar vein, Worman argues that when 

Aristophanes describes actual spaces and settings in his comedies, he imbues them with symbolic 

significance, so that these locations, too, are both real and imaginary.30 She focuses in particular 

on how, in the Frogs, movement through Athens and in its environs symbolizes ritual transitions 

as well as how different settings come to represent different genres or styles. Alex Purves looks 

at the significance of bedroom scenes in Herodotus, arguing that the bedroom, “with its simple 

interiority and its core association with the home, provides a space where the intimate and 

private connotations of feeling-through-the-body have particular resonance.”31 Each of these 

contributions emphasize how literary space is constructed through a confluence of lived 

experience and the imaginary.32 While the divisions that characterize structuralism may still 

apply, they are complicated by society, culture, and the individual. Social practice and cultural 

expectations define and give value to space; as a body moves through space, it gives it shape and 

meaning. The application of this conception of space to literature allows the reader to recognize 

the interplay of society and identity at work in the construction of conceptual space and to 

consider, beyond male versus female, what difference age, ethnicity, or economic status has on 

                                                
28 Gilhuly and Worman 2014: 5, 6. On experiential space, cf. Tuan 1977. 

29 Gilhuly 2014: 17. 

30 Worman 2014: 202. 

31 Purves 2014: 98. 

32 Gilhuly and Worman 2014: 7. 
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the meaning of these spaces. 

 Another way of approaching the role of space in Greek literature is from a narratological 

perspective. Introducing this methodology, Irene de Jong distinguishes between scenic space, as 

the setting of a narrative, and distanced or “framed” space. She breaks down the functions of 

space in narrative into a series of categories. 33 The thematic function is found when a story is 

about a place, like Delphi in Euripides’ Ion. The mirroring function occurs when the setting 

reflects or contrasts the themes of the narrative, and the symbolic when space takes on a 

signifying aspect on top of its function as setting. An example of the former would be Chiron’s 

cave in Statius’ Achilleid, whose bipartite form (108: pars exhausta manu, partem sua ruperat 

aetas) mirrors its tenant’s half-animal, half-human nature. The symbolic function occurs in 

Xenophon’s Oeconomicus, where the divisions within the house symbolize the divisions between 

the sexes in a way that resembles the structuralist analysis of “Hestia/Hermes.”34 Subsections of 

the symbolic function are the characterizing function, such as in Lysias 1 (on which see further 

below) when the speaker, Euphiletos, tells the jury he has a “little house” (§9: !"#$%&!') in order 

to come across as modest and humble, and the psychologizing or personifying function, as in the 

opening of Euripides’ Helen when Helen describes the streams of the Nile as “lovely virginal” 

(1: #())&*+,-.'!&), revealing the true chastity of the impugned heroine.  

 As convenient shorthand for categorizing the use of space in literature, these 

narratological functions are useful if somewhat schematic. Mathieu de Bakker’s application of 

these functions to the works of Lysias and Demosthenes distinguishes between performative 
                                                
33 de Jong 2012: 14-15. The examples provided in this paragraph are my own. 

34 Division of sexes: Oeconomicus 7.22: /*.0 %1 23456.,( 6(76( #(0 8,9:' #(0 /*&3.).$(; %.<6(& 6+ 6. 8'%!' 
#(0 6= 8>:, #(0 6?' 4@A&', 4+'(&, .B-C; *(,.A#.@(A.' D -.5;, E; /3!0 %!#.<, 6?' 3F' 6G; 9H'(&#I; /*0 6= 
8'%!' 8,9( #(0 /*&3.)J3(6(, 6?' %F 6!7 2'%,I; /*0 6= 8>:. Division of spaces: 9.5: 8%.&>( %F #(0 6?' 
9H'(&#:'<6&' (B6K, -@,L M()(':6K E,&A3N'O' 2*I 6G; 2'%,:'$6&%!;. 
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space (the speaker’s surroundings) and distanced space beyond the range of sight. He describes 

Lysias’ use of the performance space as similar to tragedy, “but whereas playwrights had the 

liberty to create their own mise-en-scène within the theatre of Dionysus, Lysias was bound by the 

ceremonial settings” of the Athenian court system.35 Examples of Lysias’ engagement with his 

performative space include first-person addresses to the jury (passim), the use of the deictic 

pronoun !"#!$ in reference to the speaker’s opponent (passim), and indication of local 

landmarks like the boul!, where speech was being performed (31.1-2), the d!mosion s!ma where 

the war dead were buried (2.1, 60), and the city walls nearby (2.63).36 Distanced space can take 

on ideological or political significance, as in the division between the oligarchic city party and 

the democratic party from Peiraieus (12.92: #!%$ &' ()#*+$ ,-. #!%$ &, /*01-02+$), which I 

discuss in my third chapter. Turning to Demosthenes, de Bakker notes that the later orator differs 

from Lysias in that many of his speeches refer to the world outside of Athens, while Lysias’ are 

usually limited to local matters. He praises Demosthenes’ engagement with the expanse of space 

from the law courts to the outside world through the use of witness testimony: “combination of 

narrative and testimony turned his speeches into vivid re-enactments of the crucial events within 

the performative space.”37 Layering distanced space conceptually over the space of the 

performance brings the jury into the story much as dramatic performance invites the audience 

inside through the description of extrascenic space. 

 De Bakker’s application of de Jong’s theorization to these authors is an important model 

for categorizing, while perhaps not analyzing, how space functions in oratory. My discussions in 

                                                
35 de Bakker 2012a: 380. 

36 de Bakker 2012a: 380-384. 

37 de Bakker 2012b: 395. 
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this chapter and the following one are influenced by all three approaches to space outlined here. 

Drawing from de Jong and de Bakker’s analyses, I argue that the orators’ use of domestic space 

can have significant thematic, mirroring, and symbolic functions. In particular, the symbolic 

function characterized by my example from Xenophon, the gendered division of space, has been 

theorized by Vernant as well as the drama theorists discussed above and continues to be a useful 

way of understanding ancient conceptions of space. Moving through narratology and 

structuralism to theories of experiential spatiality, I pay particular attention to the ways in which 

the language used by the logographers moves bodies through space, constructing and giving 

meaning to this space. 

To illuminate what I mean more precisely by “the stagecraft of rhetoric,” I will briefly 

analyze the construction of space and the effect of tragic resonances in two speeches discussed in 

the previous chapter. I will then move on to extended readings of two other speeches in order to 

demonstrate the use and significance of domestic space as it interacts with thematic and 

persuasive elements in these speeches.  

 

Antiphon 1: Against the Stepmother for Poisoning and Lysias 32: Against Diogeiton 

 

In my discussion of Antiphon 1 in the previous chapter, I focused on the rhetorical 

elements used to associate the speaker with and distance his brother from eikos behavior, raising 

the jury’s sympathy and pity for his father’s plight. One of the ways Antiphon effects the 

connection between the speaker and the jury is by incorporating tragic elements into the speech. 

Bers describes Antiphon 1 as showing by far “the most tragic colouring of all the preserved 
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speeches.”38 In her analysis of the tragic elements in the speech, Wohl observes that “Antiphon’s 

engagement with tragedy is at once broader and more precise” than that found in later oratory, 

because “in his tragic allusions the genre provides not just atmosphere or a (positive or negative) 

emotional charge but a specific and well-defined understanding of agency and responsibility.”39 

Most directly, the speaker calls his stepmother Clytemnestra (§17) after the mythic father- (and 

husband-) killer. More generally, Wohl argues that the scene of the father’s death is “pepper[ed]” 

with “tragic diction” and “staged in a tragic idiom.”40 Although the tragic effect may misfire, 

directing the jury’s sympathy toward the wrong party, nevertheless it is a “potent resource of 

thought for the law.”41  

 Informed by these discussions of the tragic elements at work in Antiphon 1, I turn to an 

exploration of the use of vivid language to create a sense of enargeia. When the speaker 

describes his brothers’ refusal to allow the slaves to give evidence, he draws heavily on the 

language of visibility (§13): 

!"#$ %&' ()' *(+*,' (-. /012(' 3*4 5-*($ 67"89(' *:' !#5;<='*,' *>' 
?57@'"45' !8<=?<54A B0"?5' 9C# (D."E(' ?7F?4 *G .5.G' 
H'575'1?I%"'(', J?*" ?4,!K%"'(' .5$ HL5?M'4?*(' 5-*G NO?54 
NL(82@<1?5'. H22P (-; Q%"ER 9", S /'0#"R, 69,9P ") (T05, H22C ?57&R 
!(4@?"*". 

Concerning the slaves, it is not unclear that the defense is avoiding finding 
clarification about what was done. For they know that the crime would be 
revealed to be their own, and so they wanted to keep it silent and untried. But I 
know well, men, that you will not let them, you will make it clear. 

The repetition of words related to vision and clarity ((-. /012(', ?57U'"45', 
                                                
38 Bers 1996: 189. 

39 Wohl 2010a: 38. 

40 Wohl 2010a: 45, citing §§18-19 (N."V'(4R "-;(%W'(4R X (-. 6%"22" *"2"E?<54, a prayer that was not to be 
fulfilled) and §21 (H<W,R .5$ H.2":R, an impious and inglorious death). Cf. also Due 1980: 20-21. 

41 Wohl 2010a: 65. 
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!"#$#"%&'()"*", &#$+,) build up the sense of visualization, bringing out the vividness of the 

upcoming narrative, which in its world building specificity will reveal the truth of the matter. By 

describing his brothers’ crime as *-.)/*", both “their own” and, etymologically, “related to the 

house,” ties the language of visibility to the house, the scene of the stepmother’s conspiracy.  

The narrative portion of the speech begins with a description of the house and sketches in 

the background to the case (§14): 

01)234" 56 7" 58, 9()5:2#, *-.;#,, < )=>) ?6@4")A, B145C D" E&5)6 
F6#52;G*6, !"H2 .#@4, 5) .!I#JK, .#L $;@*, 53 9()5:2M 1#52;N .#L 7" 
#O53 1#@@#.P, Q" B ?6@4")A, D1L 1*2")/*" R()@@) .#5#&58&#6. 5#S5%" 
*T" 9 (P5%2 5*U !F)@$*U D1*6P&#5* $;@%". 

Our house had an upper floor, which Philoneos, a noble man who was friends 
with our father, occupied whenever he spent time in the city. And he had a 
concubine (pallake), whom Philoneos was intending to install in a brothel. And so 
my brother’s mother made friends with her. 

The speaker’s evocation of the interior of his house has several functions. First, it makes the 

scene more vivid by setting a stage on which the domestic drama of his narrative plays out. The 

jury, like a theatrical audience, watches the events unfolding in their minds, picturing the upstairs 

room that has been opened to them. Secondly, the invitation of Philoneos into the speaker’s 

father’s home shows both the intimacy between Philoneos and the father and the vulnerability 

resulting from letting a non-kinsman into the oikia.42 

 By giving the events an arena, Antiphon makes them more specific, more visible—and 

by linking the betrayal of the stepmother and the pallake to the house, he accesses a deep cultural 

anxiety concerning women’s power within the household. The description of the upstairs room 

and the fact that Philoneos intended to get rid of his pallake would seem unrelated details, except 

for the additional comment that the pallake and the stepmother became friends: this ties the three 

                                                
42 Cf. my discussion of the friendly man in the house topos in my Introduction. 
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facts together with the revelation that it was the pallake’s presence in the speaker’s house that led 

to the female friendship that brought down the kyrios, causing a rupture in the oikos. The staging 

element, the detail about the domestic space, contextualizes and sparks recognition in the jury, 

familiar from tragedies like Hippolytus and Medea, of the dangers of letting the wrong woman 

into your house. 

 Examples of female friendship in Greek literature are not common, but one comes to 

mind that bears an interesting resemblance to the friendship between the stepmother and the 

pallake: the affection felt between Phaedra and her nurse. Like the stepmother and the pallake, 

these two women’s actions bring about the downfall of the oikos and are closely tied to the 

interior space of the house. As in many tragedies, anxieties about the oikos are tied up in the plot 

and themes of the Hippolytus. This association develops gradually, starting from Phaedra’s 

definition of the second kind of !"#$%, scandal, as a “burden on the house” (386: & #’ '()*% 

*+,-.) and her exclamation about adulteresses, “don’t they fear that the allied darkness and the 

rooms of the house will one day cry out?”43 She perceives the house itself as responding 

physically to the dangers adultery poses to the family. The nurse responds to these anxieties with 

an evocative metaphor (467-469): 

*/#’ 0,1*.23. 4*5 (67 89*. :9!. 86*4*;%· 
*/#< =4>?@. ?A6 B5 ,!4@62C23% #DE*5 
,!:F% G,658$=!5% '.. 

People don’t need to work too hard at life— 
the roof with which your house is covered, 
you would not want it to fit too well. 44 

                                                
43 417-418: */#< =,D4*. C69==*H=5 4I. JH.26?K4@. / 4>6!E.K 4’ *+,-. EL 1*42 C)*??7. GCM5; 

44 Barrett interprets the analogy as meaning “no-one is going to be scrupulously accurate in the parts that are not 
ordinarily seen” (Barrett 1964: 244). I would suggest instead that she means that buildings must be built to yield, 
reflecting the play’s thematic rejection of extremism. 
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She suggests that the oikos, both in its physical and familial senses, requires less solicitude than 

Phaedra insists. By making the physical building of the house an explicit metaphor for Phaedra’s 

worries about her family, the nurse amplifies the overtone of domestic disturbance running 

throughout the tragedy. As it will turn out, her disdain for careful architectural practices also 

reflects her understanding of household relationships. 

 In her analysis of the Hippolytus, Goff begins by focusing on the thematic significance of 

the house, especially interiority and exteriority as it relates to gender divisions. She describes the 

role of the oikos on the tragic stage: it is present “both as a physical stage-building and as the 

‘brooding presence’ of family history and anxiety” and, in this play in particular, “the house is 

depicted as the site of the struggle between the sexes.”45 Phaedra is defined by yet struggles 

against her confinement within the house. She longs to wander outdoors, yet she begs to be 

brought inside.46 The boundary is porous, to the detriment of both the house and Phaedra—walls, 

like roofs, must be carefully maintained. 

 For Hippolytus, a man of the outdoors, women are securely assigned to the house. He 

characterizes marriage as “bringing a ruinous creature into the house.”47 Moving from general 

vituperations against women en masse he alludes specifically to the collusion of Phaedra and the 

nurse (649-650): 

!"! #’ $% &'! (!#)! #*+,-! $% .$.$/ .$.0 
1)2345&$6’, (78 #’ 9.:;*)2,- <*=,<)3)-.48  

                                                
45 Goff 1990: 3. 

46 181-182: #4"*) >0* 93?4@! <A! (<)B C! ,)-, / 6DE$ #F 9B ?$3D&)2B ,<4G,4-B 6H <D3-!. 

47 630: I #F $J 3$1K! L6M*H! 9B #N&)2B :26H! 

48 Both Diggle and Barrett print obelisks around $% &'! (!#)! #*+,-! $% .$.$/, Barrett objecting to #*+,-! 
because “the whole point is that the women merely devise the deeds, and rely on their servants to carry them into 
effect” (1964: 282). The Loeb prints !"! #F (!#)! 9!!))",-! $% .$.$/ .$.0, which also appears in Diggle’s ap. 
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And now, the evil women inside are carrying out evil schemes, 
and the servants are bearing them outside. 

Hippolytus blames the current scandal on the porosity of the house, which allowed the nurse to 

export the plots cooked up inside. He categorically assigns women to the house, where they are a 

bane, poisoning from within. He claims that women, even when they are where they are 

supposed to be, are scheming against the house and employing their servants to export the fruits 

of the rotten interior. This perspective, despite its virulent extremity, is more in accordance with 

cultural expectations than Phaedra’s longing to leave the house. 

 The eventual outcome of the play leads to Phaedra’s confirmation of her essential nature, 

with her ultimate “complete containment in the interior—the suicide in the bedroom—as it 

ensures Hippolytus’ complete exclusion [due to] Theseus’ order of banishment; the status quo 

will be restored but with fatal consequences.”49 Phaedra’s aversion to domestic interiority 

appears justified: although Phaedra initially refuses to remain within the house to avoid the 

adultery she believes lurks behind closed doors, it is in the end the inversion of gendered space 

that leads to her suicide. While Phaedra remains before the eyes of the audience, it is in the 

ambiguous space behind the skene that the nurse exposes her secret to Hippolytus. As Goff 

observes, “if the house has destroyed Phaedra, she has equally well destroyed the house.”50  

 The reason that the nurse had gone inside was on the pretext of helping Phaedra by 

fetching “enchanting love potions from inside the house.”51 Goff connects Phaedra’s conflicted 

                                                
crit.; Sommerstein (1988: 30-31) also suggests !"#$%$&'(%. It does not seem to me to be necessary to change the 
verb, since, as Phaedra makes clear at 405 ()* +, -./$% 0+1 )2% %3'$% )4 +5'"647), to extreme personalities like 
Phaedra and Hippolytus, there is little difference between the intention (“the sickness”) and the act.  

49 Goff 1990: 6. 

50 Goff 1990: 11. 

51 509-510: -')(% "8)’ $9"$5: ;<6).8 =$( >46")?.(8 / -.@)$: 
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interiority to Deianira’s in Sophocles’ Trachiniae, another character closely associated with 

extrascenic domestic space. Just as the drugs promised to Phaedra are kept inside the house, 

Deianira, too “is represented as guarding the dangerous pharmakon that she received from the 

Centaur in the muchos, the innermost part of the house that is often identified with the women's 

quarters.”52 Wohl’s analysis of Antiphon’s speech similarly emphasizes the similarities between 

the pallake’s situation and Deianira’s: both women believed that they were administering a love 

potion and both paid the price for their efforts. She suggests that these resonances would have 

risked the jury feeling more sympathetic for the pallake, who was about to be interred in a 

brothel and acted under a misconceived belief that the poison was a love potion, than angry at the 

stepmother—might, in fact, have reminded the jury that “Clytemnestra, too, had her reasons for 

her deed—among them her husband’s pallak!—and represented it as the righting of an 

injustice.”53 The vortex of women, interiority, and a threatened oikos resonates in Antiphon’s 

speech: the deliberate connection of the stepmother and the pallake’s friendship with the interior 

of the speaker’s home echoes powerfully with the threat of the interior familiar from tragedies 

like the Trachiniae and the Hippolytus. 

 In contrast, the domestic scene in Lysias 32 shows that women can have a positive 

association with houses, as long as they act in the interest of the oikos. Women like Alcestis and 

perhaps even Electra, who strive to preserve the oikos as much as possible (although in Electra’s 

case this is done by helping to kill her mother, the original disturber of the oikos), provide tragic 

models for normalized feminine behavior. After Diogeiton tells his deceased brother’s children 

that he has spent their entire inheritance, the children and their mother arrive at the speaker’s 

                                                
52 Goff 1990: 9-10, citing Trachiniae 578-9 and 686. 

53 Wohl 2010a: 64. 
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house to beg for his help. The speaker, the children’s brother-in-law, describes the scene that 

took place in his house (§§11-12): 

!"##$ %& '() #*+',&, -."& !*&/"0 1& 23 143 "5678 9& 1& 16'7&: 2; <=>&:. 
2'#'?2@.A BC D 4E2)= AF2@& G&2'H>#', 4' 6AI J6*2'?' .?&A+A+'K& AF2L0 
2M& !A2*=A 6AI 2"N0 O7#"?0, '5!"P.A -2,, '5 6AI 4Q !=>2'="& '(/,.2A, 
#*+',& 1& R&B=S.,, 2M 4*+'/"0 AF2Q& R&A+6S.', 2@& .?4O"=@& !'=I 2@& 
.O'2*=T& 6A6@& B)#@.A, !S&2A !=M0 D4U0.  

It would take a long time to say how much misery there was in my house at that 
time. Finally their mother begged and beseeched me to bring together her father 
and friends, saying that, although she had not previously been accustomed to 
speak in the company of men, the magnitude of the misfortunes compelled her to 
reveal everything about their miseries to us. 

Because of her cultural association with the domestic interior, the mother’s role is to bring 

people together (.?&A+A+'K&) for the sake of the oikos. She is even willing to contravene social 

expectations and her own habits of staying away from the company of men (1& R&B=V.,)—such 

is her command of the oikia that she can take control over the situation as representative of the 

oikos—the house is not even her own, but she takes it over in the interest of her children’s oikos. 

The son-in-law then goes out (§12: 1#/W&) to gather friends and relatives; after Diogeiton is 

persuaded by the speaker and his friends to agree to the meeting, the group gathers (§12: 

.?&E#/"4'&) and Diogeiton’s daughter addresses the men. Her power as the anchor of the oikos 

is such that she can draw together and influence the men of her family in the interest of 

preserving the oikos, in this instance, keeping the property in the hands of its rightful owners. 

Aside from the speaker’s movement outward—which was for the purpose of collecting the 

family members—all the verbs of motion in this passage direct the energy of the family and 

friends toward the oikia, with Diogeiton’s daughter at its center. 

 In the same way that the speaker of Antiphon 1 used vivid language to build up to his 

narrative reveal, the word B)#@.A, in this passage lends vividness to Diogeiton’s daughter’s 
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speech. This highly emotional speech, which I discussed in Chapter 1, inverts the movement of 

the narrative leading up to this moment: as I observed, she twice accuses her father of throwing 

the children out of the house (§15: !"#$%%&'(… !" )*+ ,-"./+, §16: !" )*+ ,-"./+ !"#/%0(). 

The propulsive exteriority with which her father rejected her children contrasts with the 

inwardness of the preceding narrative, juxtaposing the children’s expulsion from their house with 

the intimacy of the gathering where she delivers her speech. After her speech, matching the 

exterior movement of the children, although not its violence, the men depart (12'3()/+ 

,45&67/') from the house, from her vortex of influence, tearful as those who suffered and in 

silence.54 They were drawn to her, heard her accusation, and departed, tracing the paths of the 

disinherited children.  

 The way that Lysias creates the unseen interior space through Diogeiton’s daughter’s 

presence in the house echoes Euripides’ method of giving shape to the house of Admetus 

through Alcestis’ movement, described in a messenger speech by a female servant (Alcestis 175-

198): 

2$()/+ 89 #:;,<+, ,= "/)> ?8;@),A 83;,A+, 
2B,6*%7& "1CD6)&E& "/F 2B,6G<C/),... 
"H2&')/ 7$%/;,( !62&6,I6/ "/F %D5,+ 
!()/I7/ 8J '8$"BA6& "/F %DK&' )$8&: 
L %D")B,(, M(7/ 2/B7D(&'> M%A6> !K0... 
"A(&N 89 2B,62.)(,A6/, 2O( 89 8D;(',( 
PQ7/%;,)DK")R 8&<&)/' 2%G;;AB.8'. 
!2&F 89 2,%%S( 8/"B<:( &T5&( "3B,(, 
6)&.5&' 2B,(:2J+ !"2&6,I6/ 8&;(.:(, 
"/F 2,%%U 7/%$;:( !C',I6> !2&6)B$QG 
"HBB'E&( /V)J( /W7'+ !+ ",.)G( 2$%'(. 

She approached all the altars in the house of Admetus, she garlanded them and 
prayed before them... and then, falling into her bedroom and bed, there she cried 
and said “O bed, here I lost my virginity….” Falling forward, she kissed it, and 

                                                
54 §18: 8/"BX,()/+ ;J Y)),( )S( 2&2,(7Z):( 12'Z()/+ ,45&67/' 6':2[ 
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the entire bed was deluged with a flood of tears. And when she had enough of her 
many tears, she went with her head bent down, falling out of the bed, and many 
times as she left the bedroom, she turned around and threw herself again on the 
bed. 

Alcestis’ movement into the house, insistent and forward-driving, resonates through the servant’s 

narrative. She goes forward, forward, inward (!"#$%&', !"#()*+,-#, .(!'(#/(,) until she is 

insistently there (.0-,/&,, 10&,), in the bedroom, expressed as the most interior of spaces. 

Even when even when she tries to reverse her fall forward (!"#(!2-0#3(,), to move outward 

(.4!'(#/(,, .+5#/(’), she is turned around (.!'(-"67)), compelled to carry out the relentless 

drive toward the interior. For the audience, who cannot literally see the inside of Admetus’ 

house, Alcestis’ journey to the center of the house gives shape to the space, associating her 

indelibly with the domestic interior.  

 This space within the house defines Alcestis as long as she lives; when she finally leaves 

the house, she is being carried to her death (233: 89: .4 9;<=0 9> 4,? !;(5@ !#"'A'-,5). Once 

she appears on stage, Alcestis begins a process of departure that continues until her eventual 

funeral: she feels a presence leading her away (259: BC'5 <D BC'5 -5@), she goes below (379: 

E!F"G#<,5 46-=), she is gone (393: HFH)4'0), and the funeral (422: .47#"60) will be the final 

literalization of her exterior motion. Before her death, she attempts to preserve her symbolic 

interiority by begging Admetus not to remarry, not to inflict a stepmother on the children.55 As 

long as the children maintain their status within the house, it will continue to be hers (.<I0 

9J<=0), but a stepmother, as we learned from Antiphon, rearranges domestic space, making it a 

foreign and dangerous place. With Alcestis’ death, as her child sings, the house is destroyed 

(415: K%=%'0 #L4#@). The space which she created as she moved through the house collapses, 

                                                
55 304-307: -#A-#3@ E0M(G#3 9'(!;-,@ .<I0 9;<=0 / 4,? <> :!5CN<O@ -#P(9' <)-"35Q0 -R40#5@, / S-5@ 
4,4T=0 #U(: .<#/ C30> 7&;0V / -#P@ (#P(5 4E<#P@ !,5(? G'P", !"#(H,%'P. 
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ceases to exist. Another woman would recreate the space, erasing Alcestis. And when Heracles 

returns with the veiled Alcestis, Admetus refuses to let her inside, saying there is no room (1049: 

!"# $%& '()*"+', -. /012'0. .)% 34.5;) and ordering Heracles to take her away (1104: 6 

34.7 /, 8!9:;)'0). Even when Admetus concedes that she may enter the house (1114: /<1% 

/, 9=>9:;9?. !2(%), she is not able to do so yet. It is only after Alcestis’ identity is revealed that 

the house becomes open again, when Heracles tells Admetus to bring her inside (1147: 9@>%3, 

9@>0 '5./9). Alcestis’ restoration to the oikos reverses the tragedy and gives shape again both to 

her family and to the house itself. 

 For Diogeiton’s daughter, the stakes are, admittedly, less tragic than Alcestis’. She does 

not die and Heracles’ intercession is not required. However, as I argued above, the scene is 

heavily imbued with tragic elements, from the pathetic description of the destitute children to the 

condemnation of Diogeiton’s impiety. By connecting her devotion to preserving the oikos with 

her presence inside the house, Lysias casts her as the heroine of a tragedy that, like the Alcestis, 

can have a happy ending. In this example, however, it is not up to the actors or the speechwriter 

to determine the ending, but the jury-audience.   

 In both of these examples, domestic space plays a crucial role connecting the narrative to 

the overall theme of each speech. By using female interiority to sketch out conceptual space, 

Antiphon and Lysias expose their intimate dramas to the world of myth, imbuing their players 

with a larger-than-life luminosity. As Hall argues, “the speakers in the courts introduced 

mythical and theatrical parallels to themselves or their opponents in order to furnish a memorable 

and familiar analogy which would stick in the jurors’ minds when detailed evidence might not.”56 

These strategies, whether overt or subtle, depended on a shared symbolic language tying women 
                                                
56 Hall 2006: 348. 
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to the house, for better or, more often, for worse. This brief consideration of how Antiphon and 

Lysias engage with tragic tropes drawing on the cultural association of women with the house 

will be useful in understanding how these elements interact with the themes and movements of 

entire speeches. 

 

Isaeus 6: On the Estate of Philoktemon 

 

 In this section, I discuss Isaeus 6, On the Estate of Philoktemon, a speech focusing on a 

freedwoman’s plot to take over the oikos of an elderly man. Isaeus continually links this woman, 

Alke, with houses as a physical metaphor for her efforts to separate the old man from his family 

and appropriate his property. In her role as an outsider and a threat to the oikos of another, Alke 

is presented as a sort of Medea character. After tracing the thematic and spatial strategies running 

throughout the speech, I conclude this section by briefly discussing the similarities between how 

Isaeus’ Alke and Euripides’ Medea relate to the house of Euktemon and Cleon, respectively. 

 This speech was delivered around 364 in a lawsuit for false witness (pseudomartyria) that 

arose from an inheritance dispute between the putative heirs of the recently deceased 

Euktemon.57 One of Euktemon’s sons, Philoktemon, had adopted Chairestratos, the son of his 

sister and her husband Phanostratos. After the death of Euktemon, Chairestratos had presented 

himself as the legal heir to his grandfather’s estate, on the grounds that his adopted father had 

been Euktemon’s son. However, Androkles, who claimed to be the guardian of Euktemon’s 

                                                
57 On this speech: Blass 1887-1898: 2.548-551, Jebb 1893: 343-348, Wyse 1904: 482-547, Usher 1999: 149-154, 
and Edwards 2007: 95-114 give background and commentary. MacDowell 1989 includes this speech in his 
discussion of whether there is a legal differentiation between oikos and oikia; Glazebrook 2006 uses the character of 
Alke to show how the orators constructed the hetaira; Wohl 2010b: 271-278 discusses the competing genealogies 
presented by Aristomenes and Androkles.  
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legitimate sons, entered a preventative claim (diamartyria) that the estate was not liable to legal 

dispute (epidikos) because Euktemon had legitimate sons still alive.58 Chairestratos prosecuted 

Androkles for false witness because of his claim that the boys were legitimate sons of Euktemon, 

and the present speech was delivered to support the charge by a friend of Chairestratos and 

Phanostratos (perhaps) named Aristomenes.59  

 The speech has two contrasting narrative movements: the summary and discarding of the 

opponents’ argument that a woman named Kallippe was the boys’ mother, and Aristomenes’ 

counter that a freedwoman named Alke and a freedman were the boys’ parents and that she 

subsequently schemed her way into Euktemon’s life and her son into his phratry. In determining 

the mother of the boys, Aristomenes repeatedly denies that Androkles has furnished any 

trustworthy evidence, while in building his own version of events, he relies on his personal 

connection to the oikos as well as public knowledge as proof of his story’s reliability. The proof 

of maternity comes down to who knows what happens inside the walls of the oikia.60 Like a 

Greek tragedy, the challenge is to make visible the interior space in order to take control of the 

narrative.  

 From its opening lines, the speech establishes a necessary connection between intimacy 

and knowledge—an important theme of the speech is where information comes from, how 

reliable its source is. In particular, proximity to the oikos allows access to privileged information. 

                                                
58 “A diamarturia was available to an individual who wished to assert a claim to an estate on the grounds that he had 
a prima facie right to inherit, for example, because he was the only son of the deceased. The procedure took this 
name, because it required the testimony (marturia) of a witness to the claimant’s relation to the deceased” (Christ 
1998b: 212). 

59 Edwards 2007: 97, citing Davies 1971: 564 based on IG II2 1609, which has Chairestratos and an Aristomenes as 
co-trierarchs. I follow Edwards in referring to the speaker as Aristomenes for the sake of clarity. 

60 Cf. Wohl 2010b: 270. 
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Aristomenes explains his role as advocate (syn!goros) in this case, citing the jury’s knowledge of 

his very close friendship with both Chairestratos and his birth father Phanostratos (§1): 

!"# $%&, ' (&)*+,, -.&"/& 012+#3"4"4 "567.&/ 7*8$+&0, 94&0:"*."; "+ 
24< =4#*+:"*."; "05";>, "0?, -0@@0?, 0A$4# B$C& +1)%&4#, "0D, )E $F 
+1)3:#& G24&H& I*C "+2$J*#0&. 

That I enjoy the most intimate friendship of all with Phanostratos and this 
Chaerestratos here, I think that many of you know. But as for you who don’t 
know, I will provide a sufficient proof.  

There are two kinds of knowledge at work in this passage. The first is privileged knowledge, 

which comes from having access to the private goings-on within the oikos: Aristomenes’ 

superlative (012+#K"4"4) closeness to the oikos of Euktemon makes him the best advocate in this 

situation, the closest to the family and the most trustworthy.61 The second is public knowledge: 

Aristomenes counts on the audience’s knowledge (+1)L&4#) of this friendship to justify his 

presence and confirm the accuracy of his information. If a piece of information is unsupported by 

either private or public knowledge, as Aristomenes will claim of his opponents’ argument, it has 

no weight. 

 As he provides further evidence for those who don’t know ($F +1)K:#&), Aristomenes 

continues using language that emphasizes closeness and knowledge. He tells the jury that when 

Chairestratos asked him to join him in a campaign in Sicily, even though, having sailed there 

earlier he had foreknowledge (-*0M)+#&) of all the dangers that would arise, he agreed; they 

sailed together (:5&+NL-@+5:4) and undertook the risks together (:5&+)5:"O7P:4), and were 

eventually captured and held by the enemy.62 Aristomenes proposes to the jury the opposite of an 

                                                
61 The need for a syn!goros to demonstrate a close relationship with his client is discussed by Rubinstein 2000; in a 
similar argument, Humphreys 2007: 145 shows that witnesses in an Athenian court case were used “to bring the 
inside knowledge of the local community into the court process.” 

62 §1: )#Q "H -*3"+*0& 4R"H, I2-+-@+52%&4# -*0M)+#& -.&"4, "0?, I:0$%&05, 2#&)S&05,, T$/, )E 
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eikos argument: it would be unusual (!"#$#%) if, after helping Chairestratos earlier despite the 

dangers being clear beforehand ($&#'()*%) due to the affection and friendship he felt towards 

Chairestratos and his father, he did not speak on their behalf (+,%-.$-/%) now.63 The repetition of 

the +,%- prefix conveys a sense of intimacy, of togetherness. Aristomenes, Chairestratos, and 

Phanostratos were a team whose faithfulness makes the present speech appear more reliable to 

the jury. In contrast, the boys that the opponents are claiming to be Euktemon’s legitimate 

children are repeatedly described as having no connection with the family: “They think that with 

a single vote and a single trial they can make these men his (Chairestratos’) brothers, although 

they have no relation to him ("#01 #2'3% $&#+(4#%"51).”64 According to the speaker, familial 

proximity comes from experience and companionship; it is not adjudicated.  

 That proximity is the essence of the family, the oikos, is evident from even the most 

seemingly uncharged vocabulary Isaeus employs in setting up the background of the case. 

Aristomenes tells the jury that when Philoktemon had no children with his wife ("61 7,%5.481 9 

+,%:4-.), he decided to adopt a child so as not to leave his house empty (;< =&>;#% 45"5)?$@ 

"8% #A4#%).65 One of his sisters, the wife of Chaireas (9 B C5.&D51 +,%:4-.) had no male 

children despite having been married for many years ($#))E ="> +,%#.4#F+@), but the other, 

the wife of Phanostratos (9 +,%:4-. G5%H+"&5"#1 #I"#+?) had two male children, the oldest 

of whom, Chairestratos, Philoktemon adopted.66 The word +,%#.4-/% is a standard term for 

                                                
'-#;J%*% "#K"*% 45L +,%-MJ$)-,+5 45L +,%-',+"KN>+5 45L OP)*;-% -Q1 "#01 $#)-;R#,1. 
63 §2: !"#$#% '< -Q S4-/%5 ;3% $&#'T)*% U%"*% "V% 4.%'K%*% W;*1 '.E "8 N&6+X5. "#K"#.1 45L YR)#,1 
%#;RZ-.% I$J;-%#%, %[% '3 #2 $-.&:;>% +,%-.$-/%… 

64 §4: 45L S% ;.\ ](Y^ 45L O%L _7V%. #`-"5. _'-)Y#01 45"5+"(+-.% S4-?%^ "#01 #2'3% $&#+(4#%"51. 
65 See above in chapter 1 on the eremos oikos. 

66 §§5-6: a$-.'< 7E& "b G.)#4"(;#%. S4 ;3% "61 7,%5.481 9 +,%:4-. #24 c% $5.'?#% #2'D%... ='#M-% 52"b 
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cohabitation or marriage, but its recurrence in this passage, and indeed this speech, marks it. Out 

of 26 instances of this verb in Isaeus’ speeches, this speech alone accounts for 10 of them. In his 

discussion of lexical repetition in Demosthenes’ speeches, Rowe describes the functions of 

repetition as allowing the orator “to carry along and to elaborate previously introduced themes, 

giving a sense of the entire message at any point in the speech” or “to establish a pervasive tone 

or mood.”67 The repetition of !"#-$%&'(, recalling its component parts, signals to the jury that 

the themes of family, houses, and proximity will be particularly significant in this speech. 

 Family proximity, intimacy within the oikos, brings with it privileged knowledge. Just as 

Aristomenes counts on the jury’s knowledge of his close friendship with Chairestratos and 

Phanostratos to legitimize him as an advocate, his argument for his client’s legitimacy depends 

on private and public knowledge of Euktemon’s actual ()#*(+) children (§§10-11): 

,-&*./$#% 012, 3 4#526+, *7 8%9$&*./$#$+ :;*2<, *$=+ /># )#*(+ 
06#$/?#$"+ :;@5;+, 8%9$&*./$#; &;A B20;/?#C# &;A D0./$#; &;A 5E$ 
F"0;*?2;+, &;A *G# /C*?2; ;-*H#, I# J0C/6# K ,-&*./(#, L6%M%15$" 
NCO%!%H+ F"0;*?2;, :1#*6+ $P :2$!.&$#*6+ Q!;!% &;A $P O21*$26+ &;A *H# 
5C/$*H# $P :$99$<, &;A /;2*"2.!$"!%# R/@#S T*% 5U [$-5U] 499C# *%#V J0C/6 
0"#;@&;, WM X+ *%#$+ $Y56 ;-*7 W0?#$#*$, $-56A+ *Z :;21:;# $[56# $-5U 
\&$"!6 :]:$*6 ^H#*$+ ,-&*./$#$+. &;<*$% *$E*$"+ 6_&Z+ :%!*$*1*$"+ 
6[#;% #$/<^6%# /12*"2;+S *$=+ 0V2 $_&6<$"+ 6_5?#;% :2$!.&6% *V *$%;`*;. 

The actual children of Euktemon, the father of Philoktemon—Philoktemon and 
Ergamenes and Hegemenes and two daughters, and their mother whom Euktemon 
married, the daughter of Meixiades from Kephisia—all their relatives knew them, 
and the members of their phratry, and most of their demesman, and they will 
testify to you. But as to him marrying some other woman, who bore him these 
two sons, nobody knows anything at all, nor did anyone even hear about it while 
Euktemon was alive. And it is natural to consider these men the most reliable 
witnesses, since it befits relatives to know such things.  

                                                
5%;F'!F;% *V ;R*$`, /G J2C/$# &;*;9a:b *Z# $[&$#, 6Q *% :cF$%.... *$@# 5> d569O;@# *e /># f*'2g, h K 
i;%2';+ !"#j&6%, $-& k# 4226# :;%5a$# $-5> W0'#6*$ :$99V J*C !"#$%&$l!b, W& 5> *m+ f*'2;+, h !"#j&6% 
8;#n!*2;*$+ $R*$!a, \!*C# R6@ 5l$. o$l*(# *Z# :26!pl*62$# *$"*$#A i;%2'!*2;*$# W:$%q!;*$ Rn#. 

67 Rowe 1993: 397. 
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Aristomenes relies on the link he has forged between familial proximity and knowledge in this 

passage. He constructs concentric circles of privileged knowledge, starting with !" 

#$!%&'!()*+—friends and relatives, those who belong or are suitable—who know Euktemon’s 

legitimate children and wife, as do the members of their phratry, and the majority of their fellow 

demesmen. He then cycles back around to the assertion that it is suitable (#$!%&'*,) for relatives 

(!-'*.!/+) to know about the matters at hand. In this passage, Isaeus disguises as natural (*-'0+) 

what, essentially, reduces to an etymological tautology: those who know, the relatives 

(#$!%1'!()*+), are those whom it is suitable (#$!%1'*,) to know. It is the relatives who know 

and will witness, who receive the superlative stamp of approval as the most trustworthy 

(#,%)!)2)!/+) witnesses. Categories of propriety and relatedness are collapsed into the inside 

group—those who belong, those who know—and the outside group, the suppositious heirs that 

nobody has ever heard of at all (!34*5+ )6 #7$8#7( !94*( !34: ;'!/%* #<#!)*) and who 

have no relation to the family (§4: )!=+ !34>( #$!%1'!()7+).  

 In contrast to Euktemon’s known family, Aristomenes repeatedly emphasizes the 

uncertainty concerning the claimants’ background. He notes that his opponents, claiming to be 

the legitimate children of Euktemon (§12: ?+ @#>$ A(B%CD( )E(4’ F3')1G!(!+ H()D(), were 

unable to give their mother’s name or to identify her father during the initial arbitration of the 

case; they could not identify even a single relative (§12: GI JK*,( L#!4*MN7, GB4> #$!%1'!()7 

73)!M+ GB4O(7). After filing for a delay in the proceedings, at the interrogation before the trial 

(anakrisis), they finally gave her name as Kallippe and her father’s as Pistoxenos. Aristomenes 

objects to this naked claim, unsupported by witnesses or family, by either private or public 

knowledge. It is not enough to just provide the name (§13: ?+ PN7$'O%!( *- H(!G7 G0(!( 

#!$C%7,()! )6( Q,%)0N*(!(): information must have a source and support.  
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 His opponents claimed that Pistoxenos had died in Sicily while serving in the military 

and left Kallippe under Euktemon’s guardianship, during which time the two sons were said to 

have been born. Aristomenes accuses his opponents of making up a story that was hyperbolic 

(§13: !"#$%&''()) in its shamelessness and did not happen, attacking it on logical and ethical 

grounds. Since the Sicilian expedition was 52 years earlier and the boys claiming to be 

Euktemon’s legitimate sons are no older than twenty years old, if the opponents’ claim was true, 

Kallippe would have been in her thirties at the very youngest when they were born. The math 

doesn’t work (§14): 

*+,- (.,- /"0,$("#1#+230 "$(+45# ,6) 73''8""9) :,0, ,$035(),(;,8) <# 
(=+3), (.,# >)?5@(,() 53A B"30@3 #C)30, >''D "E)F "E'30 +F)(05#G), H 
/<<F92#G+3) 53,D )IJ() H /"0@053+2#G+3). 

So, it was not suitable for Kallippe to still be under a guardian, being at least 
thirty, nor for her to be unmarried and childless; far rather she should have been 
long married, either betrothed according to the law, or assigned a husband by the 
court. 

If Kallippe did bear the boys to Euktemon, it was undoubtedly a scandalous situation. If the facts 

are as Androkles claimed, the two contravened law and custom to cohabit under the guise of a 

guardianship; if the timing of Pistoxenos’ death was wrong, then Euktemon abused his position 

by impregnating his ward. The word +F)(05#G), used earlier to identify Philoktemon’s sisters by 

their husbands, here appears in the counterfactual. Instead of getting married, Kallippe—the fact 

that she is named, unlike the sisters, giving her a disreputable quality—lived with her guardian 

and perhaps had his children. The same word, +F)(05#G), can have completely opposite 

significations depending on who the women are, and what they are doing in the house. If 

Kallippe had remained unmarried and childless and Euktemon did not abuse his guardianship, 

where did the children come from? The facts as Androkles presents them are inappropriate ((.,# 

"$(+45#), especially regarding the question of Kallippe’s marital status (+F)(05#G)). Although 
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Kallippe will turn out to be a red herring in Aristomenes’ mystery of the false heirs, her story 

contains in it the kernel of what will be at the heart of his eventual argument: a woman’s 

inappropriate place within a house.68 

 Expanding on the impropriety of Kallippe’s situation, Aristomenes finds when he seeks 

evidence of her relationship with Euktemon from the usual sources of information—family 

members, friends, neighbors, slaves—that the same sources who were so knowledgeable of the 

facts about Euktemon’s other children are unable to provide answers to the mystery of Kallippe 

(§§15-16): 

!"# $% &'( )#)*+,&-,.'# '/"0* 123 "4* 5/&"678*89 8:&-;<* =*')&'>8* ?* 
&'( 123 "4* 8:&-"4*, -@ 2AB )- ,C*D&E,-* F&-;*G H $#I"6.E "8,8J"8* 
KBL*8* F* "M 8:&;N. "O )OB "8#'J"' 8/& -:9 "0* =*P&B#,#* 7L*8* $-> 
28B;Q-,.'# [R*L7'"'] =SSO "M =SE.-;N )-)8*L"' T';*-,.'# &'( 123 "4* 
2B8,E&L*"<* &'"'7'B"CB->,.'#. =28$->U'# "8;*C* V74* &-S-CL*"<* 
W,"#9 8X$- "4* 5/&"678*89 8:&-;<* H ,C*8#&6,','* F&-;*G "#*O [H "0*] 
Y'SS;22E* <H> F2#"B82-C87A*E*… H -@ "#9 "4* 2'BZ '/"8>9 8:&-"4* 
TP,&-# "'J"' -:$A*'#, V7>* 2'B'$8J*'#, 8["- S'\->* ].ASE,'* 8[.Z V7>* 
2'B'$8J*'#. 

Moreover, she must have been known by Euktemon’s family and slaves, if she 
had in fact lived with him or spent so much time in his house. For such matters, 
it’s necessary to do more than just give names at the interrogation—they must be 
shown to have happened in truth and witnessed by relatives. But when we ordered 
them to reveal which of Euktemon’s relatives knew that this Kallippe person was 
living with him or was his ward… or to hand over to us any of their slaves who 
could say they knew these things, they were willing neither to take ours nor to 
hand over their own to us.  

As in the earlier passage, Aristomenes here relies on the standard that those close to the oikos, 

the oikeioi and oiketai, are the ones who know best, who make the best witnesses. When asked to 

provide witnesses from among Euktemon’s family members (8:&-^<*) who knew about Kallippe 

                                                
68 Wyse suspects “some misrepresentation or shuffling here,” as “it appears incredible that Androcles asserted that 
Callippe was a minor when the two boys were born” (1979: 499). He also points out that Aristomenes “has a motive 
to make out the claimant to be younger than he really was” and “deduces the date from the birth of the eldest 
claimant, which is not a sound basis of calculation” (500-501). Despite the gaps in this part of the argument, 
suspicion of the facts does not discount the thematic development linking Kallippe to Alke. 
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and Euktemon’s cohabitation (!"#$%&!'#, !"#()%*!+!+#), or even one of the slaves 

((,%'-.#) who could say they knew (',/0#+)), the opponents were unwilling, or unable, to do 

so. Knowledge and legitimacy is tied to the household, and Androkles’ inability to provide 

witnesses from the household is exhibited as a testament to the weakness of his claims. It is not 

enough, Aristomenes again asserts, to give names; the story must be backed up by relatives 

(12(!&%3#-4#), the most suitable witnesses. 

 Finding Androkles’ version of events untenable, Aristomenes provides his own origin 

story for the boys in a second narrative arc. Despite the risk that the story may cause 

Phanostratos embarrassment, he insists that he must tell it regardless, so that he jury can reach a 

just verdict more easily, knowing the truth.69 Aristomenes verbally ties his side with knowledge, 

unlike Androkles’ unsupported claims. Whereas Kallippe’s relationship with Euktemon’s house 

was without evidence or support, Aristomenes represents his candidate, Alke, as conspicuously 

insinuating herself into Euktemon’s oikos. He closely associates his version of the truth with the 

house and the household, a reminder of his intimate connection with the family (§18): 

56%-784# 89# :;2 <=>4 ?-& @A %+B <#'#7%(#-+, -(C-(" /9 -(D E23#(" -F# 
89# 1G'H!-(# </3%') '6/+>84# 'I#+) (%+B :;2 (6!>+ J# (6% KG>:& +6-L %+B 
1+H/'M %+B :"#7, %+B -NGGO <1)')%.M '6-CE')), <1B :724M /9 +6-L !"8P(2; 
<:Q#'-( (6 8)%2R, S <%'>#(" 1T!+# -U# (,%>+# <G"87#+-( %+B E278+-+ 
1(GG; /)VG'!' %+B +6-F# -(HM (,%')(-R-()M ',M /)+P(2;# %+-Q!-&!'#. 

Euktemon lived for 96 years and for the majority of this time he seemed happy 
(for he was very wealthy and had children and a wife, and in all other respects he 
was reasonably fortunate). But in his old age, a great misfortune befell him which 
brought ruin to his whole house and lost him a lot of money and put him into 
discord with his most intimate family members. 

As MacDowell observes, Isaeus’ use here of the word oikia rather than oikos to denote the 

                                                
69 §17: W#O X8'HM -U# YG7Z')+# ',/3-'M [\(# -; />%+)+ ]&P>!&!Z' 
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family rather than the house is unusual.70 The word oikia implies that the rift was not just 

between members of the oikos, but caused damage, as it were, to the foundations of the house 

itself. A physical metaphor, the conflation of property and structure, underlies the second part of 

the speech, representing the permeability of the definitions of oikos and suggesting the 

destruction arising when families, like houses, fall apart. The extent of this rift is indicated by the 

superlative !"#$%!&'&!%(—his closest kin are driven into discord by his downfall.  

 As he describes the cause of this )*+,!-' and the subsequent .%/,!-', Aristomenes 

draws out the conflation of oikos and oikia: he constructs rhetorical houses, pointing to them as 

physical referents in his description of the problems that befell Euktemon in his ninety-sixth year 

(§§19-21): 

01$2$*34-/ 56 /7&!8, 9 :6.-$(, ; <6/*#2=-$% )*6!%#>/6 <6 ?$%-/%$@ 
/7&!8 #/A 1/%.>)#/( B&-$,$. C!D&E6 +>/6 <#&=)/&! F G6!+/ 56 02#=, ;6 
#/A H+I6 !J+/% 1!22!K( $".46/%. LM&N .O P 02#Q R6N3$@)/ 1!22S +O6 B&N 
#/3T)&! <6 !"#=+/&%, U.N .O 1-$)V*&4-/ !W)/ X1Y +O6 &!8 !"#=+/&!( 
X6>)&/&/%, .%/%&E+46Z .O /7&[ <6 &[ )*6!%#>\ )*6T6 :63-E1!( 
X1$2$D3$-!(– ]>E6 G6!+/ /7&^ – <_ !` B,N <#$>6N &!D&!*( a$a!646/%· #/A 
B3-$b$6 /7&!K( c ]dE6 e( G6&/( f/*&!8. g-h6i .O M)&$-!6 c +O6 ]dE6 
jN+d/6 $"-a/)+k6!( #/A .$d)/( H1O- /H&!8 H1$gl-N)$6 $"( m%#*I6/n &Q6 .' 
:63-E1!6 &/D&N6, &Q6 02#=6, #/3>)&N)%6 o7#&=+E6 <1%+$2$@)3/% &T( <6 
p$-/+$%#^ )*6!%#>/(, &T( 1/-S &Q6 1*2>./, !` c !J6!( q6%!(. 
p/&!%#%)3$@)/ .' <6&/*3!@ 1!22I6 #/A #/#I6 5-_$6, 9 :6.-$(. r!%&I6 
aS- c o7#&=+E6 <1A &Y <6!>#%!6 f#')&!&$, &S 1!22S .%4&-%V$6 <6 &[ 
)*6!%#>\, <6>!&$ .O #/A <)%&$@&! +$&S &T( X63-s1!*, #/&/2%1t6 #/A &Q6 
a*6/@#/ #/A &!K( 1/@./( #/A &Q6 !"#>/6 ;6 u#$%.  

He had a freedwoman, men, who managed an apartment building for him in 
Peiraieus and kept prostitutes there. One of the prostitutes she acquired was 
named Alke, whom I think many of you know. This Alke, once she was 
purchased, worked for many years in the brothel, and when she was older she left 
the brothel.71 While she was still living in the apartment, she was with a freedman 
named Dion—she claimed that he was the father of these boys (the heirs), and 

                                                
70 MacDowell 1989b: 11. 

71 Wyse ad loc. provides comparanda for !v#N+/ being the term for a brothel, concluding “No doubt the Peiraeus 
was like other great port towns” (1979: 506).  
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Dion raised them as though they were his own. After a while, Dion committed a 
crime and, fearing for himself, fled to Sikyon. That female, Alke, Euktemon put 
her in charge of an apartment building in Kerameikos—next to the little gate, 
where the wine is sold. Her settling in that place was the start of many evils, men, 
because each time that Euktemon visited to collect the rent, he would spend most 
of his time in the apartment building, sometimes even eating dinner with the 
female, leaving behind his wife and his children and the house in which he used to 
live.  

As in the opening of the speech, Aristomenes again draws on the jury’s experiential knowledge, 

this time of the notorious (!" #$% &'(" )*'$+ ,)--)./ 0123"$+) prostitute Alke (consistently 

referred to by the derogatory 4 5"678,)/).72 As evidence, the common knowledge of Alke is 

even stronger than the private knowledge privileged by members of the oikos, a great distance 

from Androkles’ unattested version of events. Aristomenes does not just rely on the jury’s 

supposed foreknowledge of Alke: he also draws them a map, based on their own knowledge of 

the cityscape. The housing complexes referred to in this passage have separate but related 

existences in the world outside the speech and in the rhetorical world created by the speech. As 

extra-rhetorical physical landmarks the buildings act as demonstrable evidence for his story: 

Euktemon was a wealthy man, able to perform lavish liturgies without cutting into his capital 

while bringing in enough income to continually be making money.73 Being such a wealthy and 

civically involved citizen, Euktemon’s houses around town may have been familiar landmarks to 

some members of the jury. Even if members of the jury did not know which properties in the city 

were Euktemon’s, Aristomenes helpfully provides directions to Alke’s 9:")+#;$—it’s the one 

                                                
72 “In Classical literature the meaning of < 5"678,)/ is evident. Its use is reserved for women who are somehow 
unwomanly, as a result of physical, moral, or legal characteristics” (Sosin 1998: 77). On the use of Alke’s first name 
in comparison with Isaeus’ careful avoidance of the names of Euktemon’s daughters and wife, cf. Schaps (1977: 
327), who attributes Alke’s being named to her being “disreputable.” 

73 §38: )=>8 ,)--?" )@9A$" B#C#>D>) E@#>F'8" '0>G >)H &C)/ I+-)#>F')")/, J9>0 K'$ >L >0 'CM+9>$ 
&'N" -O>):7M0N" P'Q)>C7):/ >(" >0 P7R$A8" 'D2S" ,7$6T"$+ >(" >0 ,7)9U28" ,07+,)+0N", J9>0 P0A >+ 
,7)9#>V96$+. 
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next to the small gate, where the wine is sold. As symbolic space, the !"#$%&'( by the gate 

represents a transition, a space through which Euktemon passes in his journey from upstanding 

citizen in his oikos to doddering old man manipulated by his freedwoman girlfriend. 

 All together, this passage refers to three separate buildings—the apartment/brothel in 

Peiraieus (the $)&*+( and the !"#$%&'( are the same place), the apartment in Kerameikos, and 

the house Euktemon lived in with his wife and children—and uses ten words with the oik root. 

The introduction of the $)&*+( and the !"#$%&'( complicates the earlier association of 

proximity to the oikos with knowledge and legitimacy: when multiple houses are in play, the 

privilege of the oikos dilutes. Alke’s seductiveness is symbolized in this speech by the !"#$%&'(: 

she shared her previous apartment (,# -. !"#$%&'/ !"#0#) with Dion, but after settling 

(&(-$%&%!123!() in her new apartment she began to receive frequent visitations (4$%-5#) from 

Euktemon. Since both verbs, !6#2%+% and 4$%-78, signify sexual intercourse, Euktemon’s 

physical separation from his former house maps precisely onto his unfaithfulness to his wife and 

family. His oikos remained intact as long as he stayed in the house where he lived with his wife 

and family, but as soon as he abandoned his oikia and moved in with Alke, his oikos—family, 

estate, and house—fell apart.74 

 As rhetorical constructions, the residential buildings crowding the passage quoted above 

draw on the cultural association of women (the freedwoman and Alke) with domestic structures. 

                                                
74 The narrative makes Euktemon’s marital status after leaving his wife unclear. According to the opponents’ version 
of events, Euktemon lived with Kallippe as her guardian and the father of her children; Aristomenes uses the claim 
that nobody knew about this but that everyone knew his wife, the daughter of Meixiades, to refute this story. 
Aristomenes does not conceal the fact that Euktemon left his wife to cohabit with Alke; being a former prostitute, 
she could not legally marry him, so he may still have been married to the daughter of Meixiades, the wife being kept 
out of the oikia. The situation is complicated by Euktemon’s threat to marry Demokrates’ sister, which he would 
have needed to be divorced from his wife to do. But the fact that his wife and daughters believed they had the right 
and responsibility to see to the deceased shows that, to them, they still thought of themselves as being part of his 
oikos. Thus it seems most likely that he did not divorce his wife. 
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Since she was once a prostitute, Alke is unable to be a wife and mother to citizens. Her !"#$%&'( 

(which can mean, as an abstract noun, “cohabitation” in addition to the concrete “apartment 

building”) represents a threat to the citizen oikos through the possibility of illegitimate children; 

as Wohl observes, Alke’s !"#$%&'(, “like the oikia, is a place of familial reproduction but, as we 

might expect, it rears an illegitimate brood.”75 Unlike the catalogue of marriages which 

Aristomenes included when setting up the background to the case, Alke can live with Euktemon 

but can never be his legal wife. Paradoxically, their cohabitation (!"#-$%&'() can only pull the 

oikos apart. 

 Euktemon’s relocation from his oikia to her synoikia only signals the beginning of Alke’s 

career as a homewrecker. She gradually repositions herself as the center of his new oikos, taking 

control of its access. After Euktemon started spending all his time at Alke’s house, she persuaded 

him to introduce ()*!(+(+),#) her elder son into his phratry under his own name.76 By doing so, 

she would be working toward ensuring his legitimacy not just legally but also by introducing him 

into the circle of knowledge constituted by the phratry, one step closer to the oikos. At the idea of 

having to share his inheritance with the son of Alke and the freedman Dion, Philoktemon refused 

to allow his father to do this. Euktemon then sets into motion a series of negotiations and 

machinations in order to achieve his aim (§22): 

-.)%/0 /1 $234 5 678 (9:; <%=$&:>?@# !"#)ABC)% $234 $D ECF:$C)8 
)*!)/GH(#:$, I==4 I.J#GA3J :7 &$KC)%$#, LC+%MN?)#$8 5 O9&:>?@# :; 6), 
&(P -.JC)FM)%# Q$"=N?)#$8 -++"R:(% +"#(,&( SJ?$&CF:$"8 :$T 
UE%/#(V$" I/)=E>#, W8 -& :(K:J8 .(,/(8 I.$E(#X# &(P )*!.$%>!@# )*8 
:7# $Y&$#, )* ?0 !"+A@C$VJ :$T:$# -R# )*!(A3Z#(%. 

                                                
75 Wohl 2010b: 274. 

76 §21: A(=).X8 /1 E)C$K!J8 :Z8 +"#(%&78 &(P :X# 6G@# $9A [.@8 -.(K!(:$, I==\ :)=)":X# .(#:)=X8 
/%]:R:$ -&),, &(P $^:@ /%):G3J )_34 6.7 E(C?F&@# )_34 6.7 #N!$" )_34 6.4 `==$" :%#N8, a!:) -.)V!3J 6.4 
(9:Z8 :7# .C)!QK:)C$# :$,# .(V/$%# )*!(+(+),# )*8 :$b8 ECF:$C(8 -.P :; (6:$T L#N?(:%. 
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When his son Philoktemon would not agree, and the members of his phratry 
would not admit the boy but even had the victim for the sacrifice taken away, 
Euktemon got angry at his son and, wishing to threaten him, became engaged to a 
woman, the sister of Demokrates from Aphidna, intending to recognize her 
children as his and to adopt them into the family if [Philoktemon] wouldn’t let 
him introduce [Alke’s son]. 

In this passage, the component parts of the verbs used, especially the vocabulary of adoption and 

introduction, build up a sense of movement aiming toward the boy’s inclusion in Euktemon’s 

oikos. At first Philoktemon does not agree (!"#-$%&'(#, come together); the members of the 

phratry do not admit (')!-*+$'!,-., welcome into) the boy. Instead, as a rejection of the internal 

motion, they reject (/01-2+&'.#, carry away) the sacrificial victim. Euktemon’s response halts 

the outward movement and redirects the motion in the interior direction. He threatens to adopt 

(')!-01.'(#, make into) another woman’s children into his family (')3 45# 1671#) if Philoktemon 

continues to refuse to allow (!"#-$%&'(# again) him to introduce (')!-89'.#, lead into) the boy. 

The double appearance of !"9$%&'(# in this passage is especially effective, creating a sense of 

space ($:&-) in which the will of each party runs at cross-purposes.  

 The impetuses of intention threaten collision, but Alke is successful at channeling 

everyone in the direction she wants them to move. Euktemon’s relatives, the inner circle, know 

(§23: ')*;4'3 *< 1= /#-97-(1.) that he is too old to father children, that the ploy will result in 

another man’s children entering the oikos regardless. They persuade Philoktemon to let Alke’s 

son be registered and to let him have a single plot of land (§23: $%&>1# ?# *;#4-). Philoktemon, 

without further avenues (§24: /01&@#), conceded; the boy was introduced (')!-$,+#413), and 

Euktemon got rid of (/0ABB89A) the citizen woman he had been intending to marry.77 By 

                                                
77 §24: 7-C D E.B174FG%# -)!$"#;G'#13 GH# I0C 4J 41K 0-4&53 /#1>L, /01&@# *< M 4. $&F!-.41 4N 0-&;#4. 
7-7N, 1O7 /#4PB'9'# 1O*P#. DG1B19A,P#4%# *H 41Q4%#, 7-C ')!-$,P#413 41K 0-.*53 I0C 41Q41.3, /0ABBR9A 
4S3 9"#-.753 D TO74FG%#, 7-C I0'*'>U-41 M4. 1O 0->*%# V#'7- I9RG'., /BB< W#- 41K41# ')!-9R91..  
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successfully maneuvering everyone involved to move in the same direction, Alke was able to 

make her elderly lover and his son commit fraud against the polis in registering a non-citizen as 

the legitimate son of a citizen. Her infiltration of Euktemon’s oikos compromises the entire 

framework of citizenship, the process of making legitimate sons known by registering them with 

the phratry and the deme. This decision, markedly illegal, is a harbinger for the dismantling of 

Euktemon’s estate.  

 With Euktemon became more and more compromised by his old age, Alke continued 

insinuating her way into every aspect of his oikos. Androkles and his associate Antidoros fell 

under the influence of Alke and, seeing that the estate was being destroyed (!"#$$%&'(#( )*( 

#+,#() and that Euktemon was old and senile, decided to make a joint attack.”78 This attack 

consisted of a systematic dismantling of Euktemon’s private holdings. These properties included 

a farm in Athmonon, a bathhouse in Serangion, a house in Athens, livestock, and slaves. It turns 

out that Androkles and Antidoros’ vision of the oikos being destroyed was a vision of their 

future, one their own actions—with Alke at the fore—were bringing to fruition. After liquidating 

most of his property, they planned to have the separate estates (§36: )#-. #/,#0.), which 

belonged to Euktemon’s adult sons who had already died, auctioned off.79 They would then take 

over the leases of these estates. This plot was ultimately foiled by bystanders who informed the 

relatives of what was going on.80 Despite the disintegration of the oikos, there were still oikeioi 

concerned with its preservation. 

                                                
78 §29: 1"#"'")2,3)'. #45' )6 !(789":, ,;< =8>()'. !"#$$%&'(#( )*( #+,#( ,;< )* ?@8;. ,;< )A( B(#C;( 
)#D EF,)G&#(#.…, H0('"C)I7'();C. 

79 MacDowell 1989b: 13-15 discusses the oddness of this plural, concluding that Euktemon’s oikos would have 
reabsorbed his dead sons’ oikoi, which Alke’s sons would have taken over—the property was already perforated for 
easy cutting. 

80 §37: ";8;?'(J&'(#C 5K )C('. LM;??K$$#0HC )#N. #O,'P#C. )A( L"CQ#0$G( 
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 After the death of Euktemon, Alke and her associates came up with a final, extreme, plan 

of attack. In Isaeus’ description of this ultimate plot, the destruction of the oikos centers around 

the physical space of the oikia (§§39-40): 

!"#$%& '() !*#+#,*-.#/ 0 12'*345/, #67 *89*8 :+;8/ *<+4-7 =.*’ !'#>/8? 
'#$4@/8? A/%8/ *8B7 4C/ 86'@*(7 !D,+(**8/, E"57 4-%#)7 !F(GG#>+#$# 43*# 
*8H/ ;?G(*@I8$/ 43*# *J G?/($') (2*89 43*# *K/ 86'#>5/ 4-%#/>, *L %C 
MIN4(*( A/%8;#/ !F#D8IN.(/*8 4#*L *O7 P/;IQ"8? #67 *&/ 04R*8$M8/ 
86'S(/, T/ U'#$ 4#4$.;54V/87 #W7 *8X*5/, Y/*S%5I87 !'#H/87. 

When Euktemon, too, died, they came to such a degree of boldness that, while he 
was lying dead inside, they locked up the slaves so that nobody could tell either 
his daughters or his wife or any of his relatives, and with the help of the female, 
they carried out the money from inside into the adjoining house, which one of 
them, my opponent Antidoros, was living in as renter.  

The language used in this passage emphasizes the relationship between the physical house and 

the personnel of the oikos: the slaves (oiketai) are locked inside the house while the relatives 

(oikeioi) are prevented from learning what was happening. Neither interested party is able to do 

anything on behalf of the oikos. Isaeus juxtaposes the enforced ignorance of Euktemon’s oikeioi 

with the depredation of his oikos by Alke and her minions. The physical movement of the 

confiscated property contrasts with the immobility of the relatives. As Euktemon lies dead, Alke 

and her associates funnel (A/%8;#/…#67) his money into a new oikia at the expense of his old 

oikos. 

 Once Euktemon’s wife and daughters learn what has happened, the narrative opposes 

their movements to the despoiling of his property. The push-pull of language in these passages 

adds to the sense of motion drawing ever closer to the still, dead body of Euktemon inside the 

house (§§40-41):  

'() 82%’ !"#$%& Z*@I5/ "?;<4#/($ :+;8/ ([ ;?G(*@I#7 (2*89 '() \ G?/3, 
82%C *<*# #]5/ #6.$@/($, P++’ P"@'+#$.(/ *J ;,I^, D_.'8/*#7 82 
"I8.3'#$/ (2*(H7 ;_"*#$/ 12'*348/(. '() 82%’ #6.#+;#H/ !%,/(/*8, #6 4& 
4<+$7 '() "#I) \+>8? %?.4_7. #6.#+;89.($ %C '(*@+(`8/ !'#H/8/ 4C/ A/%8/ 
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!"#$"%&% '"()"*+,&%, -. /0+1+% &2 &3!4)+5, )6 '7 8! )9. &3!:+. ;<+%)+ 
8!<"0&*=$>%+ ?<@ )&A)B%. +2 $C% &D% E(%+,!"., &F&% "3!G., <"*H )@% 
)")"I"()=!G)+ J1+%. 

Even after his daughters and wife came, having found out the situation from 
others, not even then did they allow them to enter, but they locked them out at the 
door, saying that it was not suitable for them to bury Euktemon. And they were 
not able to come in, except with great effort, around sunset. When they came in 
they found that he had been lying indoors for two days, as the slaves told them, 
and that everything had been carried away by them. And so the women, as is 
appropriate, took care of the dead man. 

The paradigm of knowledge and proximity established early on in the speech, by which it is 

suitable (<*&1K!"5) for relatives (&3!",&5) to have knowledge, has been utterly overturned by 

Alke’s machinations. Now, the family members must learn from some unnamed others 

(L)4*B%), now they are barred (M<4!I"51+% )N OP*Q) from the body of their dead husband and 

father and told it is not suitable (&R <*&1K!"5%) for them to perform the burial rites. After 

approaching the house (JIO&%), the women try to enter three times ("3154%+5, "31"IO",%, 

"31"IO&S1+5), and it is only on the third try that they are successful. By emphasizing the 

women’s exclusion from the house, Isaeus highlights the extremity of the reversal of culturally 

sanctioned behavior: Euktemon’s family is so broken that the Hestia/Hermes paradigm is 

inverted, with the women kept on the outside and the man lying within (/%'&%). 

 After they are finally allowed inside, the women attend to the body according to social 

expectations (&F&% "3!G.).81 Yet because of the women’s exclusion and the house being stripped, 

both the personal and material requirements for the funeral are unmet. As Kerri Hame has noted, 

funeral ritual “served as a keen barometer for the state of familial relationships within the oikos,” 

according to which “the absence of traditional rites by those who should conduct them or the 

                                                
81 On women’s role in funeral rites, cf. Kurtz and Boardman 1971: 42-44, Humphreys 1983, Loraux 1998, Garland 
2001: 37. 
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inclusion of aberrant rites performed by an inappropriate individual signifies an unhealthy oikos 

whose members have abandoned their traditional responsibilities or are prevented from 

performing them because the familial bonds among them have been weakened or broken.”82 In 

Euktemon’s case, the untouched body and missing possessions are certain signs of an unhealthy 

oikos. The questionable status of his wife and daughters—are they pros!kontes or not?—and 

their exclusion from the interior almost suggests that Euktemon has become a man without an 

oikos, since all of his possessions have been carted off to the rental house next door.  

 At the same time as the house is finally opened and the women start to take care of the 

body, the rest of the family discover what has been taking place within (§§41-42):  

!"#!$ %& #!'( )*!+!,-./0/$ 102032450 617%78*9,/09 #: ;9%!9 <( 7=37, 
*0> #!?( !@*A#0( 12B#!9 C2D#E9 6909#8!9 #!F#E9 G1!$ #7#2055A90 7HI #: 
32.50#0. +7JK9#E9 %& 6*789E9 G#$ !"#!$ 6L79I9!3M#7( 7=79 7@( #N9 1+I/O!9 
!@*O09, *0> )L$!P9#E9 102032450 #B9%7 QE2R9 *0#: #S9 9M5!9 *0> #!?( 
!@*T#0( 6L0$#!P9#E9 #!?( 6*Q!2U/09#0(, !V* C-T+I/09 #B9 %$*0OE9 
!V%&9 1!$4/0$. 

They immediately showed those who were with them the state of things inside, 
and first asked the slaves in their presence where the money had gone. When they 
(the slaves) were saying that they (the opponents) had carried it out into the 
neighboring house, and they (Aristomenes’ clients) were wanting to make a 
search immediately, according to the law, and were demanding the slaves who 
had done the carrying out, they (the opponents) were unwilling to do anything 
just. 

With a gesture so performative it practically amounts to wheeling out a rhetorical ekkyklema, 

Aristomenes puts the jury in the position of the attendants, pointing out (617%7O*9,/09) to them 

the state of the interior (#: ;9%!9), which had previously been closed off to all but its 

scavengers. The word 61$%7O*9,5$ works on two levels—as Euktemon’s family shows their 

attendants the state of the house, Aristomenes, too, reveals to the jury the interior of the house. 

                                                
82 Hame 2004: 514. 
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Like the use of vivid language in Antiphon 1, this verb signals the enargeia of the passage, its 

creation of conceptual space. Like the revelation of the interior in a Greek tragedy, Aristomenes 

describes the unspeakable, opening the door to reveal, in this case, only the dead body within. 

The careful detail and inward-driving movement leading up to the moment when the doors are 

opened give way to frenetic action, with the double repetition of !"#"$#%&" and agency 

slipping back and forth in a sequence of genitive absolutes ('()*+,-+, ./012+,-+, 

3/"0,12+,-+). The curtain closes on the tableau of treachery with the opponents’ refusal to do 

justice and return the stolen money. 

 A final lexical detail amplifies the drama of this scene. The language used to describe the 

theft consistently centers around the verb 3451#6-, with 3/(51#78"+,1 appearing at §40, 

34!(51#9&:+" at §41, 3/(+9+1$*,(; (from the related 3456#-) and 3451#<8"+,"; at §42, 

and 3451#<8"+,(; in the summary at §43.83 This repetition has the effect of turning the theft 

into a perverted parody of a burial, an 3451#=. Rather than being brought out from his house, 

attended by his family and dressed in his finest, Euktemon is left inside, abandoned, stripped. 

Like the “aberrant rites” described by Hame, the parodic funeral signifies the state of the oikos.  

 Isaeus’ description of Alke’s final plot conflates the three senses of the word oikos as 

house, family, and estate. By locking the women of the family out and preventing them from 

tending to the body, she poses a simultaneous challenge to the ideal practice of house and 

household. The physical interior of the house lacks its women, the women are prevented from 

carrying out their duty as family members, and the estate is being physically removed from the 

premises and from the possession of Euktemon’s family. Alke’s plot inverted the space of 

                                                
83 §43: >18"?," &@+ ,1A+B+ $#7&"," 34 ,%; 1C4A"; 3451#78"+,(;, ,18"D,9; EF 1G8A"; !(!#"&:+9; ,H+ 
,0&H+ I$1+,(;, I,0 E@ ,J; !#18KE1B; ,J; 3+ 34(A+L ,M $#K+L )(+1&:+"; E0"51#78"+,(;, 1N1+,"0 4"O ,P+ 
'10!P+ 4D#010 )(+78(8Q"0. 
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Euktemon’s house, broke up his family, and devastated his estate, with his property carried off as 

though for its own funeral while the man himself lay dead and abandoned. 

 As my previous examples have shown, a speaker before an Athenian jury is rarely 

content to limit his concerns to the case at hand. Having demonstrated the magnitude of Alke’s 

threat to the oikos of Euktemon, Aristomenes extrapolates her danger from the personal to the 

public. Her dangerous interiority is escalated, beginning from her entry into Euktemon’s oikia 

(or rather, her making her own oikia Euktemon’s) which constituted an assault on his oikos, and 

ending with an entrance into the temples which amounts to an act of hybris against the whole 

city (§§48-50): 

!"# $ %&"'()*+"," -./ 01!-234/45 6/738/ !"# 94::;/ <6!+"-.5 
6)/43=/8 4>-?5 @A+*B)& ,'C%+" 9&,-)D4E," -4D-4&5, F,-) 41 3C/4/ -;/ 
01!-234/45 4G!)*?/ !"-"'+4/)H, I::J !"# -K5 9C:)?5 L9M,85… $ %N 
-4D-?/ 32-8+, 4>-?5 O34:464E3=/?5 4P," %4D:8 !"# Q9"/-" -R/ S+C/4/ 
"G,S+;5 A&4T,", U/ 4V-) 9"+):()H/ )W,? -4T X)+4T Y%)& 4V-Z G%)H/ -;/ 
Y/%4/ 41%=/, 4V,85 -K5 (E,*"5 -"D-"&5 -"H5 ()"H5 <-C:38,) ,E39=3["& -./ 
9439./ !"# )G,):()H/ )G5 -R X)+R/ !"# G%)H/ \ 41! <]K/. 

The one who destroyed Euktemon’s mind and got her hands on a lot of his 
property commits such an act of outrage with the help of her associates that she 
not only looks down on Euktemon’s family members, but on the entire city.... The 
mother of these boys, completely agreed upon to be a slave and to have lived 
shamefully her whole life, who should not at all have entered into the temple nor 
see the things inside, during the sacrifice to the goddesses she dared to join in the 
procession, to go into the temple, and to see the things she should not have. 

Alke’s disregard for both Euktemon’s family and the city at large make her a public enemy, 

whose movements violate the sacred rites of the citizen body. This transgression is both verbally 

and symbolically linked to her assault on Euktemon’s family. With the rhetorical construction of 

the space within the temple (Y/%4/), Aristomenes gives the jury-audience a glimpse into a 

forbidden extrascenic space, one into which a non-citizen is not permitted to transgress (the 

prefix of 9"+-):()H/ emphasizes the contravention) but which Alke nevertheless entered ()G5-
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!"#!$%). The language used to describe Alke’s movement into the forbidden, unseen space of the 

temple recalls her machinations behind the scene of Euktemon’s death, her ability to move 

unimpeded through the oikia while the members of his legitimate oikos were barred from entry. 

Alke’s entrance into the temple is also symbolically parallel with her earlier assault on 

Euktemon’s oikos, as Wohl demonstrates. By entering the temple, Alke “arrogated to herself the 

exclusive prerogatives of an Athenian citizen, just as she had done for her son by persuading 

Euctemon to register him in his phratry, and her presence tainted the purity of the festival just as 

her progeny threaten to taint the purity of the citizen body and the sacred lineage of the Athenian 

demos.”84 Her participation in the procession (&'()*(+,- ./% )0()1%) also emphasizes the 

performativity of her violation of sacred and civil law. 

 In constructing his case against Androkles, Aristomenes first summarizes and discounts 

his opponent’s claim that the boys’ mother was Kallippe, a citizen who was at some point 

married to Euktemon. He bases his opposition on the fact that nobody connected to Euktemon’s 

oikos had any knowledge of Kallippe—legitimacy is conferred by both legal connection to an 

oikos and by proximity to it, the acknowledgement of oikeioi and oiketai.85 Aristomenes has this 

                                                
84 Wohl 2010b: 276. 

85 At the conclusion of the speech, Aristomenes reiterates that Kallippe is unknown and unproven and adds that her 
supposed sons had never been seen carrying out the funeral rites, linking Kallippe’s narrative, which focused on 
knowability, and Alke’s, which concluded with a corrupted funeral: 23 04% !5&6 7%8&-0- 09 ),$:!3 0;:!, .0<.= 
,>.? @)-:!-A%B.C, D&)!E F% G(H% IA,&.03. 0> 7JE F% !K)L (M.E?3 N%0(,, 7%8&-0O !5&-%, P""= @J% 
@)-:!-A%BL 23 P"M#Q "R7!-, .0S3 &'77!%!$3 ),E!TU(!%03 .0S3 !5:U.,3 &'%0-A0<&,% .V W>A.8(0%- <A,6> 
.0S3 :M(U.,3 A,6 .0S3 XEY.0E,3, !K .- PAMAU,&- )Z)0.! [ K&,&-% G)\E ,>.Q3 W>A.8(0%, "L.0'E78&,%.,, 
].- :\ )0< .R#,).,-, @% )0O0-3 (%8(,&-, <A,6> .O3 !^:! .J %0(-_U(!%, )0-0<%., W>A.8(0%,` )0$ := ].= 5U%.!3 
09 ),$:!3 @%,7O_0'&- A,6 TR0%.,-, A,6 .O3 !^:! .,<., .H% )0"-.H% [ .H% 05A!.H% <.H%> W>A.8(0%03 (And 
so, how are these children legitimate, let him demonstrate this very fact, just as any of you would do. For it is not 
stating the name of the mother that makes them legitimate, but if they can prove that they speak the truth, providing 
relatives, demesmen, and members of the phratry who know that she lived with Euktemon, if they have heard or 
know anything at all about Euktemon performing liturgies on her behalf, or where she is buried and in what sort of 
tomb, and if anyone knew that Euktemon performed the customary rites, and where her sons go to sacrifice and pour 
libations, and what citizen or slave of Euktemon knew these things).  
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connection, his story has legitimacy—Androkles and Kallippe do not. In the narrative concerning 

Kallippe, it is her distance from any house (she has no prosekontes) that keeps her from being a 

recognized member of the oikos. Aristomenes’ case against Alke, on the other hand, relies on her 

being known not by members of Euktemon’s house but instead by the entire city. Whereas 

Kallippe had no relationship with an oikos, the narrative makes Alke seem to have a promiscuous 

superabundance of oikoi, a characteristic closely linked to her appeal to Euktemon. From the 

oikema in which she was brought up to the synoikia she managed to the neighboring oikia rented 

by her associate Antidoros, Alke’s connection with various housing units resonates with her 

force as an agent of destruction against oikoi.  

 The way in which Alke’s character is tied to the destruction of houses resonates with 

Euripides’ description of Medea. Both Alke and Medea are non-citizen women intent on 

destroying a legitimate oikos. All Greek women are to some extent aliens within their husbands’ 

houses, the source of anxiety to the male head of the oikos, but Medea, being actually foreign, is 

the epitome of this anxiety. If the world of mythology were subject to Athenian law (as it often 

almost seems to be), Medea’s sexuality would endanger the production of the citizen-household. 

In Euripides’ tragedy, Medea’s promise to destroy her children, Jason, and his new wife is 

directed specifically at the house (!"# $%&'# ())'*, &+,-.)'*# $*/01*'&20'3#).86 Alke’s 

machinations are described in a similar way, emphasizing that she brought ruin to Euktemon’s 

whole house (§18: !"410 560 '7/810 9,3&:015', §29: ;!',,<&+0'0 5=0 '>/'0). Both Alke 

and Medea are emphatically portrayed as threats to both the family and the house.  

 Alke, too, gives shape to the spaces she passes through—the synoikia where she was 

                                                
86 112-114: ? /15@)15'* / !1A$+# B,'*4.+ 453C+)"# &15)=# / 4D0 !15)E, /1F !"# $G&'# ())'*, 163-165: H0 
!'5I 9CJ 0K&L10 5I 94E$'*&I / 1M5'A# &+,@.)'*# $*1/01*'&N0'3#, / 'OI 9&P !)G4.+0 5',&Q4I ;$*/+A0. 
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raised as a prostitute and brought up children with the freedman Dion, the synoikia in 

Kerameikos where she seduced Euktemon, the house next door to Euktemon’s deathbed—all 

these spaces exist, conjured in the jury’s mind’s eye, because she was there. In the same way, 

Medea is closely associated with the house’s interior, with the house’s misfortune—she starts out 

as a voice heard from within, and the Chorus connects her interiority with the destruction of the 

house.87 Luschnig’s analysis of the entrances, exits, and interior space created by Euripides’ 

Medea describes Medea at the beginning of the tragedy as “a dangerous woman confined to the 

space behind the skene” who defines the interior space of the oikos.88 Medea, having come to the 

house of another, rejoices hearing of the destruction that she caused (1130-1131: !"#$%%&% 

'(!)*% +,-(./%0, / 1*)#2-3 ,456"(*). When Alke blithely joins the sacred procession and 

viewing forbidden rites, she echoes not just Medea’s scheming against the house, but also her 

sacrilegious glee. Drawing on the topos of the dangerous woman in the house, Isaeus models his 

Alke on the character-type of a Medea, tingeing her crimes with a larger-than-life tragic quality. 

 In Isaeus 6, the tragic association between women and houses is used both to increase the 

poignancy of Euktemon’s situation and to characterize Alke as almost mythologically villainous. 

The evocation of Alke’s synoikia at the beginning of the speech both functions as physical 

evidence and emphasizes how Alke beguiled Euktemon away from his home and family. The 

house in which Euktemon dies, with its interior space barred to the women of the house and its 

furniture stripped in a parody of a funeral for the money instead of the man, is a powerful 

metaphor for the damage done to Euktemon’s oikos. By paying attention to the house as a 

                                                
87 134-137: 7!8 9.:-;546" / <=# 7(& .24$>#6-6 ?6=% 7,4"6%, / 6@AB ("%CA6.*-, D <5%*-, E4<2(- / AF.*!63, 
G;2) .6- :-4)* ,/,#*!*- 

88 Luschnig 1992: 35. 
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physical entity, we can better understand the persuasive artistry of the speech, the emotional 

potency evoked by the space of the houses, or houses as space. 

 

Lysias 1: On the Murder of Eratosthenes 

 

 The final section of this chapter centers around Lysias 1, On the Murder of Eratosthenes. 

In this speech, the inversion of gendered space within the house both prefigures and encourages 

the speaker’s wife to commit adultery. This speech’s focus on adultery and murder have led to its 

being compared to Aeschylus’ Oresteia.89 Following my analysis of the speech, I look 

specifically at similar thematizations of gendered spatiality in Lysias 1 and the Oresteia, an 

aspect of the similarities between the two works of literature that has not previously been 

explored. 

 Lysias 1 is a defense speech delivered in the early fourth century by an Athenian named 

Euphiletos, who claimed he was driven to murder when he discovered his wife having sex with a 

man named Eratosthenes; he was accused of premeditated murder by the family of his victim.90 

The trial was held at the Delphinion, the venue for defendants who claimed that their killings 

were lawful.91 Euphiletos is characterized as a simple farmer whose credulous affection for his 

                                                
89 E.g. Patterson 1998. 

90 This is one of the most read and cited speeches of the Attic orators and the bibliography reflects this. Jebb 1893, 
Usher in Edwards and Usher 1985, Carey 1989, Edwards 1999, Todd 2000 and 2007a give background and 
commentary. Articles focusing on this speech include Gould 1980, who uses it as evidence for the social role of 
women in Athenian society; Morgan 1982, Walker 1983, and Antonaccio 2000 try to reconstruct Euphiletos’ house; 
Harris 1990 explores the legal ramifications of this speech; Cohen 1991a, 1991b, and 1995 discuss the legal and 
social significance of this speech; Foxhall 1996, Morris 1998 and Wolpert 2001 identify the agency of women and 
slaves revealed in this speech. 

91 Ath. Pol. 57.3. On the legal definition of and social impact of moicheia, cf. Cantarella 1991, Cohen 1991, Carey 
1995, Roy 1997, Patterson 1998, Omitowoju 2002. Paoli (1958: 269) suggests that moicheia, being a crime against 
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wife made him vulnerable to Eratosthenes’ lustful machinations and whose quick anger made 

him murderous from righteous fury.92 Euphiletos’ legal defense rests upon laws including a 

Draconian law stating that if a man finds another man committing rape or moicheia (having 

illicit sex with a mother, sister, daughter, or concubine), he is allowed to kill him with impunity.93 

But in Lysias’ hands, this allowance becomes an obligation—Euphiletos refers repeatedly to a 

law requiring that men who commit moicheia be put to death, which probably didn’t exist.94 In 

twisting the law that allows murder into a demand for it, Euphiletos links the imperviousness of 

the house and family with the safety of the entire community.  

 If Antiphon 1 has the most dramatic elements of any speech of the Attic orators, Lysias 1 

has been accused of not even being a forensic speech but rather a theatrical or mimetic 

performance. John Porter argues that the similarities between the speech’s characters and 

narrative and stock characters and plots from comedy and mime, as well as the absence of certain 

typical forensic tropes, suggest that the speech, which “has won critical praise for what are, in 

effect, the performative features of the text,” may in fact be a “fictional speech based upon a 

fictional case, designed not only to instruct and delight, but, quite probably, to advertise the 

                                                
the oikos, must by definition take place in the oikia, but Carey (1995: 416 n. 31) rejects this association as 
“supported by no evidence.” The emphasis on the physical space of the house is a deliberate product of Lysias’ 
rhetorical skill. 

92 “Lysias emphasizes two main aspects of the character of Euphiletos, his rustic simplicity, which prevents him 
from detecting his wife’s intrigue with Eratosthenes even when confronted with the clearest evidence, and his 
proneness to violent temper, which renders his anger white-hot and uncompromising when he finds out what has 
been happening” Usher 1965: 102. 

93 The law is cited at Demosthenes 23.53: !"# $%& '()*$+,#- .# /01)%& /*2#, 3 .# 456 *70+18#, 3 .# ()19:; 
'<#)=>7&, 3 .(? 5":7@$% 3 .(? :A$@? 3 .(B '5+1CD 3 .(? 0E<7$@,, 3 .(? (7117*D F# G# .( .1+E09@)%& (7%>?# 
HI-, $)J$2# K#+*7 :L C+J<+%# *$+,#7#$7. 

94 Harris 1990: 371. 
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logographer’s skill.”95 Pavel N!vlt tempers Porter’s conclusions, pointing out that many of his 

comparanda come from New Comedy, which came after and could have been influenced by 

Lysias’ speech.96 With N!vlt, I think that Porter’s argument does not hold weight and that Lysias 

1 should be regarded as belonging to the corpus of the Attic orators.97 At the same time, I think it 

is no coincidence that the resemblances Porter identifies are present in this speech, nor that the 

three speeches which provide the most compelling example of the stagecraft of rhetoric in their 

engagement with extrascenic domestic space were all written by Lysias.98 Lysias is a master of 

rhetorical setwork: interior space in his speeches serves as both a stage and a foil, a house and a 

metaphor. In my analysis of Lysias 1, I will show how conceptual space interacts with the rest of 

the elements of the speech to create a whole evoking danger, inversion, and the threat women 

pose to the house. 

 In an unusual approach to the proem, Euphiletos attacks one particular crime with the 

broadest of superlatives, yet he does not name the crime, instead opening euphemistically with a 

reference to “the things that happened” (§1: "#$ %&'( )*)*+,-.+&/() (§2-3): 

#*0$ %&1%&2 )30 -4+&2 %&5 67/89-:%&( 8:$ "+ 7,-&80:%;< 8:$ =>/):0?;< @ 
:A%B %/-C0;: %&'( 6DE*+*D%F%&/( #0G( %&H( %3 -.)/D%: 72+:-.+&2( 
6#&7.7&%:/, ID%* %G+ ?*;0/D%&+ %J+ :A%J+ %2)?F+*/+ %K L*>%;D%MN &O%C(, 
P Q+70*(, %:1%,+ %B+ OL0/+ R#:+%*( Q+E0C#&/ 7*/+&%F%,+ @)&5+%:/.   

Concerning this crime alone, in both a democracy and an oligarchy, the same 
punishment is handed down to the weakest as to the most powerful, so that the 

                                                
95 Porter 2000: 80-82. 

96 N!vlt 2013. 

97 I find especially weak Porter’s suggestion that the etymological definition of names Eratosthenes (Strong-lover) 
and Euphiletos (Well-beloved) is a “striking irony” and that their “curious appropriateness” provides evidence that 
the speech is fictional (Porter 2000: 76-77). If we suspect the too-apropos etymology of every Greek name, we 
would have to conclude that Sophocles (Famed-for-wisdom), Aristophanes (Clearly-the-best), and Demosthenes 
(Strength-of-the-people) were also fictional characters. 

98 Lysias 1, 12 (discussed in the next chapter), and 32.  
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most low-class people get the same treatment as the most noble. Thus, men, all 
people think that this outrage is the most terrible. 

Since he is on trial for homicide, Euphiletos’ elision of the crime in question is complicated by 

his insistence on the universality of feeling about the crime. Through the use of superlatives 

(!"#$%$"&'&()*, +,-)"&. /0%.+,%(0*, 1$23)"&(%, 4$5&2"&6, /$)%(&'&7%), he builds his 

defense on hyperbolic yet generalizing terms. Euphiletos draws out the borders of ethical space 

to an extreme degree, allowing no room for disagreement: he presents this adikema as beyond 

politics, beyond physical strength and social advantage. He builds a rhetorical edifice of 

universal consensus to enclose the details of the crime so that by the time he makes the crime 

explicit there could be no room for disagreement. 

 The transition from the general to the specifics of the case occurs quickly and smoothly. 

After reminding the jury that they are all agreement that no one guilty of committing “this crime” 

deserves any lenience whatsoever, Euphiletos reveals his particular purpose (§4): 

8-(9+.) /:, ; <%/3$*, &(9&= +$ /$>% ?@)/$>A.), B* ?+(C1$0$% D3.&("#:%7* 
&E% -0%.>F. &E% ?+E% F.G ?F$C%7% &$ /):H#$)3$ F.G &(I* @.>/.* &(I* ?+(I* 
J"10%$ F.G ?+K .L&M% N43)"$% $O* &E% (OFC.% &E% ?+E% $O")P%. 

I think, men, that it is necessary for me to demonstrate that Eratosthenes 
committed moicheia with my wife and ruined her and shamed my children and 
committed an act of violence upon me myself by entering into my house. 

In the first explicit statement of defense, Euphiletos grammatically ties the act of moicheia as an 

assault against personnel—whether his wife, his children, or himself—to Eratosthenes’ entrance 

into Euphiletos’ house ($O* &E% (OF2.% &E% ?+E% $O")Q%). This movement comes at the end of 

the list of people affected, and, as a present participle, temporally accompanies each verb. This 

sentence programmatically joins the people who make up the oikos with the physical space of the 

oikia, a connection that will carry on throughout the speech. Moreover, as in the previous 

examples, Euphiletos indicates the need for something to point at, a visualization to support his 
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case. Like the speaker of Isaeus 1, he uses the word !"#$%&'(# to draw out the vividness of the 

upcoming narration, inviting the jury to visualize what he is about to say. 

 The narrative begins with the story of his marriage and the establishment of his oikos. 

When he thought the time was right to marry, he brought a wife into his house ()*(*+,-. %/0 

12. 3/45(.) and kept a reasonable (67"%8 %/4+0) watch over her.99 To lead a wife into your 

house is the typical idiom for marriage in Classical Athens, but juxtaposed with his earlier 

description of Eratosthenes’ invasion the phrase has a chilling significance. He establishes that 

his behavior early in his marriage was typical (%/4+0) in order to provide a baseline for what 

happened subsequently. After the birth of their child, he put his trust in her, “thinking that this 

was the greatest intimacy.”100 By providing Euphiletos with a legitimate heir, the wife proved her 

loyalty to the oikos, etymologically expressed by the noun 3/4%#+1-0. He describes her as a 

brilliant and frugal housekeeper who kept everything in the house in perfect order.101 The wife’s 

virtues are linked linguistically to the house—her marvelous housekeeping (3/43-.+,30), her 

precise caretaking ($#-3#4-397()—signifying the perfect order of the oikos during their early 

marriage.  

 Euphiletos goes on to chart what went wrong, starting with the death of his mother when 

Eratosthenes first caught sight of Euphiletos’ wife and sent her a message. At this point in the 

narrative, Euphiletos interrupts himself to describe his house (§§9-10): 

3/4:$#3. ;71# ,3# $#"<39., =7( ;>3. 1? @.A 13&0 4B1A 4(1? 12. 

                                                
99 §6: !*C *B8, D EF-.(&3#, !"%#$2 ;$3'G ,3# *H,(# 4(I *J.(&4( )*(*K,-. %/0 12. 3/4:(., 1L. ,M. @<<3. 
>8K.3. 3N1A $#%4%:,-. 671% ,O1% <J"%&. ,O1% <:(. !"P !4%:.Q %R.(# S 1# T. !FG<Q "3#%&., !UV<(11K. 1% W0 
3XK. 1% Y., 4(I "837%&>3. 1L. .39. 67"%8 %/4L0 Y.. 

100 §6: !"%#$2 $G ,3# "(#$:3. *:*.%1(#, !":71%J3. Z$- 4(I "B.1( 1? !,(J139 !4%:.Q "(8G$A4(, [*3V,%.30 
1(V1-. 3/4%#K1-1( ,%*:71-. %R.(#. 

101 §7: 3/43.K,30 $%#.2 4(I U%#$A<L0 4(I \48#]^0 "B.1( $#3#4397( 
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!"#$%&'#()%# &$* &$)+ ),# -#./'#()%#. 012%., .3 )4 1$%.56# 0!7#2)6 89(#, 
8 9:);/ $<)4 0=:>$?2#@ A#$ .3 9:, B1C)2 >6DE=$% .76%, &%#."#2FG &$)+ )HI 
&>59$&6I &$)$J$5#6"E$, 0!K 93# L#' .%G)M9;#, $N .3 !"#$(&2I &O)'. 

I have a little house with two floors, the upstairs equal in size to the downstairs 
for the women’s chambers and the men’s. When our child was born, the mother 
nursed it. In order that she wouldn’t hurt herself going down the stairs when the 
baby had to be washed, I moved upstairs, and the women downstairs. 

As I have argued, the description of domestic space evokes a setting, a stage on which the 

domestic drama being narrated can be visualized. Morgan attributes Lysias’ motivation in 

including this passage to his desire “to let his hearers know that the men’s apartments and the 

women’s apartments are of equal size, and so justify his later exchange of living-quarters with 

his wife, which might seem to his contemporaries undignified,”102 but the ethopoetic and 

symbolic significance (de Jong’s psychologizing and symbolic functions) of this description go 

far beyond saving face. In keeping with his modest persona, Euphiletos describes his house with 

the diminutive 6P&Q.%6# in this passage, whereas when describing Eratosthenes’ intrusion and his 

marriage, he used 6P&Q$. Setting the stage for the jury, it is important for Euphiletos to impress 

upon them, as Usher notes, that “he is a simple man, the easy victim of deceit rather than a 

cunning deviser of it.”103 Symbolically, the reversal of the gendered space within the house 

represents the upheaval of the previously well-ordered state of their marriage. Morris appreciates 

the location of this description, immediately after Eratosthenes’ introduction: “the arrangement 

of the gynaikonitis and andronitis expressed the citizen’s world at its ordered best; the corruption 

introduced by Eratosthenes literally turned the world upside down.”104 The disordering of the 

physical house is again symbolically equated with the disorder within the family unit.  

                                                
102 Morgan 1982: 116. 

103 Usher in Edwards and Usher 1985: 220. 

104 Morris 1998: 214. 
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 From the vista of hindsight, Euphiletos describes the events that should have made him 

suspect his wife, although at the time he was “so naive” that he thought his wife was “the most 

chaste of all women in the city.”105 The superlative !"#$%&'!()(*& echoes Euphiletos’ earlier 

description of his relationship with his wife as %+,'-.(*(/ 0'12!(*& with sad irony. The 

narrative of these events continues to engage with the house as a spatialized setting, beginning 

with one evening when he should have paid more notice to her suspicious behavior (§§11-12): 

3,%& 04& 56$%!7%,8("9 :; 51$%<, 0'(= 74 (> 7'?6&%& (> 6/-7@%& :AB/ ,/C 
:7D!,BE/-&'& F6> (G9 H'$/6/@&*9 :6@(*7'9 ED6%I0'&%&, J&/ (/<(/ 6%-KL M 
1=$ N&H$"6%9 O&7%& P&L Q!('$%& 1=$ R6/&(/ :6DHB0*&. ,/C :1S (T& 
1D&/?,/ 56-U&/- :,UE'D%& ,/C 7%<&/- (V 6/-7@W (>& (-(HB&, J&/ 6/I!*(/- 
,EX%&. Y 74 (> 04& 6$Z(%& %[, \H'E'&, ]9 ^& 5!0U&* 0' _"$/,D?/ `,%&(/ 
7-= a$B&%D.  

I came unexpectedly from the countryside, and after dinner the baby cried and 
made a fuss because it the maid was deliberately irritating it to make it do so. For 
the man was inside—I found out all of this later. I told my wife to go out and give 
the child her breast to make it stop crying. At first she refused, as though she was 
happy to see me coming home after a while.  

The description of the house that precedes this narration created not just interior, domestic space, 

but also built up the house within the wider environment as a static point centering the distanced 

space of the city and its surrounding countryside. According to the Hestia-Hermes model, the 

woman is associated with the center, the house, and the man with the outdoors. Euphiletos’ 

movement (3,%&) back to the house from the countryside establishes his mobility through the 

distanced space, while in contrast the adulterer’s interiority (O&7%&) displaces him. Not only is he 

spending time inside the house, but it is not even his own house. Euphiletos’ presence at his 

home base, on the other hand, underlines his authority as kyrios of the oikos. He asserts his 

control by ordering his wife to take care of the baby but—as the reversal of the oikia takes its 

                                                
105 §10: %Q("9 bE-H@"9 7-','@0*&, c!(' d0*& (T& :0/D(%< 1D&/?,/ 6/!Z& !"#$%&'!(e(*& 'f&/- (Z& :& (K 
6BE'-. 
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symbolic effect—she refuses. She makes it seem that their married bliss was still flourishing, that 

she enjoys (!"#$%&) seeing him acting out his role as returning ('()%*+) kyrios, but the 

sentiment is a pretense (,-), as Euphiletos only finds out about later. 

 As the narration continues, the reversals and ironic resonances continue, with the wife’s 

intransigence, though disguised by what Euphiletos considers playfulness, slipping through 

subtly (§§12-13): 

./0123 24 .56 78519:#&% (+; .(<=0>)% +?*3% !/1<%+1, “@%+ "A 50” BC& 
“/018D- .%*+EF+ *3% /+12G"(&%H (+; /8:*08)% 24 #0FAI% 0J=(0- +?*K%.” 
(!56 #4% .5<=I%, .(0G%& 24 !%+"*L"+ (+; !/1)E"+ /8)"*GF&"1 *3% FA8+%, 
/8)"/)1)>#<%& /+G901%, (+; *3% (=0M% .C<=(0*+1. (!56 *)A*I% )?24% 
.%F>#)A#0%)- )?2N O/)%)P% .(QF0>2)% R"#0%)-, '(I% .S !58)E.  

After I got angry and told her to go out, she said, “So that you can make a pass at 
the slave girl here? After all, you dragged her around earlier when you were 
drunk.” And I laughed, and she got up and went out, closing the door, and, 
pretending to joke around, she drew the bolt shut. And I paid no attention to any 
of this and suspected nothing, but happily went to sleep, having come from the 
field. 

In his role as kyrios, Euphiletos asserts his control over his wife’s movements within the house, 

commanding her twice to leave the room. In response, she accuses him of trying to assault the 

slave girl. Euphiletos seems to take this as a joke , but, as Gagarin has pointed out, it is entirely 

likely that the wife did not take her husband drunkenly sexually assaulting a slave lightly and 

that this is a rare example of a woman’s true feelings smuggled out through her husband’s 

speech: “Women in oratory never openly protest [the sexual double standard] or other standards 

governing their lives, and so this is one of the very few passages where a woman may truly be 

speaking in her own voice, even if obliquely.”106 In fact, Euphiletos’ language betrays his 

suspicion—he does not quite say she was joking, but rather that she was pretending 

                                                
106 Gagarin 2001: 175. 
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(!"#$!#%#&'()*) to joke. The fact that his wife brought up this anecdote at all is a symptom of 

her refusal to obey her husband, of the inversion of the oikos. Not responding to Euphiletos’ 

command but rather of her own volition, the wife leaves and closes the door, her first active 

independent action in the entire speech. Euphiletos’ words in this passage augment the 

significance of this moment: his wife’s dragging the bolt closed (+,-./012%) verbally responds 

to his drunken molestation of the slave girl (03./04). Both actions restrict the movement and 

body autonomy of another, but while the earlier groping was free male dominating slave female, 

in accordance with culturally sanctioned hierarchies, the latter subverts the hierarchy by having a 

woman restrict the movement of a man. Euphiletos’ continued cluelessness is emphasized by the 

repetition of the participle 5$'0)#4, earlier describing his wife’s feigned happiness at his return. 

The narrative encloses the day in ring composition by restating that he had just returned from the 

field (6/7) +8 9:"#;), ironically reflecting his changed circumstances from the wandering 

Hermes character to an emasculated prisoner in his own home.  

 The narrative resumes the next day, bringing with it the outcome of the spatial inversion 

(§14):  

+!0%<= <> ?) !"@4 A'-"2), B/0) +/0C)* /2D 1=) &E"2) 9)-F80). +"#'-)#G 
<- '#G 1C 2H &E"2% )E/17" I#,#J0), K,2$/0 1@) .EL)#) 9!#$M0$&N)2% 1@) 
!2"O 1P !2%<CF, 0Q12 +/ 1R) :0%1S)7) +)TI2$&2%. +$%U!7) +:V /2D 12;12 
#W174 KL0%) A:#E'*). K<#80 <- '#%, X 5)<"04, 1@ !"S$7!#) +I%'G&%R$&2%, 
1#; 9<0.,#; 10&)0R1#4 #Y!7 1"%T/#)&Z A'-"24[ \'74 <Z #]<Z #W174 #]<>) 
0^!V) !0"D 1#; !"T:'21#4 +80.&V) _LS'*) K87 $%7!`. 

When it was near dawn, she came and opened the door. When I asked why the 
door had made a noise during the night, she said that the lamp next to the baby 
had gone out and that she had lit it from the neighbors. I kept silent and thought 
that’s how things were. But it seemed to me, men, that her face was made up, 
even though her brother had died not even thirty days earlier. Nevertheless, I said 
nothing about it and left, going outside in silence. 

After Euphiletos’ night locked in the interior of his house, his motility is conspicuously 
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transferred to his wife. The verb !"#, used three times in the preceding narrative to modify 

Euphiletos, now passes over to his wife—now she moves, now she has agency, while Euphiletos 

is left in the dark. He meets her lies with his silence ($%&'(#), %&#(*), which conceals his 

nascent suspicions, just like his wife’s lie glossed over the noise in the night, just like cosmetics 

cover over her face (+, (-.%#(/) $0&123&4%35&) too soon after her brother’s death.  

 Concealment, being conceptually connected to interior space, is characteristic of women 

in Greek thought. Padel’s work on the Athenian theater makes this connection concisely: “The 

two important interiors spectators had to imagine for themselves, woman and house, were in 

Greek societies (as in others) bound closely together in male perceptions. Men expected not to 

know all of what lay within.”107 In her analysis of Xenophon’s Oeconomicus, Purves also 

discusses the relationship between women and the house, citing Lysias 1 as a comparandum: “in 

Ischomachus’ idealized household, both walls and skin must be kept natural and unadorned in 

order that the viewer might not be deceived as to what truly lies within.”108 The natural 

opaqueness of a woman is augmented by cosmetics, which hides the true nature of women. 

Euphiletos’ wife is a not only a creature of deception, like when she pretended to joke when 

locking Euphiletos in the bedroom ((-/%(/&/216)7 (589:&)), but also is betraying her family 

by neglecting the mourning rituals for her brother. But her makeup reveals rather than conceals 

her deception—it is her untimely adornment that sparks his first suspicion.  

 With Euphiletos’ exit, the scene shifts from an interior beset with inversions and 

concealment to the public, the outdoors, where secrets have no place to hide. It is at this point 

that he learns the truth behind his wife’s behavior (§15-16):  

                                                
107 Padel 1990: 344. 

108 Purves 2010: 209-210. 
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!"#$%"&'()* +#* (,- !"'$./(,- 012"3!#-... !"#$'42#/$) #51 +#, 6778- 9 
012"3!#- (:- #;<*)- (:- 6+:- 6!,(="#/$), “>?@*4=('” A@= “+=B'+,C 
!#4D!")7+#$E1F !"#$'4=4D2%1), +' 1G+,H' !"I- $%· J 7K" L1M" J 
N."*H31 ';- $O <)P (M1 $M1 7D1)Q<) 6&2"I- R1 9+Q1 (D7&S1',.” 

An old female came up to me... the female, who was keeping watch near my 
house came up to me and said “Euphiletos, don’t think that I have come up to you 
to meddle in business not my own: the man who violates you and your wife 
happens to be our enemy.” 

In this passage, Euphiletos emphasizes the proximity between the old woman (called 9 

012"3!#- to emphasize her slave status) and both himself and his house. He repeats the verb 

!"#$T"&'$2), three times, augmenting the third instance with the additional preposition !"U-. 

The directionality of this encounter angles the focus of the jury back toward the house, homing 

in on the real victim—the oikos. The woman keeping guard near his house (6778- (:- #;<V)- 

(:- 6+:-) has the information that will bring it down, her movement toward the house, the 

emotional center of the speech, heightening the danger.109 She reveals the affair to him, warning 

him that Eratosthenes has ruined not just his wife, but many other women—he has a knack for 

it.110 By having the old woman describe Eratosthenes as committing hybris and mentioning that 

his attentions have been directed at many other women, Euphiletos implies that Eratosthenes’ 

crimes impact the entire city, while still being specifically directed at his house.111   

 Prompted by the old woman’s revelation, Euphiletos begins to put together the evidence 

that he had passed over in his previous naivete (§17):  

()/() ';!#/$), W 01B"'-, 6<'*1= +O1 L!=44S7=, 67X BY '?2%3- 
6()")((G+=1, <)P !S1() +#D ';- (M1 71Z+=1 ';$[',, <)P +'$(I- \ N!#]*)-, 
612D+#E+'1#- +O1 ^- L!'<4[$2=1 61 (_ B3+)(*`, L1)+,+1F$<G+'1#- BO 

                                                
109 As Todd (2007: 108 §16) notes, 6!,(="#/$) echoes an earlier appearance of this verb at §8 in an “ironic 
parallel”: “the start of the liaison took place as a result of Eratosthenes keeping an eye out for a maid (6!,(="a1); 
the beginning of the end for the adulterer comes as a result of a slave woman keeping an eye out for his victim.” 

110 §17: b- #? +G1#1 (M1 $M1 7D1)Q<) B,%@2)"<'1 L44K <)P 044)- !#44S-· ()E(=1 7K" (M1 (%&1=1 A&', 

111 On hybris as a public charge, cf. Fisher 1992 ch. 2. 
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!"# $% $&'(%) "* %+&", $-./'# 0 12"3+456 7893 &3, 0 3:4'#56, ; 5<=2>5"' 
$?2%'"5, @=5A2 "2 15# 0 ?+%B $-#1+7#CD73#. 

When she said this, men, she went away, and I was immediately thrown into 
confusion, and every thought came into my head, and I was full of suspicion, 
thinking about how she had locked me in my room and remembering that the 
inner and outer doors had made a noise in the night, which did not usually 
happen, and that my wife had appeared to be wearing makeup. 

These three memories are thematically connected: his being locked up in the interior room, 

immobile and unmanned; his wife’s movement outside of the house (which he did not realize at 

the time was a sign of her adultery); the makeup that reveals as it conceals. In each instance, the 

players are displaced. Interiors and exteriors are inverted as Euphiletos realizes that the stranger 

Eratosthenes has penetrated into his house and compromised his role as master of the household. 

 These details build up a sense of inevitability in Euphiletos’ eventual restoring of order to 

his oikos. Since he is on trial for the intentional homicide of Eratosthenes, Euphiletos must take 

pains to show that events unfolded organically. He relates how he forced his maid to corroborate 

the facts about Eratosthenes and ordered her to keep watch so he could see the man in action, 

requiring manifest evidence in place of words.112  He himself follows this same rhetorical 

strategy, using his narrative, 4E?5#, to create an @9?5%—the space of his house, the thematic 

backdrop for the scene he will perform for the jury. His earlier introduction to the space of the 

house has by this time established this space in the minds of the jury; they have felt on 

Euphiletos’ behalf the anxiety accompanying the reversal of the house and the humiliation of 

being locked in the house’s feminized interior. It is in this conceptual space that he stages the 

night of Eratosthenes’ death. 

 This final narrative begins with an aside, much like how the description of Euphiletos’ 

                                                
112 §22: $?F ?G9 5<=H% =2513# 4.?I%, J44G "K @9?5% /3%'9K% ?'%2D73#, 'L>'9 5M"I6 @N'#. 
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house broke into his narrative earlier in the speech. He begins by promising to show 

(something—there is a gap in the text, but presumably his innocence) to the jury using great 

proofs,113 but then interrupts himself (§§22-23): 

!"#$%& '( ')*+,-.-/.) 0%12%3.) $4 !".5/6&$. $7 $8289$.:; <36";. 
=>-$".$%? @& 3%) A!)$,'8)%? B.C D:2%?. $%1$E <2:%9 '8'9BF$%? GF&$) AH 
I+"%J I!,&$*-.. 8G'K? 'L A+K M$) $*&)B.J$. ID)+36&%? %N'6&. 
B.$.2,O%)$% %PB%) $#& A!)$*'8:Q&, AB6289%& -9&'8)!&8R&S B.C A2/F&$8? 
%PB.'8 T? A36, I&.0U&$8? 8G? $V W!8"X%& A'8)!&%J38&. A!8)'Y '( B.2#? 
.N$X 8Z58&, AB8R&%? 3(& I!)K& [58$%, A+K 'L ABU/89'%&. 

But first I would like to tell you about the things that happened that last day. I had 
a close friend named Sostratos. As the sun was setting, I ran into him coming 
from the countryside. Since I knew that, arriving at that hour, he would catch 
none of his friends at home, I told him he should have dinner with me. And so, 
coming to my house, we went up into the upper room and had dinner. And when 
he was satisfied, he left, and I went to sleep. 

Like Euphiletos’ description of the earlier incident, the language he uses in this passage, too, is 

struck through with directionality. The inward motion is overdetermined, adamant, with 

Euphiletos and Sostratos coming “homeward to my house” (%PB.'8 T? A36), recentering the 

narrative on the domestic space. As Euphiletos describes the two entering house, the anecdote 

reminds the jury that Euphiletos has been forced to live in the upper storey of his house (8G? $V 

W!8"X%&), that he is restricted in the innermost part of the house. Although Euphiletos 

introduces this narrative as an interruption of his promise to provide 38+\2%)? $8B3*"]%)? to 

prove his innocence, this story is his $8B3^")%&. It is his character witness and defense, giving 

the jury all the evidence they need to acquit him—he is an honest man and a good friend, his 

freedom to move and his role as kyrios is under attack, and his presence in the house before 

Eratosthenes’ death is evidence that Euphiletos had not intended to kill the intruder that evening.  

 Whereas in the earlier adultery scene, Euphiletos was asleep and unaware that 

                                                
113 §22: T? A+K 38+U2%)? W3R& $8B3*":%)? A!)'8:HQ 
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Eratosthenes had entered his house, in the present circumstances he is prepared (23):  

! "# $%&'()*+,-., / 0,"%1., 12)+%31'&4, 5&6 7 *1%89&4,& :91;1<%&)8 =1 
1>*?. @%8A14 B'4 C,"(, :)'<. 5D;E 129E, :51<,F :94=1G1H)*&4 'I. *J%&., 
5&'&KL. )4M9N :O+%3(=&4. 

Eratosthenes, men, came inside, and the maid woke me up immediately, telling 
me that he was inside. And I told her to guard the doors and I went down and out 
in silence. 

The immediacy of the maid’s response (1>*P.) contrasts with his belated knowledge in the 

earlier adultery incident (§11: Q)'1%(, ;L% R9&,'& :9S*T=-,). No longer restricted and 

innocent, Euphiletos emphatically exits (5&'&KL. )4M9N :OU%3(=&4), his silence echoing his 

earlier silence but now signifying not bemused credulity but purpose. Now Eratosthenes is the 

one trapped inside—although, as Euphiletos makes clear, this is due to the adulterer’s actions.  

 Empowered to move through the space of the city, Euphiletos gathers friends to act as 

witnesses to his confrontation with Eratosthenes. He makes an effort in his narrative at this point 

to counter his opponents’ accusation that Eratosthenes was grabbed from the road and sought 

refuge at Euphiletos’ hearth.114 He is very specific about his actions leading up to the 

confrontation: he mentions that he and his companions took torches from a nearby shop before 

they entered and that the maid was keeping the door open.115 The moment of entry is given 

cinematic focus as wave upon wave of witnesses rush into the bedroom (§§24-25): 

V)&,'1. "W 'X, *J%&, '(Y "M=&'<(S (Z =W, 9%['(4 12)4T,'1. C'4 1\"(=1, 
&>'], 5&'&51<=1,(, 9&%L 'N ;S,&45<, (Z "# Q)'1%(, :, 'N 5G<,F ;S=,], 
^)'-5T'&. :;E "#, / 0,"%1., 9&'8O&. 5&'&K8GGM &>'T,, 5&6 'E 31H%1 
91%4&;&;E, 12. '(_94)*1, 5&6 "`)&. a%b'M, "4L '< cK%<A14 12. 'X, (25<&, 
'X, :=X, 12)4b,. 

                                                
114 §27: (>5 12)&%9&)*16. :5 'I. !"(Y, (>"# :96 'X, ^)'<&, 5&'&@S;b,, d)91% (e'(4 G+;(S)4. 

115 §24: "f"&. G&KT,'1. :5 '(Y :;;J'&'& 5&9-G1<(S 12)1%3T=1*&, D,1g;=+,-. 'I. *J%&. 5&6 c9] 'I. 
D,*%b9(S 9&%1)51S&)=+,-.. Todd notes that the “detail is significant: Euphiletos here tells us something that we 
do not really need to know, but which serves to make the narrative more vivid” (2007: 118 §24). 
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Pushing through the door of the bedroom, the first of us to come in could see him 
still lying next to my wife, and the next group saw him standing naked on the bed. 
I, men, hit him and threw him down, and drew his hands behind his back and 
bound him, asking why he was committing an act of violence against my house 
by entering it. 

The forward movement of the witnesses eagerly pressing (!"#$%&') into the bedroom gives a 

sense of claustrophobia, their presence at the doorway preventing Eratosthenes from fleeing and 

forcing him to confront his accuser.116 As allies to the kyrios of the house, the witnesses’ entrance 

(&(")*$%&') is sanctioned, unlike the adulterer’s. Just like in the opening of the speech, 

Euphiletos again ties Eratosthenes’ crime specifically to his penetration into the house. 

 The verbal reminder of hybris in Euphiletos’ description of his arrest of Eratosthenes 

reconnects the adulterer’s crime against his house with his extrapolated crime against the city. In 

a much-quoted speech, Euphiletos denounces Eratosthenes on behalf of the city (§26): 

+,- ./ &012$ 3%) ‘245 +,6 "& 7125%&$8, 799: ; %<' 1=9&>' $=?2', @$ "A 
1#B#C#D$>$ 1&BE +9F%%2$2' %8$ G.2$8$ +12)H">, 5#E ?I992$ &J92K 
%2)2L%2$ M?FB%N?# +O#?#B%F$&)$ &(' %P$ ,K$#Q5# %P$ +?P$ 5#E &(' %2A' 
1#Q.#' %2A' +?2A' R %2Q' $=?2)' 1&DS&"S#) 5#E 5="?)2' &T$#).’ 

I told him, “It is not I who am going to kill you, but the law of the city, which you 
transgressed and considered less important than your pleasures. You chose instead 
to commit a such a crime against my wife and my children rather than to obey the 
laws and be orderly.”  

In condemning Eratosthenes’ actions, Euphiletos specifies that to give into pleasure rather than 

obeying the laws constitutes a lack of order. This is the order that keeps the city in line, which is 

violated by Eratosthenes’ invasion of another man’s house. As a counter to his accusers’ claim 

that Eratosthenes had been dragged in and sought refuge at the hearth, Euphiletos emphasizes 

Eratosthenes’ location: “he fell immediately when he was hit, in the bedroom” (§27: 3"%)' +$ %U 

.>?#%DV 19N,&E' 5#%W1&"&$ &4SX'). He is caught within another man’s house—in the 

                                                
116 §27: Y$.2$ .Z ["#$ \$SB>12) %2"2L%2), 2]' .)#^K,&Q$ 245 +.X$#%2. 
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bedroom; his displacement is a physical manifestation of his failure to be !"#$%&'.117 

 With the reading of laws and depositions from witnesses, the speech shifts from narrative 

to arguments. Euphiletos claims that adultery is a more serious offense than rape, because it 

involves the mind and not merely the body (§33): 

(&)' $*+ ,%-./-((&$0+&1' 234 5.6 (7+ 2%-#80+(9+ $%#:;#8-%, (&)' ,* 
.:3#-+(-' &<(9' -=(7+ (>' ?1@>' ,%-A8:3/:%+, B#(C &D!:%&(0/-' -5(&;' 
.&%:;+ (>' EFF&(/3-' G1+-;!-' H (&;' E+,/I#%, !-J .K#-+ L.C L!:3+&%' (M+ 
&D!3-+ G:G&+0+-%, !-J (&)' .-;,-' E,NF&1' :O+-% P.&(0/9+ (1G@I+&1#%+ 
Q+(:', (7+ E+,/7+ H (7+ $&%@7+.  

Those who commit acts of violent force are hated by those they violate, but 
seducers destroy women’s spirits so as to make other men’s wives feel more 
intimate with them than with their husbands, to take control of the entire house, 
and to make it uncertain whether the children belong to the husbands or to the 
adulterers. 

As he has done throughout the speech, in this passage Euphiletos describes moicheia as a crime 

against the oikos in both its personal and physical manifestations.118 The comparative 

&D!:%&(0/-' describes women who are compelled by adulterers to betray their oikos, to have a 

more intimate relationship with the adulterer than with their husbands. This is what happened to 

Euphiletos—the $:GR#(S &D!:%"(S' he used to share with his wife was transferred to 

Eratosthenes. This leads to children of questionable paternity, a danger to the maintenance of the 

oikos. Euphiletos’ use of the word oikia (the physical house) instead of oikos makes the threat 

physical, strengthening his argument by drawing in the spatial inversion that resulted in and from 

his wife’s affair with Eratosthenes. 

 To emphasize the shared threat to house and family, Euphiletos goes on to argue that if 

the jury votes to convict him, they will thereby announce to the city that the laws concerning 
                                                
117 Todd 2007: 120 §26 notes Lysias’ fondness for the adjective !"#$%&', which appears in his work 15 times out of 
the 36 appearances in the corpus of the Attic Orators. 

118 Cf. Harris 1990. 
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adultery no longer need to be obeyed (§36):  

!"#$%!&' ()*#$' !"+, -"#."+, /"#01*!*, 21!* 3$4 !"5, 367/!$, 8/$9*+!* 
:;13*#' -"#."5, *<'$#, *= *>)?!$, @!#, 8A' !$%!&' !B' $>!C$' /*94 D$E!F' 
67GH1# 3$4 8/4 !"%!I :;13H1#' *>, !A, J66"!9C$, ">3C$, *>1#7'$#, "K)*4, 
$K!F' LM*!$#. 

You will give adulterers such license that you will encourage thieves to say that 
they, too, are adulterers, since they will be sure that if they make this excuse and 
say that they go into other people’s houses for this reason, nobody will lay their 
hands on them. 

Euphiletos attributes to the jury the responsibility of maintaining the order of the city, the kosmos 

that keeps strange men out of other men’s houses. The laws upheld by the jury are all that keeps 

the city from collapsing into a state of utter lawlessness. A man’s home will no longer be his 

own, his family no longer safe from foreign incursion. The parallel between !A, J66"!9C$, 

GE'$+3$, in the earlier passage and !A, J66"!9N$, ">3N$, in this passage makes his message 

clear: that thieves will be able to claim they are merely committing moicheia, that anyone will be 

able to penetrate private property with impunity, that home and family will be dissolved.  

 As the speech draws to a close, Euphiletos finally directly addresses the accusations 

against him, insisting on Eratosthenes’ spatial violation as his defense. He maintains that he did 

not entrap Eratosthenes, but that even if he had he would have been justified since Eratosthenes 

had entered into his house so many times.119. His proof that he did not premeditate the attack is 

that he would not have invited Sostratos over for dinner if he intended to kill Eratosthenes that 

night, since the adulterer would have been less likely to dare to enter his house.120 Eratosthenes’ 

penetration into Euphiletos’ home, his physical location on the night of the crime, are equated 

with the sexual impropriety. Euphiletos relies on the gendered symbolism of domestic space—a 

                                                
119 §38: /"66;3#, *>1*6&6EO?!", *>, !B' ">3C$' !B' 8-B' 

120 §40: "P!H GA9 Q' R!!"' 8!?6-&1*' 83*+'", *>1*6O*+' *>, !B' ">3C$' 
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man’s freedom to move, a woman’s restriction to the house—that was so woven into the 

Athenian cultural consciousness to make his argument for him.  

 By making adultery a threat to the civic values keeping the entire city in order, Euphiletos 

transforms adultery, a crime against the household, into an assault against the entire city: “I do 

not consider this act of vengeance to be a private one on my own account, but on behalf of the 

entire city.”121 One man’s failure to be !"#$%&' has civic repercussions that spread out across the 

city. Using his own oikos as a cautionary tale, Euphiletos contrasts the interplay of house and 

family, the fragile intimacy and violability of domestic space, with the ordering structure of the 

city’s laws—which, nevertheless, could crumble due to the jury’s negligence.  

 The confluence of domestic space and gender inversion, adultery, and murder in Lysias 1 

follows a pattern previously expressed by Aeschylus’ Oresteia, a mythologized staging of the 

broken oikos. Cynthia Patterson notes the trilogy’s emphasis on disorder in the house: “[from] 

the opening of Aeschylus’ trilogy, it is clear that adultery is rooted in and also productive of 

violence; it is an integral part of the perversion of the natural order of things afflicting the royal 

house of Atreus.”122 Aeschylus expresses this disorder not just through the dysfunction of family 

members, but through the use of domestic space. To return to the discussion with which this 

chapter began, the Agamemnon the house is personified as bleeding, having eyes, nearly talking, 

metaphorically standing in for the family that is being torn apart through violence and adultery. 

Clytemnestra’s transgression of “both gender and political boundaries” is a significant feature of 

the Agamemnon and is tied to her relationship to domestic and public space.123 The play first 

                                                
121 §47: &(! )*+,- ./01 2$,34&5 -&$+67 4,849- :;-<#=,% 4>- 4%$71+,-, ?@@A ./01 4B' /C@;7' D/E#9'. 

122 Patterson 1998: 140. 

123 Wohl 1998: 103. 
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mentions her in relation to “the man-counseling heart of woman” (11: !"#$%&'( )#*+,-."/.# 

0/123.# &4$+) and, as Taplin observes, her presence on stage is significant: she “controls the 

doorway,” and “the threshold may only be crossed under her eye.”124 Like Euphiletos’ wife, 

Clytemnestra’s movements are unrestricted—she rejects feminized interiority in favor of 

masculine freedom. 

 In contrast, the “effeminized” Aegisthus “lurks in the home” for the majority of the 

speech.125 He is contemptuously described by the chorus as a stay-at-home cowardly lion 

wrapped in the bedclothes (1224-1225: /4.#56 7#$/&%# 0# /489% :5+;<=>9#.# / .?&."+,#), 

and Clytemnestra refers to him as the light in her hearth (1435-1436: @;( A# $BCD 1E+ 0<F 

G:5H$( 0>I( / JB!%:C.(). Aegisthus, the adulterer entering another man’s house, is fully 

associated with the domestic interior in contrast to Clytemnestra’s mobility. This inversion of the 

domestic space off-balances Agamemnon’s return, and his capitulation to Clytemnestra’s 

tempting textiles brings him under her control, into the domestic interior and to his death.126 In 

the Choephori, the second play of the trilogy, Orestes’ return realigns the gendered space: 

Clytemnestra is returned to the interior, where she is killed, and Aegisthus pays the lawful 

penalty of an adulterer (Choephori 989-990: J?!H:C." !K+ .L /M!; >N+.#O / P89% !K+ 

$?:8"#5I+.(, Q( #N>.(, *H&R#). Despite Orestes’ intervention, however, the oikos has been 

brought to such a state of disorder that it requires the intercession of the polis, in the form of a 

jury’s vote, to set things right: in the third play, the Eumenides, Athena herself casts her vote for 

                                                
124 Taplin 1977: 300. 

125 Sailor and Stroup 1999: 179. 

126 “Attention moves to the house, and the lord’s position in his house. Before he is able to move towards the 
doorway, Clytemnestra is standing in it. She blocks the way, she occupies the threshold: Clytemnestra controls the 
way into the house” (Taplin 1977: 307). On the carpet scene, cf. Edwards 1977, Crane 1993, Morrell 1997, Sailor 
and Stroup 1999. 
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Orestes’ acquittal while, at the same time, the Erinyes are stripped of their power and mobility 

and restricted to a shrine beneath the earth. Culturally appropriate gendered spatiality is 

reestablished at the end of the trilogy, while Athena’s vote for Orestes’ acquittal represents the 

mythological underpinning of the interest of the polis in maintaining order within the oikos.127 

 Like Euphiletos’ house, the inversion of gendered space in the Agamemnon prefigures 

and corresponds to the fall of the oikos. The symbolic use of space in both texts evokes cultural 

ideals about gendered behavior, simultaneously drawing from and enforcing these ideals. In 

these legal narratives, the conflation of the physical and personal aspects of the oikos evoke for 

the audience-jury a sense of familiarity, of intimacy. Every citizen belongs to an oikos. By 

dramatizing the acts of adultery and violence that throw an oikos into upheaval, Aeschylus and 

Lysias open the doors to a private domestic space, bringing the public—the jury, the audience—

into the inner circle. Stories like these amplify the need for order within the oikos for the sake of 

the polis, the interconnectedness of each individual with one another. The cycle of violence that 

threads through the Oresteia is transformed in Lysias 1 to the threat of an adulterer’s penetration 

into other men’s homes, a pervasive danger that could easily spread across the city but for the 

intervention of the jury.  

 

Conclusion 

 

 In his discussion of the uses of space in Lysias and Demosthenes, de Bakker claims: “We 

                                                
127 “By transforming the character and domain of the Furies in this way Aeschylus’ Oresteia makes a powerful case 
for the public significance of adultery, that is, the betrayal of marriage and the marital relationship, not simply as an 
offense against the patrilineal line or patriarchal authority, but as an offense against the oikos/household itself, 
which is itself the microcosm of the polis” (Patterson 1998: 145). 
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may be able to trace [spatial references] on a map but can often only guess at the memories, 

emotions or other connotations they triggered among the members of the jury, which makes it 

difficult to gauge their rhetorical impact.”128 In this chapter, I have shown how the orators’ use of 

houses evokes an emotional response in the members of the jury by connecting tropes familiar 

from tragedy with everyday life within their own homes. In these speeches, domestic space 

functions as a stage, adds characterization, symbolizes and reflects themes developed throughout 

the speech, and acts as a physical referent connecting the rhetorical and real worlds. After all, 

houses are the scenes of some of the most compellingly familiar stories. The house is a place for 

imagination, for acting out the drama of the self. Gaston Bachelard, discussing the 

“phenomenology of the imagination,” writes that a house “ought to resist metaphors that 

welcome the human body and the human soul. But transposition to the human plane takes place 

immediately whenever a house is considered as space for cheer and intimacy, space that is 

supposed to condense and defend intimacy.”129 As the spark that gives household space its ability 

to evoke the imaginary, Bachelard invokes intimacy, which could be translated into ancient 

Greek with the word !"#$%&'(). The space of the house, in the modern imagination as in its 

ancient conception, is bound together with the intimacy of family, with all its tensions and 

disorders. The Attic orators, drawing on the tragedians, depend on this shared sense when they 

build their imaginary houses, when they people their conceptual spaces, and then impress upon 

the jury their responsibility to make sure—for everyone’s sake—that that house doesn’t fall. 

                                                
128 de Bakker 2012a: 377. 

129 Bachelard 1994: 48. 
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Chapter Three: Vulnerable Bodies and Private Places 

 

 After a rich young man named Lochites started a fight with a poor man around the end of 

the 5th century, the latter man brought Lochites to court, charging him with assault and arguing 

that physical violence betrays the very heart of the democracy. His prosecution speech uses a 

comparison between offenses against the person and offenses against property to impress upon 

the jury the immense gravity of this offense (Isocrates 20.1): 

!" #' $%&'!(%) !*+,' *-. /%*0*1 #23 1*%45201 !*36 788*06 *-#9 !:6 
!0%;'4)6 <=)6 >*023=,)0 >2'4 !2 !*+ =?%)!*6 @)A !B1 .'(%&!;1, 
C>0=!)%D1*E6 /!0 !*+!* >F=01 G1,'?>*06 *H@20I!)!I1 C=!0 @)A !*J6 !2 
1I%*E6 C,D%2,) @)A >2'A !K6 C82E,2'4)6 %).I%2,) @)A !K6 #(%*@')!4)6 
C>0,E%*+%21 @)A !788) >&1!) !: >2'A !"1 L4*1 M12@) !*J!*E >'&!!*%21.  

We must not consider this crime the same as others, nor should we make the 
punishment the same for a crime concerning the body and for one concerning 
money, since we know that the body is for all people the most intimate thing, and 
that we make laws, battle for freedom, yearn for democracy, and do all the other 
things in life for the sake of the body.1 

The body is the central focus of this speech—it is both one’s most intimate possession and the 

object of all public interest—law, war, democratic desire. The speaker goes on to claim that 

lawmakers are especially serious when legislating about bodies.2 The reason that the safety of the 

body is of the greatest interest to the democracy is that anyone can be a victim of bodily assault,3 

while theft only affects the rich. Therefore, the jury should consider no punishment too great for 

those who harm the body.4 He concludes his speech by urging the members of the jury to vote as 

                                                
1 On this speech: Blass 1887-1898: 2.217-219, Jebb 1893: 2.215-217, Usher 1999: 125-126, Mirhady (in Mirhady 
and Too 2000): 123-127, Rhodes 2004: 144-145, and Whitehead 2004: 169-170. It is cited at Pearson 1941: 211, 
Cohen 1991b: 187 and 2005: 216, Allen 2000a: 14, Allen 2000b: 50, Wohl 2010b: 187 and 195, Roisman 2005: 72. 

2 §2: N>9' !B1 =;%&!;1 %&80=!) =>*E#&=)1!)6 
3 §15: !K6 #’ 2H6 !: =?%)!’ )H@4)6 O%*P;6 Q>)1!26 @*01;1*+%21 

4 §17: %(#2%P)1 1*%P5(,R S@)1T1 2U1)0 5(%P)1, *V!0126 W1 2H6 !: =X%)!R CY)%)'!Z1*1!26 
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if it were their own case, since those who break the law protecting the bodies of citizens commit 

a crime against everyone.5  

 This prosecutor’s insistence that the protection of the body is at the heart of the 

democracy resonates with modern scholars’ theorization of the classical body. David Halperin 

argues that “the institution of the democracy at Athens brought with it… the social production 

and distribution to the citizens of a new kind of body—a free, autonomous, and inviolable body 

undifferentiated by distinctions of wealth, class, or status: a democratic body.”6 Democratic body 

ideology erased social and economic distinctions and instilled in the male citizen “a new 

collective self understanding, an image of themselves as free and autonomous and equal 

participants in the shared rule of the city precisely because they were all (rich and poor like)—in 

principle at least—equally lords over their own bodies.”7 Guaranteed body security is precisely 

what the speaker of Isocrates 20 is demanding: although he is not rich, he insists that, as a 

citizen, his body be considered just as inviolable as a rich man’s body. To deprive him of this 

right is to undermine the principles of equality inherent in the democracy. The speaker, as 

Victoria Wohl puts it, “offers his body simultaneously as a metonym for the jurors and as a 

metaphor for the democracy.”8  

 Isocrates’ speaker introduces a further element into the relationship between the body and 

politics. As I have shown, the word !"#$%&'('!) represents the most proximate relationship with 

the oikos; here, it signals a superlative intimate relationship between the body, the oikos, and the 

                                                
5 §§21-22: *+()'(, -./ 01!23, 45%#!67%) !8 '!91:)'$, '!6'!) ';) )<1!) +(/(=(2)$%) ';) >+?/ ':) 
731@'3) ':) >1$'A/3) #$21$)!). 

6 Halperin 1990: 98. 

7 Halperin 1990: 99. 

8 Wohl 2010b: 187 n.50. 
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democracy.9 The body is both the most intimate possession and the motivation for laws, wars, 

and government. The speaker draws on the emotional connection between individuals and their 

households, the home feeling, extending it in one direction to the body, and in the other to the 

polis. In the previous chapter, I discussed how the sovereignty of the house was seen as an 

essential aspect of democratic ideology. David Cohen argues that the “physical boundaries of the 

house represent… a kind of liminal area marking the political transition from public to private,” 

and that “intrusion into this space represents the most serious, and most socially reprehensible, 

violation of the private sphere.”10 Body sovereignty, too, was a fundamental characteristic of 

Athenian civic ideology: “at the boundaries of a citizen’s body the operation of almost all social 

and economic power halted.”11 Both body and house, according to democratic ideology, 

constitute a shell protecting the citizen subject from outside influence. Thinking about the body 

as !"#$%&'('!) evokes a series of concentric spheres in which the citizen self rests, safe. 

 In this chapter I look at the conception of the body as the most intimate possession, its 

relationship to the impenetrable house, and its role as an object of public concern. I begin with a 

discussion of the autonomy of the male citizen body and its inverse, the female, foreign, and 

slave bodies which “embody all the social liabilities from which the citizen himself, by virtue of 

being a citizen, had been freed.”12 I then look at two speeches which feature, respectively, the 

bodies of a child and a metic—bodies in the middle, neither fully citizen nor completely 

excluded from the workings of the polis. A male citizen child “held a status similar to that of 

Athenian women. Until they came of age and entered adulthood, Athenian boys were wholly 
                                                
9 Fisher 1990: 131 translates !"#$%&'('( in this passage as “the thing closest to home.” 

10 Cohen 1991a: 75. 

11 Halperin 1990: 96. 

12 Halperin 1990: 104. 
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dependent on a kyrios (normally the father) for their legal identity in the polis.”13 Metics were 

“politically mute”—they paid taxes but were not members of phratries or tribes and could not 

participate in the Assembly or Council.14 As Cynthia Patterson has shown, the metic was 

particularly isolated due to his lack of family connections within the city: he was “without 

connection to the Athenian land or to Athenian household and kinship structures so important in 

Athenian litigation,” and this lack of connections “led to the suspicion that he was not really a 

part of the community, that he could not be trusted.”15 Whereas Lochites’ victim, even though he 

was poor, could still appeal to body equality under the democracy, the ideology of democratic 

body autonomy does not extend to those without citizenship. 

 As James Krasner has argued, the experience of the home is embodied: because “our 

physical experience of home life is intimate and habitual, and our tactile sensations of the home’s 

spaces and surfaces are so familiar…, the emotional power of domesticity is fully located in the 

relations between [bodily] phenomena as much as it is in the home’s geometrical space or 

ideological formulation.”16 The orators I discuss in this chapter evoke the home feeling by 

drawing on the somatic aspect of the house, the place of the body within the house. They 

juxtapose the vulnerable bodies of a child and a metic with the intimacy of the private domestic 

interior, asking the members of the jury in their democratic magnanimity to pity the victims in 

their narratives as though these vulnerable creatures could be them, despite the whole fiction of 

democracy depending on privileging certain bodies at the expense of others.  

 In Virginia Hunter’s discussion of Halperin’s theory of the citizen body, she argues that 
                                                
13 Manville 1997: 13.  

14 Whitehead 1977: 174; Kamen 2013: 51-53. 

15 Patterson 2000: 94 

16 Krasner 2010: 5. 
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the non-citizen, in her example the slave, was “fundamental in the social and cultural 

construction of the citizen, in particular, the image of the ‘democratic body’ that was part of the 

ideal that resulted.”17 She identifies the prevalence in Greek democratic ideology of “the 

representation of the free man as the source of all that was positive and the slave as his 

opposite.”18 Ideology is a set of ideas congealed into a sort of reality through social practice, law, 

and culture: people act and think about themselves in ways they are expected to because they are 

expected to.19 As ideas calcified by action, ideology deals both with reality and the imaginary. 

 The ideology of body autonomy is evoked by Demosthenes in his speech Against 

Meidias (Demosthenes 21). After being punched by Meidias while carrying out his public duty 

by sponsoring a choregia, Demosthenes composed a speech denouncing Meidias’ entire 

character, giving the sense that Meidias has carried out an act of hybris affecting not just 

Demosthenes himself but the entirety of Athenian society.20 The act of bodily violence took place 

in a very public space, the orchestra of the theater of Dionysos. The body of a citizen is a public 

body, as Demosthenes emphasizes through his description of his own patriotic and military 

successes and Meidias’ failure in these arenas.21 As Peter Wilson shows, in Demosthenes’ speech 

“all other difference is elided so that Demosthenes’ body can stand for that of each and any 

                                                
17 Hunter 1992: 273. Cf. Althusser 1971.  

18 Hunter 1992: 278. 

19 Bourdieu’s concept of habitus is a useful comparandum: he describes a series of habits and behaviors conditioned 
by society and internalized by individuals, who move through life following certain embodied patterns (Bourdieu 
1995). 

20 Rowe 1993 discusses Demosthenes’ emphasis on hybris in this speech. 

21 De Bakker 2012b: 410-411: “Demosthenes presents himself as a staunch representative of the demos in referring 
to his activities as leader of the theoroi in Nemea (21.115) and as a sponsor of the campaigns to Euboea and 
Olynthus (21.161), whereas he claims that Meidias made a shambles of his cavalry duties (21.132-135), tried to 
evade his trierarchy (21.163-167) and damaged the diplomatic relations with Cyzicus (21.173).” 
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citizen.”22  

 Ideology shapes but does not perfectly reflect lived experiences. The democracy can 

promise, but it cannot guarantee body autonomy. In times of war and in the absence of the 

democracy, body autonomy is no longer guaranteed. The speaker of Isocrates 20 reminds the 

jury of this by tying the circumstances of his own case to the recent reign of the Thirty Tyrants 

and proposing that Lochites’ behavior be thought of this context: “Someone who breaks the law 

now, when it is not permitted, what in the world would he have done when those in control 

actually were grateful to those who committed such crimes?”23 Although he admits that Lochites 

himself is too young to have taken part in the oligarchy, he relies on the memory of the Thirty 

being fresh enough in the minds of the jury to be a convincing comparison. The recollection of a 

time when the ideal of the sacrosanct citizen body was overturned, however, is also a reminder of 

the artificiality of this construct. The citizen should, according to democratic ideology, be 

untouchable under the democracy. Physical violence is more than not allowed, it is not possible 

(!"# $%&'()), under an ideally functioning democracy.  

 The case at hand is an example of ideology in action: the speaker claims that he wants the 

jury to condemn Lochites not just for his own sake, but for the benefit of the entire populace. 

Their decisions make the citizenry more orderly (#!'*)+(,-!./) and their own lives more 

secure (0'123,'(&-!4).24 The jury is an apparatus by which democratic ideology is maintained. 

Under the perfectly ordered, perfectly safe idealized democracy, citizens cannot get hurt. The 

jury must not only punish the assault, but also maintain the kind of society in which it never 
                                                
22 Wilson 1991: 187.  

23 §4: 5'()/ 67- 484 (!3*9 :2-24!*&;4, 5(< !"# $%&'(), (= :!(< >4 ?:!=@'&4, 5A< !B #-2(!84(&/ (C/ :D3&+/ 
#2E FG-)4 &HF!4 (!;/ (7 (!)28(< ?%2*2-(G4!.')4; 

24 §18: (!I/ J33!./ :!3K(2/ #!'*)+(,-!./ :!)L'&(& #2E (M4 NK!4 (M4 O*,(&-!4 2"(P4 0'123,'(&-!4 
#2(2'(L'&(&. 
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could have happened. The speaker brings together past, present, and future, arguing that it is 

appropriate (!"#$%) for the jury to punish those expected to be criminals more (&'(()*) than 

those who have committed crimes. By the same degree, it is better (#+!,--)*) to find a way to 

prevent future crimes than to exact punishment for crimes already committed.25 Only in an ideal 

world can the future be cared for so neatly. The project of betterment signaled by Isocrates’ use 

of comparatives requires a constantly improving timelessness in which the greatest thing of all 

(#+.-/0-)*) would be if criminals could be distinguished by some sign that would allow them to 

be punished before they could even commit a crime.26 The ultimate expression of justice that the 

speaker can imagine is a world where the body of criminals bears the mark of their potential 

crime, the absolute safety of the protected class existing at the expense of another class (in this 

imagining, the potential criminal) that has been cast aside. 

 In her examination of how the Greeks conceptualized the body, Brooke Holmes finds that 

by the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, the body could be seen “both as a unifying term and as a 

foil to the person.”27 By this she means that the body can be understood as the entirety of the 

individual in contrast to the outside world or as part of a body/soul duality. She contrasts 

Thucydides’ conception of the autarchic soma, “a worldview which has imbued concepts of the 

person with physicality,” with Plato’s description of the soma as “alien to our true nature, akin, 

rather, to what is feminine and bestial.”28 The marked criminal theorized by Lochites’ prosecutor 

                                                
25 §12: !"#$% 1&2%…-/&3+!,042/… -)0)5-6 &'(()* -)7% 89/:;<)=% >!*?0!042/ 9)*@+)7% -A* 9+;-!+)* 
B&2+-@#;-3*, C06 9!+ #+!,--;* 80-/ -A* &!((;*-3* #2#A* D9)-+)9E* !1+!,* F -A* G:@ >!>!*@&H*3* 
:I#@* (2J!,*.  

26 §14: #+K-/0-)* &L* >M+ N*, !O -/ 9+)0P* Q(() 0@&!,)* -),% 9)*@+),% -A* D*4+R93*, 9+S* D:/#@4P*2I 
-/*2 -A* 9)(/-A*, 9+;-!+)* #)(KT!/* 2U-)5% 
27 Holmes 2010: 21. 

28 Holmes 2010: 27 and 28. 
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posits a one-to-one correspondence between the soul and the body: there would be no interior, no 

hidden motive.29 Any separation or incongruence between the visible body and unseen intention 

introduces deception and disorder to the world of constant improvement the prosecutor longs for.  

 Tragedy often dwells on the impossibility of knowing the interior; in fact the idea of the 

marked criminal closely echoes a wish made by Euripides’ Medea (ll. 516-519):  

 ! "#$, %& '( )*+,-$ ./0 12 3&4'56-2 78   
%#3.9*8’ :0;*<=-8,80 >=?,?2 ,?@A,  
:0'*B0 '’ C%D8 )*( %E0 3?3E0 '8#8'F0?8  
-G'#H2 )?*?3%(* I.=F@+3# ,<.?%8; 

O Zeus, why did you send humans clear signs of gold which is counterfeit, but 
there is no mark engraved on the body by which to discern an evil man? 

Ruth Padel describes the paradox of taking equal part in democratic society, taking collective 

action, and yet ultimately being unable to know the thoughts of any other member. As members 

of the community, the Athenians “saw themselves to be the city. And being the city meant 

judging, or inferring, the interior of others on the basis of what they had done and said; from how 

they had, publicly, seemed…. It was crucial that you could not see inside another person and yet, 

somehow, you must.”30 She links the interiority of the mind with the unseen backstage space, 

describing the skene “as an image of the unseen interior of a human being.”31 The body, being a 

closed system, makes all people ultimately unknowable no matter how obedient they are to the 

                                                
29 Cf. also Plato Gorgias 523a-526d on the naked soul, especially 524e: 3?%#J'#0 -G'/0 KL8/2 M0 %A2 N+)A2, :66O 
'8?.#.?,%8LD.F050 3?H -G6B0 .#,%(0 K=E I=8-*38B0 3?H :'83&?2, P Q3R,%5 S =*TU82 ?G%-$ IUD.V*U?%- 
#W2 %(0 N+)90... ([Rhadamanthus] sees that there is nothing healthy in his soul, but rather it has been whipped and 
is full of scars due to oathbreaking and injustice, which each of his actions has imprinted onto his soul...). 

30 Padel 1990: 338. 

31 Padel 1990: 358. 
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rules of society.32 Yet, expressed through empathetic reactions, embodiment also unites a society, 

hence the metaphor of the citizen body, the civic body, the democratic body.  

 The body within society blurs the distinction between physical and metaphorical. In his 

discussion of the word soma in Aeschines 1, Against Timarchos, Nicholas Fisher distinguishes 

between “cases where the main focus does seem to be on the individual as such, with no strong 

sense of the physical; often, however, the physical body is presented as the vulnerable part of the 

person, contexts where blows, imprisonments, or other physical outrages or constraints are held 

to lessen or destroy civic rights.”33 This blurring can be seen in Isocrates 20 and Demosthenes 21: 

while both victims are quite literally talking about their physical body which was injured when 

they were punched, the implication is that the wound to their legal person diminishes their civic 

rights and makes them less than citizens.  

 The autonomy of the democratic body is secured by the legal vulnerability of non-

citizens, especially slaves. Jack Winkler describes the inviolability of the citizen body as “a 

marker separating slaves from citizens: slaves may be manhandled in any way; citizens are 

literally untouchable.”34 This is because the body autonomy of the democratic citizen exists, as 

Hunter has argued, precisely because of the legal vulnerability of non-citizens. Although citizens 

and non-citizens alike made up the population of Athens, only one portion of the population was 

united in autonomy. The citizen body was equal in life, equal in death.35 Bodies in the middle, 

                                                
32 Cf. Foucault 1977: 135-169 on docile bodies and uniformity. Though his discussion is historically contingent on 
industrialization and public education, the idea of “political anatomy” has a place in the Athenian idealization of 
kosmos. 

33 Fisher 2005: 75. 

34 Winkler 1990: 48. 

35 As glorified by Thucydides in Pericles’ funeral oration (2.42): ! "#$ %&' ()*+' ,-'./0, 01 %2'34 506 %2' 
%7+2'34 8$4%06 95)/-./0'… 3754: 3; -7+ 3.*7<' 8'3$=> 8$4%&' ($?%. %4 -.'@7A/0 506 %4*4A%0B0 
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however, posed a challenge to the ideals of the city. Athens, priding itself on its democracy, 

nevertheless depended for survival on the underclasses—slaves, metics, and women whose 

labors constitute an essential part of the economy.36 In the case studies I conduct in this chapter, I 

will explore the ways the orators use bodies in the middle to call into question the security of 

citizen body autonomy. What part do these individuals have to play in the body politic? How 

does their vulnerability affect the sovereign citizen body?  

 

Demosthenes 27 and 28: Against Aphobos I and II 

 

 Demosthenes’ speeches prosecuting his guardian (27 and 28) center around the legal and 

physical vulnerability of a child, a dependent who will eventually take on an equal role in the 

democracy but who until his majority is defenseless against those who would do him harm.37 

Delivered scarcely after Demosthenes became a legal adult, the speech still resonates with the 

anxiety of his childhood. 38 The insecurity of his upbringing is revealed in the thematic interplay 

of knowledge and intimacy, visibility and invisibility, that threads throughout the two speeches, 

                                                

!"!#$%&'# ( )&) *+)," -#*#'*.%/0. -#1 23. *%45 *677# 8"9.%'$ ,9-#$%) *:) ;5 *%<5 =%7>?%@5 A=B. *C5 
=#*.9,%5 D),.#2#E9#) =.%*9E"'E#$ (It is the greatnesses of these men and those like them which gives the city 
the glory I have already celebrated in song…. It seems to me that the way these men have now died proves their 
greatness, whether newly revealed or confirmed in the end, since even for those who are worse in other respects, it is 
right to place greater value on courage against the enemies on behalf of the fatherland). 

36 Vlassopoulos 2007 

37 On these speeches: Pearson 1972: 3-54, Usher 1999: 171-178, and MacDowell 2004: 9-47 give background and 
commentary. Badian 2000, Mirhady 2000, MacDowell 2009: 30-45, and Worthington 2013: 9-27 situate the 
speeches within Demosthenes’ biographical record. Hunter 1989a and b discuss the prosopographical background of 
Demosthenes’ mother, Kleoboule, and argue that she held a degree of authority surpassing cultural norms. Foxhall 
1996: 144-147 largely concurs with Hunter, describing Kleoboule as a “very tough lady” (at 146). Burke 1998 offers 
a skeptical interpretation of the case, suggesting that the elder Demosthenes obtained and held his wealth through 
disreputable means and that the guardians looted the estate for ideological purposes.  

38 Demosthenes brought Aphobos to court when he was 20, in 364/3 (MacDowell 2004: 19).  
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emphasizing the guardians’ manifest erasure of his family’s estate and culminating in the 

revelation of the deeply intimate moment when Demosthenes’ father, on his deathbed, entrusted 

his son’s vulnerable body to the care of Aphobos, the man who would soon betray the entire 

family. In this section, I trace the interweaving thematic strands that build up to this tender 

vignette.  

 The background to the case is as follows: Demosthenes’ father, also named Demosthenes, 

died when his son was seven and his daughter five, leaving his children and an estate amounting 

to nearly fourteen talents in the care of three guardians. The guardians had been close to the 

family: Therippides was the elder Demosthenes’ close friend since youth, and Aphobos and 

Demophon were the nephews of the elder Demosthenes. The two nephews were to marry the 

elder Demosthenes’ daughter and wife, respectively, Demophon receiving a dowry of two talents 

and Aphobos 80 minas and the family home. The guardians took the dowries without marrying 

or providing for Demosthenes’ mother and sister (who was still underage), mismanaged the 

property and the businesses that the elder Demosthenes had owned, and neglected to pay for the 

younger Demosthenes’ schooling. During the years between his father’s death and his coming of 

age, Demosthenes’ guardians managed his father’s estate so poorly that less than 70 minas in 

cash and real estate remained from an original value of 14 talents, which would have accrued an 

additional 16 talents from income had the estate been handled well.39 As a result, Demosthenes 

decided to sue each guardian for ten talents each. Before the trial, Demosthenes and his 

opponents brought their dispute to arbitration to try to settle out of court, but when the arbitrators 

hinted that they were going to decide in Demosthenes’ favor, the guardians decided to take the 

                                                
39 According to the calculations provided by MacDowell 2004: 10. 
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matter to trial.40  

 The ideal performance of familial intimacy (and its violation) feature prominently in 

Demosthenes’ prosecution of Aphobos (speeches 27 and 28).41 Like Isaeus in On the Estate of 

Philoktemon, Demosthenes links familial intimacy with access to information—those close to the 

house are the ones who have the clearest information. Over the course of the speech, 

Demosthenes draws the jury into the family circle while pushing the guardians away. The first 

speech begins with a contrast between the intimate knowledge characteristic of arbitration with a 

jury trial, in public and before strangers ignorant of the details (27.1): 

!" #$% &'()*!+' ,-('(., / 0%12!. 13456+57, +8 174535 9(3!:% ; 9!2< =% 
13!-!2>#!?5 +(:. ("4!7(3. &93+2@9!3%, (A1$% B% C1!3 134D% (A1$ 
925E#F+G%· H9@I2J E82 B% +(:. K9' &4!7%G% E%G6?!:63% &##@%!3%, L6+! 
#J1!#75% M#:% !N%53 92O. +(P+(% 135-(2F%. &9!31Q 1' (R+(. +(S. #$% 
65-D. !"1>+5. +8 M#@+!2' C-TE! #J1$% 135E%D%53 9!2< 5A+D%, !". 1' K#U. 
+(S. (A1$% +D% M#!+@2G% H423'D. &936+5#@%(T. &*V*T?!%, H%FE4J &6+<% 
&% K#:% 952' 5A+(P 9!32U6?53 +D% 13457G% +TEIF%!3%. 

If Aphobos had wanted, men of the jury, to do the right thing or to turn our 
problems over to members of the family, there would have been no need for court 
cases or proceedings. For it should have sufficed to abide by the judgments made 
by those people, so that my opponent and I would have no dispute in a public 
forum. But since he refused to let those who know our situation clearly make the 
decision about us, rather coming before you—who have no precise knowledge 
about our problems—I must try to obtain justice from him in your presence.  

This opening contrasts the current case with a hypothetical situation in which Aphobos had done 

the right thing and the case had been resolved by their relatives during the arbitration. In this 

imaginary world, the case would not have been brought to court but, instead, the problem would 

be resolved by family members (+(:. ("4!7(3.), those who know the intimate details of the 
                                                
40 The speeches Demosthenes composed prosecuting the other two guardians have not survived, although three 
speeches dealing with the aftermath of the prosecution of Aphobos comprise speeches 29-31. 

41 Demosthenes 29 was also delivered against Aphobos, but in a separate trial—after Aphobos was found guilty of 
mismanaging Demosthenes’ estate, he accused one of Demosthenes’ witnesses of bearing false witness (dik! 
pseudomartyri"n); Demosthenes 29 is the defense speech delivered in this later trial. I limit this discussion to the 
speeches from the initial trial. 
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situation (!"#$ %&'($ )*+,!&$). Thus the jury, who have no precise knowledge (!"#$ "-+./ 

01234($ 563%!&78/"9$), would have had no part in the dispute: this is the right and proper way 

problems among family members should be solved. Aphobos, in refusing to let the case be 

determined by arbitration among family members, has invited the members of the jury to take his 

place as Demosthenes’ intimates.  

 As I have shown above, allegiance to the household was a common way of characterizing 

individuals as acting according to eikos or socially acceptable patterns of behavior. Aphobos’ 

rejection of the private arbitration is the first black mark in his column. As Demosthenes builds 

up his case, he describes his father as completely loyal to family, to his detriment. The elder 

Demosthenes is shown to put his trust in appropriate behavior between family and close 

friends—which he and the guardians were. He believed that by increasing this intimacy, he could 

forge an even more unshakeable bond (§5): 

:;7"'(/!3 +. !</ 57</ 0+)='</ 1&> +?" !@=&/!' )-A#$ B+C1)/ BD)3/, 
&-!E +. !"?!F !</ 7;!82& !</ 57</ 1&> 62"G1' HI+"J1"/!& 7/K$, 1&> !</ 
"*1L&/ "*1)G/ 1&> %1)?)%3 D2M%A&3 !"G$ 57"G$, NI"?7)/"$, 1&> !"?!"9$ B!' 
"*1)3"!82"9$ )O 7"3 6"3J%)3)/, "-1 P/ D)G2,/ 7' 563!2"6)9AM/&3 !&?!;$ !M$ 
"*1)3,!;!"$ 62"%I)/"78/;$. 

He gave my sister to Demophon to marry, along with two talents right away, and 
to my opponent here he gave my mother and a dowry of eighty minas, allowing 
him to live in the house and use my things—he thought that if he could make 
them even more intimately related, they would be no worse as guardians due to 
the added intimacy. 

Demosthenes’ father recognizes the importance of oikeiot!s in socially acceptable behavior and 

expects that the guardians, whom he considers close friends and kin, to follow this social ideal as 

well. By marrying the guardians into the family, he expects them to feel twice the familial 

affection, since their own fates would be tied to the mother and daughter. 

 By forsaking the role they were given, the guardians force the younger Demosthenes to 
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fix the threat his father’s mistake brought into his oikos. As in Antiphon 1, discussed in my first 

chapter, it becomes necessary for Demosthenes to replace the actual relatives with the ad hoc 

oikeioi of the jury, who become knowledgable by learning rather than experiencing (§7): 

!"#!" $%& '"()*!+, -.&/01, +23+3(+, 4!/ !1* 5657!' 85/!&75+93:*!;* 
7<=>*+, -*"/=>3!+&7* 7<=? 5+&/@"*>3!+&7* A 7B!7/ !% C'>!+&" 
=/D&5:."3/*.  

For after learning these things you will know precisely that of all the people who 
have ever been guardians before, none of them ever plundered an estate more 
shamelessly or more manifestly than my adversaries plundered mine. 

Demosthenes promises that the jury will be made precisely aware of the guardians’ larceny. His 

strategy over the course of his prosecution will be to make their crimes as visible as possible in 

order to draw the jury into the circle of those who know. With the comparative of the emphatic 

compound 5+&/@"*E, equating the shamefulness of the guardians’ deceit with its flagrancy, this 

passage introduce the theme of visibility (especially expressed through the use of words with the 

root phan, “visible”) into the speech. Once the extent of the guardians’ betrayal—worse than any 

that has ever before occurred—is made visible, the jury will be in a position to stand in loco 

custodis, having switched places with the original oikeioi. In order to transform the jury from 

those knowing 7<=?* -.&/01, to those knowing -.&/01,, Demosthenes has to make them see.  

 Over the course of the speech, the acts of theft carried out by the guardians are again and 

again portrayed as conspicuous concealment through the repetition of words denoting visibility 

and invisibility. The majority of the crimes committed by the guardians comes in the form of 

absences: failure to marry Demosthenes’ mother Kleoboule and his sister, slaves unaccounted 

for, unreported profits, lack of income from his father’s various business interests, a missing will. 

In his account of these crimes, Demosthenes uses the language of visibility to put the jury in the 

position of witnesses: by describing the guardians’ actions as manifest or obvious, he helps the 
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members of the jury to envision them in their mind’s eye. Insistent repetition begins to function 

as evidence. 

 To increase the visibility of the crimes, Demosthenes associates Aphobos’ 

mismanagement of the oikos with his threat to the physical manifestation of the oikos, the oikia. 

He tells the jury that Aphobos moved into the family home (§13: !"#$ %&' ()"*+') immediately 

following the death of the elder Demosthenes and took possession of Kleoboule’s jewels and 

tableware as well as the proceeds from the sale of some of the slaves—money equivalent to the 

dowry he was promised. However, despite having received the dowry, Aphobos refused to marry 

Kleoboule and neither used the money to maintain her nor rented the estate so that she could live 

off of the income.42 During a confrontation between Aphobos and Demochares, the husband of 

Kleoboule’s sister, the guardian admitted that he had received the dowry. Aphobos’ failure to 

provide for Kleoboule according to the arrangement in the elder Demosthenes’ will forced her to 

leave her husband’s oikia and flee to her sister’s husband—a physical removal that materializes 

Aphobos’ threat to the oikos. Tying the appropriation of the house with the missing dowry, 

Demosthenes asks the jury “If it becomes clear (,+'-.#%+$) that Aphobos had confessed to 

Demochares, had received the proceeds from the sale of the slaves (acknowledged by a written 

receipt), and lived in the house (()"#/' %&' ()"*+') after the elder Demosthenes died, how will 

he not be clearly (,+'#012) proven to have, in fact, received the money?”43 Through the 

repetition of phan words, Demosthenes emphasizes his logical conclusion: if all evidence 

                                                
42 §15: (3 450 6$67'%(2 %(8%(9 ./%(' %: ;<%0=, %&' 6> ?0(/"@ AB('%(2, (36> %C' (D"(' ;$.E(F' GEHI('%(2 
43 §16: "+*%($ #) ,+'-.#%+$ ?0J2 %# %C' K<;(BL0< %+FE’ M;(I(4<"N2 "+O ?0C2 %(P2 QII(92 (R ?+0S.+', 
?+0L %# %(F K<;(,1'%(2 "+O %(F T<0$??*6(9 %1' U'60+?J6V' #)2 %&' ?0(/"+ %52 %$;52 #)I<,W2, +3%J2 
E’ X+9%C' AB#$' %&' ?0(/"’ U?(40LY+2 ?0C2 %(P2 .9'#?$%0J?(92, ()"1' %# %&' ()"*+' G?#$6& %LB$.%’ 
G%#I#Z%<.#' [ ?+%-0, ?12 (3" G" ?L'%V' [;(I(4(9;\'(9 %(F ?0L4;+%(2 #]0#E-.#%+$ ,+'#012 %&' 
?0(/"+, %52 ^46(-"('%+ ;'_2, "#"(;$.;\'(2, "+O I*+' U'+$612 ;& I+`#/' Ga+0'(Z;#'(2; 
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pointing to Aphobos’ receipt of the money becomes clear, then Aphobos will be clearly proven 

to have received it. Tying Aphobos’ manifest theft of Kleoboule’s dowry to his moving into the 

oikia gives physical shape to his antagonism against Demosthenes’ oikos, as both family and 

estate. 

  In his account of each instance of the guardians’ mishandling of the estate, Demosthenes 

continues to use visual language to describe the magnitude of their wrongdoing. Among the 

holdings left by his father was one workshop that produced knives, another that made beds. 

Aphobos has argued that part of the money Demosthenes was supposed to inherit had been spent 

on subsidizing the knife workshop. Demosthenes points out that, if this were the case, there 

would be visible (!"#$%&'"() evidence that the manager,  Therippides, handed over the 

proceeds; the lack of evidence proves the theft, since the fact that money was spent on it 

demonstrates that the workshop was “manifestly” (!"$%)*+) still in service.44 The 

conspicuousness of the thefts, evoked verbally through the repetition of phan words, suggests 

that the speech and the court case are unnecessary in the face of the abundant evidence of their 

wrongdoing. Demosthenes not only exposes the facts to the jury, but encourages the jury to 

visualize the numbers and details of the missing property. The members of the jury, as 

representatives of the entire city, stand as witnesses to the crimes. 

 Absence is given form in its egregiousness. Repetition of the words “make vanish” 

(,!"$#-.) and “reveal” or “account for” (,/0!"#$.) in the negative widen the semantic 

evocation of phan vocabulary by juxtaposing the obviousness of the crimes against the vanishing 

acts of which they consist. Regarding the workers in his father’s bed workshop, Demosthenes 

                                                
44 §21: 1%2 13/04 56 7’ 8)7’ "95:$ ,/01%1.;<5" =0( !"#$%&'"(, ;"> ?$ @$"$5#0$ ,/A1.;% /")"&BA&'"( 
=6)54)"+. %C 1D =E1D$ 50F5.$ /%/0#E;%$, /*+ 09; 8B%( 5G$ /)<&010$ 1402$ @502$ 5G$ @; 50H @)7"&5E)#04, 
5I+ 5)(6;0$5" =$J+, !"$%)*+ 0K5.+ 5*$ 8)7.$ 7%7%$E=A$.$; 
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claims that the guardians “made them disappear” (!"#$%&'()*) and that he will use their 

absence to demonstrate to the jury how “excessively shamelessly and manifestly” ("#$+,-.) the 

guardians robbed him.45 Their account of how the slaves were lost is vague and unsatisfying, 

intended to cover up the fact that they utterly and completely destroyed (!"#$%&'()*$) the 

workshop.46 Continuing the conspicuous erasure of the property, Demosthenes notes that the 

guardians failed to account ('/0+… !1'"#%$'()*$) for both ivory used to decorate the couches 

and the proceeds from the workshop; in fact they have utterly and completely made it disappear 

(!"#$%&'()*$).47 Finally, their refusal to report ('234$ !1'"#%$'()*) the interest, dissipation 

of the principal, and claim that Demosthenes in fact owes the guardians money leads him to 

summarily declare their actions “a great and thoroughly obvious (1+,*"#$5.) disgrace.”48 This 

phrase calls back to the comparative 1+,*"#$6)0+,'$ from the beginning of the speech, 

reminding the jury of Demosthenes’ promise to make Aphobos’ crimes visible. 

 Of all the devious machinations carried out by the guardians, the most troublesome is 

their concealment of the will. The absence is a significant one: Demosthenes concedes, echoing 

the opening of the speech, that the jury would more accurately (!7,*86)0+,'$) comprehend the 

size of the estate if the guardians had been willing to hand over the will.49 He ascertains the 

                                                
45 §24: 1,-0'$ 94$ ':$ 1+,; 0-$ 7<*$'1'*-$, '=. 7#0><*1+ 94$ ? 1#0@,, !"#$A&'()* 3B 'C0'*, 0+00#,D7'$0# 
94$ 9$-$ E1'7+*9>$'(., +F7')* 3B G$0#. 0H$ !,*I9J$, K1*3+ALM E9N$ O. <A#$ !$#*3-. 7#; "#$+,-. 9B 
!1')0+,'P)*$.  

46 §26: Q,3R$ S<'$ 0H K,T#)0@,*'$ !"#$A&'()*$. 

47 §33: U'V0'( 0'A$($ 0'P K<>"#$0J. K)0* 1<>'$ W 0D<#$0'$, X$ '/0B #20H$ '/0+ 0H Y,T'$ !1'"#A$'()*$, 
!<<Z 7#; 0'P0'$ Q,3R$ !"#$A&'()*$ S<'$. 

48 §38: Y,T'$ 94$ '234$ !1'"#%$'()* 0'N. [,59#)*$, #20Z 34 0Z !,[#N# 1\$0' !$R<M76$#* "#); )]$ 0#N. 
^10Z 7#; ^83'957'$0# 9$#N.· _R9'"-$ 34 7#; 1,H. `"+%<'$0#. a9b. K$6T,#c+. 0#P0' '2 9+T\<R 7#; 
1+,*"#$d. !$#*)[($0%#; 

49 §40: Y0* 3B !7,*8>)0+,'$ YT$M0B Q$, +F 9'* 0Z. 3*#I@7#., e. ? 1#0d, 7#0><*1+$, 'C0'* !1'3'P$#* 
fI><R)#$. 
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missing amount recorded in the will by adding together the gaps in the evidence provided by his 

witnesses. In a series of depositions, each guardian is shown to have admitted the amounts given 

to the others while concealing his own portion. The repetition of phan vocabulary continues 

throughout the summaries of these depositions: although Therippides admits that the will exists, 

he refuses to reveal (!"#$%&'()) it and will not make visible (*%+%$%',- "#)./%)) the extent 

of the inheritance which, if known, would prove their larceny.50 Aphobos agrees that there was a 

will but claims that he did not agree to its terms (so that it will seem like he did not receive 

anything); he, too, reveals absolutely nothing (#012… !"#$%&'() *%345#6) about the size of 

the estate or about its rental.51 However, despite the guardians’ unwillingness to surrender the 

will, Demosthenes uses their statements against one another to come up with an approximation 

of the total. The amount bequeathed is made clear (1.5#') by the guardians’ individual accounts 

of the large amounts left to each of them, despite the their attempts at concealment 

(!$%')74'+8').52 Adding the allotments makes it clear to all ($%'(9:' ";/)') that the original 

estate was of no small size.53  

 Contrasting the guardians’ underhanded thievery with the clarity of his own rhetoric, 

Demosthenes sums up his argument by insisting on the incomparable lucidity of his proofs 

(§§47-48): 

                                                
50 §41: '<' 1= !"%)+#<'+#- >?#< *%+%5()$3.'%) ?,' @?#5#A#</)', %0+B- 1= #0* !"#$%C'#6/)'. +%<+% 1, 
"#)#</) +D +( "5.3#- #0 E#65D?('#) *%+%$%',- "#)./%) +.- #0/C%- +: *%+%5()$3F', G 1)H9"I*%/)' #J+#), 
+I- +( 189()B- K'% ?L 1#*M/)' NO()'… 

51 §43: "(9P 1, +M' %0+Q 1#3F'+8' A9%$.'%) ?F' $H/)', #0O @?#5#A./%) 1= %0+D-, K'% ?L 1#*R 5%E(S'. +: 
1, "5.3#- +.- #0/C%- #01= #J+#- !"#$%C'() *%3D5#6, #01, +: ?)/3#<' +:' #T*#'. 

52 §44: 1.5#' +#C'6' >/+P' #01,' U++#' +: "5.3#- +M' *%+%5()$3F'+8', *%C"(9 !$%')7D'+8' +#V+8' +L' 
#0/C%', >* +M' 1)%3H*M', >W X' +#/%<+% O9Y?%+= !55Y5#)- $%/P 1#3.'%).  

53 §44: $%'(9:' 1Z"#6 ";/)' [+) #0* !": ?)*9;- #0/&%-, !55B "5\#' ] 1)"5%/&%- U- >?#P *%+\5()"(' +%<+' 
!$(S5('. 
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!"# $%& '& ()# *+,-*(./$& 0!)1.23.). !4&(+ 1)5/!+67(+ 6+8 951: ("& 
9)6/"& ;!.*<59-&$&, = ($>($& (?& (/7!$& 0!)1.)6&@# 9.(A ($*$B(C& 
9+/(B/C& 6+8 (.695/2C&; (D& 9:& !/$E6+ F+G.E& H9$F$IJ*+&(+ 6+8 K<.)& 
+L(?& !/?# ($@# 0!)(/7!$M# ;!$I/4N+&(+, (? 1O 0/I+*(J/)$& 
6.6+/!C9-&$& +L(?& 6+8 (D& !/7*$1$& $L6 ;!$,+2&$&(+, ("& 1O 'FFC& 
(A 9:& !.!/+67(+ 6+8 (A# ()9A# $L6 ;!$1.1C67(+, (A 1O P# Q+M(?& 
F+G7&(+ 6+8 (+>(O R,+&)67(+, K() 1: !+/A (?& F7I$& S& +L(?# ;!-1C6. 
($*+>(+ 6F-!($&(+, !/?# 1: ($B($)# (D& 1)+TJ65& R,+&)67(+, (A 
;&1/4!$1+ !.!/+67(+, ('FFO $U(C !4&(+ 1)V6567(+, P# $L1O W& $X 
K<T)*($) 1)$)6J*.)+&; 0IY 9:& $L6 $Z1O [!C# '& ()# *+,-*(./$& 0!)1.23.).&. 

How could anyone demonstrate more clearly that he has stolen everything and 
didn’t even spare the small things, than in this way by proving it with so many 
witnesses and proofs? He admitted to having received the dowry and made a 
written record for the other guardians that he had it, he took advantage of the 
output of the workshop for himself without reporting the profit, he sold some of 
our possessions without paying us what he got for them, while the rest he kept for 
himself and hid. According to the account that he himself gave, he stole a large 
amount and on top of that made the will disappear and sold the slaves, and he 
managed everything else in such a way as not even the worst enemies would have 
done. I don’t know how anyone could demonstrate this more clearly!54 

His proof, more clear than any other (!"# '& ()# *+,\*(./$&), recalls the exceeding visibility 

of Aphobos’ crimes, which were also described as second to none (§7: $L1: !./),+&\*(./$& = 

$]($)), and confirms his own rhetorical skill in making a series of disappearances so very 

visible. Aphobos failed to report ($L6 ;!$,+^&$&(+) the income from the workshop, he hid 

(R,+&)6_(+) some of Demosthenes’ family’s possessions, and he made the will disappear 

(R,+&)6_(+). The repetition of phan words and the juxtaposition of vanishing and revealing 

continues to the end of the speech, bridging the distance between Demosthenes’ craftsmanship 

                                                
54 Demosthenes uses 0!)1.^6&M9) in the positive to describe his own rhetorical practice (at 27.12, 18, 23, 24, 34, 35, 
47, 48, 52, and 28.2; it is used in the negative of Aphobos and the guardians at 27.49, 50, 51, and 52) and 
;!$1.^6&M9) to describe the guardians’ excuses (at 27.19, 26, 62, and 28.22). Cf. Bakker’s definition of the 
0!^1.)3)# vs. ;!_1.)3)# in Herodotus: “The object of epideixis is always shown as it is; it existed before it was 
shown or displayed and is not changed or modified by it…. What is ‘shown’ in an act denoted by apo-deik, by 
contrast, is always changed in the act, and may not even have existed before. The person or thing pointed at in an act 
of apodeiknunai acquires a new function according to the requirements of the context” (Bakker 2002: 22). This 
distinction plays into Demosthenes’ strategy of contrasting his own transparency with the guardians’ deception. 
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and the guardians’ transparent deception.55  

 As the first speech of the prosecution comes to a close, Demosthenes focuses his 

rhetorical energy on tying the guardians’ theft to their betrayal of socially appropriate behavior.  

Their behavior passes beyond hyperbole (!"#$%&'()): they made the will vanish (*+,-./,01-) 

hoping not to get caught, benefitting themselves and impoverishing Demosthenes’ family, as 

though their victims had done them the greatest of injustices.56 This hypothetical inversion of 

circumstances reminds the jury of Demosthenes’ virtuous vulnerability, accentuating both his 

pitiful state and the extremity of the guardians’ betrayal. He draws a comparison between the 

guardians and the jury: when the members of the jury punish a criminal, they make sure that his 

wife and children are taken care of. When the guardians were given a gift (their portions of the 

inheritance), they outrageously mistreated those they were supposed to protect.57 The build-up to 

the result clause (“they differ so much from you”) opens a gulf of ethical space between the jury 

and the guardians, between compassion and betrayal.  

 Demosthenes puts the final stamp on this ethical alignment by returning to the guardians’ 

failure of oikeiot!s (§65): 

                                                
55 §49: &23# 4($ 5) 6+#7'&-38 9# /,3:'1"#- ; ",3<$ =- 3&>) 4$899,01- ?":+@-#-, &ABC &D) ?"&B#BE/:-,1 
3,F3C G+@ ",$:0H@3,1 98$3I$,), &23C ,J 3K- ?$1L9K- 3M- H$@983E- #N) 3&O) 0I-#"13$P"&I) =",-:+#$#- 
Q0&- ,A3K) +,7-#3,1 ',%R-… 
§52: =(- BC #S-,7 9&1 +T 3&F3&- 3K- 3$P"&-, '&41UP9#-&) 3( ",$C V/,3:$W 3M- ="13$P"E-, B1"',07&1) 
='833E +,-X0#3,1 ':4E-, GH&-3, BC &ABY- 9Z''&- ?"&+,7-E-. 
§61-62: …3( BY ",-38",01- ?+,-70,-3#), =9&F 9Y- ?-#>'&- /,[ 3<- !"8$H&I0,- "$P0&B&-, 0+701 BC 
,A3&>) &A 91/$(- =/ 3M- =9M- /,3#0/#I80,-3&. ',%P-3#) BY /,[ 3\''C ,N0H$M) &!3E0[ "8-3,, "':&- ] 3( 
^970#, 3M- H$@983E- 9@BY /,3,'#1+L_-,1 /&1-T "8-3#) ?9+10%@3&F01-, 5) "#-3#3,'8-3&I BY 9P-&- 3_) 
&A07,) &20@) =/ 3&0,`3@) 3&O) 'P4&I) ?"#-@-PH,01-, &A "$P0&B&- 9Y- =a ,A3M- &A/ ?"&+,7-&-3#)… 

56 §64: 37-,) BC &b3&1 '#'&7",01- !"#$%&'() #N"#>-; &c /,[ 3<- B1,LX/@- *+,-7/,01- 5) 'X0&-3#), /,[ 3() 
9Y- 0+#3:$,) ,A3M- &A07,) =/ 3M- ="1/,$"1M- B1W/X/,01, /,[ 3?$H,>, 3M- !",$HP-3E- =/ 3M- =9M- 
"&''d 9#7UE "#"&1X/,01, 3_) BC =9_) &A07,), e0"#$ 3( 9:410LC !+C ^9M- ?B1/@L:-3#), Q'&- 3K /#+8',1&- 
?-f$X/,01-; 

57 §65: &b3&1 BY 3&0&F3&- B1,+:$&I01- !9M-, e03# /,[ BE$#1() ",$C ^9M- "$&0',%P-3#), g-, B1/,7E) 
="13$&"#`0E01, 3&1,F3C #N) ^9Z) !%$7/,01. 
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!"# $%&' ()*+,-.)",, /0 12 345.)", 62, 712, 8&/49:,, /0 &;$<, 6"4=,6$>, 
?@A 6$B @"6CAD 8E>F-/<)", 1.&/,AD 6/+E/6"> 6G, @C$).!H,6F,, 844' 
I)@/C J*->)6$K 6>,/D, 844' $% 9K4$> !"# );LL/,/<D !"6"4/>9-5,6/D, $%&M, 
6ND $0!/>H6.6$D 79CH,6>)",. 

They feel neither shame nor pity for my sister: although our father thought she 
deserved a dowry of two talents, she will receive none of what is due to her. Just 
like the greatest of enemies, not friends and relatives left behind by him, they 
gave no thought to family intimacy. 

While Demosthenes’ presentation of the facts has made the crimes visible to the jury, thereby 

drawing them into the circle of knowledge, the guardians’ failure to feel shame and pity, their 

rejection of oikeiot!s, in turn proves them to be illegitimate oikeioi. As Demosthenes shortly 

afterwards reminds the jury, it is just for them to pity those who are unfortunate beyond reason.58 

According to this equation, Demosthenes’ association of the guardians with lack of pity already 

renders them the unjust party. But his strategy over the course of the first speech of making the 

guardians’ crimes visible to the jury, of bringing them into the circle of intimate knowledge, adds 

a third part to the equation: by explicitly bringing up the guardians’ failure as oikeioi, he 

implicitly replaces them with the jury. 

 Demosthenes opens the second speech of his prosecution of Aphobos (with Aphobos’ 

first defense speech intervening between Demosthenes’ first and second speeches) by focusing 

on the theme of visibility as it relates to the legal status of the oikos. During the arbitration before 

the case was brought to court, Aphobos claimed that the elder Demosthenes’ father-in-law Gylon 

had died a state debtor and that this is why he and the other guardians never leased the estate. He 

maintained that the elder Demosthenes had wanted them to keep the property hidden so that the 

state would not confiscate it. Aphobos waited until the last day of the arbitration to make this 

accusation so that Demosthenes would not be able to bring forward evidence to disprove it and 

                                                
58 §68: &>!"<$> J)6O 74//<,…6$PD @"CQ 4RL$, &;)6;*$B,6"D 
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was waiting until his second speech to bring the issue to the jury’s attention. 59 Thus, 

Demosthenes must proleptically counter an accusation the jury has not yet heard, armed with no 

evidence but rhetoric and likelihood, and prove that Gylon did not die in debt and there was no 

danger in making the property visible (!"#$%&).60   

 Picking up on the phan language so prevalent in the first speech, Demosthenes now 

literalizes his rhetorical tactic with an allusion to visible and invisible property. The term “visible 

property” (phanera ousia) has a range of meanings: it can refer to property, especially real estate, 

that is seen by everyone, as opposed to personal property, which would be unseen ('!"#()).61 

As Gabrielson points out, the evidence does not always support this division. Real estate has a 

tendency to be more visible and cash less so, but these distinctions do not always hold. It is 

instead the owner’s behavior concerning his property that determines whether the property is 

phanera or aphan!s. Visible property is that which is publicly acknowledged, while 

unacknowledged property was rendered invisible through the act of “concealment” ('*+,%-./) 

0123")).62 The decision to acknowledge or conceal property rested on the fact that visible 

property was liable for taxation and liturgies, and so public acclaim would make up for the 

financial loss. Holding visible property “was related to openly acknowledged social position and 

commitments,” while keeping property invisible allowed its holder to “conceal his wealth and 

                                                
59 Only evidence procured during the pre-trial hearing was allowed in the trial. All supporting documentation was 
sealed in jars called echinoi to ensure that no change was made to the charges, testimonies, contracts, oaths, and 
other documents between the hearing and the trial (Boegehold 1995: 79). 

60 28.2: #4# 56 7$,89%:0/) 8$;<=0/) >*/5$:?08$#, @) 0A7B C!$/=$# 0A7B D# ,:#5-#0) 015$E) F8G# !"#$%H 
,$,798I#0/) 7H J#7". 

61 Gabrielson 1986.  

62 Gabrielson 1986: 104.  
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evade social obligations” and suggested “hidden power, suspicion, unease.”63 Aside from the 

social stigma, holding invisible property led to the risk that an individual’s worth could be 

overestimated and he therefore could be charged with a higher contribution than he would have 

been had he not concealed his possessions.64  

 In his first speech, Demosthenes touched on the contrast between hidden and visible 

property in his response to Aphobos’ claim that the elder Demosthenes had told him that he had 

entrusted four talents with his wife. Using an eikos argument, Demosthenes reasons that if his 

father had trusted the guardians, he would have had no reason to hide four talents, but if he didn’t 

trust them, he would not have made them guardians of the visible property (!"# $%#&'"#) nor 

revealed the existence of hidden money (!( )&)'*++,#%).65 He adds that Aphobos, based on 

how he treated the visible property ($%#&'(# -./0%#), would certainly not have held back from 

appropriating the additional four talents, especially since the jury had no knowledge of the 

money.66 The jury is reminded of what it does and does not, can and cannot know, of the 

importance of witnesses to ensure socially appropriate behavior. Ownership of visible property 

depends on a public acknowledgement of the property. 

 Demosthenes picks up on this connection in his second speech. In the absence of 

                                                
63 Humphreys 1983: 10. Drawing on Karl Polyani’s concept of the imbedded economy, Kurke adds to Humphreys’ 
observations that “invisible property is the product of those who privilege pure economic considerations over the 
social and political embedding of property. Thus the motive of such men is strictly economic and the result of 
making their property invisible is that they are themselves disembedded from the social fabric of their community” 
(Kurke x: 227). 

64 Gabrielson 1986:111-112. 

65 27.55: &1 +2# 3(' 4 5%!6' 750/!&8 !-9!-8:, ;<=-# >!8 -?!’ @# !A==’ B5,!'&5&# -?!’ @# !%CD’ -E!F 
)%!%=&05F# %.!-G: H$'%I&· +%#0% 3(' ;&8#6 !( )&)'*++,#’ &15&G#, +J;2 !"# $%#&'"# +,==-#!’ B58!'K5-*: 
)%!%/!L/&8#. &1 ;’ B50/!&*&#, -.) @# ;L5-* !( +2# 5=&G/!’ %.!-G: !"# M'J+N!F# B#&M&0'8/&#, !"# ;’ -.) 
@# )*'0-*: B5-0J/&#. 

66 §57: !6# +2# $%#&'(# -./0%#, O# )%P Q+"# -R 5-==-P /*#S;&/%# >!8 )%!&=&0$DJ, +&!( !"# /*#&58!'K5F# 
-E!F: %1/M'": ;8L'5%/&#, T# ;’ -.) B+,==&D’ Q+&G: H/&/D%8 +N'!*'&:, U5,/M&!’ @# BVW# %.!X =%Y&G#; 
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evidence, he uses a combination of thematic emphasis and eikos arguments, which he calls “great 

proofs” (!"#$%&'()* $"+,-()*) to demonstrate that there was no debt and no risk to his family in 

possessing visible property. In these “great proofs,” Demosthenes returns again and again to the 

visibility of his family’s wealth as if to remind the jury of what they have seen, or to cause them 

to envision it, now, through the enargeia built up by the language of visibility.67 His first proof is 

that Gylon’s other son-in-law Demochares never concealed (./(#0#&1/!2)) his property but 

rather acted as choregos and trierarch and carried out various other liturgies without worrying 

about the state confiscating his wealth. Secondly, Demosthenes’ father made his own property 

visible (324"&5*) by virtue of recording it in his will.68 Moreover, Aphobos and the other 

guardians themselves revealed (6$3247* 6/('%8"4) the magnitude of the money left by the elder 

Demosthenes by paying taxes at the rate assessed for the very wealthy.69 By contributing so 

openly to civic affairs, Demochares, the elder Demosthenes, and even the guardians “manifestly 

made [the property] visible” (32'4(4!2) 324"&5 /()(94!"*), making it clear that they feared 

no danger of any kind.70 In this passage, Demosthenes inundates the jury with the repetition of 

the language of visibility while reminding them of his family’s record of civic contributions, 

benefactions which many of them may have witnessed. The repetition suggestively implies “you 

have seen this,” putting the jury in the position of witness. 
                                                
67 Cf. Walker 1993 on enargeia, vividness, in ancient narrative prose. 

68 28.3: /&:!(4 $74 +5& ;%$(<,&%*, =<>4 .?"-3@4 !A* 6$A* $%!&B*, C1+2!0&2 ?7 DE->4(*, (F# 
./(#0#&1/!2) !@4 (F8'24, .--5 <(&%+"G #2H !&)%&2&<"G #2H !5* I--2* -J!(1&+'2* -J!(1&+"G #2H (F?74 
!:4 !()(E!>4 ?0?()#"4. =/")!’ 2F!K* L /2!@& !M4 !’ I--%4 (F8'24 #2H !0!!2&2 !,-24!2 #2H !&)8<)-'2* 
324"&5* 6/('%8"4, N* (O!() +&23A42' !’ 64 !2G* ?)2CM#2)* #2H -2P"G4 83Q* 2F!(R* #2!’ .--M->4 
#2!2$2&!1&(98)4. 

69 §4: =!) ?7 #2H 2F!K* S3(P(* $"!5 !:4 814"/)!&B/>4 !T /B-") !K /-AC(* !:4 #2!2-")3C04!>4 <&%$,!>4 
6$3247* 6/('%8"4, U+"$B42 $" !A* 81$$(&'2* #2!28!M82* (F# 6/H $)#&(G* !)$M$28)4, .--’ 6/H !%-)#(E!()* 
V8!" #2!5 !5* /04!" #2H "W#(8) $4Q* /"4!2#(8'2* "X830&")4. 

70 §4: #2H ;%$(<,&%* #2H L /2!@& #2H 2F!(H (O!() 32'4(4!2) 324"&5 /()(94!"*, #2H (F?042 !()(9!(4 
#'4?14(4 ?"?)B!"*. 
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 With this reminder of his father’s family’s openness and generosity to the city, 

Demosthenes returns to the missing will. Aphobos claimed that that the elder Demosthenes had 

instructed him in his will to keep the property !"#$%&, yet he and the other guardians refuse to 

reveal the will which would have proven (!'("#)$*+$) this precisely (!,-+./&).71 Demosthenes 

here picks up on the equation formulated in the first speech: as the case began, the jury knew 

nothing precisely (!,-+.0&), but if the will was present, they would know more precisely 

(!,-+.123*-($). In the absence of the will, Demosthenes is compelled to use his “great proofs” 

to bring the jury into the circle of those who know precisely while further excluding the 

guardians. His strategy is again to describe the guardians’ actions as blatantly secretive and in 

fact incompetent (§7): 

!44’ 567 (8, (9:’ ; 3+ 3(<3’ =23+$. (8, *># ?+2@(<$ 3A$ (9,($ (8:’ 5?"#$B 
3C D-%?#3# '(+*E$ F '#3%-. 'G3*-($ 5?(); H 3I 'G4*+; "#)$*2@* 6C- 
3(8$#$3)($ 5,*)$J ?K$ "#$*-C '(+%2#$3*&, 5?(L :K '#$3M'#2+$ !"#$B 
'*'(+N,G3*&, ,#L (8:K 3#<3’ !'("#)$($3*& 5O P$ 3+?N2M?*$(+ 3C& 
*Q2"(-C& *Q2*"/-*3*. 

I don’t understand this at all. My father did not allow them to rent the estate or to 
make the money visible. Visible to me or to the city? You manifestly did the 
opposite and made the property visible to the city, but utterly invisible to me—
and you refuse to reveal the source from which you assessed the taxes that you 
paid. 

This inconsistency in the guardians’ actions again allows Demosthenes to find proof in the 

negative spaces left behind in the guardians’ testimony. The guardians’ claims that the elder 

Demosthenes did not want his property rented or made visible (5?"#$B) are proven false by the 

fact that they had paid taxes on the entire amount. In so doing, they manifestly ("#)$*2@*) made 

the property visible ("#$*-M) to the city. The fact that they continue to keep the amount hidden 

(!"#$B) from Demosthenes is absurd in the face of the facts. The interplay of visibility and 

                                                
71 §5: 3R$ ?K$ :+#@S,N$ ?N:#?(< 3#T3N$ !'("#U$*+$, 5O V& W$ *Q:1$#+ 3!,-+.1& 
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invisibility in this passage shows the confusion caused by the guardians’ inept machinations. 

 Their ineptness extends to the rest of their dealings with the estate. As Johnstone has 

shown, in order to keep property invisible, a close-knit circle of trusted friends is required.72 

While the guardians tried to keep the amount they received from the inheritance hidden by 

appropriating the money in secrecy, their schemes ultimately failed because of their tendency to 

inform against one another. They have plainly (!"#$%&') been proven to have stolen, yet they 

still dare to lie, showing their ultimately dishonorable character.73 Demosthenes continues to 

berate them for their failure at subterfuge: “You made the will disappear ((!"#)*"+$), from 

which it would have been possible to learn the truth about everything, but you manifestly 

(!")#$,-$) never say the same things about one another.”74 The guardians’ blatant inability to 

keep their story straight becomes evidence, standing in for the missing will.  

 With this summary of the guardians’ schemes, Demosthenes’ strategy of bringing the 

jury into the family circle so that they can “know precisely” comes to completion. Over the 

course of the first speech, Demosthenes’ use of visibility language was complemented by the 

depositions of witnesses that are scattered plentifully throughout the speech. As documents both 

seen and heard in the trial setting, depositions provide the link between the audio and visual. 

Mirhady observes that Demosthenes’ “devotion to the use of documentary evidence is clear 

throughout” the speeches prosecuting his guardians.75 In the second speech, he gathers the 

depositions and has them read one after the other with the explicit intention of reminding 

                                                
72 Johnstone 2003: 248. 

73 §9: . !"#$%&' /+0 102%34*"+5 67$8$9:;<$#=0 +=0">+" 384++$,-"0 +=8<?+$. 

74 §10: +@# <A# 10"-B*2# (!"#)*"+$, 67 C' D# $E1F#"0 3$%G 3H#+I# +@# J8B-$0"#, !")#$,-$ 1’ =K1F3=+$ 
+"K+L 3$%G J88B8I# 8F9=#+$'. 

75 Mirhady 2000: 187. 
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(!"#$%&"'()) the jury of what they have already heard so that they can know more precisely 

(*+,-.&$'(,/") about what happened.76 The absent will has given way to the present 

depositions as the means of making the jury know “more precisely.” One by one, the depositions 

are read, no longer giving the jury new information but instead reminding them of what they 

already know. They are now those who know: the depositions only confirm their presence in the 

circle of knowledge. 

 The depositions fall away, each leaving behind a tableau of theft and betrayal. 

Demosthenes uses the now-shared memories to draw the jury into the past. Now precisely 

acquainted with the facts, they are invited into the inner family circle. After the depositions, 

Demosthenes wheels out the rhetorical ekkyklema, revealing a scene of heightened intimacy: his 

father on his deathbed at the moment he entrusted his wife and children to the guardians. In this 

scene, the language of visibility which has foreshadowed this moment of intense vividness gives 

way to a language of tactility, proximity, and the body (§§15-16): 

0 12, 34'5,, 6 7"8,() 8-+4$'49, :) ;$%('/ '<" "=$/" />+ 
*3/?(@A=!("/), $@1+4BC$4) '/D'/@) ',(E) F"'4), +4G 
$@!34,4+4%-$H!("/) I5!J"4 'K" *8(B?=", '2 $L!4%M N!O" (P) '2) 
Q(E,4) R"C%#+( 34,4+4'4%5+#" R3/"/!HSJ", '<" !T" *8(B?<" I#!/?O"'- 
+4G 8D/ 'HB4"'4 3,/E+4 8-8/U) (>%D), +4G 1@"4E+M 4>'V '4D'#" R11@O", 
R!T 8T 3W$- +/-"X !('2 'O" Q,#!H'J" 34,4+4'4'-%C!("/), +4G R3-$+53'J" 
!-$%O$49 '( 'K" /Y+/" +4G 8-4$O$49 !/- '<" />$94", 8-8/U) Z!4 [#,-3398\ 
'( '2) ].8/!5+/"'4 !"W), +4G '/D'^ '5" 'M R!<" !#'C,M R11@O" R3G '4E) 
_18/5+/"'4 !"4E), +7!M (P) '2 '/D'/@ 1="4'4 '-%(9)` 

My father, men of the jury, when he sensed that he would not escape his sickness, 
called together these three men, and seating his brother Demon right next to them, 
he placed our bodies into their hands, calling us a deposit. He gave my sister to 
Demophon with two talents as dowry on the spot and pledged her as his wife; he 
entrusted me to all in common along with the money and enjoined them to rent 
the estate and preserve the property for me; at the same time, he gave Therippides 
seventy minas and pledged my mother to this man (Aphobos) as a wife with a 

                                                
76 §10: a4.T 8< '2) !4,'@,94) +4G *"H1"J%M 4>'/E) 3H$4) R?(Ab), c"4 !"#$%C"'() +4G 'O" 
!(!4,'@,#!C"J" +4G 'O" (P,#!C"J" *+,-.C$'(,/" 1-1"L$+J$- 3(,G 4>'O". 
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dowry of eighty minas, and he placed me on his knees. 

The vocabulary used to sketch out this tableau features multiple compounds, forms of !"#$%&, 

and body parts. The prefix '()- of '()*+,-'+. evokes the intimacy that the elder Demosthenes 

is trying to forge; seating his brother down (*+!+-), next to (/+0+-), and together with ('()-) 

them adds to the sense of proximity and familiarity. The '1%+!+ of the children refers both to 

their civic persons and to their actual bodies, with the repetition of 2)-#$*3 and !&#3". conflating 

the legal and the physical. While metaphorically entrusting them as legal entities into the 

guardianship of the three men, he is simultaneously handing their vulnerable bodies over as well. 

The technical term /+0+*+!+#4*$, “a deposit entrusted to one’s care,” and its cognate verb 

form also resonates with the loaded language of this scene. Its prefixes /+0+- and *+!+- echo 

those of '(%/+0+*+!+#&'5%3)6. and its root, from !"#$%&, reflects the physicality embedded 

in the metaphor of legal trust. The children are equated with a legal trust; their bodies vibrate 

between physical and symbolic. The compound 7&+'8'+& links the body of young Demosthenes 

with the estate; the prefix 7&+- gives the sense of “through time,” the duration of the guardians’ 

responsibility to keep the house (7&+-6&*-9) safe for Demosthenes, and vice versa.77 This 

passage’s inclusion of the guardians’ hands (:3;0+.) and Aphobos’ knees (<=)+!+) further blur 

the separation between body, person, and estate: when the Demosthenes describes his father 

placing his children’s bodies into the guardians’ hands, this is both metaphor and not; by placing 

his son on Aphobos’ knees, the elder Demosthenes is drawing on scenes of supplication, 

submission, and sacred offering.  

 The theme of visibility developed over the course of the two speeches leads to this 

intensely vivid scene, featuring the revelation of the domestic interior and the conflation of 

                                                
77 Forms of 7&6&*-9 appear at 27.5, 19, 22, 48 (twice), 50, 60, 64, 66, and 28.12. 
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young Demosthenes’ body with his legal person. The threat to the child’s wellbeing has been 

made apparent by the arguments and depositions showing the guardians’ mistreatment. In the 

scene from the past, the young Demosthenes’ life and livelihood are tied up in the ambiguity of 

the !"#$, the fragility of the deposit. At that time, the outcome was undetermined, but the jury 

watching the scene unfold from the perspective of the present day now knows what happened in 

the intervening years. The estate, entrusted like an offering to the guardians along with the 

children’s bodies, was systematically and manifestly dismantled and disappeared, earning 

Aphobos the epithet “unholiest of all men.”78  

 Demosthenes juxtaposes the scene in the past, in which his young self was passed into the 

hands of the guardians who would squander his inheritance, with a parallel situation taking place 

in the present. When he had initiated his prosecution against the guardians, they retaliated by 

getting a friend, Thrasylochos (brother of the infamous Meidias), to file an antidosis against 

Demosthenes. The antidosis, which I discuss in my introduction, was a legally sanctioned way to 

compel others to expose the inside of their homes. It was a way of attempting to open up the 

doors, making private property visible to the community and ensuring honest possession.79 

 Since the guardians knew that Demosthenes could not afford to pay for a liturgy, they 

assumed that he would agree to the property exchange. This, they believed, would ensure that 

Demosthenes would give up his claims against them along with the estate. At first, Demosthenes 

agreed to the antidosis but refused to let Thrasylochos enter his property in order to determine its 

                                                
78 §16: % &'()*( +(,-.&*( +(/!0.)$)/1 

79 “The inventory that takes place during an antidosis is termed an apophasis, or ‘revelation,’ in an effort to make 
one’s ‘invisible’ (aphanês) property visible. The choice of language betrays an anxiety about whether all of a 
citizen’s property can ever fully be seen at one time, and whether, as a consequence, one’s oikos can be fully opened 
to surveillance or inventoried from inside out” (Purves 2010: 212-213). 
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value.80 His intention was to force Thrasylochos to file for a diadikasia, a trial that would 

determine whose estate was worth more. This strategy was unsuccessful—as we learn in 

Demosthenes 21 Against Meidias, it was at this point that Meidias and his brother violently 

broke into Demosthenes’ home.81 In the current speech, Demosthenes leaves out this incident and 

instead explains to the jury that, since the trials against the guardians were quickly approaching, 

he mortgaged his estate and ended up paying for the liturgy himself. 

 While in Against Meidias Demosthenes depicts a scene of a violent entry into his house, 

in Against Aphobos II he invites the jury to visualize an intimate scene within the house. In his 

narration of the tender scene from his childhood, Demosthenes ties together his body, legal 

person, and the estate—each, the jury knows, subsequently victimized by the guardians. He 

explicitly brings the guardians’ past mistreatment together with his present suffering: “Have I not 

been greatly wronged from the beginning (!" #$%&'), and am I not being greatly harmed by 

them now (()() that I am seeking justice?”82 In the present, he mentions the threat of the 

antidosis to show how vulnerable the guardians have made both the estate and his person. Since 

he had to take out a mortgage, he will be unable to pay the court fees should the jury decide in 

Aphobos’ favor. Should this happen, he would be not only impoverished but also 

disenfranchised, deprived of his citizen status.83 Thus, as in the scene from the past, his legal 

person is in a delicate position.  

                                                
80 “At an early phase of the process, the competing parties could inspect one another's property and even seal 
buildings to prevent the siphoning off of wealth” (Christ 1998a: 534). 

81 This passage is described in the introduction at pp. 26-27. 

82 §18: *$+ ,- ./0123 .4( !" #$%&' 56789.3:, ./0123 6+, ;<: 6789( =9<> 23?/@(, ()( AB+ 3-<>( ?21B<,.3:; 

83 §21: 83C B$D' 5<:.E.F(,(. If Demosthenes were to lose the case, he would have to pay the ep!belia, a penalty 
of one-sixth the amount he was demanding from Aphobos. Since Demosthenes would not be able to pay the 
ep!belia (100 minas), he would be punished with disenfranchisement (atimia) and become a state debtor. Cf. 27.67. 
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 Demosthenes finally appeals to the jury on two grounds. First, he calls on them to stand 

in for the relatives that the guardians have failed to act as: “Save me, pity me, since my 

adversaries, though they are my relatives (!"##$%$&'), have no pity!”84 He calls for the jury to 

feel pity on behalf of their own children and wives, and of his own mother and sister, combining 

each juror’s feelings for his own family with a sense of civic family feeling.85 Second, he uses his 

father’s dutiful performance of civic duties and his own gratitude to make an eikos argument 

predicting his own future generosity, should the jury vote in his favor, in comparison with 

Aphobos’ underhanded behavior (§24): 

(% )%*"+,"+-%,"' ./0 1,23!4!*45 62%7 8+9% 1/:%,24%, $;<:64' =62 )#> 
+?% 6@+4"6,A <27 B+9% C,+2!D+$%,', $;C:6E' FG6,"/#$&% )*$F3!E, .D/264' 
HI$5FE% =62 +,2 <2C45E' @1-<,6$ 60% ,J!54%, ,K6,' <7, )L% 4J6M% 1,23!N6$ 
69% )+9% CO/2,%, ,J<?% 1,23!$2 6,2,A6,%. +0 #L/ ,P$!*7 4J6:%, B1?/ (% 
Q/%N642 +0 F4R$&%, B1?/ 6,O6E% B+&% FG6,"/#$&% )*$F3!$2%, @FF7 
@1,C/OS$!*42 +TFF,%, U%4 <2C45E' @1,1$I$"#-%42 <,CV. 

Thinking on these things it is necessary for you to have foresight on my behalf, 
knowing that I (if I recover what is mine, thanks to you) will naturally be willing 
to pay for liturgies, being grateful because you justly returned my property to me. 
But he, if you put him in charge of my property, will do nothing of the sort. Don’t 
think that he will want to pay for liturgies using money he denies he received—
instead he will hide it away, so that it seems like he’s been acquitted justly. 

The elder Demosthenes’ dutiful fulfillment of liturgies is paired with his son’s gratitude to the 

jury, both ensuring that the younger Demosthenes will naturally ($;CW6E') do his part on behalf 

of the city. The double appearance of <2C4XE' summarizes Demosthenes’ strategy throughout 

the entirety of the two speeches: his own version of justice involves visible and willing 

adherence to socially appropriate behavior—his <2C4XE' appears in a =62 clause, not contingent 

                                                
84 §20: !Y!467, )F$3!46$, )1$2<3 +7 ,K6,2 !"##$%$&' Z%6$' ,JC [F-N!4%. 

85 §20-21: \C$6$OE, @%62R,F9 1/M' 145<E%, 1/M' #"%42C9%, 1/M' 69% Z%6E% @#4*9% B+&%. ,]6E' Z%42!*$ 
6,O6E%, +0 1$/25<N6- +$, +N<? 1,23!N6$ 60% +N6-/4 C4^ 69% )12F,51E% )F15<E% $;' 6M% R5,% !6$/N*$&!4% 
@%D_2,% 4B6`' 62 14*$&%a b %A% +?% ,P$642 6".:%64 +$ 69% <2C45E% 14/7 B+&% B1,<-_$!*42 C4^ 60% @<$FI0% 
)C<Y!$2%. 
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on any plotting. Aphobos’ !"#$%&' appears in a ()$ clause, a result of his concealment and 

deceit. The speech ends with this final assessment of the possible outcomes of the jury’s 

decision.  

 Over the course of the two speeches, Demosthenes employs a consistent strategy to 

contrast himself and his father with the guardians, thematizing visibility and invisibility to drive 

home the differences between the two parties. Visibility is tied to knowledge, which in turn 

derives from familial intimacy. The boundaries of knowledge have an important role to play in 

the classification of phanera and aphan!s ousia. As Johnstone demonstrates, it is an individual’s 

network of friends that ensures that his “invisible” property remains that way; the process of 

making property visible results in the transfer of trust from a small group of intimate friends to 

the public as a whole. In the same way, the rupture in the ethical space of familial intimacy leads 

directly to family cases being brought to court, because if the case is unable to be solved by 

family members it will be brought to arbitration and then before the jury. This means that a 

group of strangers will be trying to resolve family problems without knowing the circumstances 

as well as those involved. It becomes the speaker’s job to make the jury as knowledgeable of the 

situation as the family members are—to invite them into the oikos in place of the opposing party, 

who have lost their place in the oikos due to violating standards of appropriate behavior among 

family members. Demosthenes invites the jury in by vividly describing the scene in which he 

was entrusted to the guardians—a private interior scene in which the body of the child becomes 

conflated with the estate, legally and physically at risk. 

 The significance of this scene and the centrality of the vulnerable body are indicated in 

the course of Against Aphobos I by Demosthenes’ use of vocabulary etymologically or literally 

connected to body parts, the hands and head. As I have argued, thematic subtext is created by 
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layering related terms to build up a verbal environment where regular words take on 

supercharged significance. The language of Greek law is everyday language—when words are 

employed in a legal capacity, they do not completely cast off their more common denotation.86 In 

financial matters, the term for “capital” is !"#$%&'(), which comes from !"#&%*, “head.” This 

word also has the rhetorical meanings of “in total” or “in summary.”87 Although not an 

uncommon word, in no other of Demosthenes’ speeches does it appear as consistently as in his 

first speech against Aphobos. Similarly, two verbs containing the root +",-, “hand,” appear at 

significant moments: ./+"'-,01, “entrust,” and 2'&+"'-,01, “manage.”88 These two words, the 

former used to describe the elder Demosthenes’ faith in the guardians’ trustworthiness, the latter 

reflecting the guardians’ utter failure to do their job, perfectly frame Demosthenes’ situation. He 

began his speech by describing the background to the case: his father was looking after him 

when he handed over (.)"+",-'3")) everything to the three guardians, who were relatives and 

friends from childhood.89 In turn, the guardians took what was originally left them, took care of 

(2'&+"'-,3&)4"5) the rest of the estate, acted as guardians for ten years, and stole all the rest of 

the property.90 Instead of marrying Kleoboule or providing maintenance for her by renting the 

estate, Aphobos decided to manage (2'&+"'-,0"')) the estate with the other guardians—this 

resulted in Kleoboule taking shelter at her brother-in-law Demochares’ house, to his 

                                                
86 “The laws were passed by an assembly of ordinary citizens. As a result there is a marked absence of specifically 
legal terminology.” (Carey 2007: 178) 

87 !"#$%&'() “summary”: §§1, 58 “total”: §§11, 24; “capital”: §§10, 62, 64 

88 ./+"'-,01: §§4, 55; 2'&+"'-,01: §§6, 15 

89 §4: 6(7%"73$8")(5 29 :"-; <8=), >4’ ?8"%%" 4"%"74@), A:&)4& 4&B4’ .)"+",-'3") C#D6E 4" 4(74E; !&; 
FG8(#=)4' 4H F*81)(5 7I"J, 4(K4(') 89) L2"%#'2(J) M)4('), 4H 89) .N L2"%#(B, 4H 2’ .N L2"%#O5 
/"/()D4('), ?4' 29 PG-'::,2Q 4H R&'&)'"J, /S)"' 89) (T29) :-(3*!()4', #,%E 2’ .! :&'2U5 V:$-+()4'. 

90 §6: %&6D)4"5 2’ (W4(' 4&B4& :-=4() 3#,3') &T4(J5 .! 4=) +-G8$41), !&; 4X) Y%%G) (T3,&) A:&3&) 
2'&+"'-,3&)4"5, !&; 2S!’ ?4G <8@5 .:'4-(:"K3&)4"5, 4Z 89) Y%%& :$)4’ L:"34"-*!&3'). 
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displeasure.91 Finally, when disputing Aphobos’ claim that four talents had been left with 

Kleoboule, Demosthenes argues that his father would not have handed over (!"#$#%&'(#") the 

majority of his estate to them while keeping part of it hidden, if he trusted them.92 The 

implication of the last quotation is that, truly, his father should not have entrusted anything to the 

guardians, and his faith in the guardians’ loyalty was tragically misplaced. This vocabulary 

saturates the speech with hints of body parts, thematically reflecting a conflation of body and 

property. The guardians, expected to take care of the children’s persons as well as their 

inheritance, failed in affection and in duty. 

 In Against Aphobos I and II, Demosthenes narrates his guardians’ crimes using the 

language of visibility and invisibility, helping the jury visualize the guardians’ dishonesty and 

ineptitude for themselves. This thematic development leads to the narration of the vignette 

between the elder Demosthenes and the guardians. By drawing the jury’s attention to the 

vulnerable body of himself as a child and calling on the jury to remember their own children, 

Demosthenes stirs up an empathy drawn from the home feeling. As in the examples discussed in 

my previous chapter, the domestic interior can play a significant affective role in forensic 

rhetoric. In the speeches against Aphobos, the child’s body—handed over to the man who will 

betray him in the house he will soon be forced to leave—is a reminder of the defenselessness of 

children. As a child, Demosthenes did not yet have the rights of an adult male citizen, and his 

legal person was at the mercy of his treacherous guardians. As an adult, he calls on the jury, 

equals under the democracy, to right the injustice once inflicted on his vulnerable body. 

                                                
91 §15: )* +,& -'-."/)0 /)1/)2 (3/)" /4 56/&%, /7" 8&)39’ :$)"/)0, )*-; /<" )=9)" 5'(>)?" !>@A)"/)0, 
BAA, 5#/, /C" DAAE" !8'/&.8E" -'F$#'&%G#'" BH')?"/)0, !8)'I(F/) A.+)20 8#&J /)1/E" K L65)$M&60. 

92 §55: #N -’ !8%(/#2#", )*9 O" -I8)2 /, 5;" 8A#3(/’ F*/)30 /C" $&65M/E" !"#$#%&'(#", /C" -’ )*9 O" 
92&%)20 !8)%6(#". 
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Lysias 12: Against Eratosthenes 

 

 Lysias 12, Against Eratosthenes, was delivered by the orator himself against one of the 

members of the oligarchic Thirty Tyrants who had ruled Athens in 404/403.93 When the Thirty 

were in power, according to Lysias, they came up with a plot to make money by arresting ten 

metics, a mixture of poor and rich to disguise their motives. Among the chosen metics were 

Lysias and his brother Polemarchos; Lysias was able to escape, but Polemarchos was arrested by 

Eratosthenes and taken to prison, where he was forced to drink hemlock and died. The speech is 

bifurcated: the first third is deeply personal, a poignant evocation of Lysias’ and his brother’s 

misfortune, while the remainder is a fiery indictment of the Thirty.94 The bodily danger the 

vulnerable, desperate brothers find themselves in is reflected back in the perilous position of the 

body politic, the wounded pl!thos Lysias is seeking to avenge. Tying together bodily violence, 

the violation of interior space, and endangered democracy, this speech embodies the slogan “the 

personal is political.” 

 Throughout the speech, Lysias uses rhetorical antitheses to vividly juxtapose the 

brothers’ suffering—as well as the democracy’s—and the Thirty’s savage greed. This strategy 

                                                
93 On this speech: Blass 1887-1898: 1.540-550, Jebb 1893: 1.256-264, Adams 1970: 43-128, Usher in Edwards and 
Usher 1985: 235-252, Edwards 1999: 85-116, Todd 2000: 113-136, and Phillips 2004: 24-40 provide background 
and commentary. On the question of whether Eratosthenes, member of the Thirty, is the same Eratosthenes as the 
victim of Euphiletos in Lysias 1, Avery (1991) follows Kirchner (1901-3) in claiming they are identical due to the 
rareness of the name. On the other, more likely, hand, Davies (1971) points out that the lack of political content in 
Lysias 1 makes the identification unlikely, as it would have helped Euphiletos’ case to at least allude to his victim’s 
past crimes, and Kapparis (1993) adds that the ancient vitae of Lysias would surely have mentioned if he had 
defended the killer of his former opponent. On the question of whether Lysias, as a metic, would have been able to 
speak on his own behalf, Hanson 1991: 118 concludes that there was no reason to doubt that Lysias did deliver the 
speech. 

94 The text of the speech does not make it clear what the charge is, but contextual clues, especially the amount of 
time spent on the actions of the Tyrants rather than on Eratosthenes specifically strongly suggests that the 
circumstances of this speech are at the euthynai of Eratosthenes, when he made an account of his actions while in 
power as a member of the Thirty (Todd 2000: 113-114; Phillips 2008: 154-156). 
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appears immediately in the first sentence, as Lysias invokes the crimes of his opponent without 

specifically naming the charge (§1): 

!"# $%&'()'* +!, -!#./ $0!%!1 .21',, 3 $1-%.4 -,#'(5'*, 564 #'578!%*'4, 
9::; 0'<('()', :=8!15,>  5!,'?5' '"5!/4 5@ +=8.)!4 #'A 5!('?5' 5@ 
0:6)!4 .B%8'(5',, C(5. +D5E F1 G.H-I+.1!1 -.,1I5.%' 5J1 K0'%LI15M1 
#'578!%6(',, +D5. 59:7)6 N!H:I+.1!1 .O0./1 P0'15' -<1'()',, 9::E 
91Q8#7 R 5@1 #'5D8!%!1 90.,0./1 R 5@1 L%I1!1 S0,:,0./1.  

I find myself having no trouble beginning my accusation, men of the jury, but I 
find myself having trouble in bringing my speech to a stop. They have done 
things so great in magnitude and so many in number that even someone lying 
could not come up with accusations more terrible than the existing crimes, nor 
could someone wanting to tell the truth be able to say everything. The accuser 
must either get tired out, or time must run out. 

Between starting and stopping, between lying and telling the truth, exists a vast expanse whose 

size can only be expressed by the measureless 5!,'?5' and 5!('?5', which introduce a familiar 

result clause (cf. my discussion of the openings of Isaeus 1 and Isocrates 19). The antitheses 

function in both sense and assonance ($%&'()',/0'T('()',, G.H-U+.1!1/59:7)6 

N!H:U+.1!1 .O0./1), giving Lysias’ claim a feeling of naturalness or inevitability, while the gap 

created by their opposition constitutes a shapeless but immense field of ethical space. No 

specifics are mentioned, no names named—instead, Lysias evokes a sense of absolute evil, 

unable to be contained in a speech, for which words and time are either exhausted or insufficient 

(another antithesis: 90.,0./1/S0,:,0./1). Yet the crimes are oddly passive: they “have been 

done,” with the agent '"5!/4 tucked away at a distance from its verb. By separating the deeds 

from the doer, Lysias almost gives the sense that the current speech is not only an indictment of 

Eratosthenes or the Thirty, but also of crime itself. This will allow him later to generalize from 

Eratosthenes’ treatment of Polemarchos to the Thirty’s abuse of the body politic. 

 Another antithesis separates the present situation even further from expected behavior. 

Lysias observes that the present method of persuasion is opposite (5!"1'15V!1) what used to be 
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done in the past: then, it was incumbent on the accusers to demonstrate the defendants’ enmity 

(!"#$%&), but now it is necessary to learn from the defendants about the personal enmity 

(!"#$%) towards the city that made them commit such ('()%*'%) crimes against it.95 In Athenian 

law, personal enmity was a familiar and often requisite ingredient in prosecuting a case—to go to 

court unmotivated by personal reasons could lead to suspicion of sycophancy.96 As Christ points 

out, Lysias’ strategy “deftly turns on its head the convention that a volunteer prosecutor should 

explain the source of his personal enmity with the defendant.”97 The reversal brought about by 

the actions of the Thirty puts Lysias, as prosecutor, into the role of defender of the city.  

 Lysias repeatedly conflates his personal experiences with the city’s, blurring the lines 

between personal and political enmity.98 Although the first third of the speech focuses on his own 

experiences, he insists that the purpose of his prosecution is to address the public and private 

enmity felt by all (§2):  

(+ ,-&'() ./ (+0 !"1& (2034%/ !"#$%/ 0%5 67,8($9/ '(:/ ;<=(7/ 
>()(*,%), ?;;@ ./ A>%6) >(;;B/ ?8#(&4%/ (C6D/ E>F$ 'G& 2H41& I E>F$ 
'G& HD,(641& J$=4K36#%). 

I am not making this speech because I don’t have personal hatred and 
misfortunes, but because of the great abundance of anger we all feel for private or 
public reasons. 

As Wohl points out, the people’s abundance (?8#(&L%) of reasons to be angry picks up on and 

                                                
95 §2: '(+&%&'4(& H- ,() H(0(*,3& >34636#%) I M& 'N >$O '(* "$<&P. >$<'3$(& ,F& =9$ !H3) 'Q& !"#$%& 
'(:/ 0%'D=($(*&'%/ M>)H34R%), S')/ 3TD >$O/ '(:/ 83U=(&'%/V &7&5 HF >%$9 'G& 837=<&'1& "$Q 
>7&#W&36#%) S')/ X& %+'(Y/ >$O/ 'Q& ><;)& !"#$%, ?&#@ Z'(7 '()%*'% M'<;,D6%& 32/ %+'Q& MR%,%$'W&3)&. 
On the paradox of feeling personal enmity against the polis, Phillips writes that “Lysias conflates the personal and 
specific echthra between himself and Eratosthenes with a general dispute pursued by the Thirty (including 
Eratosthenes) against the Athenian people (including not only the metic Lysias but also, and crucially, every 
member of the citizen jury) (2008: 157). 

96 On echthra in the Attic courts: Rhodes 1996: 24-26 and 1998: 144-161; Todd 1998:162-169; Phillips 2008: 15-29; 
Alwine 2015. 

97 Christ 1998b: 156. 

98 Murphy 1989: 41 n. 5. 
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reflects the “lack of a lack of means” (!"#…$%!&!') with which the proem began: “The roads 

(poroi) of prosecution open in all directions before him, and there is nothing to block them or 

stop him: this is his aporia, an infinity of paths that lead only in circles” (Wohl 2000: 228). But 

an unbounded overflow of anger is not prosecutable, and so it is his personal (!(#)*+,) enmity 

through which Lysias must refract his case.  

 The etymological meaning of the adjective !(#)*+, signals one of the threads that twine 

throughout the speech: the Thirty’s violation of the private home as a symptom of their impiety. 

The narrative portion of the speech begins by contrasting Lysias’ family, who lived under the 

democracy in such a way (§4: !-./, 0#!12)' 342!#&+.!12)'!5) that they neither committed 

crimes against others nor were wronged by them, with the Thirty’s corrupt and slanderous (§5: 

%!'4&!6 #+6 78#!9:'.+5) regime. The quiet, democratic household is confronted with the 

overreaching and greedy oligarchy. He tells how the Thirty decided to arrest ten metics (eight of 

whom were rich) on the “very attractive pretext” (§6: #+;;*7.4'… %&<9+75,) that they were 

hostile to the government, after which they divided up their houses and went on their way.99 

Lysias’ narrative of the arrest reveals the extent of Thirty’s violation of his home: he was 

arrested while entertaining guests; the Thirty drove the guests out and handed Lysias over to 

Peison, one of the Thirty.100 The Athenian house was considered inviolable, a space safe from 

city intervention.101 Not only did the Thirty enter his house to arrest him, which was ideologically 

if not legally illicit, but they threw out his guests, violating the religious custom of xenia.  

 It is characteristic of the Thirty’s impiety that they value money far more than human life. 

                                                
99 §8: 35+;+=<'.), 3> .?, !(#*+, @=:35A!' 

100 §8: #+6 @2> 2>' BC'!8, D7.5E'.+ #+.C;+=!', !-, @B);F7+'.), G)H7/'H 2) %+&+353I+75'. 

101 MacDowell 1989, Christ 1998a, Roy 1999, Lanni 2015. 
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Of their plan to kill the metics, Lysias notes that “they thought nothing of killing humans, but 

they thought everything of taking money.”102 The assonance of this antithesis (!"#$ %&'"()*... 

!"#$ !%++%,) makes it almost proverbial, a political slogan. This generalization is made 

particular after Lysias’ arrest, when he offers to pay Peison to let him go and Peison agreed, 

provided Lysias pay a lot of money.103 Peison’s venality is paired with his impiety: Lysias knows 

Peison esteemed neither gods nor humans but promises him a talent in exchange for Peison’s 

help, and Peison swears destruction upon himself and his son if he fails him.104 Whether Peison is 

sincere or not is unclear, since he hands Lysias over to Melobios and Mnesitheides and Lysias 

escapes before Peison returns. 

 Lysias maps the victimization of the body onto the domestic spaces through which he 

moves, recalling Isocrates’ description, in the passage discussed at the opening of this chapter, of 

the body as oikeiotaton. These spaces act as the backdrop to the tragedy he is narrating, rounding 

out the violent greed of the Thirty with violation and penetration (§11): 

"-."+/0( "-* 12 '34516%( 17( 869312( :(%;<(=46. >";.3( '? @-./A4"(%* 
"-.B#C"1@6, 8@$ -'0( 1D E(A(1@ 8@+"F 1G( H!I#"1G( 'J%, 8@$ 1D E( 1K 
86931L +@9"F( E8B+"=."(. 

Going into my bedroom, I opened my chest. Peison saw it and went in, and when 
he saw what was inside he called two of his assistants and ordered them to take 
what was inside the chest. 

Peison enters his house, then his bedroom, and then the chest in his bedroom—transgressing as 

far into Lysias’ personal space as he could. De Bakker comments on Lysias’ use of space to 

                                                
102 §7: :!%816((J(@6 4M( <D# :(/#N!%=* !"#$ %&'"(2* O<%,(1%, +@495("6( 'M C#P4@1@ !"#$ !%++%, 
E!%6%,(1%. 

103 §§8-9: E<0 'M >";.3(@ 4M( Q#N13( "- 9%J+%61A 4" .G.@6 C#P4@1@ +@9N(. R '? ST@.8"(, "- !%++D "UI. 

104 §§9-10: Q!6.154I( 4M( %V( W16 %X1" /"%Y* %X1? :(/#N!%=* (%4;Z"6, W43* '? E8 1G( !@#A(13( E'A8"6 4%6 
:(@<8@6A1@1%( "[(@6 !;.16( !@#? @&1%, +@9"F(. E!"6'7 'M \4%."(, E]N+"6@( ^@=1L 8@$ 1%F* !@6.$( 
E!@#N4"(%*, +@90( 12 15+@(1A( 4" .N."6( 
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evoke character: “The spatial details in this narrative are used for the purpose of ethopoiia and 

illustrate the brutality of the Thirty, who in their looting had no scruples about entering private 

rooms.”105 The language of interiority (!"#!$%&', !"#()*!+,-, .'/'+,, +0 .' +1 2-34+5) also 

reflects Lysias’ vulnerability. He has no shell, no walls can protect him from hostile incursions. 

This vulnerability is emphasized when, after Peison has appropriated three talents, five hundred 

gold coins, and four silver dishes, Lysias begs him to let him have some money for the road. In 

response, Lysias tells the jury, “he told me I should be happy if I survived with my life (lit. if I 

preserved my body).”106 Peison’s dismissal is a third reminder that the Thirty value money more 

than human life. The folk etymology evoked by the phrase #67, #8#4 emphasizes that Lysias 

is being deprived of the body’s autonomy, directed towards death without the corporal protection 

of citizenship. 

 The focus on physical space and movement continues as Lysias and Peison leave the 

house, Lysias drawing closer and closer to imprisonment or death (§12): 

.9-:;#- <= .7:> 2,> ?!@#4'- .A-+BC*D'!- EF$G3-GH +! 2,> E'F#-%!@<FH .2 
+:; .)C,#+F)@:B IA-G'+!H, 2,> 2,+,$,73D':B#- A)JH ,K+,LH +,LH %M),-H, 
2,> .)4+6#-' NA:- 3,<@O:-7!'P Q <= RS,#2!' !"H [+0] +:; I<!$S:; +:; 
.7:;, T', 2,> +0 .' .2!@'U +1 :"2@V #2WXF+,-. .2!L':' :Y' .2W$!B:' 
3,<@O!-', .7Z <Z 7!%= ,[+6' I2:$:B%!L' !"H \,7'@AA:B. ?!@#4' <Z 
A):#!$%&' #-C]' 7:- A,)!2!$!M!+: 2,> %,))!L', ^H _94' .2!L#!. 
2,+,$,73D':7!' <Z ,K+G%- `W:C'-' a+W):BH SB$D++:'+,P b A,),<G'+!H 
.7Z AD$-' c*:'+:.  

As Peison and I were coming out, Melobios and Mnesitheides ran into us as they 
were leaving the workshop, and they reached us right at the doors and asked 
where we were going. He said he was going to my brother’s so he could also see 
the things he had in that house. They told him to go, and me to follow them to 
Damnippos’. Peison came forward and told me to keep quiet and stay brave, 
because he would come to that place. We encountered Theognis in the same 
place, guarding some others. They handed me over to him and went away again. 

                                                
105 de Bakker 2012a: 390. 

106 §12: Q <= IC,Ad#!-' 7! RS,#2!', !" +J #67, #e#4. 
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The narrative follows Lysias and reintroduces the other members of the Thirty who had 

previously gone into the workshops to count the slaves. As the two groups move toward each 

other, both moving from inside to outside (!"#$%&#, '(#)*+,-), they meet right at the doors 

((./- 01+02- +02- 34.0#-). The precision of Lysias’ description gives his narrative an 

immediacy that invites the jury to trace his footsteps, to put themselves in his place. But these 

movements do more than add vivid details: Lysias and Peison’s outward movement reverses the 

trajectory of the earlier passage, signalling the completion of the violation. Far from being safe in 

his own house, Lysias has been robbed and dragged from his home. The doors represent his 

transition from freedom to imprisonment as he and his captors come together 

(50+060789*$:&#). By using the same verb used earlier of the initial break-in (§8: 

50+;608$*), Lysias emphasizes the inevitability of his situation, which is underlined by the 

third appearance of the verb (50+060789*$7,*) upon their arrival at Damnippos’ house.  

 The repetition of the verb “to go” (§8: !89<#=$*, §12: 80<>=$#7,* and 80<>=,#*, with 

(.$&,63?*, @"A* and BC$*+$) evokes the Thirty’s constant busy movement as they insinuate 

themselves throughout the city. Their influence spreads as the four men scatter, Peison to repeat 

the act of violation on Polemarchos’ possessions (+D !* !5,>*E +F $G5>H), and Lysias to follow 

('5$6$:3,2*) his new captors. As they part ways, Peison promises to find Lysias at Damnippos’ 

and make good on his promise. The movement toward the house is effected by the transition 

from the distal !5,2&, to the proximate 01+)3#. 

 Lysias’ spatial specificity sketches a map of his victimization as he is dragged from place 

to place. His movements are no longer his own; he does not even have any significance as an 

individual as he is passed off from one captor to another with no particular care. As he describes 

being dragged from freedom within his own house to being a captive in another’s, Lysias makes 
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the jury feel in their own bodies the push and pull of being under another person’s control.107 The 

players in this legal drama were among the wealthiest in Athens—their houses would be known 

to many members of the jury. Some would know the streets taken by Melobios and Mnesitheides 

from Lysias’ house to Damnippos’. Those who spent time in Peiraieus would know the route 

from Lysias’ house to Polemarchos’, the path followed by Peison in another direction. These 

streets were part of their daily lives, the houses they passed regularly. To empathize with Lysias, 

to put themselves in his position, would be to experience an uncanny inversion of their 

accustomed freedom. This was life under the Thirty Tyrants: the body protected by the 

democracy was no longer safe. Though Lysias was a metic, belonging to a population which was 

not guaranteed body autonomy under the democracy, he was still a person in the city, a known 

member of society. 

 The fact that he was now being held captive in a personal house underlines the inversion 

of social order, as Lysias reminds his captor Damnippos (§14): 

!"#$%"& '( )*+,-../, #$01 .23& "453, 5*'6, “7.-58'6-/& +$, +/- 
590:*,6-& ;,, <!1 '= 6>& 5?, %?, />!@",, A'-!B '= /4'$,, :2C+*51, '= 
D,6!" A.E##9+"-. %F /G, 5"H5" .*%:/,5@ +/- .2EI9+/, ."2*%:/9 5?, 
%6"95/H 'J,"+-, 6>& 5?, 7+?, %15C2@",.” K '= L.$%:65/ 5"H5" ./-8%6-,. 

Calling Damnippos, I said to him “You are my close friend, and I have come into 
your house; I have not done anything wrong, and I am being killed for the sake of 
money. Help me in my suffering: give me your eager assistance for my freedom!” 
And he promised he would do so. 

As we have seen, the particular intimacy that comes from being under another’s roof is a 

powerful proof. He should be able to rely on this friendship, the memory of past encounters. 

Lysias’ request is initially successful, but then Damnippos, who was not a member of the 

                                                
107 The jury’s kinesthetic empathy may resemble that of an audience watching the movement of dancers (Reason and 
Reynolds 2010). 
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Thirty,108 decides it would be better to include Theognis, one of the Thirty who would also do 

anything for money. Thus, under the Thirty, even an intimate and longstanding friendship loses 

its power in the face of the oligarchs’ greed. Lysias should have been able to trust his friend, but 

he recognizes that the circumstances have changed: he calls his request that Damnippos help him 

“a risk” (!"#$%#&'&"#) taken only because he knew he was about to die.109 If Damnippos refused, 

Lysias would die anyway; if Damnippos involved Theognis, Lysias would lose money that 

would be useless to him if he were to die. Either way, Lysias would discover whether his 

friendship with Damnippos still meant anything, or whether the world was so upside down that 

the former house of friendship had become a jail. 

 It is this exact dilemma that fuels Lysias’ decision to escape. Although both Peison and 

Damnippos had sworn (§10: ()*+&#, §14: ,-.+/&0*) to help him escape, the promises of his 

captors have little weight. Lysias decides it is better to act to save himself (§§15-16): 

1!&2#*% $3 $"45&6*).#*% 7&86#"$" (9)-&":*; 6<: =# 10>6/4#*# 0?; *@!24;, 
!4A B$C D0" E)F2G%:*; &HC) 1$8!&" )*" 04>0I -&":J+G4" +KG?#4", 
1#G%)*%).#L D0", 1<# )3# 5MGK, +KGN+*)4", 1<# $3 5CFGO, P6*>)C# ).#, 
&@ 7.*6#"; &HC -&-&"+).#*; ,-Q 0*R S4)#2--*% /:N)404 54T&U#, *V$3# 
W00*# EF&GN+&+G4", &@ $3 )N, X)*2K; E-*G4#&U+G4". 04R04 $"4#*CG&A; 
9F&%6*#, 1!&2#K# 1-A 0Y 4V5&2L G>:Z 0[# F%54![# -*"*%).#K#\ 0:"O# $3 
G%:O# *V+O#, ]; 9$&" )& $"&5G&U#, ^-4+4" E#&L6).#4" 90%/*#.  

While he [Damnippos] was talking to Theognis (I happened to be familiar with 
the house, and knew that it had doors at the front and back) I thought I should try 
to save myself in this way, thinking that if I was not seen, I would be safe, but if I 
was caught, I thought that either Theognis would have been persuaded by 
Damnippos to take money and I would be released nonetheless, or I would die 
anyway. After I had these thoughts, I fled while they kept guard at the courtyard 
door. For there were three doors I had to pass through, and all of them happened 
to be open. 

Lysias’ experience with the house, gained through his former friendship with Damnippos, is 

                                                
108 Usher in Edwards and Usher 1985: 239. Xenophon give the names of the Thirty at Hellenica 2.3.2. 

109 §13-14: 1# 0*"*>0L $_ `#0" )*" !"#$%#&>&"# 1$8!&", a; 0*R 6& E-*G4#&U# ,-M:/*#0*; b$C. 
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what allows him to make his way out. Thinking over his options, he again realizes that his life 

stands in the balance against the greed of a tyrant. Damnippos’ friendship might be of no help, 

despite his promise. He can only rely on his prior knowledge, a relic of the world that used to be. 

That, and chance, which is a constant echo throughout the speech: Lysias “happened” 

(!"#$%&'(') to be familiar with the house, the doors “happened” ()"*%(') to be open. In the 

same way, Peison and Lysias “happened” (§12: !+,"*$%-'.,) to run into Melobios and 

Mnesitheides and Damnippos “happened” ("*$%/'.,0) to be a close friend of Lysias.110 Whereas 

Lysias should have been able to depend on friendship, a traditional Athenian value, to save him, 

the current political state left him with nothing but chance.  

 Passing through the three doors, Lysias has now escaped from the house where he is 

being held. The tripartite emergence is also symbolic, inverting Peison’s initial penetration into 

Lysias’ house, his room, his treasure chest. Lysias flees to the house of Archeneos the ship 

owner, whom he sends into the city to find out about his brother; Archeneos returns and reports 

that Eratosthenes has arrested Polemarchos in the street and taken him to prison. Finding this out, 

Lysias sails to Megara on the following night.111 Archeneos is safe from the plotting of the 

Thirty, he is able to move into and inside the city, to gather information; in contrast, 

Polemarchos is incapable of even existing in public spaces and Lysias is forced to flee. As 

Lysias’ narration of his own experiences comes to a close, he continues to pinpoint locations: .10 

23%4'.5, .10 67"*, !' "8 9:;, .10 "< :.7=5">3,(', ?4$&3-:.. He removes himself from 
                                                
110 The first and last examples cited here perhaps fall under the category of LSJ II.1 “freq. "*$%-'5 cannot be 
translated at all, esp. in phrase "*$%-'5 @', which is simply = .1=A,” but I think the repetition and placement of the 
verb does signify a degree coincidence—it was not inevitable that Lysias would have been brought to the house of a 
close friend, a house he knew well. Bolonyai comments that “the plain style of the author rarely permits otiose 
periphrases” (2007: 37). 

111 16-17: BC,DE=.'(0 :F .10 23%G'.5 "(H '&*DIJ3(* !D.K'(' +G=+5 .10 67"*, +.*7E=.'(' +.3L "(H 
B:.IC(HM ND5' :F )I.$.' O", P3&"(7QG'R0 &S"<' !' "8 9:; I&TU' .10 "< :.7=5"J3,(' B+&$/$(,. D&L !$U 
"(,&H"& +.+*7=G'(0 "V0 !+,(#7R0 '*D"<0 :,G+I.*7& ?G$&3/:..  
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the city altogether. In contrast, Polemarchos has been removed to the prison. There is no place 

for them in Athens: the choices are to die or to leave the city. 

 One metic body is saved, by chance and by escape. The other does not survive. Lysias 

describes his brother’s execution (§17): 

!"#$%&'() *+ ,-'.//$0#-1 "2 3'0&4"13- 3"5,6 74$8191 $:;0<%=1"1 
,-'&//$#%-, ,81$01 4>1$0"1, ,'?1 3@1 -:38-1 $:,$A1 *06 B1301- C%$##$1 
D,";-1$A<;-0E "F39 ,"##"G 7*=H<$ 4'0;I1-0 4-? D,"#"/.<-<;-0. 

The Thirty gave Polemarchos their accustomed order, to drink hemlock, without 
giving the reason why he was going to die. That’s how far he was from being 
given a trial and making a defense. 

The absence of legal procedure in Polemarchos’ execution is an ironic extension of Lysias’ 

earlier claim that he, his father, and his brothers had never come to court as either prosecutor or 

defendant.112 While under the democracy, avoiding the law courts was a virtue, under the Thirty 

staying far from (,"##"G 7*=H<$) the court means, for Polemarchos, being put to death without 

a trial.113 Polemarchos’ nonexistent trial is a mise-en-abyme of the present trial: Polemarchos can 

never be tried, but that does not mean that justice cannot be done. Not just Eratosthenes, who 

barely shows up in this narrative, but the whole regime of the Thirty is on trial. 

 Polemarchos’ funeral is a testament to the Thirty’s depredation. Although the brothers 

had three houses between them, Polemarchos’ family was forced to rent a shack to conduct the 

funeral; though they had many garments, they were not permitted to use them in the burial. The 

Thirty now held the hundreds of shields that used to belong to Lysias and Polemarchos, as well 

as silver, gold, copper, jewelry, furniture, women’s clothing, and one hundred twenty slaves. The 

contrast between Polemarchos and Lysias’ former wealth and their destitution under the Thirty 

                                                
112 §4: 4-? "5*$1? ,>,"3$ "J3$ K%$AL "J3$ 74$A1"L *84H1 "J3$ 7*04-<&%$;- "J3$ 7MN/"%$1. 

113 Another example of execution without proper trial under the Thirty is found at Lysias 13.36-38. 
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recalls the aporia and aphthonia of the speech’s proem: unlike Lysias’ inability to stop 

prosecuting and the jury’s abundance of anger, the formerly great wealth of Lysias and his 

brother utterly dried up under the Thirty. Lysias reminds the jury of what they once had not just 

to illustrate the meaningless cruelty and impiety of the Thirty but also to demonstrate the 

generosity of Polemarchos’ friends, who donated garments and pillows for the burial, whatever 

each happened (!"#$%&) to have.114 Again chance plays a role in the outcome, its benefaction 

taking the place of wealth and property. When it came to Damnippos, Lysias’ memory of their 

friendship combined with the element of chance saved his life. For Polemarchos, too late to be 

saved, friendship and chance gave him the only funeral he could have. 

 The emotional climax of Lysias’ narration of his brother’s victimization comes at the end 

of the catalogue of the Thirty’s thefts (§19): 

%'( ")*+,"-& ./0-*"1+& 2+3 +'*$4)2546%7+& .812)&") 2+3 ")9 "4:/)# ")9 
+;"<& ./:6%7=7& >/)7?*+&")@ "A( BC4 D)0%EF4$)# B#&+72G( $4#*)9( 
H072"A4+(, )I( !$)#*+ >",B$+&%& J"% "G /4<")& K0L%& %'( "M& )'21+&, 
N-0:O7)( >2 "<& P"Q& >=%10%"). 

They came to such a degree of greed and shameful covetousness, and they made a 
show of their true character: the golden spiral earrings of Polemarchos’ wife, 
which she happened to be wearing when he first entered the house, Melobios tore 
them from her ears.115 

                                                
114 §18: R 6S J "7 T2+*")( !"#$%& !6Q2%& %'( "M& >2%1&)# "+8?& 

115 The word order of this passage makes the subject of the verb >0L%U& ambiguous. Wooten 1988 drew attention to 
the poignancy of this moment, which “would have surely evoked a strong emotional reaction from the jury” (30). 
Wooten’s analysis took the subject of >0L%U& to be Melobios. Borthwick 1990 responded to Wooten and took the 
wife to be the subject, supporting this interpretation with the following arguments: A) Melobios comes after the J"% 
clause while the wife is the subject of the clause immediately preceding, B) Peison would be more likely to seize 
bigger and more expensive items upon entering the house, and C) the pathos of wedding jewelry is greater than that 
of random jewelry. Bons 1993 adds to Borthwick’s arguments that D) "G /4<")& usually means “for the first time,” 
and E) the phrase >0L%U& %'( "M& )'2V+& could be an amalgam of the idioms WB%*L+7 %'( "M& )'2V+&, “to get 
married to someone” and >0L%U& /+4X "7&+ “to have sex with someone.” The most recent entry in this debate is 
Bolonyai 2007 who is sympathetic to Borthwick and Bons but ultimately sides with Wooten because he does not 
believe Melobios would have known that the earrings were from her wedding and the context requires the earrings 
to be less valuable (§20: 2+"C "G >0X$7*")& EY4)() than wedding earrings would be. I am slightly more convinced 
by Bolonyai’s interpretation but I find the ambiguity intriguing. 
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Thomas Schmitz suggests that “this detail serves no purpose in the logical progress of the 

narration, but it is functional as an appeal to the jurors’ pity and indignation.”116 However, as 

Gábor Bolonyai notes, “Melobius’ entrance may also be paralleled with his and his fellows’ 

previous intrusion into Lysias’ house when they drove out Lysias’ guests: both actions started by 

a shameless trespass into their victims’ private spheres.”117 This passage is more than a 

convincing and affective detail: as the phrase !"#$% $&' ()% *&+,-% signals, it functions 

structurally to bracket Lysias’ vivid narration of the Thirty’s penetrative looting. Bolonyai 

suggests that the phrase .($ (/ 012(*%, found here for the first time in prose, “with its epic 

flavour reminiscent of word-formations familiar from epic poetry may have enhanced the pathos 

of the scene and contributed to the emotional climax of the passage.”118  

 But the passage recalls even more strongly a different genre—tragedy. David Phillips 

observes that the difficulties surrounding Polemarchos’ funeral are analogous to those of 

Sophocles’ Antigone: “Antigone’s dilemma in facing the obstacles to proper burial erected by a 

tyrant-governed state, including the penalty for violating Creon’s edict, will have resounded with 

especial pathos for those who lost family and friends…during the tyrants’ reign of terror.”119 

Beyond the contextual similarities, this speech draws on the widespread ideology of the house 

linking women with the domestic interior, which I discussed in my previous chapter. According 

to this model, Polemarchos’ wife should have been located well into the interior of the house. 

Melobios would have had to penetrate deeply into the house in order to encounter her: thus his 

entry into the house is closely associated with his violence in tearing off the earrings—in fact, 
                                                
116 Schmitz 2000: 66. 

117 Bolonyai 2007: 39 n. 15. 

118 Bolonyai 2007: 42. 

119 Phillips 2008: 178. 
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the wording of the passage makes these events inseparable, since the words of the theft surround 

those of the entrance (“the golden earrings of Polemarchos’ wife, which she happened to be 

wearing, when he first came into the house, Melobios tore them from her ears”). The penetration 

into the house is identified with the violation of the female body, like the breaking down of the 

doors at Oedipus Rex 1260-1261 to reveal Jocasta’s suicide. In addition to the similarities of 

circumstances, the word !"#$%&'(%)*+! found in this passage, which does not occur anywhere 

else in Lysias’ corpus and is rare in oratory before Lysias (although Demosthenes later uses it 

several times), does appear at a significant moment in the Antigone. During the agon between 

Teiresias and Creon, the seer claims that “the race of tyrants is in love with shameful 

covetousness.”120 The overlap of context, content, and vocabulary make for a direct link between 

the speech and the tragedy, casting the Thirty as mythological tyrants. 

 The grammar of this passage, too, reflects the pleonasm of the Thirty’s greed. A phrase 

like *", -&#!.-/0… 123'&0-& usually sets up a result clause, establishing a set of prerequisites 

for a particular outcome.121 In a result clause, the initial conditions are built into the result: if they 

were so greedy that they stole the earrings, the greed and the theft are part of a single 

construction. In this example, however, the buildup leads to an inversion of expectation. The 

Thirty came to such a degree of greed and they revealed their true character. Isolating the two 

clauses—which really do describe the same action—into separate grammatical categories gives 

them more weight that a result clause would. Whereas a result clause puts limits on a span of 

ethical space, a quantitative demonstrative opens up this space without bounding it. The theft of 

the earrings is an expression of boundless greed, an exhibition of their true nature. 

                                                
120 1056: -4 [sc. 5(0&,] )’ !6 -7%80090 !"#$%&'(%)*+!0 2+:*; 

121 See above, p. 44-45. 
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 Lysias does not dwell on Polemarchos’ corpse, focusing instead on the accessories of 

burial—the textiles used to wrap the body and the shed in which the ceremony was conducted. 

Polemarchos is an absence, removed from the narrative, and the grammar of the passage reflects 

both his absence and Lysias’ own helplessness (§20): 

!" #!$#%& '()%* +,!&#-* #. /0123, '114 /56-* #4* ,!789)-* 
,!789:6-&#-*, /!114* ;’ 2<6=!74* 2<62&29>0&#-*, >!6?)!@* ;’ A?B* 
-"#!C* /-7D,!&#-* >-E /B& #F /7!6#-##0?2&!& /!3!G&#-*, H,I7F& ;’ 
!";D&- >2>#8?D&!@*, /!11!C* ;’ JI8&-)%& H> #K& /!12?)%& 1@6-?D&!@* 
#!3!$#%& L()%6-&, !", M?!)%* ?2#!3>!G&#-* N6/27 -"#!E H/!13#2$!&#!. 

Unworthy of this treatment from the city, but having instead carried out all the 
choregiai, paid a lot of taxes, presented ourselves as orderly and doing everything 
we were told, obtaining not a single enemy, and paying for the ransom of many 
Athenians from the enemy—they thought we deserved such treatment, even 
though we didn’t act as metics the same way they acted as citizens. 

This complicated sentence is composed of a series of accusative plural participles whose 

antecedent is only revealed once, in the fourth participial phrase. In this sentence, Lysias 

describes his family’s accomplishments—financial, ethical, and military—toward the city as 

enormous (/56-*, /!115*, /5&, /!11!$*), finally comparing their virtuous behavior as metics 

with the Thirty’s behavior as citizens. The main verb of the sentence (L()%6-&) is tucked quietly 

near the end with no subject specified. The accusatives refer to the metics (A?B*) and the subject 

of the verb is the Thirty. The structure of the sentence replicates Lysias’ family’s position: no 

matter what they accomplish, they will remain subordinate to the whims of the oligarchs. No 

matter what they do, they can’t be subjects, only objects. 

 As a direct contrast to his family’s largess, Lysias describes the bountiful violence of the 

Thirty. The oligarchs exiled many (/!11!$*) Athenians to the enemy, they killed many 

(/!11!$*) unjustly and left them unburied, they deprived many (/!11!$*) of their citizenship 
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rights, and they prevented the daughters of many (!"##$%) from being married.122 In this 

sentence they are the emphatic subjects: they are the agents and the people ("& !"##"') are their 

victims. The chasm between the behavior of the metics, who did everything to benefit Athens, 

and the Thirty, who made Athens the target of their depredation, again recalls the aporia and 

aphthonia of the speech’s proem. Whereas there is no end to the accusations Lysias could make, 

the Thirty deny that they have done anything bad or shameful.123 Lysias wishes this were true, 

and that he had gotten something good out of the whole affair, but he sadly concludes that there 

is no such thing for either the city or himself.124 This statement places his family emphatically on 

the side of the polis, aligned and allied against the tyrants.  

 It is at this point that Lysias takes the intimate case he has been building around his and 

his brothers’ experiences and broadens its scope. Despite the premise of the case, Lysias was not 

only prosecuting a single member of the Thirty for arresting a metic without grounds. When he 

interrogates Eratosthenes about the arrest, the emphasis is not on individual guilt but, 

metonymically, on the indivisibility of the Thirty as a body. Any other Athenian could blame the 

Thirty for what he was forced to do when they were in power, but the Thirty have no excuse: 

“Who will you punish if it is possible for the Thirty to say that they acted under the order of the 

Thirty?”125 The whole subsumes its parts: as Thomas Murphy argues, Lysias uses “guilt by 

association” to identify Eratosthenes (as well as Peison and, later, Theramenes) with “a 

                                                
122 §21: "()"* +,- !"##"./ 01% )$% !"#*)$% 23/ )"./ !"#204"5/ 678#9:9%, !"##"./ ;< =;4>?/ 
=!">)24%9%)2/ =)@A"5/ 6!"4B:9%, !"##"./ ;< 6!*)40"5/ C%)9/ =)40"5/ [)D/ !E#2?/] >9)F:)B:9%, !"##$% 
;1 G5+9)F-9/ 02##"H:9/ 6>;4;":G9* 6>I#5:9%. 

123 §22: >9J 23/ )":"K)E% 23:* )E#0B/ =A*+0F%"* L:G< M>"5:*% =!"#"+B:E02%"*, >9J #F+"5:*% N/ "O;1% 
>9>P% "O;< 93:Q-P% 23-+9:0F%"* 23:4%. 

124 §23: %K% ;1 "R)2 !-P/ )S% !E#*% 9O)"T/ )"*9K)9 U!@-Q2* "R)2 !-P/ 60F. 
125 §29: %K% ;1 !9-, )"K !")2 >9J #8V2:G2 ;4>B%, 2W!2- 67F:)9* )"T/ )-*@>"%)9 #F+2*% X)* ), U!P )$% 
)-*@>"%)9 !-":)9QGF%)9 6!"4"5%; 
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generalized character whose guilt everyone acknowledges.”126  

 Throughout the rest of the speech, Lysias takes the themes and rhetorical strategies he 

used in the first part of the speech and redirects them against the Thirty. The personal narrative 

serves as a microcosm for this public prosecution: what Eratosthenes and Peison did to Lysias 

and Polemarchos is equated with what the Thirty did, on a larger scale, to all of Athens. Lysias 

returns to the topoi of violation of private homes, movement of bodies, and corrupted funerals, 

using the strategies of antithesis, tragic convention, and repetition of the vocabulary of chance to 

indelibly associate his personal tragedy with the city’s public terror. 

 In the personal narrative, Lysias focused on his and his brother’s own experiences, as 

metics.127 But as he transitions his narrative to focus on the experiences of the polis at large, he 

reveals that not even citizens, protected under the government, were safe under the oligarchy. 

When addressing Eratosthenes’ claim that he had opposed the arrest of the metics, Lysias points 

out that he has no way to prove this (§33): 

!"#$%#&' ()#* &+$,- .+/ .01- $) (&#&2/324&5. .+ 67# !1-.- 8!9- 
(&#)9-&5 .+: ;<=-, >??@ .+AB (&#@ &C$.9' )D-&5, E2$@ ;(* $.F$.5' ;2$* ("-$& 
$7 :&:7 )G#6&2!3-.5' $H- (1?5- ("-$& $>6&47 ()#* &C$,- ?36)5-.  

It is not possible to supply witnesses about these things, since not only were we 
not able to be present, but we weren’t even allowed to be present in our own 
homes, so that it is possible for them, after doing every evil thing to the city, to 
say every good thing about themselves. 

Lysias is referring in this passage to the fact that all but the three thousand exempted by the 

Thirty from their attacks had been driven into exile, no longer safe in their own homes ((&#I 

                                                
126 Murphy 1989: 45. 

127 Lysias asserts that he and his brother were targeted because of their metic status at §6 (!)$.J:K-), §20 
(!)$.5:.L-$&'), and §27 (!)$.J:.5'). 
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!"#$%&).128 Just as Lysias and his guests were expelled from his house after the Thirty broke in, 

the Athenian citizens were no longer able to rely on the inviolability of their homes. This means, 

as Wohl points out, that being exiled “separated the demos from their own political history: they 

were not present as witnesses to all the crimes against them.”129 It is Lysias’ job to embody the 

past for them by sharing his personal experiences with the Thirty, inscribing his own suffering on 

the body politic. 

 Throughout the second, political, part of his speech, Lysias often gestures to the 

inhabitants of the city en masse (#' ()*+$&), emphasizing their solidarity as victims of the 

Thirty. He reminds them that this was not the first time Eratosthenes has opposed the people.130 

In 411 when the oligarchy of the Four Hundred was in power, Eratosthenes deserted the ship he 

was commanding as trierarch and returned to Athens to oppose the democrats. Following the 

battle of Aegospotami in 405, the oligarchs set up five ephors, among them Eratosthenes—doing 

this, again, in opposition to the democratic mass.131 Even if he had the reputation for being more 

moderate than the rest of the Thirty, Lysias argues that the fact that Eratosthenes was active in 

the government shows his enmity since even those hostile to the people could have kept silent.132 

Eratosthenes saw the city as his enemy, the people’s enemies as his friends.133 His participation in 

the activities of the Thirty reveals how far he was from supporting democratic values.  

 The reinforcement of civic solidarity helps Lysias tie the physical location and movement 

                                                
128 Usher in Edwards and Usher 1985: 239, citing Xenophon Hellenika 2.3.18. 

129 Wohl 2010b: 235. 

130 §42: $, -./ 010 (/2#$0 #3 "45#6/7 ()8+59 #. :0!0#;! <(/!=50 

131 §43: :0!0#;! >? #3 "45#6/7 ()8+59 (/@##$0#5& 

132 §49: AB$9 C!CD0$9 EB!0 #3 "45#6/7 ()8+59, $,>?0 <)!##$0 5FG$0 B9H(20#5&.  

133 §§50-51: I))J $K#$& #L0 4?0 (D)90 :G+/.0 :0D49M50 5F0!9, #$N& >J "45#6/$O& :G+/$N& P;)$O&, 
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of the people to their ethics and behavior. Location was already an inherent feature of late fifth 

century Athenian politics, with the people from the Peiraieus considered pro-democracy and the 

people from the asty pro-oligarchy.134 In his speech, Lysias strives to bring these factions 

together, uniting them by their shared indignity under the Thirty (§§92-98).  

 In bringing together the two political factions, the trial of Eratosthenes is itself a case 

study in movement and meaning. Lysias claims that the future of not just domestic but foreign 

relations depends on the outcome of the case (§35):  

!"# $%& '( )*++*# !"# ,-& ./,-& !"# ,-& 01&2& 3!*4/5& 67/8$6&*5 ,9&" 
:&;$<& )6=# ,*>,2& ?06,6. @& *A $%& B$1,6=*5 C&,6D )*+E,"5 $"F8&,6D 
.)9"/5& {G,5} 67 '9!<& ';/*4/5& @& H& I0"$J=,2/5&, K )=J0"&,6D $%& @& 
IL96&,"5 ,>="&&*5 ,MD )8+62D N/*&,"5, '4/,4OP/"&,6D '% ,Q R/*& B$E& 
?0*4/5&· G/*5 '% 01&*5 I)5'<$*S/5&, 6R/*&,"5 )8,6=*& .'9!2D ,*TD 
,=5J!*&," I!!<=>,,*4/5& I! ,-& )8+62& K '5!"92D. 

Indeed, many people, both citizens and foreigners, have come to find out what 
your opinion about these men will be. Your fellow citizens will go away having 
learned whether they will have to pay the price for the crimes they commit, or if 
they will become tyrants of the city by doing whatever they want and even if 
they’re foiled they’re still on equal footing with you. And all those foreigners 
visiting town, they will know whether they expel the Thirty from their cities 
unjustly or justly. 

The trope that a particular trial will have an impact on future decisions is a fairly common one.135 

The reason this kind of appeal was so popular is that, as we have seen, the Athenian legal system 

was assumed to operate, ideally, within an orderly system of predictability and likelihood. 

Maintaining the status quo is, for the most part, the jury’s prerogative. In this passage, however, 

Lysias strongly emphasizes that the current trial represents a crossroads, a critical juncture. As 

                                                
134 “Lysias next addresses [the jury] segmentally according to their demonstrated allegiances during the recent 
oligarchy: first the ‘men of the city,’ the former supporters of the Thirty, and then the ‘men of the Peiraeus,’ the 
rebel democrats who had fought and won the civil war” (Phillips 2008: 161). 

135 Rubinstein 2007: 360-361. As comparanda, she sites e.g. Lysias 1.36 and 49, 22.19, 30.23 and 34; Demosthenes 
23.94, 54.21. The most extreme example of courtroom decisions influencing real life behavior comes from [Dem.] 
59.110-114, in which Apollodorus cautions the jury that acquitting Neaira will lead to prostitutes being free to live 
like free women and free women becoming prostitutes. 
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such, it draws both the attention and the physical presence of all. In her study of the bystanders 

watching the trial, Adriaan Lanni suggests that this experience “provided an opportunity not only 

for foreign Greeks to observe the Athenian democracy, but also for the Athenian polis to define 

itself and to reinforce and legitimate by ritual the exclusivity of the citizen body.”136 Just as the 

movement of Lysias’ body out of his home, through the streets, and into Damnippos’ house 

represented the loss of his freedom and autonomy, the astoi and xenoi who have come (!"#$%&', 

()&*+,#-%&') will go away (.)/0%&') having learned what the new status quo was going to be. 

The trial is a fulcrum moment between the past and the future. If the Thirty are allowed to get 

away with their abuses of the democratic system, the residents of the city will feel that 

henceforth there will be no curb on individual ambition. The coming together of resident and 

foreigner could also represent a turning point in the foreigners’ willingness to come to the city’s 

aid if their help in the past turns out to have been unjust. Drawing attention to the presence in the 

courtroom of a representative body ()123#4) of the city, ranging from citizen jurors to visiting 

foreigners, Lysias tracks their movements, inscribing the trauma of the past and the possibilities 

of the future on those present in the courtroom. 

 In order to evoke the extremity of the Thirty’s behavior, Lysias again relies on antitheses 

to express the magnitude of their corruption. Whereas in the first part of the speech Lysias 

juxtaposed the acts of violence committed by the Thirty against the innocence of their metic 

victims, in the latter part their behavior is contrasted with customary behavior, what usually 

happens (§§38-39): 

#5 678 *9 #5*: ;#-;# 05;< )8#%=">& )#&2%0&, ?)>8 (' ;@*> ;@ )A1>& 
>B3&%,C'#' (%;/, )8D4 ,:' ;7 "0;+6#8#E,>'0 ,+*:' .)#1#6>F%30&, )>8G *: 
%HI' 05;I' J;>80 1C6#';>4 ('/#;> (K0)0;I%&', L,F' .)#*>&"'E';>4 M4 

                                                
136 Lanni 1997: 187. See also Bers 1985.  
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!"#$"%&"$% '($)*+ ,-!%., / 01 2*3341 "&. 2*3,5+6. .$71 83$9*. 
"#%:#$#;<!$.",1, </> 2=3,%1 2*3,5+$1 *>!$1 ?+3$1 @2*+:!$.· @2,A 
B,3,C,", $D"E. '2*F,GH$% I2*J "*!*C"*J1 "&. 2*3,5+6. '2KB",%.$. 
I!*J1 "&. 2*3%"&., / .$71 I2*J "*!$C"$1 83$9*. I!$1 $D"*A 2$#KF*!$., 
/ 2=3%. L."%.$ "*%$C":. 2#*!,B"<!$."* *M$. "N. O5,"K#$. 
B$",F*J3P!$."*. 

It isn’t even possible for him to do the thing that people customarily do in this 
city, which is to make no response to the accusations but instead to say other 
things about themselves, sometimes lying to you—they make a show for you that 
they are good soldiers, or that they captured a lot of enemy ships while 
undertaking a trierarchy, or that they made enemy cities friendly. Just tell him to 
show you where they killed as many enemies as they did citizens, or where they 
captured as many ships as they themselves handed over, or what city they won 
over that was as great as your city which they enslaved. 

Like the passages comparing Lysias and his brother’s benefactions with the Thirty’s 

depredations, this passage uses repetition and resonance137 to cast Lysias’ opponents in the worst 

possible light. Eratosthenes, and by extension the Thirty (signified by the plural verbs in the 

second part of the passage), are compared to the customary behavior (,-)%!5K.*.) not even of 

good citizens but of criminals and liars. Whereas a defendant on trial customarily pretends to be 

a good soldier, the Thirty are unable to pretend that they didn’t kill as many citizens as they did 

enemies; while the customary defendant boasts of capturing many enemy ships, the Thirty 

surrendered as many ships as they captured; when the customary defendant claims to have made 

hostile cities allies, the Thirty would not be able to win over a city to compete with their 

enslavement of Athens. The crimes of the Thirty are contrasted, point for point, with a typical 

defense speech and they are left indefensible.  

 Two-thirds of the way through the speech, Lysias turns his attention from Eratosthenes to 

another member of the Thirty, Theramenes. He justifies this transition by claiming that 

Eratosthenes is going to use his friendship with Theramenes, who was actually condemned to 

                                                
137 Adams 1970 (1905): 53 comments that this passage is “noteworthy for its even balance of cola,” noting 
especially the homoioteleuton of 2#*!,B"<!$."*…B$",F*J3P!$."*. 
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death by the Thirty for being insufficiently oligarchic,138 to prove that Eratosthenes too was a 

moderate and not a supporter of the Thirty’s more extreme machinations. Considering that 

Theramenes was later known more for being a turncoat than a radical,139 the vitriol with which 

Lysias attacks the dead man seems unwarranted. Granted, Xenophon’s vivid narration of 

Theramenes’ last moments (Hellenica 2.3.56) makes him come across as a sympathetic victim of 

the more extreme members of the Thirty, but the preceding debate between Theramenes and 

Critias does nothing to hide his equivocation and the damage caused by his policies. 

Nevertheless, in the discourse surrounding the expulsion of the oligarchs and the return of the 

democracy, his “unlawful death-sentence represents a tragic turning point in the oligarchic 

regime.”140 By the time the Athenaion Politeia was written, Theramenes was seen as a moderate 

martyr of the moderate cause.141  

 Phillip Harding titled his study of the contradictory ancient and modern attitudes towards 

the dead statesman “The Theramenes Myth,” but this terminology applies as well to the 

extravagance of the rhetorical fusillade Lysias directs at him.142 Charles Darwin Adams describes 

the attack as “a masterpiece. There is no intemperate language, no hurling of epithets. ‘He 

accuses by narrating. The dramatically troubled time from 411 to 403 rises before us in 

                                                
138 Xenophon Hellenica 2.3.50-56. 

139 Xenophon Hellenica 2.3.47: !"#$%&'( )* $+,#-.+. /', 01 !/2#34-#51 "'5-6/'.#. 7-/+33'5.. Kothornoi, 
the high boots worn by actors, signified political two-facedness since the shoes could be worn on either foot (LSJ 3). 

140 Wohl 2010b: 239. 

141 Ath. Pol. 28.5:  )#$'( /4.3#5 /8 "%-4-9:1 !"#2%5.#/4.#51 #;< =>"'- %;3?. )5%@A&&#B>5 "A>%1 3C1 
"#&53'D%1 $%3%&E'5., !&&C "A>%1 "-#A9'5. F:1 /G)*. "%-%.#/#('., 01 )B.A/'.#1 "#&53'E'>,%5 $%3C 
"A>%1, H"'- I>3J. !9%,#K "#&D3#B L-9#., "%-%.#/#E>%51 )* #; >B9<:-M., !&&N !"'<,%.+/'.#1 (It seems, 
to those taking it seriously, that he did not overthrow every government as his slanderers say, but instead he 
promoted them all, so long as they didn’t break the law, showing that he was able to be a politician under every 
government, which is a characteristic of a good citizen, and would not give way to lawlessness but would rather be 
detested).  

142 Harding 1974. Cf. also Bearzot 1997. 
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impressive pictures. At every turn Theramenes appears as the evil genius of the Athenians. His 

wicked egoism stands out in every fact.’”143 In Lysias’ description, Theramenes is a force of 

malevolence. Lysias provides a summary and tendentious account of his career, from the 

oligarchy of the Four Hundred (which he was chiefly responsible for (§65)), through his 

conspiracy with the Spartans (whom he commanded to tear down the Peiraeius walls and destroy 

the constitution in order to deprive the Athenians of all hope (§70)), to the imposition of the 

government of the Thirty (under pain of death (§75)).  

 The resume of the Theramenes myth concludes with an extravagantly fiery denunciation 

of the man, rendered in highly decorative rhetorical antitheses (§78): 

!"# $%&%'$() !"# *$+,() !"!-) !"# ".&/,-) !"# 012"3 !"# )4(&$# !"# 
53!,-) !"# 54612() ".$7%8 6464)95+)%8 $%25:&%8&3) ";$%<= >72%8= 
?)$"= @0%>"7)43), %A/ ;0B, ;5-) @0%C")D)$%= E9,"5+)%8= @22’ ;0B, 
$F= ";$%G 0%)9,7"=, !"# H3!"7(= 5B) I) J236",/7K H7!9) HD)$%= (LH9 6M, 
"A$N) !"$+28&4), H3!"7(= H’ O) I) H95%!,"$7K· H#= 6M, ;5P= 
!"$4H%82Q&"$%, $-) 5B) 0",D)$() !"$">,%)-), $-) HB @0D)$() 
I03C85-), !"# $R !"227&$S J)D5"$3 /,Q54)%= H43)%$1$() T,6() 
H3H1&!"2%= !"$"&$1=. 

They are going to dare to show off that they are friends of this man, who was 
responsible for so many, such a variety, of evil and shameful deeds, both in the 
past and recently, both small and large—Theramenes, who died not for your sake 
but due to his own criminality and justly paid the price under the oligarchy and 
would have also under the democracy. For he twice enslaved you, disdaining what 
was present and longing for what was absent, and using the most attractive name 
he installed himself the teacher of the most dreadful of deeds. 

In Lysias’ description, Theramenes runs the gamut of guilt for everything wrong in the city, past 

and present, small and large. He would pay the price for his crimes as justly under an oligarchy 

as a democracy. Despising the present democracy, he yearned for something else, something 

unattainable—oligarchy, which he called by the most attractive name. As Wohl has shown, the 

“insatiable desire for what is absent, the reduction of free citizens to slaves, and the disingenuous 
                                                
143 Adams 1970 (1905): 54, quoting Bruns 1896: 493. 
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pretext of aristocracy are all part of the Athenian discourse of tyranny.”144 According to Lysias’ 

denunciation, Theramenes checked every box in the description of an enemy of the democracy. 

 The final dichotomy, between the “most beautiful name” (!" #$%%&'!( )*+,$!-) and 

the “most shameful of deeds,” (./-*0!1!2* 3452*) gives superlative expression to one of the 

most common antitheses in Athenian discourse—word versus deed. Best known for its 

employment in Thucydides, this antithesis also appears prominently in the tragedians, in 

particular in Sophocles’ Philoctetes. Adam Parry discusses the artistry with which Sophocles 

employs this trope: “%+506 and 3450* become one of the vital antitheses of a play largely made 

up of antitheses. They are made part of a network whereby Philoctetes is set against Odysseus, 

nature against sophism, the landscape of Lemnos against the rest of the world, and the essential 

nobility of Neoptolemus against the influence of society.”145 In the same way, in Lysias’ 

condemnation of Theramenes, as in the proem of the speech, antitheses have the effective 

function of giving shape to the ethical space defining his opponent’s bad character in multiple 

dimensions: quantitative (,-#47*…,/51%2*), temporal (8$%$&…*/2'!&), ideological (9* 

)%-5$4:&;…9* .<,0#4$!&;), and phenomenological (8$4+*!2*…=8+*!2*). The 

%+506/3450* distinction undermines any cause the jury might have to let Eratosthenes off for his 

association with Theramenes: to use beautiful language to disguise offensive substance was the 

greatest threat to democratic procedure.146 

 As the speech moves to its conclusion, Lysias no longer targets individuals, instead 
                                                
144 Wohl 2010b: 239 n.59. 

145 Parry 1981: 40. 

146 As described by Cleon at Thucydides 3.38: ><!0?*!@6 !/ A%%0 !- B6 /C8/D* E 9* 0F6 >7,/*, G40*0?*!/6 .H 
0I.H 8/4J !7* 8$4+*!2* K#$*76· L8%76 !/ =#0M6 N.0*O N''P,/*0- #$J '0G-'!7* Q/$!$D6 90-#+!/6 
#$Q<,@*0-6 ,R%%0* E 8/4J 8+%/26 S0T%/T0,@*0-6 (You seek out, as they say, something different from the 
world we live in, paying too little attention to the present situation. You are, simply, conquered by the pleasure of 
sound and are like audience members for the sophists rather than counselors for the city). 
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returning to his denunciation of the Thirty. In his peroration, he urges the jury to feel as angry as 

when the wounds were fresh, to let memory bring back the immediacy of the feelings (§96): 

!"#’ $" %&'()#*+, -." /)0,& 1+’ 23,4',+,, !"5-"6)#*+, 7. 859 +:" 
;<<=" 858:" > 0,0?"#5+, @0’ 5A+:", BC +BDE -." 28 +FE !'B&GE +BDE 7’ 
28 +:" H,&:" )I"5&0JKB"+,E LM5(=E !0N8+,M"5", +BDE 7. !0O +N8"=" 859 
'B"N=" 859 'I"5M8:" !3N<8B"+,E 3B"N5E 5@+:" P"J'85)5" ',"N)#5M 859 
BA7. +53FE +FE "B-MKB-N"*E ,Q5)5" +IR,S", T'B4-,"BM +U" 5@+:" !&RU" 
L,L5MB+N&5" ,V"5M +FE 05&W +:" #,:" +M-=&(5E. 

As a result of these things you should be as angry as when you were in exile, 
remembering also the other evils you suffered at their hands when they dragged 
some from the agora and others from the temples and violently killed them; 
dragging others from their children and parents and wives, they forced them to 
kill themselves and did not even allow them the customary burial: they thought 
that their regime was more steadfast than the retribution from the gods. 

This passages’ resemblance to his own experiences is deliberate, as Stephen Usher observes: “In 

writing this appeal to the jury’s emotions, Lysias reminds them of the highpoints of his own 

narrative.”147 The mention of individuals seized from temples underlines the Thirty’s impiety, 

recalling their breach of xenia in expelling Lysias’ guests and dragging him from his home. 

Lysias’ reminder of the people forced to commit suicide and prevented from following burial 

custom by the Thirty refers anaphorically, within the speech, to the earlier narration of 

Polemarchos’ experiences and externally to the memories many members of the jury had of their 

own family members who went through the same trauma: Polemarchos’ death was just a 

“symptomatic instance of an overarching theme.”148 The trial provides the opportunity for 

catharsis, to use the embodied memory of helplessness and terror to fuel their anger and, Lysias 

hopes, their vengeance. 

 It is not just the living victims whose trauma Lysias hopes will drive the jury to vote to 

                                                
147 Usher in Edwards and Usher 1985: 251. 

148 Phillips 2008: 176. 
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condemn Eratosthenes and his cohort. His last lines again remind them of the dead, the bodies 

withheld from families, sacrilegiously discarded, whose ghosts still long for justice (§§99-100): 

!"#$ %& '($ )"($ *+,-."/0$ <,1%&2> )334356*'06... 7*&+ '82 '5-259'#2, 
,:$ 7"5;$, )*56%< =8>62 )*0"?206 ,1@ )%A20>-5, B*,-02,?>6 C,D-E>0'5. 
,F"06 %’ 01',G$ H"82 '5 B@+,I>-06 @0J 7"I$ 5K>5>-06 '<2 L(M,2 
M4+,2'0$, HN,."42,.$, !>,6 "&2 O2 ',A'#2 B*,LDM/>D>-5, 01'82 
-P20',2 @0'0LDM65;>-06, !>,6 %’ O2 *0+Q ',A'#2 %/@D2 3PC#>62, 7*&+ 
01'82 <'Q$> '6"#+/0$ *5*,6D"42,.$ <R>5>-06>.  

Nevertheless I have no shortage of eagerness… on behalf of the dead. You were 
unable to rescue them while they were living; help them now that they’ve been 
killed. I think that they are listening to you and will know how you vote. All of 
you who vote to acquit them will condemn them to death while those who 
demand justice from them will be agents of retribution on their behalf.  

Lysias gives the sense that justice is timeless, that the jury’s present decision will retroject onto 

the victims of the oligarchy as if they were on trial somewhere in the realms of the dead. An 

acquittal for the Thirty would be a stamp of approval on the murders they carried out. A 

conviction would avenge the murders, showing the penalty for the Thirty’s disdain of the gods’ 

retribution (§96: '($ *0+Q '82 -582 '6"#+/0$). 

 Lysias’ speech takes the domestic trauma of the vulnerable body in the invaded house 

described in the first third of his speech and transplants the experience onto the violation felt by 

the city as a whole. The individual and collective blur as personal stories become paradigms and 

archetypes. By equating the citizen experience with his and his brothers’ victimization as metics, 

Lysias underlines how tenuous life under the Thirty had become. The bodily protection of the 

democratic citizen was rescinded and the protections of the temples, of the house, of the family, 

and of the body could no longer be depended on. The trial is presented as an opportunity not to 

undo what was done, not to forget, but to put angry ghosts to rest. Using antitheses and tragic 

conventions, Lysias raises the Thirty to the level of a mythological opponent, putting the sword 

of divine retribution into the hands of the jury. 
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Conclusion 

 

 Both of the speeches discussed in this chapter center around a vulnerable body. The child 

Demosthenes is disenfranchised by his guardians, which threatens the polis with a loss of profit 

due to the guardians’ deception. It is only through the intervention of the adult Demosthenes, the 

full citizen that the child eventually became upon reaching majority, that the money can be 

restored and the city receive the revenue and services it requires. By focusing on the body of the 

child, Demosthenes both draws on the world building techniques explored in my previous 

chapter and underlines the importance of visibility in maintaining social respectability. The 

intimate scene between Demosthenes’ father and the guardians revealed the extent to which the 

child’s vulnerable body needs to be protected by its house and society. It was not his father’s 

fault that the guardians’ misused the estate—the elder Demosthenes was relying on the bonds of 

kinship. It was the guardians’ faithlessness and greed that made them contravene the usual 

method of holding wealth—keeping it visible (phanera)—and instead caused the estate to vanish 

using devious methods. By inviting the jury into the circle of the family, Demosthenes gives 

them the responsibility of caring for the fragile child by undoing the crimes of the guardians. In 

Lysias 12, the suffering of metic bodies is a metaphor for the violence caused by the oligarchic 

coup. But Lysias and Polemarchos are not the only victims, not even the most extreme examples 

of violence done by the Thirty. The fact that citizens suffered the same fates as non-citizens—

that citizen bodies and houses were violated—shows the extent to which society under the Thirty 

had been distorted. The memory of the Thirty lived on, as Isocrates’ speaker confirms when he 
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accuses Lochites of having the character of the Thirty.149 Their regime lives on in the citizen body 

as a wound, a trauma. By juxtaposing the vulnerable bodies that are at the thematic center of 

their speeches against the domestic interior, Lysias and Demosthenes amplify these bodies’ 

affective impact. As the speaker of Against Lochites claimed, the body is the thing most close to 

home. If the impenetrability of the house, guaranteed by the law, is compromised because of a 

dishonest guardian or a criminal oligarchy, there is nothing to protect the bodies inside. Through 

the thematic connection between houses and bodies, these orators evoked the home feeling to 

recall to the members of the jury that it is incumbent upon them to preserve the legal walls 

keeping the private places of their homes safe. 

 

                                                
149 20.11: !"# $% !&"'(# )*%+ !,# -. -/%0#12 !32 '(4+!%052. 
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Chapter Four: Homeland 

 

 Thucydides’ account of the Theban assault on Plataea in 431 includes a striking passage 

describing the defense of the Plataeans. In this passage, the city comes together as a network of 

houses, individual units working together as a collective to confound the Thebans (2.3-4):  

!"#$%&'(#)( *+(,-..(#)$/ )(0/ 1(+#(0/ )(23("/ 45,6 7%%8%("/, 94:/ ;< 
*+= )># ?*># @5#$,(A B.+# CD#)$/.... E4$A *F G/ E1 )># *"#5)># H)(I;5 J#, 
@"%K!5#)$/ L)+ #-1)5 15A 5M)N )N 4$,2(,O,(# E3P,("# E1 )># (C1+># E46 
5M)(-/, 94:/ ;< 15)= @>/ O5,.5%$:)&,(+/ (Q.+ 4,(.@&,(+#)( 15A .@2.+# 
E1 )(R S.(" '2'#:#)5+, 7%%6 E# #"1)A @(T$,P)$,(+ U#)$/ V..("/ B.+ )W/ 
.@$)&,5/ E;4$+,25/ )W/ 15)= )<# 4D%+#.... L4$+)5 4(%%X O(,-TY 5M)># )$ 
4,(.T5%D#):# 15A )># '"#5+1># 15A )># (C1$)># Z;5 74N )># (C1+># 
1,5"'[ )$ 15A \%(%"'[ 3,:;&#:# %2O(+/ )$ 15A 1$,K;Y T5%%D#):#, 15A 
]$)(R Z;5 *+= #"1)N/ 4(%%(R E4+'$#(;&#(", E@(T8O^.5# 15A ),54D;$#(+ 
L@$"'(# *+= )W/ 4D%$:/, _4$+,(+ ;F# U#)$/ (` 4%$2("/ E# .1D)Y 15A 4^%X 
)># *+D*:# a 3,< .:OW#5+ (15A '=, )$%$")>#)(/ )(R ;^#N/ )= '+'#D;$#5 
J#), E;4$2,("/ *F L3(#)$/ )(0/ *+P1(#)5/ )(R ;< E1@$-'$+#, b.)$ 
*+$@O$2,(#)( (` 4(%%(2. 

They joined together, digging through the walls they had in common next to one 
another, so that they would not be seen going along the roads…. When things 
were as ready as they could be, they kept guard while it was still night-time, and 
just before dawn the Plataeans advanced out of the houses against the Thebans, so 
that the Thebans would not attack when they were braver in the daylight and 
would be on equal terms with defenders, but would instead be more frightened in 
the night and would be defeated by the Plataeans’ experience with the city…. 
Then, when the Plataeans were attacking in a big mob while the women and 
slaves were shouting and wailing from the houses, throwing down stones and 
pottery, and since it had rained a lot during the night, the Thebans were afraid and 
turned back, fleeing through the city since most of them were inexperienced in the 
darkness and the mud as to the exits through which they would need to escape 
(since it was the end of the month, therefore moonless), but the pursuers were 
experienced in how to prevent them from escaping, so many of them died. 

The Plataeans’ plan to defend their city is a clever one: it depends on their shared knowledge of 

geography, but also on the conception of houses as both private and part of the greater whole. 

The shared walls (1(+#(0/ )(23("/) allow them to communicate and make plans in secret, 

deriving a city-wide intimacy from the privacy of the house. They make their attack on the 
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Thebans by advancing from the houses, moving as a unit against the scattered invaders. Entire 

households join in the effort, with women and slaves throwing down ballistics from the houses to 

drive out the enemy. Beyond the solidarity of the Plataeans as a collection of households, 

Thucydides emphasizes the ignorance of the outsiders in contrast to Plataeans’ local intelligence 

(!"#$%&'(), *#$%&+%, !"#$'&+,)). The intimacy and knowledge that comes from sharing a home 

is the strength to which Thucydides attributes this victory. 

 In this chapter, I focus on how the emotion connecting individuals with the oikia, the 

home feeling, can be extrapolated from the household to the city. In the preceding chapters, I 

focused for the most part on the role of the house and household in private forensic speeches. 

Although these speeches are primarily concerned with matters like inheritance and adultery, the 

speakers frequently bring the city into their arguments, reminding the jury that, as representatives 

of the demos, their decisions have an effect on the populace at large. As I have argued, this is the 

manifestation of the private ideology of the oikos being extrapolated to the organization of the 

polis. In the same way, the home feeling can extend to a larger area, to the city itself: “home as 

territory also involves a kind of home range that can include neighborhood, town, and landscape. 

Yet this larger home is also a kind of ordered center within which we are oriented and 

distinguished from the larger and stranger surroundings.”1 In this chapter I argue that political 

rhetoric uses the types of home topoi familiar from forensic rhetoric to evoke a collective home 

feeling at the citywide level. I begin by contextualizing the question with a discussion of fourth 

century political and rhetorical theory before moving on to an analysis of the evocation and 

function of the home feeling in Demosthenes’ political speeches. 

 The relationship between the oikos and the polis was an important topic for Plato and 

                                                
1 Dovey 1985: 36. 
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Aristotle.2 In Plato’s ideal polis, communal living replaces the oikos unit for the guardians of the 

polis. No woman will privately cohabit with any man, and men will share houses and eat 

together, owning no private property but sharing everything alike.3 Plato’s character Socrates 

identifies the oikos, being comprised of personal relationships and private property, as 

detrimental to the communal needs of the polity. The guardians he appoints to watch over the 

city must not have private houses, nor land, nor any possession, but must receive sustenance 

from others.4 He describes how his plan will prevent the personal greed that results from the 

ownership of private property (Republic 464c-d): 

!"#$% &' (#)*!+, -', !./#, -0 1&0, 2,"&34",-)5 &' -0 )6-0 7//8 9//", 
9//", -0, &:, $;5 -', <)=-"> ";?@), A/?",-) B-# C, (D,E-)# FGHI5 -J, 
9//G, ?-K*)*L)#, -0, (: $;5 -', <)=-"> <-MH), "N*),, ?)I O=,)%?3 -$ ?)I 
!)%()5 <-MH"=5, P(",35 -$ ?)I 7/OE(.,)5 1&!"#">,-)5 ;(@G, Q,-G, ;(@)5, 
7//8 <,I (.O&)-# -"> ";?$@"= !MH# 1!I -0 )6-0 -$@,",-)5 !3,-)5 $;5 -0 
(=,)-0, R&"!)L$%5 /D!E5 -$ ?)I P(",S5 $T,)#. 

[These rules] make it so that people don’t tear apart the city by saying “mine” not 
about the same thing but about different things, with one person now dragging 
into his house whatever he can get his hands on apart from the others, and another 
doing the same into his own, separate, house, possessing women and children 
individually and making private the pleasures and pains of private individuals. 
Instead, everyone should aim in the same direction with a single conception of 
“one’s own,” as much as possible sharing identical feelings of pain and pleasure. 

The oikia, as the direct target of the reforms, has walls that the inside from the outside, 

preserving intimate affection within the family unit rather than directing it toward the collective. 

The goal of these reforms is to translate the home feeling from the oikia, now the site of violent 

acquisitiveness ($;5 -', <)=-"> ";?@), A/?",-)), to the community. The feelings each person 

                                                
2 The family in Plato and/or Aristotle is the focus of Annas 1967, Saxonhouse 1982, Mayhew 1996, Nagle 2006, and 
Murray 2011. Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae is an early 4th century parody of the abolition of private possessions and 
the house (cf. especially ll. 590-593, 597-600, 635-643, 674-675). 

3 Republic 457d: ;(@U (: &E($,I &E($&@), *=,"#?$%,, 458c-d V-$ ";?@)5 -$ ?)I *=**@-#) ?"#,W XF",-$5, ;(@U (: 
"6($,05 "6(:, -"#">-", ?$?-E&M,"=, R&"> (' X*",-)#. 

4 464b-c: XY)&$, O3H !"= "Z-$ ";?@)5 -"D-"#5 ;(@)5 ($%, $T,)# "Z-$ OS, "Z-$ -# ?-S&), 7//W !)HW -J, 
9//G, -H"Y', /)&[3,",-)5. 
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connects with their own individual oikos must be transferred to the polis, as a single conception 

of to oikeion, “one’s own” (!"# $%&'()* )+, +-./0+1 234*).  

 The individual family unit threatens the polis by fragmenting the collectivity into 

individual, competing voices. Socrates predicts that the end of all civic strife will follow from the 

outlawing of the individual oikos (464d-e): 

$0.(* )/ .(# 5&.67'()( 2489 :6676+19 +;. +-<7=/)(* 5> (;)?" @9 A2+9 
/-2/B" $*C )8 'D$E" F$*+" 5.)G=H(* 26I" )8 =?'(, )C $J K66( .+*"L; MH/" 
$I N2L4</* )+O)+*9 :=)(=*L=)+*9 /P"(*, M=( &/ $*C <4D'L)Q" R 2(0$Q" .(# 
=1&&/"?" .)G=*" K"H4Q2+* =)(=*LS+1=*". 

Won’t trials and accusations against one another depart from among them, as they 
say, because they possess nothing privately except their bodies, and all the rest is 
in common? It is possible for them to be free from factions, since these are all the 
things that cause discord for people—the possession of money, children, and 
families. 

The reasons people go to court are distilled to greed and jealousy, the result of having individual 

possessions and emotional connections diverted from the communal good. The greatest threat to 

the polis is stasis, which is caused by people standing apart: in the community of the ideal polis, 

everybody stands together. 

 Aristotle, in his Politics, critiques Plato’s idea of communal living on the grounds that 

disassembling the oikos would actually be detrimental to fellow-feeling in the polis. The Politics 

begins by defining the polis as a community (koin!nia) brought together, like all communities, 

with an aim toward the good.5 Following a discussion of the various relationships within the 

polis (e.g. between husband and wife, parents and children, slaves and owners), Book 2 opens 

with a discussion of different systems of ownership, in which all, some, or no property is held in 

common. Aristotle immediately rejects the third option as clearly impossible, since any system 

                                                
5 Politics 1252a1-2: 2T=(" 2%6*" U4?'/" .+*"Q"0(" )*"C +V=(" .(# 2T=(" .+*"Q"0(" :&(H+, )*"+9 W"/./" 
=1"/=)D.1B(". 
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of government is a koin!nia that requires, at the very least, a shared location.6 The contrast, 

therefore, is between the strictly communal system proposed by Socrates in Plato’s Republic and 

the current practice in Athens of holding some property privately and some communally.7 

 Starting with Plato’s principle of unification, Aristotle argues that the polis would cease 

to exist if collectivity is pushed too far (1261a16-21):  

!"#$%& '"()*+( ,-$&( ./ 0*%1%2-" !"3 4&(%56(7 5#" 5899%( %:;< 0+9&/ 
=-$"&· 09>?%/ 4@* $& $A( 'B-&( ,-$3( C 0+9&/, 4&(%56(7 $) 5#" 5899%( %D!#" 
5<( ,! 0+9)E/ F(?*E0%/ ;G ,H %D!#"/ =-$"&· 5899%( 4I* 5#"( $A( %D!#"( 
$>/ 0+9)E/ '"#75)( F(, !"3 $J( K(" $>/ %D!#"/· L-$G )D !"3 ;M("$+/ $&/ )N7 
$%2$% ;*8(, %: 0%&7$6%(· O("&*P-)& 4I* $A( 0+9&(. 

It is obvious that, if it goes on to become one, then it will not be a polis, either, 
since the polis is, by nature, a multiplicity. The process of unification will turn the 
polis into an oikia, and then an oikia into an individual person, since we consider 
the house more unified than the city, and a person more unified than a house. 
Thus, even if one were able to do this, it must not be done, since it will destroy 
the polis. 

By reducing the complexity of the organism, Plato’s proposal to give the polis the atomic 

structure of an oikia undermines the polis, compressing the personalities and experiences of an 

entire population into a single unit and taking the concept of the ‘citizen body’ a step too far. Not 

only multiplicity but also diversity are the essential qualities of a polis.8 Aristotle argued in Book 

1 that the polis is made up of a series of hierarchical relationships.9 To eradicate these 

                                                
6 1260b40-41: $J 5<( %Q( 57;)(J/ !%&(E()R( '"()*J( ./ O;B("$%(, C 4I* 0%9&$)#" !%&(E(#" $#/ ,-$&, !"3 
0*S$%( O(@4!7 $%2 $+0%M !%&(E()R(. 

7 1261a8-9: $%2$% ;A 0+$)*%( ./ (2( %T$E U69$&%( =V)&(, W !"$I $J( ,( $X Y%9&$)#Z 4)4*"556(%( (+5%(; 

8 1261a22-23: %: 5+(%( ;G ,! 09)&+(E( O(?*[0E( ,-$3( C 0+9&/, O99I !"3 ,H )N;)& ;&"')*+($E(. %: 4I* 
4#()$"& 0+9&/ ,H \5%#E( 

9 Another aspect of Aristotle’s critique of Plato’s tendency to collapse differences is Aristotle’s rejection of the 
claim of the Eleatic stranger in Plato’s Stateman that the ability to rule a kingdom, participate in a democratic state, 
and manage a household are all the same field of knowledge differing only in size (259c: '"()*J( ./ ,0&-$P57 
5#" 0)*3 0@($’ ,-$3 $"2$"· $"B$7( ;< )N$) U"-&9&!A( )N$) 0%9&$&!A( )N$) %D!%(%5&!P( $&/ ](%5@^)&, 57;<( 
":$_ ;&"')*[5)?"). Aristotle argues that the difference between a statesman, a king, and a head of household is 
one not in magnitude but in kind (Politics 1252a7-10: `-%& 5<( %Q( %N%($"& 0%9&$&!J( !"3 U"-&9&!J( !"3 
%D!%(%5&!J( !"3 ;)-0%$&!J( )a("& $J( ":$J( %: !"9S/ 964%M-&( (09P?)& 4I* !"3 ]9&4+$7$& (%5#^%M-& 
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relationships, and the different roles performed by members of these relationships, would mean 

that individuals would no longer carry out the function best suited to them. In eliminating 

difference among the people that make it up, Plato’s ideal polis would not be self-sufficient since 

individual people would no longer be assigned unique roles within society: a polis is only fully 

realized when it becomes self-sufficient due to the number of people performing diverse roles.10 

Thus extreme unification of the polis is inadvisable both because it destroys the nature of the 

polis and because it is not at all practical. 

 Turning to the question of shared property and communally-held women and children, 

Aristotle argues that people care the most for that which is most individually their own 

(1261b33-40): 

!"#$%& '() *+#,-.-/&0 %1'234-# %5 +.-/$%64 "7#484· %94 '() :;/64 ,3.#$%& 
<)74%/=71$#4, %94 ;> "7#494 ?%%74, @ A$74 B"3$%C *+#D3..-#· +)50 '() 
%7E0 F..7#0 G0 B%H)71 <)74%/=74%70 I.#'6)7J$# ,K..74, L$+-) *4 %&E0 
7:"-%#"&E0 ;#&"74/&#0 7M +7..7N O-)3+74%-0 *4/7%- 2-E)74 P+Q)-%7J$# %94 
*.&%%8464. '/474%&# ;R B"3$%C 2/.#7# %94 +7.#%94 1M7/, "&N 7S%7# 7T2 G0 
B"3$%71, U..( %7J %1284%70 V %12W4 V,7/60 *$%N4 1M80· L$%- +34%-0 
V,7/60 I.#'6)X$71$#4. 

That which is the common property of the greatest number receives the least 
attention, since people care most for their private possessions and less for what is 
commonly held, or rather only insofar as the common property pertains to 
themselves. They care much less because someone else is thinking about it, just 
like in a household, when there are a lot of servants, sometimes they do a worse 
job than when there are fewer. Each citizen has a thousand sons, and they are not 
even the sons of individuals, but each is the son of whoever, so everyone cares 
equally little about them.  

The affection Plato hoped would transfer from the level of the oikia to the city, according to 

Aristotle’s extrapolation of his model, instead dissipates because nobody has anything to call 

their own. Even an overstaffed household (7:"-%#"&E0) suffers from lack of individualized care. 

                                                
;#&<H)-#4 U..’ 7T" -Y;-# %7Z%64 ["&$%74)). Cf. Cooper 1999: 164-190 and Schofield 2006: 165-193, who argue 
that Aristotle’s critique fails to take into account that Plato modulates this idea over the course of the Statesman. 

10 1261b12-13: D7Z.-%&/ 'R \;Q %8%- -]4&# +8.#0 A%&4 &T%3)"Q $1,D&/4^ %_4 "7#464/&4 -]4&# %7J +.XO710. 
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Both Plato and Aristotle agree that the greatest good for the polis is affection, which results in 

the least stasis.11 For Plato’s Socrates, it is unification that leads to this friendship, but Aristotle 

argues that, on the contrary, unification causes affection to grow diffuse and “watery” (1262b15: 

!"#$%). The two things which cause people to love and cherish one another are personal 

attachment and affection (&' (")*+ ,#- &' ./#01&2+),which are derived not from the communal 

polity but from the oikos unit. 12 

 Aristotle’s rejection of Plato’s communal model reflects the significance Aristotle 

attributes to the oikos as the atomic unit of the polis. For Aristotle, the affection kindled among 

the family unit is the source of affection toward the polis. Whereas Plato would have the oikos, 

as middleman, cut out of the equation, for Aristotle it is the intimacy of the family that allows 

members of a polis to operate as a collectivity. The polis is comprised of houses, and every 

member of a polis is also a member of an oikos—even though every house has its own walls and 

its doors divide shared public space from individual private space, the fact that everyone (in an 

ideal model) belongs to an oikos and has this in common with the other members of the polis. 

Thus it is through their membership in an oikos that the members of the polis achieve unity on 

the civic level. 

 As I stated above, this chapter is concerned with political speeches rather than the 

forensic speeches I have focused on in the previous chapters. In making this transition, I return to 

Aristotle’s division of genres. In my introduction, I discussed Aristotle’s claim that deliberative 

rhetoric involves decisions that are 03$- *4,356+, of personal interest to each listener, and 

,*)+2&3$*+, relevant to the interests of the community, while forensic rhetoric is about other 

                                                
11 1262b7-9: 7)85#+ &3 /9$ *42:3;# :</)=&*+ 3>+#) &?+ ./#;?+ &#@A 0283=)+ (*B&6A /9$ C+ D,)=&# 
=&#=)EF*)3+). 

12 1262b22-23: "G* /E$ H=&)+ I :E8)=&# 0*)3@ ,J"3=;#) &*KA .+;$L0*MA ,#- 7)83@+, &2 &3 (")*+ ,#- &' 
./#01&2+. 
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people’s private matters (!"#$ %&&'(#)*+).13 I argued that the orators used house topoi to turn 

other people’s problems into something that felt deeply personal to every member of the jury. In 

this same passage of the Rhetoric, Aristotle states that deliberative oratory is less inclined than 

forensic to engage in rhetorical trickery (,-,'.#/'+), due to its more general interest. This is 

less a description than a prescription, since both types of rhetoric employ similar persuasive 

techniques including eikos arguments, hyperbole, and emotional appeals, including house topoi. 

Aristotle later categorizes the genres of oratory according to a temporal division (Rhetoric 

1358b): 

0#1+'2 34 5,67('8 ('9(*+ ":7$ (; <4+ 78<='8&"9'+(2 > <?&&*+ (!"#$ /@# 
(A+ B7'<?+*+ 78<='8&"9"2 C !#'(#?!*+ C %!'(#?!*+), (; 34 32,-D'<?+E 
> /"+1<"+'F (!"#$ /@# (A+ !"!#-/<?+*+ %"$ > <4+ ,-(G/'#"H, > 34 
%!'&'/"H(-2), (; 3I B!23"2,(2,; ,8#2J(-('F <4+ > !-#J+ (,-(@ /@# (@ 
K!6#0'+(- B!-2+'.72+ C L?/'872+ !6+("F), !#'70#A+(-2 34 !'&&6,2F ,-$ 
(@ /"+1<"+- %+-<2<+M7,'+("F ,-$ (@ <?&&'+(- !#'"2,6D'+("F. 

There is a time frame for each of these [genres]: the future for the deliberative 
orator (he gives advice about what will be, whether for or against), the past for the 
forensic orator (for it is about things that have happened that, in each case, one 
man prosecutes and another defends), and the present is most relevant for the 
epideictic orator (they all praise or blame what is currently taking place), but they 
often also imitate the past or make predictions about the future. 

Aristotle defines epideictic rhetoric as drawing from the past, present, and future, while the 

genres of deliberative and forensic rhetoric are limited to only a single time frame each. The fact 

that he only grants the full expanse time to epideictic rhetoric suggests that Aristotle considered 

past events most appropriate for forensic rhetoric and the future most fitting for deliberative 

rhetoric. In my earlier chapters, I complicated the notion that forensic rhetoric is limited to the 

past, showing that forensic orators often engage with the future through the implication that the 

jury’s decision at the present moment will have a long-lasting impact on civic behavior. Again 

                                                
13 Rhetoric 1354b: N((O+ B7(2 ,-,'.#/'+ P 3G<G/'#Q- 32,'&'/Q-F, R(2 ,'2+O("#'+. B+(-.S- <4+ /@# > 
,#2(TF !"#$ ':,"Q*+ ,#Q+"2… B+ 34 ('HF 32,-+2,'HF 'U0 V,-+W+ ('.(', %&&@ !#W X#/'8 B7($+ %+-&-="H+ (W+ 
%,#'-(Y+Z !"#$ %&&'(#Q*+ /@# P ,#Q72F. 
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and again, the decisions made in the present are projected into the future and escape from the 

limits of the courtroom into the patterns of the everyday as the jurors return home carrying their 

decisions with them.14 In this chapter, I show that deliberative oratory is not only about the 

future, but rather that here too the orators draw from the past, even pitting the past against the 

present as a model for the future. The past always had a place in Athenian self-conception, with 

the past, present, and future representing the continuity of Athenian identity. Although forensic 

rhetoric persuades about what was done and deliberative about what will be done, both genres 

are concerned with upholding civic ideology about how Athenians should now behave, have 

behaved in the past, and always will behave. This unified identity is connected, I argue in this 

chapter, to a timeless, idealized Athens, a homeland that all citizens feel connected to in an 

analogous way to how each member of an oikos feels about his home. Demosthenes uses the 

rhetoric of home to evoke this timeless homeland as a model for the once and future dominance 

of Athens.   

 In what follows, I trace the oikos through five of Demosthenes’ speeches about the war 

with Philip of Macedon, in which the Athenians’ public policy is expressed through a series of 

house topoi. He uses the adjective oikeios to extend the home feeling from the individual house 

to the city and all its holdings; he warns the citizenry against complacency, preferring the 

comforts of staying at home to their responsibility to defend the homeland. Calling back to the 

native examples of the Athenian ancestors, he observes that private houses reveal the ethos of the 

city’s government, cautioning against individual aggrandizement at the expense of the common 

good. These speeches—On Organization, the three Olynthiacs, and On the False Embassy—

were delivered during a time period spanning the beginning of Philip’s threat to Attica and the 

                                                
14 On the timelessness of domestic space, cf. Rose 1993: 17-40. 
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increased tensions between Athens and Macedonia. I then conclude with a brief discussion of 

Aeschines’ and Demosthenes’ speeches Against Ctesiphon and On the Crown, delivered in a 

period after Athens and its allies had fallen to Philip at Chaeronea. Despite the changing political 

circumstances, these speeches show a consistency of ideology centered around the oikos as the 

heart of the polis. 

 

Demosthenes 13: On Organization 

 

 Once Demosthenes had prosecuted his guardians, he embarked upon a successful career 

as a forensic orator, delivering both private speeches and public prosecutions of politicians who 

made illegal proposals.15 His first speech before the Assembly was On the Symmories 

(Demosthenes 14) in 354/3, urging Athens to build up its military in the face of an imminent 

attack by the king of Persia.16 This exhortation was unsuccessful and, moreover, there was no 

attack by the king, but despite his failure, this speech marked the beginning of his career.17 After 

this first speech regarding the Persian king, the focus of his attentions quickly became the threat 

of Philip, king of Macedon. 

 At the same time as Demosthenes was gaining more and more acclaim as both a 

logographer and a politician, Philip was posing an increasing threat to Athens. His capture of the 

former Athenian colony Amphipolis in 357 and of Methone in 354 brought him to the attention 

of Athens, but the first confrontation between the Macedonians and Athens came in 353 with 

Philip’s intervention in the Third Sacred War between the Phocians (who were allied with 

                                                
15 MacDowell 2009: 152; Worthington 2013: 85. 

16 MacDowell 2009: 142-147. 

17 MacDowell 2009: 207, Worthington 2013: 88-89. 
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Athens) and the Thebans, representing the Amphictyonic League, the caretakers of Delphi.18 

Athens joined forces with the Phocians to stop Philip in his southward campaign at 

Thermopylae. Philip left Athens alone for the next several years, focusing on Thrace, while 

Athens entered into a period of economic recovery following a series of wars fought both in the 

mainland and in the east.19 Among the reforms accompanying this recovery was the creation of a 

Theoric Fund, which used surplus public money to pay for people to attend religious festivals 

and theatrical productions.20 It was to this payment that Demosthenes seems to have primarily 

objected. In his early political speeches (especially 13 On Organization and 1-3 Olynthiacs, 

discussed in this and the following sections), Demosthenes comes back again and again to these 

funds even before he shows signs of worry about Philip. His concern seems to be over frivolity at 

home in Athens at the expense of preparedness for battle.  

 Sometime before 349,21 Demosthenes gave a speech, On Organization (Demosthenes 13), 

calling for the city to stop putting surplus money into the Theoric Fund and instead direct it to 

the military.22 Although it does not mention the trouble with Philip specifically, in many ways 

this speech acts as a prequel for the Olynthiac orations.23 There are many overlaps, in both 

language and theme, that anticipate the three Olynthiacs. The topic is the expenditure of public 

                                                
18 Ryder 2000: 46-47. 

19 Cawkwell 1963 focuses on non-Demosthenic evidence for this time period. 

20 On the Theoric Fund cf. Buchanan 1962, Cawkwell 1963, Sealey 1993, Harris 2006, Roselli 2009, Worthington 
2013. 

21 Cawkwell (1963: 48), and Usher (1999: 215-217) date this speech to 353/2, but as MacDowell (2009: 227) points 
out, the reference at 13.8 is to the fall of Rhodes, which took place shortly after Demosthenes’ speech “On the 
Freedom of the Rhodians” (Demosthenes 15) in 351/0. The lack of references to Olynthus or Philip gives the speech 
a terminus ante quem of 349.  

22 Against some earlier hesitation, Trevett 1994 argues for the legitimacy of this speech. Usher (1999: 215-217), 
MacDowell (2009: 223-229) provide background and context for the speech.  

23 MacDowell 2009: 224. 
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money, and the topoi Demosthenes engages with are the same ones he will come back to again 

and again: homeland empathy, appealing to native examples, and using houses as evidence of 

character. 

 The speech opens with a pointed reference to a money problem currently under 

discussion in the Assembly.24 Demosthenes argues that the city needs a better system of 

distributing surplus money to the people, calling especially for a systematization of the way the 

military is run. Complaining that the army is corrupt and overly reliant on mercenaries, he 

suggests that they should “first make the allies our own (!"#$%!&) not by garrisons but by their 

advantage and ours being the same.”25 The evocation of familial affection gives the relationship 

Demosthenes recommends that Athens have with its allies a warmth which, however, soon 

becomes complicated. Directly afterward, Demosthenes advises against the use of mercenaries 

since “it is advantageous to use one’s own (!"#$'() troops for one’s own (!"#$'!)*) battles.”26 

The repetition of the adjective oikeios to refer to the allies, the battles, and the Athenian army, 

one immediately after the other, invites the audience to think about the semantic range from 

“intimate friend” to “belonging to one’s self.”27 As I have shown in my previous chapters, the 

etymological meaning of the adjective oikeios draws a direct connection between whatever it 

modifies and the feeling of home. Oikeioi allies help defend the home because they have a 

personal investment in its safety; oikeioi battles are those that threaten the home; oikeia troops 

are those that come from the home. The force of this connection is far greater than using 

+,-.$/!*—it is not about “us,” it is about “home.” 

                                                
24 13.1: 0$/1 ,23 .!4 05/63.!* 7/8)/9!) 

25 §6: 0/:.!3 ,23 !; <=,,5>!& ,? @/!)/5%*, 7AAB .C .5D.B <),@E/$&3 F,%3 #7#$93!&* G<&3 !"#$%!&. 

26 §7: 0/H* .!I* !"#$9!)* 0!AE,!)* !"#$9( >/J<K5& L)3M,$& <),@E/$&3 

27 Cf. Carson 1986: 33-34. 
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 At home, however, career politicians and a complacent public are tarnishing the great 

name of Athens, Demosthenes continues, decrying luxury, profit, and statues in the agora. He 

compares the present laxity of life (§20: !"# $%&' ()*+%, -.&/)0%#)28 with the austerity and 

honor of the past (§21): 

12 34+ 5661!+017# 8)9, :%+%;<03)%=7 >+?=%)*,17#, 566' 1@$<017# AB<=&' C 
:+1=D$<7 :+E!!<7, <@;*,%7. F$<9,17 G<)7=!1$6*% !H, !I, F, J%6%)9,7 
,%/)%>0%, =!+%!?31K,!% $%L M76!7E;?, !H, (31N)<,1, M%+%&O,7 $%L 
:1661P# Q661/#, 12$ R=% !19# ,K, =!+%!?319# 53E&' <@+3%=)*,1/#, )4 S0' 
12 >%6$1K# T=!%=%,, 566' U# 12;V, %8!O, $+<0!!1/# W,!%#, 1X!Y# F!0)Y,. 

You don’t need to look to foreign examples, but rather native ones to figure out 
what you need to do. Themistokles, the general at the battle of Salamis, and 
Miltiades the general at Marathon, and many others, accomplished far more good 
deeds than the current generals, but, by Zeus, back in those days they did not put 
up bronze statues, but honored them like they were in no way better than 
themselves.  

By recalling the great heroes of the Persian wars and referring to their examples as oikeiois, 

Demosthenes draws a connection from those times of glory even to the corrupt present day. In 

order to restore the former glory, he implies, today’s generals need to give up the idea of 

individual fame and glory, fighting instead for the sake of the community. Victories are no 

longer considered Athenian, as they were in the times of Themistocles and Miltiades—now they 

are considered the work of an individual general. The present state of Athens that Demosthenes 

is condemning differs from its golden age because of the excess of individual ambition in lieu of 

communal pride: Athens is suffering from a lack of home feeling on the citywide level.  

 Demosthenes goes on to make this lack explicit, using houses and public buildings as 

physical representations of the character of the city as it makes the transition from patriotic 

community to greedy individualism (§§29-30): 

!4# ;Z @;[%# 1@$[%# !O, F, ;/,\)<7 3<,1)],Y, 1X!Y )<!+[%# $%L !^ !"# 

                                                
28 Mader (2005: 11) notes that such characterizations are a “constant refrain in [Demosthenes’] demegoric 
speeches.” 
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!"#$%&'() *+,-(%$ ./"#"01"2) 34%& %5+ 6&-$4%"/#7"2) /(8 %5+ 9'-:+") 
/(8 %5+ ;<$4%&'="2 /(8 %>+ %,%& #(-!<>+ "?/'(+, &@ %$) A<B C->+ "D=&+ 
E!"'( !"%B F4%'+, E<G %H) %"I J&'%"+") "K=L+ 4&-+"%7<(+ "M4(+. +I+ =B, N 
A+=<&) ;1O+(P"$..., ?='Q =B "R %>+ /"$+>+ F!' %S J&J&+O-7+"$ "R -L+ %>+ 
=O-"4':+ "?/"="-O-T%:+ 4&-+"%7<() %U) ?='() "?/'() /(%&4/&2T/(4$+, 
"K -,+"+ %>+ !"##>+ C!&<OV(+:%7<(), "R =L JH+ 42+&:+O-7+"$ 
J&:<J"I4$+ W4O+ "K=B X+(< Y#!$4(+ !Z!"%&. 

The private houses of those who were then in power were so modest and so in 
keeping with the name of our form of government that any one of you who knows 
what they’re like can see that the house of Themistokles or Kimon or Aristeides 
or any other luminary of the time is no more imposing than its neighbor. But now, 
men of Athens…, in private, some of those who, to some extent, have control of 
the public funds have built individual houses more imposing than the public 
buildings, not just more arrogant than those of the people, and others have bought 
and farmed more land than they could ever dream of. 

In accusing contemporary politicians of embezzling public funds, Demosthenes contrasts their 

greed with the modesty of the houses of politicians of the previous century. In so doing, he draws 

on the topos that the size of private houses inversely correlates with the strength of character of 

its resident. Demosthenes previously employed this topos in Against Aristokrates (Demosthenes 

23) in order to contrast the petty disputes of the present with the glory and honor of the past.29 

The language of the two passages overlaps a great deal: in both, the visibility of the evidence 

(E<G) is emphasized and the contrast between the houses of ancient heroes and modern elites is 

characterized with the striking comparative “more imposing” (4&-+"%7<(+, 4&-+"%7<()), 

which, with its religious connotations, would perhaps be more appropriately applied to the public 

cult buildings whose decline has matched the elevation of private residences.  

 There is also a slight difference in emphasis between the two passages. In Against 

Aristokrates, Demosthenes describes the present day elite houses as more imposing 

                                                
29 23.207-208: %5+ 6&-$4%"/#7"2) -L+ "?/'(+ /(8 %5+ [$#%$T="2 /(8 %>+ %,%& #(-!<>+, &@ %$) A<B C->+ 
"D=&+ E!"'( !"%B F4%'+, E<G %>+ !"##>+ "K=L+ 4&-+"%7<(+ "M4(+, %U =L %H) !,#&:) "?/"="-\-(%( /(8 
/(%(4/&2T4-(%( %O#$/(I%( /(8 %"$(I1B 34%& -O=&+8 %>+ F!$J$J+"-7+:+ C!&<]"#5+ #&#&PV1($, !<"!0#($( 
%(I%(, +&Z4"$/"$, 4%"(', ^&$<($&0), %A##B "_) /(%&4/&2(4-7+O+ E<`%& %5+ !,#$+.... +I+ =a ?=bQ -L+ c/d4%S 
%>+ %U /"$+U !<(%%e+%:+ %"4(f%O !&<$"24b( F4%8+ 34%& %$+L) -L+ (K%>+ !"##>+ =O-"4b:+ 
"?/"="-O-d%:+ 4&-+"%g<() %U) ?=b() /(%&4/&2d/(4$+ "?/b(). This speech is dated by Dionysius to 352/1 and 
therefore probably predates Demosthenes 13. On this speech, cf. Usher 1999: 204-209. 
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(!"#$%&'()*) than the public buildings, while in On Organization, he adds to this comparison 

that they are also more arrogant (+,"(-.)$/&'()*) than the houses of the people (&0$ 

,%110$). In the earlier speech, Demosthenes addresses the jury as victims: “They are the heirs 

of your glory and goods, but you get no benefit at all. You are instead witnesses of other people’s 

rewards, having a share in nothing other than being deceived.”30 In On Organization, delivered 

before the Assembly, Demosthenes addresses his audience as complicit in the present corruption. 

The addition of “more extravagant than the houses of the masses” augments the anti-collective 

actions of the hyper-elite. 

 Demosthenes’ use of house topoi in On Organization creates an emotional connection 

between the Assembly and the city, paving the way for his continuation and expansion of this 

strategy in the three Olynthiacs. The significant appearances of the adjective oikeios build up the 

sense of accountability, the relationship between foreign policy and domestic prosperity. By 

linking examples from the Athenian past to the corruption and greed of present day politicians, 

Demosthenes paves the way for a political career that will use the home feeling as a powerful 

tool of persuasion. 

 

Demosthenes 1-3: Olynthiacs 

 

 The city of Olynthus, located in the Chalkidiki in northern Greece, is the cause of a 

striking split among disciplines. It is an important location for both history and archaeology, but 

Classicists think of Demosthenes’ Olynthiacs before noting that Olynthus is the site of the best 

preserved houses of the classical period in all of Greece, and for archaeologists the reverse is 
                                                
30 23.210: %2&%3 41-(%$%#%5!3 &6* +#"&7()* 89:-* 4); &0$ <=)>0$, +#"?* 8@ %A8@ B&3%5$ <,%1)C"&", <11D 
#E(&F(7* G!&" &0$ H&7(/$ <=)>0$, %A8"$I* J11%F #"&7K%$&"* L &%5 G:),)&M!>)3. 
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true. And yet for both disciplines, the significance of the site comes as a result of the same event: 

King Philip of Macedon’s aggression against and destruction of the city in 348. Demosthenes’ 

speeches were intended to muster Athenian support for an alliance with Olynthus. He was 

eventually successful, but the aid was too late to protect the Olynthians when Philip suddenly 

attacked, sacking the city and enslaving the residents. The suddenness of the city’s abandonment 

and the lack of subsequent habitation on the cite means that the walls, foundations, and floors of 

the houses were extraordinarily well-preserved, along with more artifacts than have been found 

in other Classical Greek houses. Moreover, because no temples were found in the excavation of 

Olynthus, the early 20th century archaeologist who excavated the site, David Robinson, was 

compelled to focus on the houses. As I noted in my introduction, the house was not a subject of 

interest for Classical archaeology until quite recently—Robinson’s work was ahead of its time, 

and has continued to prove useful for modern archaeologists.31  

 As historical documents, the Olynthiacs represent an early stage in Demosthenes’ 

campaign against Philip, whom Demosthenes increasingly perceived as a threat to Athenian 

freedom. His speeches concerning Philip became more and more forceful as the years went on, 

warning the Athenian people of the danger he represented. The relations between Philip and 

Athens culminated in the battle of Chaeronea which, despite the continuation of the democracy 

in name, “changed Greece forever.”32 And yet for the architectural historians Wolfram Hoepfner 

and Ernst-Ludwig Schwandner, the archaeological site of Olynthus represents a concretization of 

the ideals of democracy. They argue that the Hippodamean grid along which Olynthus was built, 

and the similar sizes and shapes of the houses, was the physical manifestation of the democratic 

                                                
31 Cahill 2000: 61-66. Cahill’s study is a reassessment of Robinson’s excavation records, working from his 
publications (Olynthus 1-14, published by John Hopkins University Press between 1929 and 1952) and unpublished 
notebooks. 

32 Worthington 2013: 254. 
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principle of isonomia, “equal rights.”33 They claimed that this principle extended not just to civic 

rights, but also to the division of land, with the house representing a standard unit within the 

democratic city. This is an attractive theory, and it has formed the basis for several other studies. 

For example, Bradley Ault, examining the house remains at Halieis in the Peloponnese, attempts 

to identify the gendered use of space starting from the principle of isonomia. However, as often 

happens in studies attempting to identify gendered space from archaeological excavations, he 

ultimately returns to the textual evidence, in this case Xenophon’s Oeconomicus: “Much of what 

we have seen about the spatial organization of the houses at Halieis and elsewhere implies a 

similar symmetrical and symbiotic partnership between male and female. Isonomia, like 

oikonomia, began at home.”34 Other scholars are skeptical of Hoepfner and Schwandner’s theory, 

rejecting “the view that planned towns reflect a particular ideology or policy, or that standardised 

housing was inherently democratic.”35 Nevett notes that “Hoepfner and Schwandner to some 

extent fall into the methodological trap…of using archaeology to illustrate hypotheses derived 

from readings of the textual evidence, rather than as an independent source.”36 And Cahill, in his 

reexamination of the original excavation of Olynthus, rejects the hypothesis that a city plan has 

any effect on the lives lived within the houses. He cautions against mistaking “ideals for actual 

practices. Isonomia among citizens may have been a powerful factor in Greek law and custom, 

but that did not make Greek society completely egalitarian or Greek houses all exactly alike. 

Variation and ‘messiness’ are inevitable—and revealing—aspects of human existence.”37 

                                                
33 Hoepfner and Schwandner 1986. 

34 Ault 2000: 493. 

35 Shipley 2004: 337. 

36 Nevett 1999: 27. 

37 Cahill 2002: 195. 
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Archaeological evidence has shown each house, despite its external similarities to its neighbors, 

to contain a unique collection of artifacts, which represents the range of domestic and economic 

pursuits carried out within the city. 

 The interplay of houses and democracy localized at Olynthus is, for the most part, 

coincidental—Demosthenes did not know his policy would fail, Olynthus would be sacked, and 

2,300 years later its rediscovery would spark a theory linking houses to the principle of equality 

under democracy. But at the same time, it shows a certain continuity in the desire to link houses 

and political philosophy—it was as evident to these 20th century architectural theorists as it was 

to Aristotle that the kernel of the polity would be found in the house. In the section that follows, I 

argue that in the Olynthiacs Demosthenes uses references to houses to evoke a sense of 

centrality, a home base rooted in the here and now. He draws on the past and the future to give a 

sense of the necessity for action. Pairing house topoi with an emphasis on the present moment, 

he introduces the idea of the home as a resource to draw on, to set forth from, instead of a place 

to rest, complacent. Demosthenes defines and redefines what home means to the Athenians and 

their allies as well as to Philip, creating a sense of empathy between Athens and its allies 

combined with self-preservation in the face of increasingly likely danger.38 

 Like On Organization, the first Olynthiac opens with a mention of money, although in 

this case it is hypothetical money: “I think, men of Athens, that you would choose to pay a lot of 

money if what will happen to the city regarding the matter you are now considering should 

become clear.”39 Since this speech will subtly condone the use of the Theoric Fund to subsidize 

                                                
38 Discussion of the three Olynthiacs: Schaefer 126-152, Blass 1887-1898: 3.1: 268ff., Jaeger 127-144, Sealey 1994: 
137-143; Ellis 1967 and Tuplin 1998 discuss the order of the speeches, which Dionysios ordered 2-3-1; the 
consensus is with the traditional ordering 1-2-3, which I follow in my discussion. Text with commentary in Sandys 
1910 and McQueen 1986. 

39 1.1: !"#$ %&''(" )", * )"+,-. /01"23&4, 5,167#8" 96:. ;'<=024 "&6>?8, -@ A2"-,B" C<"&4#& #B 6<''&" 
=D"&>=-4" #E %F'-4 %-,$ G" "D"$ =H&%-3#-. 
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the expedition to help the Olynthians, the money in question may be less hypothetical than the 

conditional would suggest—the premise, or promise, of Demosthenes’ speeches is that he can 

predict the future, provided the Assembly follow his plan. If they were to for the funds to be 

transferred, he suggests, it would be to the advantage of the city.  

 Demosthenes’ arguments join together time and place, conveying a sense of temporal and 

local immediacy by overlaying the threat faced by a city far away with the potential danger in 

Athens itself. The advantage he speaks of comes down to acting at the opportune time (!"#$%&), 

that is, immediately. Demosthenes uses this word nine times in the first Olynthiac, five times in 

the second, and seven times in the third, emphasizing the urgency of the situation.40 Kairos is 

practically calling out for Athens to act ('%()( )*+, -./0#).41 This personification vividly 

expresses the need for action. The threat of Philip had been building up for many years, and in 

the past Athens has thrown away the opportunity to act (§8: 1"$"10123!%2" !"#$4( 5607("#). 

To make up for it, he calls on the Assembly to consider Olynthians’ request for aid as an 

opportunity for Athens to confront Philip at the side of a powerful and ally whose location near 

Philip is strategically valuable.42 Linking opportunity with piety, he describes those who do not 

take advantage of opportunities correctly as failing to notice when the gods grant them 

something good.43 The alliance with the Olynthians is more than an opportunity, it is a kindness 

granted by the goodwill (0*()8"&) of the gods.44 For both strategic and religious reasons, 

Demosthenes compels the Assembly to take his advice under consideration. 

                                                
40 Forms of kairos are found at 1.2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 20, 24 (three times); 2.2, 4, 8, 23, 30; 3.3, 5 (twice), 6, 7, 16, 35 

41 §2: 9 ':( );( 1"$<( !"#$%&, = >(?$0& @AB("7)#, '%()( )*+, -./0# 63(C( 56#0,&. 

42 §9: (D(, ?C !"#$4& E!0# 2#&, )F2)& 9 2G( H-D(AI3( 

43 §11: )J23& )K 'C +$BLM'0()# 2)7& !"#$)7& N$AG&, )*?O 0P LD(QRB 2# 1"$S 2G( A0G( +$BL24( 
'(B')(0T)DL#. 

44 §10: 2U& 1"$O V!0I(3( 0*()I"& 0*0$/Q2B'O W( X/3/0 A0IB( 
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 The alliance also may be in the Athenians’ interest for their own self-preservation. 

Demosthenes asks the Assembly to consider, too, the fact that the Olynthians are not fighting 

over reputation or disputed territory, but to prevent the devastation and enslavement of their 

fatherland (!"#$%&'().45 Although the Olynthians’ problems seem far off, Demosthenes urges 

the Assembly to consider the implications of Philip’s restlessness. If Olynthus is destroyed, what 

will keep Philip from going wherever he wants?46 Specifically, Demosthenes warns, Philip will 

transfer the war from there ()*+,-+.), the Chalkidiki, to here (&+/$'), Athens.47 The 

directionality of his language brings the danger home, transferring the threat that the Olynthians 

face, directed at their fatherland, to the Athenians’ own land.48 Demosthenes introduces the 

potential risk to Athens in an effort to collectivize the people, to form a unity of purpose in the 

face of the singular leadership of Philip.49  

 In order to amplify the personal nature of the threat of Philip, Demosthenes uses the 

rhetoric of home in order to show that the stakes will be who gets to call what land home. He 

urges the Assembly to vote to send two military forces—one to help the Olynthians and the other 

to target Philip’s land. If either of the two expeditions is neglected, the result will be catastrophic 

(§18): 

+0#+ 12$ 345. #6. )*+7.'8 *"*5( !'9':.#;., 3!'4+%."( #'/#’ <=8.-'. 
!"$">#?>+#"9, @A&%;( )!B #6. 'C*+%". )=-D. E48.+,#"9· +0#+ F'G-G>H.#;. 
4I.'. 345. +C( <=8.-'., E*9.&J.;( K$5. LM'.#" #2 '0*'9, 
!$'>*"-+&+,#"9 *"B !$'>+&$+J>+9 #',( !$H14">9, !+$9N>#"9 #O M$P.Q #5. 
!'=9'$*'84N.;.. 

                                                
45 §5: &R='. 1S$ )>#9 #',( T=8.-7'9( U#9 ./. 'V !+$B &PWG( 'V&X 3!Y$ 4N$'8( MZ$"( !'=+4'/>9., E==X 
E.">#S>+;( *"B E.&$"!'&9>4'/ #R( !"#$7&'(. I would argue that the word !"#$%(, because of its geneological 
connotation, invokes the home feeling as much as the word 'C*+%" (M5$") does. 

46 §12: #7 #[ *;=/'. L#X "V#[. L>#"9 F"&7\+9. U!'9 F':=+#"9; 

47 §15: #[. )*+,-+. !P=+4'. &+/$X ]W'.#" 

48 §15: *9.&8.+:>;4+. !+$B #5. ). "V#^ #^ MZ$A 

49 §4: )*+,.'. _.` a.#" *J$9'. 
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If you only cause trouble for him in his land, he will endure this while he stays at 
Olynthus and then he will easily come and defend his homeland. And if you only 
send help into Olynthus, he will see that all is safe at home and will settle in and 
address the situation more assiduously and will in time prevail over those he has 
besieged.  

Demosthenes frames the decision in terms of Philip’s homeland and contrasts Philip’s 

willingness to allow the Athenians to cause trouble in his homeland with the Athenian imperative 

to keep their homeland safe. This contrast makes it personal: if the Assembly does not address 

both aspects of the problem (!"#$%&'), Philip will be safe at home (!(#!)) and the Athenians will 

be risking their own home and safety. He asks them to consider what would happen if the 

situation were reversed, if it was Philip who had this golden opportunity and if the war was in 

Attica—would he not readily attack?50 He points out that the war will eventually be fought either 

in the North or in Athens and that by fighting in Olynthus, the Athenians will be able to continue 

to enjoy their homeland without fear.51 As an additional incentive, he reminds them that if Philip 

defeats Olynthus, the major areas lying between him and Attica are Thebes, who will join Philip, 

and Phocis, which is unable to secure its own homeland without the help of the Athenians.52 In 

this passage he is referring to Philip’s defeat of the Phocians at the battle of the Crocus Field in 

352, after which Athens sent forces to help guard the pass at Thermopylae.53 The reminder of the 

Phocians’ jeopardized homeland is both an evocation of empathy and a cautionary tale about the 

power of Philip’s armies. 

 In order for this strategy to work, of course, the expeditions will need to be funded. As in 

On Organization, in the Olynthiacs the distribution of public funds toward war efforts is a central 

                                                
50 §24: $" *+,)--!. ,/0!) #&12 345' 6!)!76!' #&)89' #&: -;,$4!. <='!)6! -89. 6> ?@8A, -5. B' &C69' 
!($D12 E6!+4F. GH2 I4J. G,1$K'; 

51 §25: G#$K ?8L -!,$4$K' M -&8N I4K'... 6L' I-/8?!OD&' #&: 6L' !"#$+&' 6&P6Q' RS$5. #&8-!P4$'!) 

52 §26: !T 6L' !"#$+&' !C? !U!+ 62 V'6$. HO,/66$)', GW' 4L 0!Q1XDQ12 I4$K. 

53 Worthington 2013: 106-109. 
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topic. Athens has money, which it could direct toward military spending, but the people prefer to 

spend it carelessly on festivals.54 Demosthenes thus implies that the money in question is the 

Theoric Fund without bringing it up outright.55 The alternative to diverting this money into the 

military expeditions is a war tax (eisphora). Demosthenes instructs the Assembly to choose 

between these options, a redistribution of preexisting funds or taxation, while the opportunity 

still presents itself.56 As he concludes his speech, Demosthenes calls upon the rich to help fund 

the campaign so that they can enjoy the rest of their fortunes without fear (!"#$%).57 He also 

urges the youths to obtain experience by fighting in Philip’s land and becoming fearsome 

(&'(#)'*) guardians of their unblemished homeland.58 In these closing remarks, Demosthenes 

represents the funds as necessary to the preservation of the homeland, drawing feelings of unity 

and preservation and promising fearlessness (!"#$%) for those who contribute and a fearsome 

(&'(#)'*) demeanor for those who attack.  

 In the first Olynthiac, Demosthenes establishes the themes of opportunity and homeland, 

drawing the Athenians into a collective unity able to confront the singular threat of Philip. The 

second Olynthiac continues developing these themes, again linking the favor of the gods (2.1: 

+,- ./)0 +$- 1#$- #2-'3/-) with the opportunity to help the Olynthians. The Olynthians’ 

refusal to make an agreement with Philip, finding the idea of alliance both untrustworthy and 

                                                
54 §20: 45#6% "7 '8+9 .9% :-#; .)/<5=+9- >/5(=-#3- #?% +0% @')+=% 
55 MacDowell (2009: 234) and Worthington (2013: 136) suggest that for Demosthenes to propose a redistribution of 
the Theoric Fund outright would open him up to a graph! paranom"n, a lawsuit for proposing an illegal decree. 

56 §20: A/B C9% DE+B A/3)F% 
57 §28: +0 >'3.0 A/).$-+/3 !"#$%, recalling §25. 

58 §28: +,- +'G .'>#5#6- D5.#3)H/- D- +I J3>H..'; KL)M A+NE=5#-'3 &'(#)'B &O>/A#% +P% '?A#H/% 
!A#)/H'; <Q-9-+/3. 
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destructive to their fatherland (!"#$%&'(), seems to be the good deed of some divinity.59 The 

alliance with the Olynthians and the opportunity to face Philip in battle are provided by fortune.60 

As Demosthenes frames the situation, the gods and the fates are allied with the Athenians and to 

them will be owed the Athenians’ victory, whereas Philip’s success is due to deceit and 

manipulation.  

 Throughout the speech, Demosthenes links Athens with a strategy of friendly alliance 

and the support of the gods and Philip with duplicity and dishonor. He summarizes the secret 

treaties and broken alliances that make up Philip’s career, concluding that there is nobody who 

has not been cheated by him.61 He contrasts the alliance he wants Athens to form with the 

Olynthians with Philip’s approach to diplomacy (§§9-10): 

)#"* +,* -.$ /!0 12*'3"( #. !$4-+"#" 565#7 8"9 !:5; #"2#. 56+<=$> #'?( 
+1#=@'65; #'A !'B=+'6, 8"9 56+!'*1?* 8"9 <=$1;* #.( 56+<'$.( 8"9 +=*1;* 
CD=B'65;* E*D$F!';, )#"* &0 C8 !B1'*1G3"( 8"9 !'*H$3"( #;( I5!1$ 'J#'( 
K5@L5>, M !$N#H !$O<"5;( 8"9 +;8$P* !#"?5+0 E!"*#0 Q*1@"3#;51 8"9 
&;=B651*. '2 -.$ R5#;*, '28 R5#;*, S T*&$1( UDH*"?';, Q&;8'A*#" 8"9 
C!;'$8'A*#" 8"9 V16&O+1*'* &L*"+;* W1W"3"* 8#X5"5D";. 

When a situation converges through goodwill and all parties to the war have the 
same interests, then people want to work together, bear misfortunes, and see it 
through. But when someone like Philip gets strong through greed and crime, the 
most perfunctory excuse and slighest setback shakes up and shatters everything. 
For it is impossible, impossible, men of Athens, for someone to obtain secure 
power through criminality, breaking oaths, and lying.  

The goodwill that underlies a successful alliance calls back to the eunoia directed at Athens from 

the gods, while the phrase #"2#. 56+<Y$> echoes Demosthenes’ advice in On Organization on 

how to turn allies into oikeioi (13.6: #Z #"2#. 56+<=$1;* /+?*). In this passage, the contrast 

between the sense of unity among members of the honest alliance and the violent disruption 

                                                
59 2.1: #.( !$P( C81?*'* &;"BB"-.( !$[#'* +,* Q!35#'6(, 1\#" #]( ^"6#[* !"#$3&'( *'+3_1;* Q*45#"5;*, 
&";+'*3` #;*9 8"9 D13` !"*#4!"5;* R';81* 121$-153`. 

60 §2: #[* /!P #]( #L@H( !"$"5816"5D=*#F* 56++4@F* 8"9 8";$[* 

61 §7: '2&19( R5#;* )*#;*0 '2 !1<1*48;81* C81?*'( 
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characteristic of the dishonest alliance resonates even at the sublexical level: the prefixes of the 

former (!"-!#$, %&#-'()"!*, !"%-+),&-,) builds a sense of intimacy and sharing, while the 

latter alliance is assigned the prefixes .,/- and 0*/-, signifying turbulence and separation.  

 The distinction between these two diplomatic strategies is vividly expressed by a simile 

evoking the need for a strong foundation when making diplomatic arrangements (§10): 

1!+&2 342 )567/8, )9%/*, 6/: +;)7)" 6/: #<, =;;>, #<, #)*)?#>, #4 
6@#>A&, 5!("2B#/#C &9,/* 0&-, )D#> 6/: #<, +2@E&>, #48 .2(48 6/: #48 
F+)AG!&*8 .;HA&-8 6/: 0*6/7/8 &9,/* +2)!I6&*. 

Just like a house, I think, and a ship and all other such things, must derive their 
greatest strength from the foundation, so also must the principles and basis of 
diplomatic matters be truth and justice. 

While the house of the Athenian-Olynthian alliance would be built on a firm foundation of 

friendship, the house of Philip’s rule is frail and untrustworthy. In contrast to Demosthenes’ 

message of togetherness and sharing, Philip and his subjects have conflicting desires: he 

zealously yearns for fame, but they have no share in the glory.62 Demosthenes urges the 

Athenians to act together with the Olynthians so that Philip’s alliances will be revealed to be 

weak and unreliable, and the sorry state of his personal ()56&J/8) authority and power 

confirmed.63 In framing his diplomatic strategy in the language of the home, Demosthenes 

underlines his goal of unifying the people of Athens as members of a single oikos. 

 The inevitable success of the Athenian’s alliance depends, however superior in theory, on 

their action. Returning to the gods’ eunoia, Demosthenes assures the Assembly that Athens has a 

greater claim to the gods’ favor than Philip.64 But the gods help those who help themselves. It 

                                                
62 §15: #)-8 /K#)-8 L7;*++B, #& (/72&*, 6/: #)M8 .2()%G,)"8, .;;C N %O, 0BEH8 P+*A"%&- 6/: #)Q#C PRI;>6&. 
§16: #)-8 0O #S8 %O, T*;)#*%7/8 #S8 .+U #)?#>, )K %G#&!#*. 
63 §13: #4 !"%%/(*64 .!A&,<8 6/: .+7!#>8 V(),#/ T/,I!&#/* L*;7++W, .;;4 6/: #4 #S8 )56&7/8 .2(S8 6/: 
0",@%&>8 6/6<8 V(),#C PE&;&3(AI!&#/*. 
64 §22: +);M 342 +;&7)"8 .T)2%48 &58 #U #X, +/24 #<, A&<, &Y,)*/, V(&*, N2< F%-, P,)?!/8 Z C6&7,W. 
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would not be right for someone doing nothing to ask for help from friends, let alone the gods.65 A 

friendly alliance is not just about feelings, but about fighting together and sharing equally in the 

war efforts—it requires doing. If Philip is winning, it is only because, in his singular resolve, he 

himself is present at everything and never lets an opportunity slip away.66 In urging the Assembly 

to action, Demosthenes cautions against letting the opportunity, and with it the favor of the gods 

and fortune, fall to Philip. 

 In addition to the gods and fate, Demosthenes brings up the character of the Athenian 

ancestors as an argument in support of the alliance with the Olynthians (§24):  

!""# $%&'() *+,-./0, &1 2+%&3+4-)(5)46 -7( 8)9#, : ;(3<&6 =*>(+')4, 
?8@< 9A( B"">(4%A( 34%+50( !(9C<+9&, %+D 8E""# 135F 8"&)(&%9GH+4 
8)"".%46 ?-'( $IJ( )K% L*&"CH+9&, !""# M(# )N ;"")4 9OP0H4 9A( 34%+50(, 
9Q ?-79&<# +K9A( !(>"5H%&9# &1HR7<)(9&6 %+D 8<)K%4(3,(&O&9& 
H9<+9&,E-&()4, (,(D 3# S%(&'9# $I47(+4 %+D -7""&9# &1HR7<&4( ?8@< 9A( 
?-&97<0( +K9A( %9>-.90(. 

I am amazed at the fact that once, men of Athens, you fought the Spartans for the 
sake of justice for Greece, and on many occasions when you had the opportunity 
to profit in private you were unwilling to do so, but instead paid war taxes from 
your own pockets and risked your lives in battle so that others could obtain 
justice, but now you hesitate to go to war and only want to pay taxes for the sake 
of your own possessions. 

Demosthenes contrasts the generosity and motivation of the previous generation with the laziness 

and greed of the present day in order to draw on the motif of decline he engaged with in Against 

Aristokrates and On Organization. In focusing on the Athenians’ possessions (?-&9T<0( +K9A( 

%9>-U90(), Demosthenes avoids the language of the home, reflecting the distorted value system 

that places personal property before communal safety. The issue of money, more subdued in this 

speech than in the other two Olynthiacs, comes across directly in this passage, as Demosthenes 

contrasts the previous generations’ willingness to pay war taxes with the current practice of 

                                                
65 §23: )K% V(4 3# +K9J( !<W)X(9# )K3@ 9)'6 R5")46 $849.99&4( ?8@< +?9)X 94 8)4&'(, -C 95 W& 3Y 9)'6 *&)'6. 

66 §23: $%&'()6 +K9J6 %+D 8+<Z( $R# [8+H4 %+D -C9& %+4<J( -C*# \<+( 8+<+"&580( 
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putting individual property before communal wellbeing. Despite the scolding tone, the 

comparison also offers hope of redemption: if the previous generation of Athenians were 

superior to the present-day Athenians, the fact that they share a home and identity makes the 

recuperation of modern Athens a possibility and a necessity.  

 The second Olynthiac draws to a close with a reminder of the importance of solidarity, as 

Demosthenes condemns the partisan politics currently dividing the attentions of the citizenry.67 It 

is only by getting rid of the demagogues leading the factions and by presenting a collective front 

against Philip that the city will again be its own master, with the right to advise, to speak, and to 

act common to all.68 It is only through unity that Athens can be successful. Demosthenes 

concludes by urging everyone to pay taxes equivalent to their wealth and to do their part by 

going out to battle until the whole city has served.69 The together-we-stand, divided-we-fall 

argument of the second Olynthiac, together with its striking house simile, sends a powerful 

message of solidarity and fellow-feeling. 

 By the time the third Olynthiac was delivered in the following spring, there was a clear 

change in the political atmosphere. Instead of his message of imminent success and optimism, 

Demosthenes opens his speech with a pessimistic warning: “the situation has advanced to such a 

point that we must now figure out how we can first prevent ourselves from being harmed.”70 In 

keeping with the pessimistic tone, the emphasis on kairos threading throughout the Olynthiacs 

                                                
67 §§29-30: !"!# $% &'()*+,+-.+ /0*1 -"22'3405... '6 $7 8((') &3'-!+!92:-.+ '6 2%! ;5 *',*'"5, '6 $7 ;5 
</+4!'"5.  

68 §30: =2>! 0?*>! @*) /0# !A! B+!'29!'"5 /')!C! /0# *C D'"(+,+-.0) /0# *C (9B+)! /0# *C &3E**+)! 
&')F-0). 

69 §31: &E!*05 +G-H93+)! IH7 J-K! L/0-*'5 @M+) *C N-'!O &E!*05 <P)9!0) /0*1 293'5, LK5 Q! R&0!*+5 
-*30*+,-:-.+. 

70 3.1: *1 $% &3EB20*7 +G5 *'A*' &3'S/'!*0, T-.7 J&K5 2U &+)-V2+.7 0?*'# &3V*+3'! /0/>5 -/9W0-.0) 
$9'!. 
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now refers to an opportunity that Athens will almost certainly fail to take. Demosthenes contrasts 

the range of opportunities once available to the city with the narrow prospects now allowed (§2):  

!"# $%, &'( )*+ ,-'% !./+ '0 ,123( 456 '7 58'/9 :;3(+ <=>52?9 456 
@A2(,,-+ '()BCD=5=E5(, 456 )F2% <4C(G?9 -H$5I !,% !)-J "FC, -K ,F25( 
"*"-+3 '5J'% <)>1'3C5I +J+ )*+'-( ,*,3(=)5( '-JE% L45+M+ ,C-25G3N+ O)N+ 
3H+5( 'P+ ,CQ'R+, &,B9 '-S9 =T))F;-T9 =Q=-)3+. 

I am quite clearly aware that it was once possible for our city to both keep what is 
its own securely and to punish Philip—in my memory, both of these goals were 
still options not long ago. But now, I am all too clearly aware that it is enough for 
us if we can accomplish just the first goal and save our allies. 

Something has happened in the intervening time between the second and third Olynthiacs to 

reduce the options available to the Athenians. The situation is more dire and the goodwill of the 

gods is absent from this speech. Opportunity, once granted by fate and the gods (1.11, 2.2), is 

now a vexed and troubled thing.71 Most of the chances they had are slipping away due to the 

Athenian people’s unwillingness to do what is necessary.72 This is consistent with Demosthenes’ 

accusations of laziness and apathy that appear throughout the Olynthiacs, if perhaps more 

hopeless. 

 Demosthenes again speaks against the present political climate, with its demagogues 

distracting from the situation at hand. He positions himself as a Cassandra figure, his well-meant 

warnings ignored to the point of catastrophe. Although he does not believe he will be heard, 

nevertheless he must speak (§3): 

<.(? $% 8)U9, V+ )3'7 ,5CCR=A59 ,-(?)5( '-S9 21"-T9, 8,-)*+3(+, '-J'- 
E3BC-J+'59, 3W '<2RE/ 2*"B, 456 $(7 '-JE%, X+5 '7 2-(,7 G32'AB "*+R'5(· 
YCU'3 "7C Z9 !4 '-J ,CM9 ;FC(+ $R)R"-C3N+ !+A-T9 3W9 ,U+ ,C-32D2TE3 
)-;ERCA59 '7 ,5C1+'5. 

I ask, if I may speak freely, that you have patience while you consider whether I 
am speaking the truth, so that things will go better in the future. For you see that 
in the present you have been led into an ultimate state of desperation because 

                                                
71 §3: Y )[+ -\+ ,5C#+ 45(C19, 3],3C ,-'*, ,-22/9 >C-+'A$-9 456 G-T2/9 $3N'5(. 

72 §3: '7 ,23AB '?+ ,C5")F'B+ O)U9 !4,3>3T"*+5( '^ )P G-_23=E5( '7 $*-+'5 ,-(3N+. 
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some people make speeches to flatter you. 

Demosthenes appeals to parrh!sia, the principle of not only of democratic free speech but also of 

a frankness that is distinguishes a flatterer from a true friend.73 In this way, he introduces the 

implication, which he returns to at the end of this speech, that there has been some suppression 

of his speech and that the reign of democracy is being compromised by demagogues who are 

beguiling the citizenry with their empty rhetoric.74 Demosthenes offers his own straight-talking 

rhetoric as a corrective to their flattery, which has brought the city to it current state. Associating 

the demagogues with the present (!" #$%&'!$) and the goal of his speech with the future (!" 

()*#"), Demosthenes employs, on the one hand, the rhetoric of a “better tomorrow.”  

 On the other hand, his solution comes with a dose of history, a reminder (+#),'-.$*) of 

the circumstances that led to the current situation.75 Just like in the present situation, the 

Athenians have in the past had a bad habit of letting opportunities slip away. He reminds the 

Assembly that, several years ago, they did pass a decree to send troops to fight Philip in Thrace, 

but when they heard rumors of his sickness or death they abandoned the plan, thinking the 

opportunity to help the Thracians had passed.76 But, as Demosthenes declares, that was their very 

opportunity (§5: /' 01 )2!)3 4 5$*%63 $7!83) and they let it go. If the Athenians had followed 

through on their decree a few years ago, they would not find themselves in the present situation. 

 The nature of kairos is that it is ephemeral, lightning quick and gone in an instant. 

However, although the past cannot be changed, it can and should provide a lesson for the future 
                                                
73 Cf. Landauer 2012. 

74 §32: )709 :"% #$%%;.<$ #=%> #?'!@' A=> #$%1 B,C' D.!*'. “Athenian emphasis upon the importance of the 
freedom of public address led them to recognize (by the second half of the fifth century) a more generalized freedom 
of speech (parrh!sia) which implied the necessity and validity of individual freedom of thought. If one was to be 
free to offer one’s advice to the Assembly, one must be free to think through that advice and to discuss it informally 
with others” (Ober 1989: 296). Cf. also Ahl 1984 and the essays collected in Sluiter and Rosen 2004. 

75 §4: A'$:5$C)' 01 +#)($,E?'@ ,*5%" !F' :=:=';,G'@' #%F!)' +,H3 +#),'-.$* 

76 §5: )75G!* 5$*%6' )70G'$ !)I E);J=C' '),<.$'!=3 
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(§6):  

!" #$% &' !(!) *+,-./%!0 123 4% 56678 9-1:; %<% &0 =!/+1> *16/#1> 3,:+?8 
@3): !:8, &:0 A% 3,B *)+B !1C!7% D#%EF.G%, H%, #' !,2!" *I.G!). 

The things that happened then cannot turn out any other way, but now an 
opportunity for another war has come. This is why I have reminded you of the 
past, so that you will not undergo the same experiences. 

Memory (J*1#%KF,:, D#%LF.G%) brings the past into conversation with the present, adding 

wisdom and perspective to the decision-making process. The future exists as a conditional, an 

apodosis weighing the lessons of history against the follies of the present. If the Assembly does 

not vote to help the Olynthians, Demosthenes warns, they will see how all their military efforts 

will have benefited Philip.77 It is the Assembly’s responsibility not to observe (.)MF,F.)) 

passively but to strongly and enthusiastically help their allies (§8: N1G.)O% D++7#/%78 3,B 

*+1.C#78). They must face Philip to make up for the mistakes of the past: if Athens in the past 

(*M6,:) had seen the decree through and fought with Philip, he would have been brought to 

justice, but this did not happen.78 They must face Philip to live up to their present potential: what 

time or opportunity is better than the present (!1< *,+P%!18)?79 And they must face Philip to 

protect their own future: if Athens yields to Philip and all but helps him in his preparations, 

whom will they find (QG!LF1#)%) to blame but themselves?80 The rhetoric of temporality infuses 

the speech with an added immediacy, the time-travel tinged need to get it right for once. 

 The necessity for action redefines the meaning of home—in order to preserve it as a place 

to return to, to stay safe in, the Athenians must leave home. Demosthenes links kairos, one of the 

                                                
77 §§6-7: .)IF,F.0 A% !+(*1% J#)O8 DF!+,!GRG3(!)8 *I%!0 9F)F.0 J*$+ S:6T**1>. 

78 §§14-15: *I6,: R"+ 4% )H%)3I R) UGV:F#I!7% D&)&W3): &T3G%. X660 12- 1Y!7 !,<!0 9-):. 

79 §16: !T%, R"+ -+(%1% Z !T%, 3,:+(%, [ 5%&+)8 \.G%,O1:, !1< *,+(%!18 N)6!T7 QG!)O!); 

80 §17: X66" *+?8 .)]% *I%!0 DIF,%!)8 3,B #(%1% 12-B F>R3,!,F3)>IF,%!)8 ,2!^, !(!) !1_8 ,`!T1>8 
1H!:%)8 !1C!7% QG!EF1#)%; 
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major themes of the Olynthiacs, to the home feeling by tying the need for quick action explicitly 

to the preservation of Athens. The first Olynthiac touched upon the danger that Philip would 

come to Attica if unchecked in the north (1.12, 15), but now, as the opening of the third 

Olynthiac makes clear, the question of how Athens can prevent its own suffering (3.1: !"#$ %& 

"'()*%'+, -./01 "2*/'203 4-45$) is of immediately concern. Demosthenes characterizes the 

Assembly’s unwillingness to act as a willful act of self-destruction (§9): 

6778 %&3 '9 /($ :%53 ';$ /0</, 63-=>77'/-( "0(?)'(3 /8 @A03/-, ;@'B3 
CDDE+'3 =0E7'/-( /8 @'(3>, CFG3 640E'(3 H770+( D(D3*%'3-, 4-1 =0I+0J$ 
K-L/M NI/'B3, CFG3 3<3 K/A20($ -./G3 =0I+'B3. 

If any one of you delays doing what is necessary until Philip comes to Attica, he 
prefers to see the dangers close by, even though it is possible to hear about it from 
afar, and to seek help for himself, even though it is now possible for him to help 
others. 

The contrast between seeing the danger of Philip in person (;@'B3 CDDO+'3) versus hearing about 

it from afar (640O'(3 H770+() ironically recalls Thucydides’ programmatic statement that when 

he was writing down what happened during the war, he depended not the things he had heard 

from a random informant, but events he was at himself or from others interviewed with an eye 

towards the greatest possible accuracy.81 Thucydides’ dedication to accuracy elides the real 

dangers of autopsy during war, where rumor is often safer than direct observation. Demosthenes 

warns the Athenians that if they stay home and refuse to fight, that very home will be the cost of 

their laziness. In order to prevent the loss of their own home, the Athenians need to help the 

Olynthians defend theirs. 

 Demosthenes carries forward the theme of needing to leave home to protect it as he 

transitions from castigation to practical advice, urging the Assembly to amend the laws, in 

                                                
81 Thucydides Peloponnesian War 1.22.2: /8 @P Q2D- /53 "2-R+S3/#3 C3 /M "07S%T 0.4 C4 /0< "-2-/LRU3/0$ 
"L3+-3U%'30$ VFW#)- D2XY'(3, 0.@P Z$ C%01 C@U4'(, 677P 0[$ /' -./G$ "-2\3 4-1 "-28 /53 H77#3 !)03 
@L3-/G3 642(='W] "'21 K4X)/0L C"'F'7+^3. Marincola 1989 analyzes Thucydides’ engagement with autopsy and 
hearsay in this passage. 
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particular the laws concerning the Theoric Fund and military exemptions. He mentioned the 

Fund obliquely in the first speech (1.20), but he now comes out and states plainly that the laws 

need to be changed (§11): 

!"#$ %&'( )*+, %-. /*$+01-., 234-( &5%$26, 13, %&'( )*+, %-. 
2%+3%*7&8".$. 9.6&7(, :. &; 8<. %= 2%+3%0$%01= %&>( &?1&0 8".&720 
@03."8&720 /*$+01A, &; @< %&'( B%31%&C.%3( B/D&7( 13/02%E20., *F%3 13, 
%&'( %= @"&.%3 )&0*>. G&7!&8".&7( B/78&%"+&7( )&0&C20.. 

I am talking about the laws concerning the Theoric Fund, speaking plainly, and 
some of the laws concerning military service. The former distribute military funds 
as a festival allowance to those who stay at home, while the latter allow those who 
fail to serve in the military to go unpunished, thereby discouraging those who are 
willing to do what is necessary.  

In this passage, those who are unwilling to serve in the army are described as “those who stay at 

home” (%&>( &?1&0 8H.&720), emphasizing the laziness of present day Athenians. Home should 

not be associated with complacency but with action, with joining together and taking advantage 

of the opportunity. Staying at home erodes the meaning of home. The current state of affairs, in 

which money is diverted from the military to fund mass entertainment, is contributing to the 

numbing of patriotic action, turning the populace into observers (§6: /*I232/*). Demosthenes 

accuses the politicians of the day of pandering to the people, to the detriment of the city.82 

Demagoguery, the opiate of the masses, has brought the Athenian people to such a state that in 

the time of need they are unwilling to take the difficult path and choose the best course of action 

rather than the pleasurable solution.83 In arguing for the need to redistribute the Theoric Fund to 

the military and to take immediate military action, Demosthenes is aware that he is voicing an 

unpopular opinion, but he believes that it is the responsibility of a just citizen to put the security 

                                                
82 §13: &J #A+ 92%0 @6130&., %K. 8<. LA+0., M )E23. NG!3)%* %K. )O!0.. 

83 §18: P!"2/30 @Q, R%3. )*+, )+3#8A%$. )+&%*/S 21&)*>., &J1"/Q T8&6$( *U)&+&., B!!= @*> %= G"!%02%Q 
B.%, %-. V@"$.. 
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of diplomatic matters ahead of winning favor as a speaker.84  

 In the absence of present support for his proposal, Demosthenes delves into the Athenian 

past, when politicians were still patriotic (§21):  

!"# $%& '()* +,# '-. ,&($/.0. 12-. 34$(.'"* 5!(60, 78,9& :80* !"# 
;29<*, (=* +,">.(?8> 2@. (A ,"&>/.'9* B,".'9*, 2>2(?.'"> CD (E ,F.G, 
'(6'H 'I JK9> !"# 'I '&/,H 'L* ,(3>'9M"* N&L8K">. 

I hear, and perhaps you do too, that the public speakers in the time of our 
ancestors, who are praised by everyone who comes before you but not at all 
imitated, practiced this same exact habit and manner of the constitution. 

This reference to the habit and manner of the constitution ('I JK9> 'L* ,(3>'9O"*) personifies 

the city, giving it the same characteristics as the orators (he names Aristeides, Nikias, 

Demosthenes the son of Alkisthenes, and Perikles) who once put the safety of the people before 

their own popularity. These orators of the past serve for Demosthenes as native ((P!9O(>*) 

examples of how political success begins at home.85 He thus reminds his audience that, despite 

the change in character from the previous century to the present day, they still share the same 

home and there is no need to look elsewhere for postitive exempla. This passage directly 

corresponds to the passage from On Organization quoted above (13.21), where it was also used 

to contrast the eminent men of the previous century with the greedy politicians of the present 

day. In this passage, Demosthenes expands on the theme, describing (and exaggerating) the 

military and diplomatic accomplishments of the Athenian empire while focusing, as in On 

Organization, on the discrepancy between the public works built by the ancient Athenians and 

their private houses.  

 Underlining the present day Athenians’ role as observers, Demosthenes urges them to 

                                                
84 §21: C>!"M(G ,(3M'(G !&M.0 'Q. '-. ,&"$2F'0. 80'R&M". 5.'# 'L* +. 'I 34$9>. NF&>'(* "A&9<8K">. 
85 §§23-24: (E $%& 533('&M(>* ;2<. N&024.(>* ,"&"C9M$2"8>., 533D (P!9M(>*, S T.C&9* UKR."<(>, 
9EC"M2(8>. JV98'> $9.48K">. 
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look at (!"#$%$!") at what kind of people their ancestors were both in public and in private.86 

The public buildings and temples built in the previous century remain the visible embodiment of 

the ethos of the ancient Athenians, as are their modest houses (§§25-26):  

&'() '* +,-. $/01+2"3 4$%2 5%6 $07'1* 82 -9 -:3 ;+<=-"(%3 >!"= ?@2+2-"3, 
A$-" -B2 C1=$-"('+D 5%6 -B2 E=<-=F'+D 5%6 -G2 -7-" <%?;1G2 +&5(%2, "H 
-=3 I1* +J'"2 K?G2 L;+(% ;+-* 8$-(2, L1M -:3 -+N O"(-+2+3 +P'Q2 
$"?2+-@1%2 +R$%2. 

In private, they were so modest and so in keeping with the character of the 
constitution that any one of you who knows them can see that the house of 
Aristeides or Miltiades or any other luminary of the time is no more imposing 
than its neighbor. 

This passage almost exactly replicates On Organization §29, with a different luminary (Miltiades 

instead of Themistokles and Kimon) named and the word order slightly shifted. The private 

houses of the ancestral heroes are again emphasized as evidence for their personal modesty. 

These native examples represent not just the customs of the Athenian ancestors, but also the 

ethos of their statesmanship. As in the earlier speech, Demosthenes juxtaposes the generosity and 

public-spiritedness of the ancient Athenians with the greed of modern politicians. Their 

prosperity was won not through greed but through treating their fellow Greeks faithfully, being 

pious toward the gods, and by maintaining equality among themselves.87  

 The orators of Demosthenes’ time, on the other hand, have inverted these ideals: instead 

of operating on the principle of equality among the citizenry, now the politicians are in control of 

all the city’s wealth and run everything;88 they build grand houses, and their fortunes rise 

                                                
86 3.25: 82 'Q -+S3 5%-T -B2 ;7<=2 %P-B2 !"F$%$!* L;+S+=, U2 -" -+S3 5+=2+S3 5%6 82 -+S3 &'(+=3. 

87 §26: 85 'Q -+N -T ?Q2 V<<W2=5T ;=$-G3, -T 'Q ;1X3 -+Y3 !"+Y3 "P$"ZG3, -T '* 82 %K-+S3 H$.3 '=+=5"S2 
?"OF<W2 "&57-.3 85-[$%2-* "P'%=?+2(%2. 

88 §31: 5\1=+= ?Q2 +] ;+<=-"D7?"2+= -G2 ^O%!G2, 5%6 '=T -+\-.2 _;%2-% ;1F--"-%=, and cf. 2.30: -+S3 ?Q2 
A$;"1 85 -D1%22('+3 K?G2 8;=-F--"=2 ^;+'/$"-". 
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commensurately with the city’s downfall.89 Rather than piously using public funds to build grand 

temples and dedications to the gods, they spend it on whitewashing the walls and building roads 

and fountains, which Demosthenes refers to as nonsense.90 And far from treating the other Greeks 

with good faith, the modern politicians have let down not only Athens but also its allies (§28): 

!"#$ %& '()$ *+, -. '(/-01& +2-3$ 456+738 9:0;$ *+, -. -3$ <77=$ %>*+;+ 
?1+?0@0;$, 4A05-01B(0C+ (D$ :E1+8 FG*0>+8, A70>= %& H :>7;+ *+, 
A0$-+*I5;+ -J7+$-& 4$K7E*+(0$ 0G8 F2%D$ %/F$, FL8 %& !$ -M AF7/(N 
5O((J:FO8 !*-K5J(0C+, 0G1B$K8 FP5K8 4AF7=7/*+5;$ FQ-F;. 

Although it was possible for us both to keep our own holdings safe and act as 
umpire over the rights of others, we have been robbed of land that is ours, we 
have spent more than 15,000 talents unnecessarily, and those allies we made 
during times of war these men have lost during times of peacetime. 

In these passages, Demosthenes emphasizes the direct connection between the character of the 

ancestral versus modern politicians and the size of their houses (§25: -3$ -I-0 7+(A13$ 

FG*>+$, §29: -.8 G%>+8 FG*>+8). Imbuing his discourse with the rhetoric of home, this emphasis 

reiterates the description of the virtues of the ancient Athenians as native (FG*0RF;8) examples: 

despite the fact that the greedy and lazy policies of the modern politicians led to the loss of 

Amphipolis, described as the Athenians’ personal possession (:S1+8 FG*0R+8),91 Athens is still 

the same place Themistokles and Miltiades called home.  

 Demosthenes represents the present moment as a fulcrum point from which Athens can 

either return to its virtuous roots or lose its essential identity altogether (§33): 

T.$ FU$ 477. $V$ W& 9-& 4A+77+W/$-08 -F@-=$ -3$ !C3$ !C07B5K-0 
5-1+-0@05C+> -0 *+, A1J--0;$ 4">=8 X(3$ +2-3$, *+, -+)8 A01;FO5>+;8 -+)8 
FY*F; -+@-+;8 46F1(+)8 !A, -. 9"= -3$ 4W+C3$ :1B5K5C0, Y5=8 <$, Y5=8, Z 
<$%108 [CK$+)F;, -/70;I$ -; *+, (/W+ *-B5+;5C& 4W+C#$ *+, -3$ -F;F@-=$ 

                                                
89 §29: 9$;F; %D -.8 G%>+8 FG*>+8 -3$ %K(F5>=$ FG*F%F(K(J-=$ 50($F-/1+8 0G5, *+-05*0O+5(/$F;, \5N %D 
-. -]8 AI70=8 !7J--= W/WF$0$, -F5F@-N -. -F@-=$ KP"K-+;. 
90 §29: -.8 !AJ7"0;8 ^8 *F$;3(0$, *+, -.8 _%F`8 ^8 !A;5*0OJaF(0$, *+, *1B$+8, *+, 7B1FO8. 
91 Despite the fact that had Amphipolis defected from the Athenian arch! decades earlier, in 424 BCE (Thucydides 
4.103-108). 
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!"##$%&' ()*!!*+,-"%,. 

If now finally you can let go of these habits and fight, doing something worthy of 
your own reputation, and use these surpluses you have at home as a starting point 
for good fortunes abroad, maybe, men of Athens, just maybe you will end up with 
some great advantage and you can rid yourself of these kinds of expenditures. 

Emphasizing the language of release (()*!!*+.'%,/, ()*!!*+,0"%,), Demosthenes offers the 

Assembly a vision of the future in which payments from the Theoric Fund will no longer 

encourage the populace to mindlessly consume entertainment. Instead, he advises using the 

Theoric Fund as a surplus at home (12314) that could function as a starting point ((516#*7/) to 

fund military operations abroad (8)9 %: ;<&). This is how the home feeling should work at the 

polis level—home is a starting point, an anchor giving purpose to military action, not a place of 

to rest complacently. Using the Theoric Fund to finance the military efforts on behalf of Athens 

and its allies would be beneficial and outward moving rather than contributing to the detrimental 

torpor of the present-day populace.92  

 In place of the enervating dole, Demosthenes proposes an organized system by which the 

distribution would be linked to service both at home and abroad (§34): 

%=' 314'=' >3*?%1/ %@ #A61/ !*#B$'&', C%1D EA14FG H )I!4/, %1JFG 
K)$6L14. ;<,?%4' M+,4' H?DL-*'N 12314 #A'&' B,!%-&' %1J E4G ;'E,4*' 
('$+3O %4 )14,7' *P?L6@' ()"!!*+#A'1/. ?D#B*-',4 %4 %141J%1' 1Q1' 3*9 %: 
'J'N ?%6*%4R%"/ *S%@/ K)$6L&' ()@ %=' *S%=' %1T%&' !"##$%&', U?),6 
8?%9 E-3*41' K)V6 %W/ )*%6-E1/. 

Each person, receiving a share of the common funds, would fulfill any function 
the city needs. When peace is an option, it is better to remain at home, released 
from the need to do something shameful due to poverty. But when something like 
this current situation arises, each man becomes a soldier supported by the same 
payment, as it is just to do on behalf of the fatherland. 

He presents his proposal as both patriotic and practical, offering a time and place for everything. 

Instead of the Theoric Fund paying for “those who remain at home” (§11) to go to the theater 

rather than war, there will be funding for those who do their duty at home (12314) in time of 
                                                
92 §34: %*J%* %X' Y3$?%1D Z[FD#-*' H#=' 8)*D<$'1'%* 
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peace and for the same people who fight in times of war. The area encompassed by the home 

feeling expands and contracts based on the circumstances: in times of peace, people should live 

well in their individual houses, but in war time all people are united under a single fatherland 

(!"#$%&'(). In this way, Athens will always be ready when the kairos arises, thanks to 

Demosthenes’ system for assigning duties to each person according to age and opportunity.93  

 After spending the first part of the third Olynthiac presaging catastrophe and the 

remainder offering a convenient solution, Demosthenes concludes the speech by again situating 

the current moment in the span of time. He aligns his system of organization with the glory 

fought for and won by the ancient Athenians.94 Demosthenes’ evocation of the ancestors (') 

!$*+','-) picks up the patriotic and geneological .!/$ #0( !"#$%&"( from §34, drawing a 

direct connection between their 1$2#3 and the potential of the present moment. And in the last 

word of the speech, he extends that connection forward, urging the Assembly to make a choice 

that will be (45662-) beneficial both to the city and to all its people.95 Bringing together past, 

present, and future into a single timeless homeland, Demosthenes implies that its continued 

existence—the significance of the past, the possibilities of the future—balances on the decision 

of the present moment. 

 Over the course of the three Olynthiacs, Demosthenes emphasizes the importance of the 

here and now, insisting on the need for action, on the fleetingness of the opportunity. Fate and 

the gods provided the opportunity for action, but the current political atmosphere in Athens is 

stifling any possibility of taking it. If the Athenians refuse to help the Olynthians, if they remain 

                                                
93 §35: #'7 !'-28, #'79: ; #- <"9: =6-<>", ?<"@#'( AB'- <"C ;#'D <"-$E( 2FG, #HI-, !'-J@"(. 

94 §36: 4K !"$"BL$28,, M N,&$2( O9G,"8'-, #0( #HI2L(, P, .48, ') !$Q+','- #0( 1$2#0( 42#R !'66S, <"C 
<"6S, <-,&T,L, <#G@H42,'- <"#U6-!', 

95 §36: ?6'-@9: ; #- <"C #V !Q62- <"C W!"@- @D,'>@2-, .48, 4U662-. 
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complacent in their homes, they do not know the true meaning of home: failing to help those in 

need betrays the ancestral values of the ancient Athenians. And with the loss of Olynthus 

bringing Philip closer to Attica, complacency also jeopardizes the very existence of the 

homeland. Building up private homes and neglecting the common good is how a community 

disintegrates. As long as the Athenians remain complacent spectators instead of passionate 

defenders of their allies and their own homelands, all the fame and virtue of their ancestors was 

in vain. Only by coming together from their individual houses, joining a single body unified by 

the expanded home feeling, and using this united front to support Olynthus against Philip, can 

Athens can live up to its past and hope to project its singular identity into the future. 

 

Demosthenes 19: On the False Embassy 

 

 Demosthenes’ Olynthiacs were successful insofar as the Assembly did agree to send 

troops to help the Olynthians. However, kairos was not on their side: adverse winds kept the 

Athenian reinforcements from sailing until it was too late.96 During this time, as Ryder describes 

it, the “confidence Demosthenes had expressed in the First Olynthiac (1.5, 7) in the reliability of 

the Olynthians proved misplaced.”97 Olynthus was weakened by deserters and traitors and fell to 

Philip in the summer of 348. While in the process of taking over the Chalkidiki, Philip 

unexpectedly brought up the possibility of a peace treaty with Athens, perhaps because of his 

involvement in the Third Sacred War.98 When this message was first brought before the 

                                                
96 Cawkwell 1962: 130-131, Worthington 2013: 142. 

97 Ryder 2000: 57. 

98 Philip’s motives, ultimately unknowable, for wanting to broker a peace treaty are discussed by Cawkwell 1978, 
MacDowell 2000: 2, Harris 1995: 46-50, and Worthington 2013: 148-149. 
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Assembly, Philokrates proposed that Philip send an embassy to Athens in order to discuss the 

terms of the peace treaty; he was charged with making an illegal proposal (a charge of graph! 

paranom"n) because Athens was still at the time allied with Olynthus, and Demosthenes 

successfully defended him.99 After the fall of Olynthus, Athens sent an ambassador, Aristodemos, 

to request that Philip return the Athenian citizens he had taken prisoner in Olynthus. Upon his 

return, Aristodemos reiterated Philip’s desire to make a peace treaty with Athens. Philokrates 

then proposed that Athens send an embassy to Philip to negotiate the treaty; this time he was 

successful and the embassy was dispatched in the winter of 346 to have Philip make the oaths 

ratifying the Peace of Philokrates, as it was called. Demosthenes was a member, as was his 

political opponent, Aeschines, who had strongly opposed making peace with Philip before 

accompanying the embassy but subsequently, apparently, changed his mind.100 

 Philip proposed to the embassy that the Athenians and their allies make a treaty with the 

Macedonians and their allies. Although Athens had been allied with the Phocians during the 

Third Sacred War, Philip’s conditions excluded Phocis because they had taken over the temple 

of Apollo and were using the temple treasures to fund their war efforts. When the embassy 

returned to Athens and the treaty was being discussed in the Assembly, there were objections 

against abandoning the Phocians. At first, the alliance between Philip and Athens was written up 

to include the Phocians, but after it became clear that Philip would not agree to these terms, the 

Phocians were excluded and the treaty was ratified.101 Soon afterward, the members of the first 

embassy were assigned to the task of obtaining Philip’s oath on the treaty. Demosthenes’ desire 

to reach Philip as soon as possible was thwarted by the rest of the embassy, who delayed leaving 

                                                
99 Worthington 2013: 149. 

100 Worthington 2013: 167. 

101 MacDowell 2000: 6-7, Ryder 2000: 63-66. 
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Athens and then dawdled on the way to the Macedonian capital, Pella. During this time, Philip 

was in Thrace on a mission to conquer as many towns as possible, which would then be 

protected as his allies under the treaty with the Athenians.102 When the Athenian embassy finally 

met with Philip, fifty days after they left Athens, Philip detained them from obtaining oaths from 

his allies, giving himself time to form an army to attack the Phocians.103 Demosthenes later 

claimed that Philip had bribed the ambassadors to stay and that when he refused the bribe, 

instead hiring a boat and trying to escape to Athens to warn of Philip’s plot, he was detained.104 

By the time the embassy returned to Athens, two months had passed since they had left, and 

Philip was already through the pass at Thermopylae.105  

 This second embassy is the subject of Demosthenes 19, On the False Embassy. This 

speech was delivered in 343, but the impetus behind the speech arose three years earlier, at the 

euthynai or audit of the ambassadors. When Aeschines was undergoing his euthynai, 

Demosthenes, accompanied by an anti-Macedonian politician named Timarchos, accused him of 

utterly failing to fulfill his duties as an ambassador: going against the people’s wishes, wasting 

time, and, along with Philokrates, the original proposer of the peace treaty, taking bribes.106 In 

retaliation, before Timarchos and Demosthenes could take the accusation any further, Aeschines 

prosecuted Timarchos on the charge that he had once served as a male prostitute and was, 

therefore, forbidden to speak in the Assembly.107 Aeschines’ prosecution was successful, and 

Timarchos was punished with disenfranchisement (atimia) and was no longer allowed to speak 
                                                
102 Worthington 2013: 171. 

103 MacDowell 2000: 10. 

104 Worthington 2013: 174. 

105 MacDowell 2000: 11. 

106 Demosthenes 19: 8. On the euthynai of Aeschines and its outcome, cf. MacDowell 2000: 14-22. 

107 Aeschines 1, on which cf. Winkler 1990, Davidson 1997, Sissa 1999, Fisher 2001, Worman 2004. 
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in court. Demosthenes made his next move in 343: perhaps encouraged by another orator, 

Hypereides, who was taking steps to impeach Philokrates, Demosthenes revived his prosecution 

of Aeschines for having taken bribes from Philip while the embassy was in Pella.108 

 The speech in many ways is a continuation of the rhetoric of On Organization and the 

Olynthiacs. Demosthenes returns to many of the themes he introduced in the earlier speeches, 

including the ethos of the city, memory and the past, responsibility to the future, the fleeting 

nature of kairos, and the transposition of the home feeling to the level of civic unity. Unlike the 

speeches previously discussed in this chapter, On the False Embassy, despite its political subject 

matter, was delivered before a jury rather than the Assembly. Despite the difference of venue, 

this speech shows a unity of theme and purpose consistent with the arguments Demosthenes 

made in his earlier deliberative speeches. 

 The proem of the speech focuses on the jury’s commitment to uphold the oath of justice 

in the interests of the city as a collective, as opposed to Aeschines’ pursuit of private 

opportunism. He warns that Aeschines, by avoiding the euthynai that would make him 

accountable for his actions, is introducing the most terrible and inopportune habit of all into the 

constitution.109 This recalls Demosthenes’ claim in the Olynthiacs that the character of the 

democratic constitution was reflected in the modesty of its statesmen; Aeschines’ attempt to 

evade his legal responsibilities poisons the state with a superlatively dangerous character.  

 As evidence for Aeschines’ character, Demosthenes argues that his opponent has failed to 

fulfill any of the essential requirements of an ambassador, to the detriment of the city. These are: 

he must report truthfully, he must give noble and helpful advice, he must act in accordance with 

the orders of the Assembly, he must do his job in a timely manner, and he must not receive 
                                                
108 MacDowell 2000: 22. 

109 19.2: !"#$%&'&($ )*$&+$ ,-(. "/. &0$ )(1#&"2'$ "/3*4+$ 5'6 7389:(;<&'&($ =9>$. 
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bribes (§§4-6). Not only was Aeschines dishonest, but he lost Athens its opportunity (kairos). As 

often happens, the opportunity (!"#$%&) for many important actions lasts a brief second, which, 

if surrendered to the enemy cannot at all be preserved.110 Aeschines, through his delaying tactics, 

caused many important opportunities (!"#$'() to slip from the Athenians’ grasp.111 Through his 

dishonesty and delay, Aeschines’ deeds not only introduced a dangerous habit into the state but 

also lost Athens many chances for victory. 

 After establishing Aeschines’ character and his absolute failure as an ambassador, 

Demosthenes begins his narrative which is, he repeatedly states, an act of collective memory 

()&*)'&+,'&-".): he is not presenting new or unexpected information but rather reaffirming 

what everyone remembers (/0')&12"#), what is already established fact.112 He describes 

Aeschines’ vehement anti-Philip stance prior to the first embassy, and his change of heart during 

the discussions of the peace treaty. Demosthenes recites from memory (§14: 30')&*)'&+42+#&) 

Aeschines’ speech on the first of the two meetings of the Assembly after the return of the first 

embassy, stridently disparaging the terms of the Peace of Philokrates. At the second meeting, 

however, Aeschines spoke in support of Philokrates’ terms (§§15-16): 

3&"2-5. 67*)*89$+# !": 2;&*89$+# 6!+<&= 0'>>?& 3@<';., A B+C !": 
0D&-+. E+'<, E"&D-F& >98';., G. 'H-+ -?& 0$'89&F& /)I. )+)&12E"# 7J'# 
'H-+ -?& -5 -$90"#" !": -5. &";)"K<". >+89&-F& 3&JK+2E"#, &9)'& -+ 
EL2+#& !": 8$DM+#& )*7+&: -?& N>>L&F& /)I. O'*E+P&, Q. R& )S 0$9-+$'. 
O+O'*E*!T. /)P&. 

He stood up and began addressing the people and agreeing with that man 
[Philokrates], speaking words worthy, Zeus and all the gods, of many deaths, 
saying that you need not remember your ancestors nor put up with those who talk 
about trophies and sea battles, and that he would write and enact a law that will 

                                                
110 §6-7: U-# 0'>>D!#., A V&7$+. WE*&"P'#, 2;)O"<&+# 0'>>?& 0$"8)D-F& !": )+8D>F& !"#$X& 6& O$"K+P 
K$9&= 8<8&+2E"#, Q& 6D& -#. Y!T& !"E;Z[ -'P. 6&"&-<'#. !": 0$'7\, ']7^ R& _-#'C& 0'#[ 0D>#& '`9. -^ 
a2-"# 2?2"#. 

111 §8: !": 3&*>F!9-" -'b. K$9&';. 6& '`. 0'>>?& !": )+8D>F& 0$"8)D-F& !"#$': 0$'+P&-"# -[ 09>+#. 

112 §9: O'4>')"# 0$X 0D&-F& c& )J>>F >J8+#& )&*)'&+4'&-". /)?& 'd7^ U-# -'b. 0'>>'b. /0')&12"#. 
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forbid you from helping any Greek who has not previously helped us. 

The words that Demosthenes puts in Aeschines’ mouth completely oppose the rhetoric of the 

past Demosthenes used so frequently in the speeches discussed above. According to 

Demosthenes, Aeschines rejects the idea of native examples, the noble deeds Demosthenes had 

previously cited (at 3.23 and 25-26, 13.21, and 23.207-208) as evidence of a continued Athenian 

identity from the time of the ancient heroes to the present day. A negation of memory (!"#$ 

%$%&'()*+) embedded in Demosthenes’ own act of memorialization, Aeschines’ paraphrased 

speech shows the extent to which his ethos contradicts the city’s, and Demosthenes will return to 

these points again and again in this speech. His refusal to give aid to other Greeks, referring to 

the plight of the Phocians whose inclusion in the peace treaty Demosthenes and many other 

Athenians supported, shows a failure of both charity and strategy, since if Phocis fell, 

Thermopylae would follow. 

 Despite Aeschines’ abrupt change of opinion concerning the Peace of Philoktrates, he 

was appointed to the second embassy, which was subject to the delays and deception described 

above. Soon after the embassy returned to Athens, its members appeared before the Council, 

where Demosthenes immediately denounced Aeschines’ behavior in Macedon and urged the 

Council not to abandon the Phocians (§18). The Council was persuaded and indicated their 

disapproval of the embassy by not inviting them to the state-sponsored dinner in the Prytaneum 

(§31). The next day, the Council met; also present were Phocian ambassadors begging Athens to 

help fight off Philip’s attack. This time, Aeschines was the first to speak. At this point, 

Demosthenes begs the jury to remember along with him ((,&--+*-%&.%!&$/$+&) that he is 

telling the truth and that what happened led to the present state of ruin and utter devastation.113 

                                                
113 §19: 0*1 2345 6+45 0*1 )$7& 2$+38()$ (,&-+*%&.%!&$9$+& :& ;<.)' <=>?@ #A >A3 2B&#* #A 23B>%*#* 
<,%.&B%$&C D%7& 0*1 -+*E)$F3*&)C G<?5 #*H#C I(#1& J-.. 
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He thus affirms the speech as an act of collective memory and renewal, a process through which 

the losses caused by Aeschines’ actions can be restored.  

 In his speech before the assembly, Aeschines emended the memory of what had 

happened both the previous day and during the embassy. He made no mention (§19: !"#$%&"'( 

)*!)+#%,- .)/$0,") of the speech Demosthenes made before the Council, nor whether he 

agreed or disagreed with it. With this speech, despite his selective memory, he carries his 

audience away (§19: 1)'"2'- 3!4- +'56" 70,28) with his alternative version of the past and 

future (§§20-21): 

.),+89:;,2< => 2?" '32@ ),)A,$5,B!/"C" DB8E" F 2A(?" G!,A?" 3!4-, 
!/"8"2'- 8H>8( >'I 8J $2A'2,B8!/"8B- 8JD< ="80+8B!/"8B-, KL5'- !M" 
)8+(8A>8B!/"'- 'J2N- >'%< '32N- 0CAI- 2&- O++#- P8(C2:'- .>8Q$,$%'(, 
K,$)(N- DM >'I R+'2'(N- 8S>(;8!/"'-, 2@ %,@ DM 2N 0AL!'2< 
,S$)A'22T!,"< 8J )'AN UC>/C" .++N )'AN K#5':C" 2?" 58B+,B$*"2C" 
2V" >'2*+#W(" 28X Y,A8X. 

He calculated that, due to his work as an ambassador, in two or three days, staying 
at home, without campaigning or being troubled, you would hear that Thebes was 
besieged—just Thebes, not the rest of Boeotia—that Thespiae and Plataea were 
being repopulated, and that the money would be returned to the temple of Apollo, 
not from the Phocians but from the Thebans who had plotted the capture of the 
temple. 

The language Demosthenes uses to report Aeschines’ speech echoes Demosthenes’ own words in 

the third Olynthiac. At 3.11, he called for an end to the Theoric Fund being distributed to those 

who stay at home (28E- 8H>8( !Z"8B$() instead of going out to fight, and at 3.34 he reiterated 

that it is only appropriate to stay home (8H>8( !/"C") in times of peace. Now he implies that 

Aeschines is trying to make society lazy by offering a way to avoid the hardships of war.  

 The idea that, thanks to Philip, all the Athenians’ problems would solve themselves, that 

the houses at Thespiae and Plataea, depopulated by the Thebans, would somehow be resettled 

(8S>(;8!Z"'-), is the kind of magical thinking typical, in Demosthenes’ formulation, of a society 

that watches theatrical spectacles rather than going out and engaging in battle. Demosthenes even 
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mentions that Aeschines had spoken to some Euboeans, who were scared and upset by the 

Athenians’ intimate friendship (!"#$%&'(')) with Philip because Philip had agreed to hand 

Euboea over to Athens in exchange for Amphipolis. 114 As Harvey Yunis comments, the idea that 

Philip would ever make such a deal is “wishful thinking so grandiose as to be absurd.”115 Yet it is 

all part of Aeschines’ spell, evoking in his audience a feeling of wellbeing, that Philip has their 

best interests at heart, that they are safe at home.  

 Demosthenes claims that Aeschines made himself seem so impressive that when 

Demosthenes tried to speak, he was interrupted, mocked, and ignored. He finds this reaction 

understandable, befitting an audience lulled by hopes and expectations (§24: *+!,-!#%./ #)0 

'./ 12*3-4/). Aeschines’ use of the rhetoric of home is diametrically opposed with 

Demosthenes’: the complacency of staying at home, the effortless resettlement of Thespiae and 

Plataea, and the idea of an intimate friendship with Philip are so much more pleasant and easy 

than the reality of Philip’s rapid advance. Better a safe and happy home than one under attack. 

 Reiterating the theme of memory, Demosthenes lets the jury know his reasons for 

reminding (5*67/(,)) them of these speeches from years ago.116 He wants them to remember 

(7$7/(76/!%) that the promises of Aeschines and his followers prevented them from hearing the 

truth at the right time (#)%+./), connecting memory to the fleetingness of the moment.117 He 

asks them to recall (8/)7/(,96/'$:) that Aeschines’ choice of policy concerning Philip was at 

                                                
114 §22: 8#!;$%/ -< #)0 './ =>?!@4/ 1/34/ AB( *$B!?(7@/4/ #)0 '$')+)C7@/4/ 'D/ *+E: 'D/ *F2%/ 
!"#$%F'(') G%23**H C$C$/(7@/(/. 

115 Yunis 2005a: 127 n. 36. 

116 §25: '!I JK+%/ -D ')I9L 5*@7/(,) *+.') /I/ 57M: #)0 -%$NO29!/ '!;'!P: '!Q: 2FC!P:; 

117 §26: 7$7/(76/!% 'R: 5*!,J6,$%: 'R: '!S'4/, T: 1B’ U#V,'4/ *!%!S7$/!% './ #)%+./. Demosthenes’ 
phrasing here recalls the claim he made earlier that trials depend as much on the opportune time as on the facts (§3: 
7!% -!#!I,%/ W*)/'$: !X *)+Y 57Z/ 8C./$: !>J [''!/, \ ]/-+$: ^9(/)Z!%, './ #)%+./ _ './ *+)C7V'4/). 
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first (before he was bribed) cautious suspicion, and then suddenly trust and friendship.118 His 

instant change of heart brought danger and shame to the city; he sold the truth for money. The 

repeated emphasis on memory overlays the present day with the day three years earlier when 

Aeschines stood before the Assembly and lied about Philip’s intentions. The Assembly and the 

jury at the present trial are collapsed; there is no differentiation, just “you.”119 Their error in 

trusting Aeschines to take part in the embassy has present day repercussions, but the members of 

the jury can use their memories (!"#$"%&'()*) to identify Aeschines’ fault and make steps to 

put right their past selves’ mistake.120  

  Demosthenes describes how the Athenians were so beguiled by Aeschines’ promises—

that Thespiae and Plataea would be resettled, that Thebes would be punished—that even when 

they heard that Philip was at Thermopylae they were at first shocked and angry that they had not 

been forewarned, but were then mollified by Aeschines’ speech.121 Again, he describes 

Aeschines’ strategy of lulling Athens into complacency (§43): 

+*"#,-&'."#- )/01 234/-1 )/5)/-1 6$71 89*-, ,#: ;$/< )!2('. $= ’'*2.&#- 
!,/<&#-, ,#: #>)/?1 /@,/- ,#)#$*0"#-, ,#: A%+-&$# "-,.&#- )/-/<)/ 9-’ /B 
CD,*01 !E/2/<")#-. 9-F )#<)’ ;&E#'7)/ )#<)# ,#: 9-F )#<)G 
;9($(4/H*0)/. 

It was necessary for you to be deceived by those words, and to be unwilling to 
hear the truth from me, and to stay at home, and for a decree guaranteeing the 
destruction of the Phocians to be successful. This is why he wove these lies and 
this is why he spoke before the Assembly. 

The purpose of Aeschines’ lies is to reinforce the Athenian reluctance to intervene (/@,/- 

                                                
118 §27: EH/#IH*&-" #>)/< ).1 E/2-)*I#1 !"#$"(&'J")*1 
119 “The demos was symbolically represented as a timeless, static, and permanent feature of Athens of which all its 
citizens were members but to which none could lay exclusive claim. This fiction assured the Athenians that they 
preserved their link to the past” (Wolpert 2003: 539). 

120 §33: EK1 /L" MN9ID1 EO")*1 *@&*&'* )I1 E/)G 8&'G P E/"(HQ1; !"#$"R&'()* E#HG 6$0" #>)/01. 
121 §35: ;,E*E2(4$J"/S1 )T E#H/S&IN )U EHK)/" )T )/< C-2IEE/S, ,#: )/V)/-1 WH4-X/$J"/S1 ;E: )Y $= 
EH/(44*2,J"#-, EH#/)JH/S1 4*"J&'#- )-"Q1. 
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!"#"$%&'"(, now strengthened with the prefix !"#)), that was so opposed by Demosthenes in 

his Olynthiacs. The domestic tinge of the word *+,"-.#/, “to weave a tight fabric,” adds a 

simultaneous sense of complacency and deception. The Athenians were lulled by pleasant words 

and promises, ignoring their duty to join together on behalf of the homeland, preferring to value 

their individual wellbeing to the city’s. 

 Despite Demosthenes’ efforts, which he begs the jury to remember (0'"$($'1+!%+-%), 

to speak out against Aeschines’ promises, the peace treaty was ratified.122 Aeschines’ rhetoric had 

primed the people; Philokrates took advantage of this and added a clause stating that if the 

Phocians did not return control of the temple of Apollo to the Amphictyonic League, Athens 

would send troops to intimidate them (§49). This added clause was intended to put the Phocians 

under the control of Thebes (§50): 

/2!/3', 4'56%7 8-9'"&/(, $%':'#;' $<' =$>' /?!/( !"@ /2! 
*A%B9BC-:#;', 0,%B9BC-:#;' 5< #>' D"!%5"($/'E;' !"@ ,6/F+-9$G';' 
#H' 0,I#9', /25%'J7 5K 4BB/C ,"6L'#/7 #>' 8$M(!#CL';' ,BH' 
N%##"B>' !"@ N9O"P;', %2M9$L#"#K 0'-6Q,;' #/R#/(7 ,"6"5/3'"( 
SGS6"M% #J T%6J'. 

So, men of Athens, since you were staying at home and had not gone out to fight, 
while the Spartans had left as soon as they recognized Philip’s deception, and no 
other member of the Amphictyonic League was present besides the Thessalians 
and Thebans, it was to them that Philokrates decreed, in the most euphemistic 
way possible, that the Phocians hand over the temple. 

The result of the Athenians’ non-intervention policy combined with the clause about the temple 

of Apollo is that no matter what the Phocians do, their defeat is inevitable. At Olynthiac 1.25-26, 

Demosthenes had warned that if Olynthus fell, neither the Thebans (who were hostile to Athens) 

nor the Phocians (who needed the Athenians’ help to keep their homeland) would be able to keep 

Philip away from Attica. Now, under the peace treaty, Thebes benefits (because it and Thessaly 

are the only members of the Amphictyonic League present) and Phocis is ruined. This outcome 

                                                
122 §45: !"@ ,6J7 U(J7 !"@ -%>' 0'"$($'1+!%+-% 
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is completely contrary to Aeschines’ promises that Thebes would be punished and Phocis spared. 

Sparta was aware of Philip’s lies and withdrew. Only the Athenians, disregarding their 

obligations to the collective oikeia ch!ra, were beguiled by the dream of peace. 

 In response to the terms of the treaty, Demosthenes describes three strands of opinion 

held by the Phocians: those who had once mistrusted Philip but, believing that Athenian 

ambassadors would never deceive the Athenian people, came to believe that Philip was intending 

to punish the Thebans instead of themselves; those who believed Philip was on their side and that 

if they did not hand over control of the temple, Athens would turn against them; and those who 

thought that the Athenians now regretted making the treaty.123 For this last group, the fact that the 

terms of the peace treaty and alliance extended not just to Philip’s lifetime, but to his progeny 

(!"#$ %&&'(")$) as well,124 causes them utter despair that the Athenians could ever come to their 

aid. Demosthenes describes the permanence of the treaty, its extension into the limitless future, 

as the most serious injustice Aeschines and Philokrates have committed against the Athenian 

people (§§55-56):  

* +,- ./&)0!"( 1.")&2 3"+"40)( 567(!8( 9.:$ ;3)+<+/(,)= !> &?@ 6@>$ 
A(3@, B(<!>( +,- 3)? +,)@"C$ !)(,$ D0EC"(!, &@7F"(!,$ 2D@G(<( 
HB7(,!"( 0I(B/0B,) !J( +,!? !K$ 6LM28$ ,D0EC(<(, +,- H6"0!2@K0,) .J 
.L("( !N( AMM8( HMM? +,- !N( 6,@? !K$ !CE<$ 2O2@&20)N( !J( 6LM)(, +,- 
!"0,C!P 62@)"I0QR E@G0,0B,) 6"(<@Q,$ S0!2 .J .L("( !"T$ U(!,$ 
VB<(,Q"I$ HMM? +,- !"T$ W0!2@L( 6"!2 ./MM"(!,$ 1020B,) 67(!,$ 
;3)+<+/(,), 6N$ "OE- 6,(32)('( %0!); 

It seems to me that this is the greatest wrong of all that they committed against 
you. They brought about the immortal shame of our city by inscribing a peace 
treaty with a mortal man made strong thanks to circumstance, robbed the city of 
every advantage, especially the kindness of fate [i.e. the death of Philip releasing 
the city from the treaty], and extended their criminality to such an excess that they 
have wronged not only the current Athenians but also all those that will ever live 
in the future—how is this not absolutely terrible? 

                                                
123 §§53-54. 

124 §48: +,- !J( 2D@G(<( 2X(,) !J( ,O!J( Y(62@ Z)MQ66[ +,- !"#$ %&&L(")$, +,- !J( 0I..,EQ,(. 
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By pointing out that Philip is mortal and that his strength results circumstantially, from some 

kairos (!"# $%"&'() *"+%)), Demosthenes emphasizes the infinite folly of the treaty’s progeny 

clause. In the Olynthiacs, the future was wide open; decisions made at the present moment had 

the potential to change the future for better or for worse. But the peace treaty with Philip is a 

source of undying shame for the city: it rewrites Athenian identity. Demosthenes claims that no 

greater nor more terrible occurrence has ever happened either within living memory or in all 

time.125 In contrast to the eternal shame that is the inheritance of future Athenians, Athens was in 

the past the champion of the Greeks according to ancestral prerogative (,-*&"'+) and would 

never have allowed something like the present situation to happen.126 The treaty has transformed 

Athens from the great leader of the Greeks to collaborators in Philip’s objective of depriving all 

the Greeks of freedom.  

 Paralleling the time-transcending superiority of Athens is Aeschines’ villainy. He, too, 

exceeds temporality, diminishing the glories of the past through his betrayal, and robbing the 

future of the opportunity for greatness. He is the greatest liar that has ever existed in the past or 

the future.127 He has sold himself not just in the past (.,/ *'0) ,%&12324567"), but if he is 

acquitted in the present trial (+8+), he will also, in the future (91*# *%8*%) support Philip against 

the interests of Athens.128 Aeschines’ betrayal, eternal and boundless, has had very real 

consequences in the present day. As a result of his lies before the Assembly, Athens failed to 

                                                
125 §64: *':*;+, < =+!&1) >53+%0'", !1"+?*1&@ 'A BCB'+1+ 'A!D 91EF; ,&GB9%*@ .H@ I9J+ .+ *'0) K2237"+, 
'L9%" !@ 'A!@ .+ *M ,&?751+ N&?+O. 

126 §64: 'P73) *Q) >53+%E;+ ,?21;), R ,&'17*G+%" *J+ S22T+;+ ,G*&"'+ $%/ 93!D+ *'"'8*'+ ,1&"'&U+ 
B"B+?91+'+. 

127 §97: *32"$%8*% $%/ *'"%8*@ .V1:7%5@ I2E$@ 'A!1/) ,W,'*@ =22') X+5&W,;+ 'P*1 ,&?*1&'+ 'P5@ 
Y7*1&'+. 

128 §118: ,C,&%$1+ Z%4*[+ $%/ 'A$ .,/ *'0) ,%&123245?7" 919"75G&+3$1 9?+'+, X22# $%/ 91*# *%8*% !Q2?) 
.7*"+, =+ ,1& .$H:B\ +8+, $%5@ ]9J+ ],G&^;+ .$1E+O. 
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defend Phocis and Philip was able to destroy its cities. Demosthenes describes passing by Phocis 

on the way to Delphi, witnessing first hand its devastation (§65): 

!"#$# %&'()(, * +(%,&- .!/(#01', 2#3 45&'()(6 78& 9:, (;( 4<1,&=)$&!> 
&?- @&5A1B-, 4C D(E92/- F( G,H( I$0( <E(8# 8#;8#, 1?2J#- 
2#8&K2#$$"(#-, 8&JL/ <&,'M,/$"(#, LN,#( O,/$1( 8P( 4( I5'2JQ, 9B(#'# 
%R 2#3 <#'%E,'> S5J9# 2#3 <,&KTB8#- D(!,N<1=- 1?28,1B-. 

It was a terrible and pitiful sight, men of Athens. When we were just now 
traveling to Delphi, we were compelled to look at everything: houses buried, city 
walls destroyed, the land emptied of young men, leaving only a few women and 
children and some pitiful old men. 

The Phocian homeland, which, as Demosthenes had reminded the Assembly at Olynthiac 1.26, 

they had once helped to save, has been demolished—even though the Phocians had voted to save 

Athens from enslavement after the Peloponnesian war. While the Athenians remain safe at home, 

the houses of the Phocians were razed to the ground, their walls destroyed, and their land left 

bereft (1?2J#- 2#8&K2#$$"(#-, 8&JL/ <&,'M,/$"(#, LN,#( O,/$1(). The tripartite expansion 

from house to walls to land is collapsed by the adjective O,/$1(, which recalls the er!mos oikos 

with which forensic rhetoric is so concerned.129 Not just a single household, but the entire land 

was left empty, without heirs. Returning to the present time and place, to the courtroom where he 

is delivering this speech, Demosthenes calls on the glorious ancestors of the Athenian past, 

asking how they, if they regained consciousness, would vote at the trial of the men who had 

plotted the destruction of the Phocians.130 By making the present day Athenians accountable to 

their glorious ancestors, Demosthenes again reminds the jury that the opportunity to restore 

Athens to its former state is in their hands. 

 Not just the ancestors, but the gods themselves demand the punishment of Aeschines. 

The prayer spoken before the Assembly and Council met included a curse upon traitors, calling 
                                                
129 Cf. my discussion of the er!mos oikos at Chapter 1 n. 7. 

130 §66: 8J(> U( 1V( 1W&K!>, * +(%,&- .!/(#01', 81X- <,19)(1=- Y$P(, &? 5ET1'&( #WK!/K'(, Z[A1( \ 
9(N$/( !"K!#' <&,3 8P( #?8J]( 81; 81B8]( S5"!,1=; 
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for the utter destruction of themselves, their families, and their houses.131 This curse, also cited at 

Antiphon 5.11, emphasizes the absolute erasure of its object, targeting the individual, his family, 

and his physical place in the city.132 It is a fitting retribution for Aeschines’ part in the 

depopulation of Phocis, since he lied to the Athenian people about persuading Philip to save the 

Phocians, resettle Boeotia, and arrange matters on Athenian terms.133 The ramifications of 

Philip’s treachery and Aeschines’ lies are felt at the level of the oikos, the most intimate and 

vulnerable place, and thus the curse Demosthenes urges Athens to call on Aeschines responds in 

kind. Demosthenes warns the jury that they must vote against Aeschines, or else they will leave 

the courtroom and return home (!"#$%&), oath-breakers, themselves carrying the curse brought 

on by Aeschines’ bribe-taking.134 The curse on the house of Aeschines is like a miasma that will 

spread to all the houses of the city if unchecked by the jury. 

 Aeschines was not the only traitor. Philip had another agent, Philokrates, who had 

proposed the peace and, along with Aeschines, supported abandoning the Phocians. As a result 

of Hypereides’ prosecution of Philokrates by eisangelia (impeachment) earlier in 343, 

Philokrates admitting to taking bribes from Philip, then fled Athens and was sentenced to exile 

with the penalty of death if he returned to Athens.135 Demosthenes uses Aeschines’ association 

with Philokrates as proof that Aeschines, too, accepted bribes. His argument now draws on the 

house topos familiar from Against Aristokrates, On Organization, and the Olynthiacs: the idea 

that the house reveals the true nature of its inhabitant. Philokrates was flamboyant in advertising 

                                                
131 §71: '( )#&*(!+, &-.&/0’ )1234 5!+&6( $789( #$: ;<(!, #$: !=#*$(. 

132 Antiphon 5.11: 8!>8! %? %<!( /& %+!@A/$/0$+ BC#!( 89( @<;+/8!( #$: =/.DCA8$8!(, )123&+$( /$D8E #$: 
;<(&+ #$: !=#*F 8G /G )5$C2@&(!(, H @I( @I J33$ #$84;!CK/&+( )@!> L &=, $789( 89( MA(!(. 

133 §74: 5&5&+#N, OM4 P*3+55!( PQ#<$, /RS&+(, 8I( T!+Q8*$( !=#*S&+(, U@6( 8V 5CW;@$8’ !=#&6$ 5!+&6(. 

134 §220: U5?C X( !Y8!+ %&%QC!%!#Z#$/+( U@&6, 8I( [CV( #$: 8I( )5+!C#\$( !"#$%] [5&(^;#4/0&. 

135 MacDowell 2013: 21-22. 
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his ill-conceived wealth (§114): 

!"#$%&'()* +, +-.$. /+$#-01" 23&4 5+6. 7. (8 9:+; 2$##'%"*, <##= %3> 
791?%.@1. 5+6., 2@&$2A#B., $C%$9$+B., D39"16EF3" GHE%A. %I. +, 
J1"&$($.KFL 5+16*, M@#)0B., (N J&@E?$. %3(3##3((O+1.$* G3.1&B* 72> 
(36* (&32PQ3"*. 

Philokrates not only admitted it often before the Assembly, but also showed off to 
you, selling grain, house building, saying that he would go to Macedon even if 
you didn’t vote for him, importing wood, openly exchanging gold at the banks. 

Philokrates is exactly the kind of politician Demosthenes railed against in the Olynthiacs, one 

who advertises his greed and profligacy with a public confessions, threats of defection, and a 

grand house. Someone so committed to this life of corrupt luxury would have a difficult time 

finding honest friends. When Hypereides was impeaching Aeschines, Demosthenes stood and 

demanded that Philokrates’ co-conspirators disavow their own actions—he is certain the jury 

remembers (+.)+$.1R1F’) this.136 He takes Aeschines’ refusal to speak against Philokrates at 

that time as certain proof that Aeschines, too, was taking bribes. 

 Demosthenes continues to draw on the association of house and character. Comparing the 

Theban and Athenian ambassadors to Philip, he describes how the Thebans refused to take 

bribes. They asked that, instead of giving them money or gifts, Philip instead direct his 

generosity toward his dealings with their city. As a result, Philip’s policy favored the Thebans: 

he destroyed their enemies, the Phocians, and put several other Boeotian cities under their 

control (§§140-142). In contrast, the Athenian ambassadors who took Philip’s bribes brought 

destruction and shame on their city. Using similar language to the passage quoted above, 

Demosthenes describes how Aeschines and Philokrates grew rich at the expense of Athens and 

its allies (§145): 

(= +S. T##3 E"A2B 2H.FL, UEL V$&H%3FL 5+16*, $C%?3*, MW#3, 2@&$W*X <##L 
7. (Y (B. <2$#A#O(A. E@++HJA. JZ&[ %(\+3(3 %3> 01A&0?3" 23+2#)F16*, 

                                                
136 §117: (3](3 0=& +.)+$.1W1FL, /* 70^ $_+3". 
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!"#$%&'()" *+, ('#-,($, ./$01-" 2&31$4$,, ($5(6 47 891/:,; (&"'%$,(- 
*,<=. 

I make no mention of all the rest that you yourselves have seen, the houses, wood, 
grain. But they have property and a large number of farming estates in the land of 
our destroyed allies—Philokrates’ bring in a talent, and Aeschines’ thirty minas.  

Because the luxurious houses and trade ventures within the city are visible to everyone, there is 

no need for Demosthenes to dwell on them. The estates, built on the ashes of the homes of the 

Athenian allies, are the physical manifestation of Aeschines and Philokrates’ treachery. It is 

indeed strange and outrageous (4)>,$, %-? 1/@(#"$,) that the Athenians’ loss should be its 

ambassadors’ income, that the destruction of its allies, the expenditure of its money, and the 

sullying of its reputation should bring profit, trade, money and wealth to the ambassadors instead 

of the most extreme punishment.137 The Athens that Demosthenes constantly urges his audience 

to embody, the saviors of the Greeks, utterly failed to defend its allies; its internal enemies, the 

false ambassadors, are reaping the benefit of this failure. He calls in witnesses from Olynthus to 

corroborate the assertion that Aeschines and Philokrates have estates on land formerly belonging 

to defeated allies as a reminder that if Athens had followed Demosthenes’ policies earlier, 

Olynthus could have been saved and Philip kept away from Athens.138 

 Just as Olynthus was destroyed by Philip because of the Athenians’ delay, so too many 

other cities in the north fell because of the delaying tactics of Aeschines and Philokrates. While 

the second embassy was making its circuitous way to Pella, Philip was off conquering cities all 

over Thrace and the Chersonese. His later incursion against the Phocians meant that two of the 

                                                
137 §146: %-:($" 2A= $B 4)",3,, C D,4&)= EFG,-H$", %-? 1/I(#"$, (J= (A, K*)(I&L, 10**'/L, 10*M$&J= 
2&$134$0= ($H= 2&I1N)1" ($H= K*)(I&$"= O)O),P1F-", %-? (Q, -B(Q, )9&R,G, (S *+, T%2)*U'1; 23#)" (A, 
*+, 10**'/L, V#)F&$,, (A, 4+ %(G*'(L, W231(-1",, W,(? 4+ 43XG= -91/5,G, O)O),P1F-", (A, 4+ 
2&I1N)L, ($H= %-(J (P= 23#)L= (-Y(- 2&'X-1" 2&$134$0=, )B2$&:-=, %(R*-(-, 2#$Y($, W,(? (A, 
T1/'(L, W2$&"A, )9&O'1F-";  

138 In the same way, the anecdote Demosthenes narrates at §197 about the abuse the freeborn Olynthian woman, now 
enslaved, received at the hands of Aeschines and his colleague Phrynon is augmented by the fact that she is an 
Olynthian. Any reminder of the loss of Olynthus advertises the philanthropy of Demosthenes’ policies. 
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most strategically significant locations in the whole settled world (!"#!$%&'()) were under 

Philip’s control due to Aeschines’ betrayal—the pass at Thermopylae by land, and the strait of 

the Hellespont, important to the Black Sea grain trade, by sea.139 The appearance here of the word 

!"#!$%&'(, which is only found 6 times in Demosthenes’ work, recalls the thematic significance 

of houses in this speech—the houses razed by Philip, the houses raised by the ambassadors. 

Philip’s control of the Hellespont and Thermopylae threaten Athens at home, making it 

vulnerable to invasion by land and starvation by sea.  

 For an ambassador to cause a delay is unconscionable, Demosthenes argues. An 

ambassador is responsible not for ships, military strategy, weapons, and fortresses, but for 

speeches and timeliness.140 Just as speeches are the heart and soul of the democracy, timeliness is 

of far greater importance in a democracy than in an oligarchy or tyranny. Because of all the 

levels of social control that must be organized, to waste time in a democracy is not just to waste 

time but to ruin the city’s government.141 Demosthenes contrasts Aeschines’ delays and evasion 

with his own assiduous presence in the Assembly every time the embassy is being discussed, 

denouncing Aeschines and Philokrates.142 Calling back to his delineation of the five 

responsibilities of an ambassador, Demosthenes implies that even though he excused himself 

from the third embassy, he continues to carry out his responsibilities, unlike Aeschines who 

failed in every detail to fulfill his duties as ambassador. 

                                                
139 §180: #*+,!- ./! 01(2-%3,41!$) ,56!$) ,7) !"#!$%4'() !8.9 :' ;<) =6-.;+>*- ,? 65@;-, #*,A %B' C7' 
D$@E', =# F*@G,,() .B ,!H I@@(265',!$. 

140 §183: ;"2J CA1 !K 6142L;-) !8 ,1-M13' !8.B ,563' !8.9 N6@-,E' !8.9 O#1!65@;3' #/1-!- (!8.;J) CA1 
6142L;2- ,*H,9 =C0;-1+P;-), O@@A @5C3' #*J 015'3'. 

141 §186: N .Q ,!R) 015'!$) ,!/,!$) O'*-1E' ,7) !S* 6*19 T%U' =2,- 6!@-,;+*) !8 015'!$) O'V1(#;' !W,!), 
!X, O@@A ,A 61GC%*F9 Y6@E) OZV1(,*-. 

142 §207: !8#!H' =' 6G2*-) ,*U) =##@(2+*-), N2G#-) @5C!) C4C!'; 6;1J ,!/,3', #*J #*,(C!1!H',!) O#!/;,4 
%!$ #*J =@4C0!',!) O;J ,!/,!$). 
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 In order to protect himself from accusations that he is prosecuting Aeschines in order to 

disguise his own complicity in the corruption, Demosthenes positions himself as the only hope 

for the ailing city. He has noticed the people seeming weak and just waiting for terrible suffering 

to happen to them, not realizing that the city is wasting away in many awful ways.143 Aeschines 

and his men are openly showing support for Philip, and yet the city is blind and deaf to those 

fighting on its side.144 Without Demosthenes to advocate for it, he implies, the city would fall 

apart due to its indolence. 

 As a solution to the city’s problems, Demosthenes returns to the rhetoric of unity that was 

threaded through the Olynthiacs. He compares Philip, an individual man, with the collectivity of 

the Athenian people (§§227-228): 

!"#$%&' ()% *%, &+(,-, ./(0 123% ",4 5627% (8,% 9,%:4 ;6(< ",4 =->#$ :&?' 
@,6:A% #B 9&-&C%:,' ",4 (-.#$ :&?' :D%,%:8,, E(/% F0 *",.:&' 9G/:&% ()% 
&H:# :A% #B 9&-&C%:, :7% 9I>-% ,E:A% #B 9&-#$% JK#$:,- &H:# :A% ","/' 
","/'. 

He, I believe, has a single body and soul; he loves those who treat him well and 
hates those who do him ill with his whole heart. But each of you, first of all, does 
not consider those who benefit the city as benefitting yourself, nor those who treat 
it badly as treating yourself badly. 

Like Philip, the city of Athens is a sum of its parts. But until the people of Athens move past 

their petty distractions and work together to heal the city, Philip and the Macedonians have the 

advantage, being single-minded. Since he is working in the interest of the holistic well-being of 

the city, Demosthenes necessarily opposes those who are a threat to the unification of the city. If 

Demosthenes ever acted in company with Aeschines and the other corrupt ambassadors, it was 

before they showed their true colors. He has, since the second embassy, had no friendly intimacy 

                                                
143 §224: D%,9#9:3"I:#' L:#... (&- F&"#$:# ",4 9,;#$% D%,(M%#-% :N F#-%O... &PF) =G&%:8Q#-% :R' 9I>#3' 
9O>,- ",:N 9&>>&?' ",4 F#-%&?' :GI9&6' F-,=;#-G&(M%S'. 
144 §226: :&.,T:S% "3=I:S:, ",4 :&.&C:& ."I:&' 
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or interaction with them at all.145 The citizens loyal to Athens must be united in affection on the 

polis level, with no room for the followers of Philip. Even familial connections dwindle in the 

face of patriotic loyalty: if Aeschines’ brothers speak, the jury is instructed to recall that it is 

appropriate for his brothers to worry about Aeschines, and for themselves to think of the laws, 

the whole city, and the oaths they have sworn.146 The jury, representing the entire city, must act 

on behalf of the city as a unity. In this way, it will be strong, easily defeating the individual 

desires of Aeschines and his allies. 

 And yet, Aeschines’ behavior over the previous year has shown that even he himself is 

not a unified whole. His opposition to making peace with Philip disappeared during the second 

embassy, and moreover, during his prosecution of Timarchos, the principles of justice that he 

outlined are the same that Demosthenes could now apply to his prosecution of Aeschines.147 This 

inconsistency makes him unreliable: Demosthenes calls Aeschines out as a hypocrite, a liar, and 

an actor. The theatrical elements that orators occasionally incorporated into their speeches and 

performances reach a peak in the trials between Aeschines and Demosthenes.148 Aeschines was 

an actor before he became a politician, and his speech Against Timarchos (Aeschines 1) contains 

a large number of quotations from tragedy: Harris notes that “of all the Attic orators Aeschines is 

the one who is most addicted to reciting long passages of poetry.”149 In On the False Embassy, 

Demosthenes accuses Aeschines of conducting his trials like theatrical productions (§120: 

                                                
145 §236: !"#$ #%&#% '’ ()'*+ ,!(- ./01 #(2#(31 (45"6(+ ()'* 5(7+0+ 898(+"+. 

146 §239: ,5"6+: ,+;3!(<!"+(7 =#7 #(<#(71 !*+ #(<#(3 ./(>?5"7 @/(+#AB"7+, C!6+ '* #D+ +E!F+ 5%- =GH1 #I1 
.EG"F1 5%- .%/$ .J+#% #D+ =/5F+, (K1 %)#(- 5J;H>;: L!F!(5E#"1. 
147 §§241-242: M 8$/ N/A>F >O 'A5%7%, =#" PA!%/Q(+ R5/7+"1, #%)#$ '?.(3 #%&#% 5%- 5%#$ >(& ./(>?5"7 
#(61 SGG(71 4>Q<"7+. 

148 On theatrical performance in the speeches of Demosthenes and Aeschines, cf. North 1952, Perlman 1964, 
Easterling 1999, Ford 1999, Duncan 2006. 

149 Harris 1995: 28. 
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!"#$% &%'()*)); he warns the jury that when Aeschines delivers his defense he will behave 

like a tragic actor (§189: *%)+,&$-); and he reminds them that when Aeschines was an actor, he 

was the third actor (*%.*)+/01"*23), never the lead (§200, §247). How can his policy be trusted 

if he is always acting a part, and at that, not even the main character? 

 Demosthenes turns Aeschines’ quotations back on him—the passage of Hesiod that, in 

Aeschines’ speech, described the way rumors about Timarchos spread now describes Aeschines’ 

reputation for taking bribes; lines from Euripides about judging people based on the company 

they keep which once referred to Timarchos and his companions now call out Aeschines and 

Philokrates. Moreover, Aeschines quoted from plays in which he did not himself act, showing 

excessive effort or “putting on airs” in his preparations.150 What he ought to have done, 

Demosthenes argues, is to quote from Sophocles’ Antigone, in which Aeschines played the tyrant 

Creon. Demosthenes then has a passage read out loud from the Antigone in which Creon 

criticizes those who put personal relationship before their fatherland.151 Pointing out the many 

resonances between Creon’s speech and Aeschines’ situation, Demosthenes describes how 

Aeschines betrayed the city, disregarding its straight path, overturning and sinking it, and 

handing it over to its enemies.152 Using poetry to intensify his own themes and arguments, 

Demosthenes beats Aeschines at his own game, revealing the deception that is failing to act a 

familiar role.  

 The many poetic passages of this portion of the speech populate the courtroom with 

figures familiar from mythology, elevating the modern day situation to the larger-than-life levels 

                                                
150 Perlman 1964: 170. The quotations in Aeschines appear at 1.128 (unknown Euripidean tragedy), 129 (Hesiod’s 
Works and Days) 151 (Euripides’ Sthenoboea), and 152 (Euripides’ Phoenix). 

151 Antigone 182-183: 4)5 ($67809 :"*.3 ;0*5 *<3 )=*8> #?*%)3 / @6A80 08(67$.. 

152 §250: 8B&9 :#/3 C%DE #A$F"$*). #%8$6&$*8, ;AA9 ;0G*%$H$ 4)5 4)*G&I"$ 4)5 *J 4)D9 )B*J0 :#/3 K#5 
*8-3 KLD%8-3 M"*). #)%$"4$F)"$0. 
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of the mythical past. But in the context of this speech, deeply engaged as it is with the greatness 

of the Athenian past, the most important visitor to the courtroom is the semi-mythic ancestor of 

the Athenian democracy, Solon. Aeschines was the first to introduce Solon, when, in Against 

Timarchos, he referred to a statue of him as the model of s!phrosyne and imitated the statue’s 

pose. Demosthenes ridicules this posturing on the grounds that, first of all, the statue postdates 

Solon’s life by centuries and so could not possibly represent the clothing and attitude of the real 

Solon, and, secondly, Aeschines would have been far better off mimicking Solon’s politics than 

his clothing. With this, Demosthenes asks the clerk to read a lengthy passage from Solon’s 

elegies, known as the Eunomia.153   

 This poem describes the city of Athens, threatened by its greedy citizens and unjust 

leaders yet protected by Athena and defended, in time, by Justice. The spread of corruption is 

characterized as an inescapable wound (l. 19: !"#$% &'(#)$*), a public evil that penetrates into 

the private household (ll. 29-32): 

$+), -./012$* #3#4* 5678)32 $9#3-: ;#<1)=, 
 3>"82$2 -: 5): 5782* $?# @AB"$(12 AC632, 
DE."4* -: DFG6 !6#$% DFB6A$68*, 8H68 -G F<*),%, 
 8I #3J )2% '8CK,* @* /(7L M A3"</$(. 

Thus the public evil comes to each house, and the courtyard doors are no longer 
able to hold it back. It leaps over the high wall and it finds its target unerringly, 
even if they flee into the innermost corner of their bedroom. 

Solon’s description of the way public strife insinuates itself into private life mirrors 

Demosthenes’ domestic discourse: throughout this speech, like the Olynthiacs, the danger to the 

city is expressed through the rhetoric of home. Houses reflecting the ethos of the city and its 

politicians, the native examples of the Athenian past serving as a domestic model for present 

behavior, the emphasis on the destroyed homelands of the allies and the houses being built at 

                                                
153 On the quotation from Solon in Demosthenes 19, cf. Rowe 1972, Carey 2015. On this poem (fr. 4 West), cf. 
Bowra 1938, Vlastos 1946, Halberstadt 1955, Jaeger 1966, Almeida 2003, Irwin 2005, Noussia-Fantuzzi 2010. 
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their expense, and the danger to the polis posed by the intimate friendship between Aeschines 

and Philip—these are the ways Demosthenes uses the home feeling to effect his goal of 

persuading the jury. The poem by Solon underlines this threat with its creeping inward motion. 

The d!mosion kakon comes first to the house (!"#$%&), then through the courtyard door, then 

over the wall and into the innermost recess of the private chamber. Like the Thirty’s tripartite 

penetration into Lysias’ house, Solon’s d!mosion kakon aims at the heart of the house, the most 

intimate and private place. The public threat, like Aeschines’ curse at §220, comes at the people 

through their houses.154  

 As the speech approaches its conclusion, Demosthenes revisits his themes of house and 

time, anchoring the speech in the here and now while extending the repercussions of the court’s 

decision geographically and temporally. The house is the central pivot from which political life 

radiates. As a political symbol, it evokes both vulnerability, and the possibility of strength 

through unity. That is, the house is both a self-contained unit and a part of a whole. From the 

house, meaningful space expands outward first to the city, and then to the inhabited world 

(oikoumen!). If the Athenians fail to extrapolate the home feeling from the individual to the 

collective, they fail to grasp the atomic nature of the oikos within the polis. In the same way, the 

trial is a fulcrum moment, where the jury can choose to behave justly, as they always have, or to 

start a new habit and betray the city. Demosthenes repeatedly calls on the jury to remember that 

they are not only judges for the present day, but lawmakers for the extent of future time.155 He 

emphasizes the particular importance of the present trial, which could put a stop to the Philip 

                                                
154 Rowe 1972 addresses the criticism made by Wilamowitz and Jaeger (and later MacDowell (2000: 312)) that only 
the first 16 lines of the elegy are relevant to Demosthenes’ speech, arguing that Demosthenes’ engagement with the 
metaphor of disease at various points in the speech reflects the poem’s later stanzas, also pointing out that in both 
Solon’s poem and Demosthenes’ speech slavery is the outcome of corruption. He does not note the significance of 
the house, which, I argue, is the one of the most resonant connections between the speech and the poem.   

155 §232: !' ()*!* #+,*&-& -!.-!/0 -1(&+!*, !2, 3445 #$6 *)(!* -,7&879 &:0 ;<$*-$ -=* (&-5 -$>-$ ?+)*!*. 
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craze (§260: !"#$%&'&) that is spreading like a disease (§259, §262: ()*"%&) across Greece 

(§258): 

+##, -&. /0&-1234%5(26 78('& '9( :%712*;5( <14(2( 5=*5#;5>( 5=6 
'202?'2( @7A-'&0 -&014(, B( C 'D( B704('E( F(5-&, 5= %"/5(96 G##23, 2H< 
2I4( 'J 2H/J +*K&#L6 @%>( /5/E12/2-"-4'& '2?'2( +;M2( BN*&0O +5. %L( 
P81, Q G(/156 R;"(&>20, 712*S-50 %0*5>( -&. -2#8!50( '2T6 712/4'&6 -&. 
/E12/4-236, %8#0*'& /L (?( B7. -&012? '2?'2 PU(20'J V( -&. 78('&6 
WK5#S*505( +(;1X7236 -20(Y. 

Because he evaded every trial prior to this occasion, he has now been compelled 
to come into court on such an occasion in which, for the sake of the future if 
nothing else, it is not possible nor safe for you to let this bribe-taker go 
unpunished. For it has always been your duty, men of Athens, to hate and punish 
those who betray and take bribes, and to do so now would be especially timely 
and would benefit all people in common.  

In the past ('9( :%712*;5( <12(2(), Aeschines employed a series of delaying tactics to put off 

this trial, including his prosecution of Timarchos. These delays turn out to have been 

providential. The present moment is the precise opportunity ('202?'2( -&01)() to punish 

Aeschines and draw attention to his crimes, emulating the appropriate behavior of Athenian 

juries for all times (+5Z). The moment, kairos, is now (%[#0*'& (?().  

 And, as with all opportunities, the need to act is immediate. Demosthenes warns the jury 

not to wait to pay attention to his message until it is no longer relevant.156 The allusion to the last 

time the Athenians delayed following Demosthenes’ advice, at first oblique, becomes 

immediately overt. The sufferings of the Olynthians is a vibrant and clear model (§263: 

B(&1PU6…-&. *&KL6 7&18/50P%&) of what happens when corruption is unchecked—not to 

mention when Demosthenes’ advice is not followed. The Olynthians had been strong and 

successful, the head of the Chalkidian league, but their luck changed when some of their leaders 

began to take bribes (§§265-266):  

/E12/2-5>( \1]&('4 '0(56, -&. /0J +^5#'51_&( 2` 72##2_, %N##2( /L /0, 

                                                
156 §262: *-275>;J a7E6 %b '"(0-&?'J 5c #UP5*;&0 /4]50 ', (?( 5=1"%U(&, a'J 2H/J a '0 <1b 7205>( F]5'5. 
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!"#$"%&'(, $)*$)"+ ,-#$)$./)"+ 012#'($) $3( 4,5/ '4$3( 6718($9(, :'; 
<'#=.(>+ ?5( @/7A7 $B( )C:&'( $)D+ E: F':7!)(&'+ !)=7D#- G*6)-+, 
HI=":/J$>+ !5 K)L+ M$/7N7 ,)66O+ $-?B( )I!7(; !)*+, P$7/)+ !. $-+ Q:7( 
M%9( ,/8K'$', R66)+ !. $-+ S,,)"+, )T !5 ,)66); :'; :'=U V( $'L$U E1&1(7$) 
)I% W,9+ X/1&Y)($) Z :)6JY7-( [G&)"( $)\+ $'L$' ,)-)L($'+, ]66U 
],.K67,)(, EY26)"(, E$&?9(, R(!/'+ 01)L($). 

Some of them started to take bribes, and the populace, whether because of 
stupidity or, more likely, misfortune, thought the bribe-takers more reliable than 
the politicians speaking on people’s behalf, and then Lasthenes roofed his house 
in wood given by the Macedonians, Euthykrates kept several cows that he had 
paid nothing for, one person came back with sheep and another with horses. But 
the populace, to whose disadvantage these things were happening, were 
nevertheless not angry, nor did they think these people should be punished. 
Instead, they gazed at them, they envied, them, they honored them, they thought 
them real men. 

These symptoms of corruption, the adulation of wealth and glory over modesty and public 

generosity, are epitomized by the building of houses with ill-begotten funds. Throughout his 

career, Demosthenes warned against politicians who build imposing houses. Now, by comparing 

the fate of Olynthus with the present situation at Athens, it is possible to anticipate a similar 

outcome.  

 Moving away from Olynthus and back home to Athens, Demosthenes reflects that Athens 

is in the best possible position for dealing with traitors because of its glorious past (§269):  

M#$- !U 4?D(, ^ R(!/7+ _=>('D)-, ,7/; $)`$9( ?a()-+ $3( ,b($9( 
](=/c,9( )C:7d)-+ %/e#='- ,'/'!7d1?'#-, :'; $)\+ ,/)1a()"+, )f+ 
E,'-(7D$7 !-:'d9+, M/1g ?-?7D#='-.  

It is possible, men of Athens, for you alone of all people to use native examples 
and to act in imitation of your ancestors, whom you are right to praise. 

Just as at On Organization 21 and Olynthiacs 3.3, Demosthenes here appeals to homeland 

paradigms as models for present decisions and future behavior. The use of native examples 

reflects the significance of memory in this speech: the deeds of the ancestors are part of the 

collective Athenian consciousness, innate and automatic. There is no need to introduce outside 

information, just to remind the jury of what it already knows (§276: E,-?(>#=2#)?'-). These 
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inborn memories allow the Athenians to emulate their ancestors through a kind of trans-

generational muscle memory, replicating their actions step by step.157 Memory, again, overlays 

past and present, revealing a pathway out of the current troubles that depends only on the jury’s 

willingness to live up to the legacy of their ancestors.  

 Drawing on shared memories, Demosthenes brings up example after example of traitors 

who were justly punished by the Athenian ancestors, including the mid-fifth century politician 

Kallias. Kallias had been instrumental in negotiating a peace treaty with the King of Persia in 

449.158 According to Demosthenes, nobody would be able to say that the city made a better peace 

treaty either before or after.159 And yet, when the Athenian people found out that Kallias had 

taken bribes, they nearly put him to death and, as it was, fined him fifty talents. The analogy is 

clear: Kallias helped forge a peace treaty that was unprecedentedly advantageous for the city, yet 

he was punished for his treachery. Aeschines, in contrast, negotiated a very poor peace and yet 

the jury holds back from punishing him (§275):  

!"#$% &', ( )*&+#% ,-.*/$01, 23* /423* #5+6*.* 70+/892#%, 2: ";* 2<* 
=>""?@A* 2<* !"#2B+A* 2#C@. 8/-D+.8>$/*, 2:% &; 2<* E+B=F#A* 058C/% 
0580&0"0G=/*, 8/H 2: ";* 2I% E9J#A% 826"/2' KLD+."B*.*, 20M201% &' N 
".&' O*/+ PJE1=/* EQE02# 82.=/"B*.*, 048 /420H 20M20>% KE#82#C*/2#, 
KJJ: 8/2.R9+0> E+0=&#$=-#. 

But you, men of Athens, having seen that the same peace has simultaneously torn 
down the walls of your allies and built up the houses of the ambassadors, has 
robbed the city of its possessions while bestowing upon the traitors more than 
they could ever have dreamed of, you don’t kill them yourselves, but rather you 
leave it to a prosecutor. 

The ruined walls of the betrayed allies are juxtaposed against the expanding houses of the 

traitorous ambassadors; in this way, Demosthenes brings together two different applications of 

                                                
157 §273: *0"CSA 20C*>* !"T%, ( )*&+#% ,-.*/$01, 04 8/-' U* 21 "9*0* 20V% E+0R9*0>% "1"0>"B*0>% W+-<% 
X* E01#$*, KJJ: 8/H 8/2: E?*-' Y=' ZE+/220* [L#\I%. 
158 MacDowell 2000: 320-322 discusses the controversial historicity of the peace treaty and Kallias’ punishment. 

159 §274: 8/JJCA 2/M2.% #5+6*.* 0]2# E+92#+0* 0]-' ^=2#+0* 04&#H% X* #5E#$* Z@01 E#E01."B*.* 23* E9J1*. 
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the home feeling. Previously in Demosthenes’ rhetoric, the imposing houses of modern 

politicians signified the corruption and greed of contemporary Athenians in comparison with 

their noble and selfless ancestors. More specifically, Philokrates’ house and Aeschines’ and 

Philokrates’ estates in the north represented their bribe-taking, like the house of Lasthenes the 

Olynthian. Private houses are built up at the expense of the private good. The razed houses of the 

Phocians, on the other hand, function as a physical reminder of the result of the Athenians’ 

apathy and neglect of their allies. Brought together, these house topoi characterize the peace 

treaty with Philip as a threat that hits dangerously close to home.  

  As a result of the Athenians’ laziness, the focus of the Greek world has shifted away: in 

the past, what happened in Athens was of great interest to those outside the city, but now Athens 

pays more attention to everyone else than to its own business. The city is blind and deaf to those 

working on its behalf from within (§226), but it peers and eavesdrops (§288: !"#$#%&'() "*+ 

,'*"#-!'#%&'()) on the goings-on of the world outside. The Athenians’ interest in Philip, as if 

he is a celebrity and not a threat, is a symptom of their apathy. Demosthenes fears Philip less 

than the Athenians’ loss of spirit, the fact that their capacity to hate and punish the unjust is 

dead—he would have no worries about Philip if the city were healthy.160 The metaphor of health 

and disease again puts Demosthenes in the position of a healer at a sickbed, a doctor making a 

house call. His prescription is unity, returning order to the citizen body. Calling on an oracle, he 

urges the people to act as one (§§298-299):  

"*+ '.& $/01& !-&23(1& 45!+& 6 7*&'(8*, 9$:) ;& 78*& <&=75& >3:!1& 
?$*&'() "*+ 7. '#@) A3BC#@) 6D#&.& $#1E!1.... ?$*!1 '#8&-& 71F <&=7G 
$*C*"(0(H('*1 "#0IJ(1& '#K) L$5C('5"/'*) '1 '#@) A3BC#@) M N(H), 6 
O1=&5, $I&'() #P B(#8. 

                                                
160 §289: A<Q DR #S D2D#1"R (T U801$$#) JV, W00R (T 'X) $/0(:) '2B&5"( 'Y '#K) WD1"#%&'*) 71!(@& "*+ 
'17:C(@!B*1. #SDZ 4#[(@ 7( U801$$#), ;& '\ $*CR L7@& L<1*8&G. 
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The oracle calls for the city to hold together, so that all will have a single mind 
and not bring pleasure to the enemies.... Zeus, Dione, all the gods call upon all of 
you to punish with a single mind those who serve the enemies in any way at all. 

The idea of uniting under a single mind (!"# $%&!'), drawing on Demosthenes’ earlier 

description of Philip at §227, would be a corrective to the Athenians’ tendency to separate their 

own interests from the city’s. Once every individual element of the complex organism of the city 

is aimed in the same direction, then Athens can face Philip without fear. 

 By realigning their energies and refocusing on Athens as a singular entity, the Athenians 

will be able to feel justified anger at Philip and Aeschines, representing respectively the enemies 

from outside (()*+,%) and the traitors from within ((%-.+,%).161 This formulation, projecting the 

inward and outward trajectories of enmity, unifies the city as a unit comprised of an interior and 

exterior. The interior is the place for action with a single mind, joining together against the threat 

from without. Any irregularity from within is extremely dangerous to the entire city (§300): 

(/0 /.1%2% 34% 567 5%+8*61%.2 9.$0:!.; /.;/7 <-.0 /0=, >/0 6?%/*% 
@A+8B/#/.% 3#C D.E,8F/#/.% /G /G% 68.,:/'3B/7 @H% .I3,J.% $1$%,:+#0 
/.J= !K /L% #M/L% @60+2!.;:0 /N -O!P. 

Still more, anyone can see using human logic that the most inimical and terrifying 
thing of all would be to allow someone in a position of power within the people to 
have an intimate friendship with those who do not desire the same things as the 
people. 

The union of Athens within the city should be characterized as household intimacy, oikeiot!s. 

For a leading politician to have an intimate friendship (.I3,J.%) with someone hostile to the city 

constitutes a threat to the collective.  

 Aeschines has proven he is no longer part of the family. Even if he tries to kindle the 

home feeling by bringing his children before the jury to summon their empathy, Demosthenes 

warns the jury to see through this trick, to think rather of the children of the allies and what they 

                                                
161 §299: ()*+,% .Q @60E.29,R.%/,=, (%-.+,% .Q :2!68?//.%/,= 
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have suffered due to Aeschines’ policies—and to think of their own children, how the peace 

treaty, with its progeny policy, has deprived them, too, of hope.162 The treaty’s capacity to extend 

through time reflects backwards, as well. When Aeschines urged the Assembly to forget their 

ancestors (§15: !"#$ #%& '(!)*&+& ,-./ -$-&01234 56!4 , §311: -7 '(!)*&+& -$-&01234, 

§313: #!8#+& 9:1;<&=/ ,-./ !>? @A -$-&01234), he condemned the Athenians of the past to 

oblivion. Without the ancestors’ deeds at Marathon and Salamis, there would not be a Greek 

world to speak of, and yet Aeschines’ speech despoiled and demolished their accomplishments.163 

 Through the course of On the False Embassy, Demosthenes develops the themes from his 

earlier speeches, now making Aeschines the accomplice to the Athenians’ indolence, its greatest 

threat. Drawing on the past and projecting into the future, Demosthenes calls upon the jury to 

remember the examples of the past, the character of the ancient Athenians, when making the 

decision about how to move into the future. Citizens in the present day are isolated within their 

oikoi to the detriment of the city, they are misdirecting their affection—as Aristotle theorized, 

affection within the oikos teaches citizens to feel responsible for the polis. Athens is infected by 

disease eating away at its civic unity through laziness, greed, and an insufficient fear of Philip’s 

power.164 Demosthenes draws on Solon’s Eunomia as a model: Solon’s Athens, too, suffered 

from the disease of individual wealth and corruption, and the greed of the ruling class brought 

the city to stasis. In Solon’s poem, the public evil insinuates itself into the private home of each 

citizen; in Demosthenes’ speech, corruption manifests itself in the grand houses of the 

                                                
162 §310: ,-$B/ 5C @&2D-$B12C, E F&5($/ 54?31#3<, '(G/ -H& #I #!8#!D '345<3, J#4 '!KK%& 1D--L;+& 
,-$#6(+& ?3M N<K+& '3B5$/ OK%&#34 ?3M '#+;!M '$(46(;!&#34 5$4&I '$'!&2*#$/ 54I #!P#!&, !Q/ @K$$B& 
'!KKR -.KK!& ,-B& FS4!& T #!U/ #!P V54?=?*#!/ ?3M '(!5*#!D '3#(*/, ?3M J#4 #!U/ ,-$#6(!D/ '3B53/ 
!W#!4, “?3M #!B/ @))*&!4/” '(!1)(LX3&#$/ $:/ #7& $:(Y&=&, ?3M #%& @K'<5+& O'$1#$(Y?314. 
163 §313: #I #%& '(!)*&+& Z()3 1DKY13/ ?3M 54318(3/ #R K*)[. 

164 It is not just Athens that is infected; at §259, Demosthenes describes a &\1=-3…5$4&G& @-']'#+?$& $:/ #7& 
^KK_53, implying that Athens must be the physician liberating the entire Greek world from the disease of Philip’s 
influence.   
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treacherous ambassadors (§114, §145, §265, §275), the razed houses of the allies (§65, §275), 

Aeschines’ fraudulent promises that the allied cities would be resettled (§21, §74, §325), and 

Philip’s expansion across the inhabited world (§145). Individual houses are a symbol of the 

Athenian people’s detachment from the community, their unwillingness to get out and fight 

Philip (§20, §43, §50). And yet, by following the native examples of their ancestors (§269), by 

putting aside their individual selfishness and acting for the common good (§228, §258, §§298-

299), the Athenian people can come together as a community—it is the only way to defeat 

Philip. Through the use of house topoi, Demosthenes calls on the jury to redirect its energy and 

attention from their individual oikoi to the city as a single entity, a polis-wide oikos comprising 

every inhabitant of Athens. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 For all his efforts, Demosthenes was ultimately unsuccessful in his prosecution of 

Aeschines, who was acquitted, narrowly, by thirty votes.165 However, over the next several years, 

Demosthenes became a more and more influential politician while Aeschines’ popularity 

declined.166 Aeschines’ faith in Philip’s promises, while perhaps not motivated by bribery, still 

turned out to have been misplaced. None of the benefits that Aeschines had assured the 

Assembly were forthcoming ever manifested, and in 340 Philip began besieging Byzantium, a 

city that was strategically important to Athens due to its location on the Black Sea trade route. 

Athens took Philip’s military action as a provocation, and the stele on which the peace treaty of 

                                                
165 MacDowell 2000: 22. 

166 Harris 1995: 121. 
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Philokrates was recorded was destroyed.167  

 In early 338, Philip seized the town of Elatea, a Phocian city near the border of Boeotia. 

From there, he invited Thebes to join him in attacking Athens. When the Athenians learned of 

this, they held an emergency meeting at which Demosthenes proposed joining forces with the 

Thebans, Athens’ longstanding rival, against Philip.168 The proposal was passed, and 

Demosthenes traveled to Thebes, where the Macedonians and Demosthenes both spoke before 

the assembled Thebans. Demosthenes warned the Thebans to learn from Athens’ mistake and not 

to believe Philip’s promises; Thebes then voted to ally with Athens against Macedonia. The 

Thebans and Athenians joined forces with several other Greek cities to keep the Macedonians 

from advancing through Boeotia and into Attica. In the summer of 338, the allied Greeks faced 

the Macedonians at the Battle of Chaeronea. Despite all of Demosthenes’ efforts leading up to 

the battle, Philip won the battle and supremacy over Greece.169  

 Because Demosthenes had so vehemently opposed Philip and advocated the policies that 

lead to the Battle of Chaeronea, he was chosen to deliver the funeral oration for the Athenians 

who were killed in the battle.170 Shortly after the battle, Philip gathered ambassadors from across 

the Greek world in Corinth, where they were required to swear allegiance to each other and to 

Philip. This alliance, called the League of Corinth, was ratified in 337. In 336, Philip was 

assassinated and his son Alexander became king of Macedonia.171 The League of Corinth was 

reinstituted under Alexander’s leadership. In 335 the Thebans revolted; the Macedonians 

                                                
167 Cawkwell 1978: 136-137, Harris 1995: 124-125, MacDowell 2009: 367, Worthington 2013: 234-235. 

168 Demosthenes dramatically describes his address to the Assembly at 18.169-178. 

169 Cawkwell 1978: 145-149, Worthington 2013: 249-254. 

170 The funeral oration is preserved as the 60th speech in Demosthenes’ corpus. Dionysius denied its authenticity but 
modern scholars attribute its irregularities to the constraints of the funeral oration genre (MacDowell 2009: 377). 

171 Cawkwell 1978: 170-181, MacDowell 2009: 377-378, Worthington 2013: 262-274. 
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besieged Thebes, annihilated its population, and razed the city to the ground. Aside from a 

Spartan uprising in 330 that was quickly checked, no other Greek state rebelled until after 

Alexander’s death in 323.172   

 In the same year as Philip’s death, 336, a supporter of Demosthenes named Ctesiphon 

proposed to the Council that Demosthenes be presented a gold crown for his services to the city; 

Aeschines blocked this proposal with a graph! paranom"n. Perhaps because of the uncertainty 

resulting from Philip’s death, the case was not brought to trial until 330. By this time, 

Alexander’s military successes had made his hegemony secure, rendering Demosthenes’ anti-

Macedonian policies irrelevant.173 I conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of the two 

speeches that make up this trial, Aeschines’ Against Ctesiphon and Demosthenes’ On the Crown. 

As the culmination not only of Demosthenes’ career but also of Athenian rhetoric, these 

speeches each contain moments that epitomize the power of the rhetoric of home when it is 

deployed in civic contexts, linking the individual home feeling with the patriotic collectivity. 

 Aeschines uses his prosecution of Ctesiphon for making an illegal proposal—awarding 

Demosthenes a crown while he was still engaged in public service and had not yet passed his 

euthynai, and proposing that the crown be awarded in the theater rather than in the Council or the 

Assembly—as a framework for his attack on Demosthenes’ reputation.174 His accusations against 

Demosthenes focus on the negotiations over the Peace of Philokrates and the events leading up 

to the Battle of Chaeronea, constituting an essential summary of Demosthenes’ career. In his 

speech, Aeschines picks up on Demosthenes’ preoccupation with the themes of home and 

                                                
172 Harris 1995: 140-141, Worthington 2013: 279-291. 

173 Harris 1995: 142. 

174 Harris 1994: 130-152 and 1995: 142-148 analyzes the legal aspects of Aeschines’ speech, concluding that, on 
legal grounds, his argument is weaker than Demosthenes’. 
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temporality. He begins by praising the days of Solon, when the oldest, most experienced citizens 

were the first to speak in public. In contrast, in the present day honest men are threatened with 

impeachment by corrupt politicians who consider the constitution (!"#$%&'()) not as commonly 

held (*"$)+)), but rather as their own possession (,-'() (.%/)).175 Twisting Demosthenes’ 

language of community and his characterization of the constitution, Aeschines claims that the 

only part of the democratic constitution remaining is the prosecution for illegal motions (graph! 

paranom"n).176 Each prosecution of a graph! paranom"n, like the one Aeschines is currently 

prosecuting, casts a vote for free speech (parrh!sia).177 As long as the laws are upheld, the 

democracy is maintained—in this way the Solonian laws can be protected from the modern 

politicians who seek to undercut them and a continuity can be forged between the idealized past 

and the degraded present.178 As in Demosthenes’ speeches, Aeschines engages with the past as a 

way of generating communal identity, urging the jury to extend that identity into the future by 

voting in his favor.  

 In forging this communal identity, Aeschines expresses deep concern with the character 

of its members, particularly Demosthenes. After summarizing the legal justifications for the case, 

Aeschines turns to the real reason for bringing the lawsuit—to discredit the portion of 

Ctesiphon’s proposal that called for a herald to address the Greek people in the theater and tell 

them the people of Athens are crowning Demosthenes for his virtue and bravery because he 

                                                
175 3.3: %"0%") "1 %2) !"#$%&3() "4*5%$ *"$)6), 7##8 ,-3() (.%/) 9:";<&)"$, 7!&$#"0=$) &,=(::&#&>)… 

176 §5: ?) .!"#&3!&%($ <5@"A %BA !"#$%&3(A, &C %$ *7:D %E:FG)H :$:)I=*H), (1 %/) !(@()J<H) :@(K(3. 

177 §6: =(K/A L*(=%"A M!$=%G=NH, O%$ O%() &,=3P &,A -$*(=%6@$") :@(K2) !(@()J<H) -$*G=H), M) %(;%P %Q 
9<5@R <5##&$ %2) SBK") K5@&$) !&@T %BA U(E%"0 !(@@V=3(A. 

178 Hogden 2007 discusses Aeschines’ appeals to the past in this speech. 
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consistently says and does what is best for the people.179 Aeschines is outraged at the compliment 

and uses this as an excuse to launch a vituperation of Demosthenes’ past actions, both private 

and public. He cautions the jury against giving too much credence to preconceived notions, to 

“the false opinions they bring from home.”180 Like Demosthenes, he cautions against putting 

private interests over the common good, but his rejection of the home contradicts Demosthenes’ 

message that the Athenians’ greatness is derived from the home as well. Point by point, 

Aeschines counters Demosthenes’ version of the events leading up to the peace treaty of 346, 

representing Demosthenes as a pro-Macedonian flatterer. 

 From the ratification of the peace treaty, Aeschines turns to the death of Philip. It was 

especially at this juncture, he insists, that Demosthenes’ actions betrayed his antisocial character. 

When Demosthenes found out about Philip’s death, he dressed in white and told the people he 

had received a vision from the gods, cutting short the period of mourning for his daughter, who 

had died a week earlier. Aeschines hones in on the implications of Demosthenes’ public behavior 

(3.78): 

!"# $% &' ()*&+,-." /012(345, 6778 &'0 &9:;$0 <=1&>45. ? @89 
.2*A&1!0$B !"# ;"&C9 ;$0-9'B $%! D0 ;$&1 @E0$2&$ (-."@5@'B ,9-*&AB, 
$%(F ? &8 GH7&"&" !"# $I!12A&"&" *J."&" .C *&E9@50 $%(E;$K' L.MB ;19# 
;$77$N ;$2O*1&"2 &$PB 677$&9H$)B, $%(E @1 ? I(HQ ;$0-9'B $%! R0 @E0$2&$ 
(-.$*HQ ,9-*&AB, $%(' S*&2B <*&#0 $T!$2 G"N7$B, $%(E;$&' U0 <0 
V"!1($0HQ !"7'B !6@"KAB· $% @89 &'0 &9A;$0, 6778 &'0 &A;$0 
.1&O77"=10. 

I don’t mean to criticize his misfortune, but rather to interrogate his character. A 
man who hates his child and is a neglectful father could never be a good 
politician; a man who does not love the dearest and most intimate of persons 
could never care about you, who are not related to him; a man who is an evil 
person in private be a good one in public; and a man who is bad at home could 

                                                
179 §49: “!"# &'0 !W9)!" 60"@$91+120 <0 &X K1>&9Y ;9'B &$PB Z77-0"B, S&2 *&1G"0$[ "%&'0 ? (\.$B ? 
]K-0"350 691&\B ^01!" !"# 60(9"@"K3"B,” !"# &' ._@2*&$0` “S&2 (2"&171[ !"# 7_@50 !"# ;9>&&50 &8 
D92*&" &X (W.Y.” 

180 §59: a1)(1[B $T!$K10 (:="B b,$0&1B, §60: c!$)*20 $T!$K10 &$2"+&-0 b,$0&1B &C0 (:="0 
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never be honorable in Macedonia. For he changes not his character but his 
location. 

Aeschines directs his censure not only at Demosthenes’ public persona but also at his private life, 

claiming that one’s relationship with one’s own household is the most accurate test of character. 

The deceased daughter, the most intimate of persons (!"#$%&'('( )*+('(), should have kept 

Demosthenes’ focus at home.181 The fact that he broke off his mourning to appear in public 

shows that he is, at heart, an evil man. His behavior at home (!,#!%) is what makes him a bad 

politician.182 In contrast to Demosthenes’ insistence that the entire city be joined in affection, 

Aeschines isolates the family from the city, calling those who do not belong to the family unit 

foreign (-..!'/0!12). The difference between Aeschines’ critique of a politicians’ behavior at 

home (!,#!%) and Demosthenes’ castigation of the Athenians who chose to remain home (+34$%4 

!,#!%) instead of fighting on behalf of their home is that Aeschines does not encourage the 

Athenians to join at the collective level, only to be virtuous at the level of the oikos. 

  Demosthenes, in his response, On the Crown, (Demosthenes 18), specifically addresses 

Aeschines’ accusation of his deficiencies at home.183 After doubling down on his criticisms of 

Aeschines and reiterating his own good deeds, Demosthenes responds to Aeschines’ command 

that the jury disregard the opinions they brought from home, denouncing this request as 

                                                
181 Aeschines’ use of the vulnerable bodies and private places topos I discuss in Chapter 3 attempts to twist its effect 
from sympathetic to accusatory. 

182 This sentiment is one Aeschines expresses elsewhere, at Aeschines 1.30 ('54 67/ '84 "90(4 !"#0(4 #(#:2 
!"#;)(4'(, #(< '7 #!%47 '=2 >&.$?2 >(/(>.@)0?2 A6;)('! 9%(B;)$%4) and 153 ('72 #/0)$%2…C@)% 
>!%$D)B(%, E#$D)$ ->!F.3>?4, >:2 '54 #(BG A+3/(4 F0!4 HI J #/%4&+$4!2, #(< K4'%4( '/&>!4 9%!%#$D '84 
L(1'!M !"#0(4, N2 >(/(>.@)0?2 (O'54 #(< '7 '=2 >&.$?2 9%!%#;)!4'(). Cf. also Plato Protagoras, where 
Protagoras promises to teach Hippokrates to keep his house in order and become a powerful politician (318e-319a: 
'5 9P +QB@+Q E)'%4 $OF!1.R( >$/R '$ ':4 !"#$R?4 K>?2 S4 T/%)'( '84 (U'!M !"#R(4 9%!%#!D, #(< >$/< ':4 
'=2 >V.$?2, K>?2 '7 '=2 >V.$?2 914('W'('!2 S4 $,@ #(< >/Q''$%4 #(< .X6$%4). 

183 On this speech, Demosthenes’ best known and most studied, a select bibliography: Goodwin 1901, Rowe 1966, 
Sealey 1993, Harris 1994, Yunis 2001, 2005a, and 2007, MacDowell 2009, Worthington 2013. 
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sophistry.184 He gives the people credit for their own opinions. Agreeing with Aeschines’ claim 

that a politician’s character is revealed by a disjuncture between public and private life, 

Demosthenes argues that it is pursuing the same policies as the masses and loving and hating the 

same people as the fatherland does that makes a good politician.185 Instead of responding 

specifically to Aeschines’ accusation about his daughter’s funeral, he draws a connection from 

the private to the public by pointing out that when Athens chose a speaker to give the funeral 

oration over those who died at Chaeronea, it was not Aeschines but Demosthenes himself whom 

the people chose (because the speaker should mourn (!"#$%&'(#) in his soul, not speak with the 

voice of an actor).186 This, his speech implies, is what shows the truth about the character of the 

homeland community (§288): 

)*+ , -.# /0-)1 )2341, )5 /. 36# 3'3'%'"378934# :$3;<'1 8$= >/'%?)= )5 
@:A 3)B /C-)" 39DE $5<'D;#3'1 F:= 3G1 3$?G1 H%%41 :41, >%%G /;)# :)I'(# 
$*3)J1 3A :'<K/'I:#)# L1 :$<E )M8'I)3N3O 36# 3'3'%'"378934#, P!:'< 
3H%%E 'Q4D' &K&#'!D$I, 3)B3E F:)K7!$# :$<E F-)K. 'M89341R &;#'I -.# &G< 
S8$!3)1 T8N!3O -U%%)# )M8'()1 V# F-)B, 8)I#W /. :U!I# )*/'=1 F&&"3;<4. 

It’s not the case that the people appointed me in this way, while the fathers and 
brothers of the dead who were chosen by the people to arrange the funeral did so 
in some other manner, but since it is customary for the dinner to be held at the 
house of the one most closely related to the dead, they had it at my house—and 
reasonably so, since by family each of them was more related to each other than 
to me, but in community nobody was closer to all of them than me.  

Through this speech, Demosthenes shows that membership in the civic community is equivalent 

to membership in an oikos, with all the appropriate expressions of loyalty and affection that 

family requires. He has consistently represented his actions as in accord with this community, 

elevating the home feeling from the private to the civic.  

 In each of the speeches discussed in this chapter, the home feeling is evoked not at the 
                                                
184 18.227: !)?XY'3$I 8$= ?7!= :<)!Z8'I# [1 -.# )Q8)D'# \8'3’ ]+)#3'1 /^_71 :'<= `-6# >-'%0!$I. 
185 §§280-281: 3A 3$*3G :<)$I<'(!D$I 3)(1 :)%%)(1 8$= 3A 3)J1 $*3)J1 -I!'(# 8$= ?I%'(# )2!:'< a# ` :$3<K1. 
186 §287: -7/. 3W ?4#W /$8<b'I# @:)8<I#9-'#)# 3c# F8'K#4# 3b+7#, >%%G 3W d"+W !"#$%&'(#. 
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household level but at the citywide level. Like Thucydides’ Plataeans and Aristotle’s atomic 

model of citywide loyalty, Demosthenes’ Athens is most successful when the emotional 

connection between an individual and his house is redirected to the level of the polis. For 

Demosthenes, seeing the people of Athens remaining at home instead of going to war, seeing 

their allies’ houses destroyed without being resettled, disregarding the native examples of their 

ancestors, being swayed by politicians who build big houses rather than focusing on public 

works, are all symptoms of selfishness, a threat to the collectivity of the city. The interplay 

between public and private in the Crown speeches of Aeschines and Demosthenes reflect the 

philosophical debate between Plato and Aristotle: Demosthenes’ vision of unity draws near to 

Plato’s model of the ideal republic, in which the oikos is removed from the relationship between 

citizen and polis. In criticizing Demosthenes’ failure to express appropriate affection for his dead 

daughter, Aeschines emphasizes the primacy of the relationship between the individual and the 

oikos as a model for the individual’s capacity as a public leader, reflecting his understanding of 

the oikos as the microcosm of the polis. But for both orators, the fact that the vocabulary and 

rhetoric of the oikos is so prominent in their speeches reveals the pervasiveness of the home 

feeling in Athenian thought. The oikos provides a powerful metaphor, the meaning shading from 

“home” to “self.” Without the oikos, Demosthenes would not be able to refer to himself as the 

closest relative to the community. Without the unit, the oikia, there could be no community, 

koinonia. At the heart of the civic bond, of patriotism, is the deeply personal intimacy of home.  
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Conclusion 
 

 
 The ideology of the oikos was deeply rooted in Athenian rhetoric. Social expectations and 

anxieties about affection between family members, the gendered spatiality of the house, and the 

impregnability of the domestic interior appear throughout the speeches of the Attic orators. In 

this study, I have argued that the orators’ use of house topoi, vocabulary etymologically 

connected to the word oikos, and grammatical strategies giving form to conceptual space 

constitute a rhetoric of the oikos that was used to evoke an emotional response in the members of 

the jury. This response, which I have called the home feeling, was intended to persuade, to 

characterize, and to stir up empathy. My dissertation draws attention to the importance of the 

oikos in Athenian public discourse, complicating the idea of separate private and public spheres. 

 The relationship between domestic life and civic life is one of the central conflicts in 

Greek culture as early as Homer and Hesiod, and is frequently a focus of Athenian literature of 

the classical period. From tragedies such as Aeschylus’ Agamemnon and Sophocles’ Antigone to 

the philosophical works of Plato and Aristotle, concern about the tension between the private and 

public spheres permeated Athenian culture. In the fifth century we see this conflict play out on 

stage, while in the fourth century much of our evidence comes from the speeches that form the 

corpus of the Attic orators.1 Many of these speeches were delivered in trials concerned with 

family matters; because of the wealth of details contained in these speeches, social historians 

have used them as evidence for the daily lives of Athenian women and men, citizens and slaves. 

However, these speeches reflect normative values and practices, and it is difficult to extract 

reality from ideology. The preceding chapters have demonstrated the ways in which the ideology 

projected by these speeches reveals the cultural values that were most pressing to Athenian male 
                                                
1 The comedies of Menander were another important locus for the negotiation of the ideology of domestic space and 
family relationships in fourth century Athens (Isaacs 2010). 
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citizens, who were the primary producers and consumers of rhetorical performance. The 

pervasiveness of the oikos in these speeches points to its importance in the self-conception of the 

Athenian citizen male, despite contrasting ideological messages disassociating men from the 

domestic sphere.  

 The home feeling, evoking safety, unity, and interiority, was such a powerful idea in 

Athenian culture that the orators were able to use it to transform probability (eikos) into evidence 

through the employment of result clauses, comparatives, and superlatives. These grammatical 

strategies created an ethical space in which the degrees of difference between acceptable and 

transgressive behavior were mapped out. Demonstrations of loyalty and affection toward family 

members situated individuals within ethical space as proximate to a socially appropriate, 

predictable ideal. Degrees of affection also correspond to degrees of relatedness, with adherence 

to eikos behavior among family members corresponding to kinship proximity. That is, the 

comparative oikeioteros and the superlative oikeiotatos can be used to signify proximity of both 

intimacy and kinship (Demosthenes 43, Isaeus 1, Isocrates 19).  

 Because of the semantic overlap between house and family, ethical space is connected to 

the space within the house, a realm characterized by intimacy, order, and security. Proximity of 

affection is made literal by proximity within the house, by family members sharing not only 

space but also knowledge. Airing family grievances before the court required litigants to open 

their house to the jury, to make the members of the jury—outsiders—privy to information that 

should have been kept within the household. The speakers used evocations of eikos behavior to 

exile their opponents from the inner circle of the appropriately affectionate family, inviting the 

jury to take their places (Antiphon 1, Demosthenes 27-28). Thus the home feeling was used to 

compel the members of the jury to see themselves as part of the speaker’s household, to consider 
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the restoration of order within the house not just their civic responsibility but also a matter of 

family loyalty. 

 The domestic interior was ideally secure from outside forces, but the corollary to this 

security was vulnerability to threats from within the house. A significant cultural anxiety about 

women as perpetual foreigners in the house, frequently manifested in tragedy, also found its 

place in forensic oratory. The orators used vivid, kinetic language to construct an imaginary 

space within the house; these scenic strategies, influenced by tragic enargeia, would be familiar 

to the members of the jury from their experiences as spectators of dramatic performances. This 

conceptual space gave the members of the jury a visible, even visceral, experience of the danger 

that women could pose to the house (Antiphon 1, Isaeus 6, Lysias 1).  

 The home feeling drew its force from the fact that every member of the jury belonged to 

an oikos. For this reason, disorder in another person’s oikos gave rise to a sense not only of 

sympathy but of empathy, of identification. Each person was most vulnerable within the house, 

without the walls dividing private from public space. The laws mostly maintained this separation 

and, in a perfectly eikos world, perpetual order would reign in both the public and the private 

spheres. But when the laws were transgressed or removed altogether (as under the oligarchy of 

the Thirty), the domestic interior became vulnerable to hostile incursions. The orators amplified 

this vulnerability by symbolically associating the house with the body, an individual’s most 

oikeios possession (Lysias 12, Isocrates 20, Demosthenes 21). 

 Not only did the sense of identification between citizens as members of oikoi give rise to 

empathy in private lawsuits, it also allowed the home feeling to be extrapolated to the citywide 

community. On the civic level, the home feeling united the citizenry with the same bonds of 

affection and loyalty felt among members of a household. According to this model, an individual 
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who failed to act according to the common good, who put his private interests before the public 

interest and preferred the comfort of his own home to the safety of the community, was as 

harmful to the city as a bad relative was to the oikos. As the dangers Athens faced from foreign 

enemies increased, so did the necessity to come together into a single unit. This compulsion is 

reflected in the political speeches of Demosthenes, who uses the home feeling to instill this sense 

of community in his listeners by drawing on their shared interests and values, shared ancestry 

and history, and a shared concern for the future (Demosthenes 1-3, 13, 19).  

 I have employed a variety of methodologies in each chapter, resulting in innovative 

contributions to the study of the Attic orators and Athenian houses. My introduction, “Houses, 

Ideology, and the Home Feeling,” drew on modern scholarship on the home environment and 

architecture theory to describe the effect of the orators’ appeals to the house and family as the 

home feeling. By focusing on this rhetorical topos, which has not been previously identified in 

classical oratory, I was able to show the specific ways in which the orators used the home feeling 

as a persuasive technique.  

 In my first chapter, “Eikos and Oikos,” I demonstrated that the orators used result clauses, 

comparatives, and superlatives in order to characterize their clients as socially appropriate and 

worthy of the jury’s vote, building on social expectations of affectionate and appropriate 

behavior between family members. My methodology was influenced by the idea of “grammar as 

interpretation” described by Egbert Bakker in his introduction to the volume of the same name.2 I 

also drew on the articles by W. Martin Bloomer (1993) and H. Zellner (2006), which offer 

analyses of the use of superlatives in Herodotus and Sappho, respectively. This type of 

interpretation has not previously been applied to the orators and demonstrates the intricate skill 
                                                
2 “Amidst the many changes in the interpretation of ancient Greek texts that have taken place in the past decades 
perhaps none has had so many potential consequences as the shift in interest from the ‘what’ to the ‘how’ in the 
production of meaning” (Bakker 1997: 1).  
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of their rhetorical compositions. Several scholars have observed that the orators appealed to the 

home and family in their speeches; my approach in this chapter looked specifically at how some 

of these appeals worked.3 

 My second chapter, “The Stagecraft of Rhetoric,” applied conceptions of imaginary 

space, previously theorized in relation to Greek drama, to the speeches. The use of space in 

Lysias and Demosthenes had previously been touched on by the essays of Mathieu de Bakker in 

the volume Space in Ancient Greek Literature, but my readings have more fully developed the 

approach suggested by de Bakker’s brief sketch.4 My analyses demonstrated that similar spatial 

strategies were employed by the tragedians and the orators: the evocation of enargeia using the 

language of visualization, and the creation of movement and direction through the employment 

of certain prefixes and prepositions. 

 In my third chapter, “Vulnerable Bodies and Private Places,” I continued to explore the 

use of enargeia to construct conceptual space by analyzing two speeches in which physical 

bodies are endangered by the same entities that were expected to protect them. Several scholars 

have theorized the role of the bodies of the citizen male and of the slave in classical Athenian 

culture.5 My focus on the bodies in between these two extremes revealed a complicated and 

under-theorized interplay of autonomy and powerlessness. By linking the body to the home 

feeling, I uncovered a symbolic concentricity between the house and the body in terms of 

identity and sovereignty. 

 With my fourth chapter, “Homeland,” I transitioned from forensic to deliberative 

rhetoric, demonstrating how the rhetoric of the oikos could be used to inspire the home feeling at 

                                                
3 E.g. Carey 1994, Johnstone 1999, Lanni 2009 and 2015. 

4 De Bakker 2012a and b. 

5 E.g. Halperin 1990, Winkler 1990, Hunter 1992, Davidson 1997, Bassi 1998.  
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the level of the city, uniting the entire polis as a single family. Drawing on the political theories 

of Plato and Aristotle, my discussion of Demosthenes’ deliberative speeches led to a new way of 

thinking about the relationships between the genres of rhetoric. My analysis of the home feeling 

in Demosthenes’ political rhetoric built on my previous chapter’s emphasis on the interplay 

between the personal and the political. I focused on Demosthenes’ evocation of a timeless, 

idealized Athens, a homeland promising a return to the heroism of the Athenians’ ancestors. My 

focus on the home feeling in these speeches has cast new light on Demosthenes’ rhetorical 

strategies during this critical period in Athenian history.  

 The speeches I have analyzed here represent just a small percentage of the extant 

speeches. Future studies will in more detail at a wider range of speeches, especially epideictic 

rhetoric. Epideictic oratory, in particular the funeral oration, is deeply concerned with Athens as 

a timeless ancestral home and thus offers a fascinating perspective on both the application of the 

home feeling on the civic level and the paradoxical (because of the ideology of body autonomy) 

expendability of the body of the citizen warrior. The methodologies I employ in this dissertation 

also have a wide range of application in other literary genres, as my brief analyses of Aeschylus, 

Euripides, and Thucydides in my second and fourth chapters demonstrate. The home feeling is 

particularly marked in its employment as a persuasive strategy, hence its pervasiveness in 

oratory, but its presence can be felt anywhere that was touched by the ancient Athenian 

imaginary.  
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